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Abstract

Two years before she died, Susan Sontag spoke about the power of fiction, how it is
through inventions of a writerly kind that we receive an “education of the heart.”
She said it is through art, fiction in particular, that we are able to make a world that
“enlarges our sympathy.”
This vision underpins this submission for a Doctor of Creative Arts, which
consists of two companion texts: a novel (Volume I) and its theoretical
annotation/exegesis (Volume II).
The novel Bite Your Tongue is the story of a girl’s growing up and out of silence,
and how her body operates and survives as the language of the process. The novel
has two landscapes: the girl’s childhood in 1970s Brisbane and her relationship with
her mother, a “morals crusader,” who wants to save the children of Queensland by
banning books; and her reflections as an adult on her relationship with her dying
mother. Complex and self-reflexive, this is a novel about books and the body,
language and writing the self.
This creative work and its accompanying theoretical annotation seek to “enlarge
our sympathy,” to make a different kind of world in which it is possible to learn
love—to speak it, to write it.
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For my mother, Angel
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The books leapt and danced like roasted birds, their wings ablaze with red and yellow feathers.
Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451, p. 124
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This is a book about really good books in one hundred chapters.
It is a novel, a work of fiction.
In writing this story, inspired by a life, the names of various people have been
changed to protect their identities. Some place-names and institutions have also been
changed, although not all. If you are familiar with Brisbane, you might well
recognise the “lie” of the land.
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Prologue
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Chapter One

It was the year before Joh Bjelke-Petersen and his mates pulled down Cloudland
Ballroom in Bowen Hills, that grand landmark, a glam, art-deco jewel in Brisbane’s
crown. It was the summer of 1981, the summer Glory Solider would begin to read
Mrs Dalloway, the summer she would wear a black crucifix in protest at being “a
Solider” (the cross was worn in secret, mind, hidden underneath her clothes). That
summer Glory thought she had grown up at last, she was already twenty-one, not
that her mother sent her a birthday card with best wishes.
Glory didn’t tell her mother where she was going. Dancing was strictly forbidden
in the Solider family, like alcohol, like rock music. She had just hoped she could get
away with it. To this day, Glory has no idea how her mother knew where to look for
her. But minutes before MotherJoy burst into the ballroom on top of the hill, minutes
before there were boos and hisses and spit, Glory sensed something climactic was
about to happen, her mother centre stage.
Glory felt the rush of wings, the weight of shadow closing in.
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Chapter Two

How hot her body was, how prickly, but not the kind of heat you might welcome on
a dance floor in the company of a hundred or so other bodies pulsating to the beat of
drums, bass guitars. It was the heat of premonition, that’s the only way Glory could
explain it to herself. She knew what was going to happen before it did happen
because of the peculiar way her body responded, because she was powerless to do
anything about it. She had to live through whatever it was coming her way.
No one must see her!
When Glory looks up the word premonition for its exact meaning, when writing
this story, she can’t find it anywhere in her 1968 Fowler&Fowler Pocket Oxford, and she
feels the agitation a second time—perhaps she really is making all of this up. Back at
Cloudlands, there was nowhere safe to go, she couldn’t keep still. Glory wedged
herself into a corner under the balustrade that held up the mezzanine floor. No one
must know she is here! No one must know she is hiding—afraid. In particular, she mustn’t
let her old school friend, Lisa, find her there, not now; their reunion was ruined.
Glory’s stomach felt so heavy, her feet and legs turned to thick mud, and this mud
pulled the rest of her body down into the sludge, her skin boiled to touch. She must
escape, slew out of this place. Find air to let her lungs fill. Breathe!
“Please, please,” Glory begged into the fug and uproar, into the sleaze, “please
don’t make a scene.”
Glory’s skin was so tight over her bones it hurt, it felt like the film of sweat she’d
been half enjoying as a passive dancer was now baked solid and wouldn’t let her out
of its stiff crackling. When the shouting and exclaiming started—“Whoa!”, “Lady!”,
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“You can’t do that!”, “Watch it!”—Glory said out loud, as if to apologise to anyone
who might be listening nearby: “That’s my mother!” If she could bend over she
would dry retch onto the sprung floor. At her throat the clanging of cymbals, her
lungs tight with an itching chest, like that awful asthmatic constriction of the lungs,
the ventricles closing up. And even though she and her mother weren’t yet touching,
MotherJoy’s fingers squeezed her daughter’s heart dry.
Please, please don’t make a scene. Please.
It was spectacular: how the band stopped mid chord, stunned, how the
reverberations whined in the ear. The way those who were dancing were dancing,
which was nearly everyone, how they moved aside in a single choreographed wave
to make room for MotherJoy: Glory’s mother, a latter-day prophet parting the waters
of the Red Sea. Because of the uncharacteristic hush too. And then, that very
distinctive voice Glory could easily mimic, broke lose, exclaimed: I must speak my
mind.
MotherJoy did find Glory in the dark, in amongst the velvet-green upholstery. She
grabbed her daughter roughly, and dragged her into the middle of the circle that
formed around them. The light shone on these two Soliders through the smoky haze,
marooned hand-in-hand with a wide margin singling them out (someone must have
shifted the spotlight to see what was going on). How the cloudburst of silence from
hundreds, mixed with a single track of sonority from her, a voice that was gaining
momentum and oomph with each uttered word, each proclamation. She said: Do you
not know this is an abomination to God?
As she spoke, it looked like her body was a musical instrument, a cello perhaps,
miked up for this special performance and planted into the floor on a steady stand,
so you could see her whole body vibrate above her ankles with each note. Do you not
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know this is the work of the Devil? This is the sort of moral corruption I’m talking about. A
kind of shuddering from her chin down through her thighs as her bow swiped the
strings. She might have been conducting a little orchestra with her gesticulating. I
will not allow my daughter—flesh of my flesh—to be influenced by such a thing. By this
flagrancy. God knows the mortal danger she is in, now, speaking directly to her daughter.
The righteous shall inherit the earth, she concluded with emphasis. Thus says the Lord.
Or something like this.
What Glory remembers is the way her own hand was so tightly held by her
mother’s, she was once again a small faithful child. Lest she forget. She remembers the
rub of rough, dry skin (her mother had hard-working hands, she liked being in the
backyard with the chooks and ducks), how Glory felt pulled, the bones stretched out
of her sockets. And everybody else in the massive room blinked at her from out of
the circle of darkness, although nothing particular could be distinguished in the
haze. It was a blur but for the whites of all those eyes. Glory imagined Lisa amongst
the crowd, rolling her eyes, her pity, and there was nothing Glory could do to make
it better.
She hears her mother’s voice, still, after all these years, and the suppressed gasp
that held it aloft. A shocked silence—could this be true? A ghastly, ghastly moment.
Then, and it could only have been a matter of minutes surely, the police rushed in
with bayonets and handcuffs, dogs barked and pulled at leashes, and they made tens
of tens of arrests. It was mayhem. The boos. And hisses.
The press was full of it the next day. As usual, Premier Joh claimed the place was a
hotbed of student radicalism (whenever young people did anything in groups, this is
what he declared). The music was too loud, illegal alcohol was smuggled in. “It has
to go,” he said in so many words. “It’s dangerous. Someone will get hurt.”
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A year later, in 1982, a demolition crew was paid to destroy the ballroom in the
dark wee hours of an early morning when everyone was fast asleep. The Bowen Hills
Cloudland Ballroom was another victim in a string of controversial demolitions
carried out by this corrupt government. It came down in less than an hour. Nothing
was left standing. Today, the only reminder of Brisbane’s jewel is a set of ten or so
cement stairs, cracked and worn, buried into a hill of couch grass, rising
heavenwards.
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Chapter Three

On the night of that Cloudlands dance, Glory wished the sprung wooden floor had
opened up like a trapdoor in a theatre set to swallow her whole, to bury her alive.
The humiliation still sticks to her skin like a rash: the silence home in the Holden
with MotherJoy was deafening, and she never did say goodbye to Lisa, not that she
wanted to at the time. But if she’s going to admit to wishing this, to wishing she had
died at Cloudlands, then she has to admit something else too—a terrible something
else, what’s more. This is a “wishing,” she confesses, that she is ashamed of, for it’s
not the first time she’s wished this—it’s not the only time Glory has been bailed up
by her mother. Still, she hesitates.
It’s something she can barely put into the sound of words in order to say, or find
breath or aspiration in her lungs to support the thought. She can’t get the positioning
of the tongue right in the mouth to pronounce the consonants—until it blurts out—I
wish my mother dead. There. Bluntly. Five words. I wish MotherJoy would die.
Can words kill—if you exclaim them loudly enough? Can wishes come true?
Glory wonders if tongues might not be cut out for saying such things.
She knows she can never tell MotherJoy what it is she is writing, that she is writing
at all. Just like, after that dreadful night, she never told her mother she’d switched
courses at university from science to English, that that was why she had come home
to Queensland that summer holiday, to confess. She knows what her mother thinks
of books and literature—it’s what this story is about after all: her mother’s “anti-smut
campaign.” Nor can she tell Onward, her father, for that matter; he is as good as fast
asleep.
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So how will it end? What will she do when she finishes, when she gets to the final
full stop? Will she have to eat her own tongue to save it?
But wait, Glory is jumping ahead. Too fast. To tell this story she wants to take you
back to when tongues and the eating of tongues were ticklish and innocent, first
things first, back to when she liked to sing.
This is Glory’s story.
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Part I
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When he gave us our air rifles Atticus wouldn’t teach us to shoot. Uncle Jack instructed us in
the rudiments thereof; he said Atticus wasn’t interested in guns. Atticus said to Jem one day,
“I’d rather you shot at tin cans in the back yard, but I know you’ll go after birds. Shoot all the
bluejays you want, if you can hit ’em, but remember it’s a sin to kill a mockingbird.”
That was the only time I ever heard Atticus say it was a sin to do something, and I asked
Miss Maudie about it.
“Your father’s right,” she said. “Mockingbirds don’t do one thing but make music for us to
enjoy. They don’t eat up other people’s gardens, don’t nest in the corncribs, they don’t do one
thing but sing their hearts out for us. That’s why it’s a sin to kill a mockingbird.”
Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird, pp 95, 96
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Chapter Four

Glory wishes she could remember her very first taste of tongue, the first mouthful,
that first bite. It might be like trying to remember her very first kiss. When it was
innocent and ticklish.
You see tongue was Little Glory’s favourite food. She asked for it as a special treat
on birthdays, even though the Solider family had it served up to them by MotherJoy
at least once a week. Just as you like, MotherJoy replied, it’s your birthday. So they ate
pressed tongue with the smoothest of white sauces served with the mushiest of palegreen peas from a tin, and boiled potatoes. For pudding, the sweetest of white
blancmanges upside down on the plate in the shape of a star.
The two youngest of the Solider girls, the Little Girls, loved to help their mother
prepare the meat the night before, watch her peel off the grey skins, watch her curl
the tongues in a kiss in the pudding basin as they did themselves with their eating
mouths. Then at tea, Glory and Gracie would have their mouths full and still be
laughing. Because the tongue they were eating kissed and tickled their real tongue
and their real cheeks. They said they couldn’t help it, the laughter that is. Because of
the tongue pressed against tongue as they chewed. Their cheeks blushed red.
Keep quiet or leave the table.
The Little Girls were ticked off smartly for daring to make such a hullabaloo.
Didn’t they know that the tongue was a fire, a world of iniquity?
You could hear them later in their bedroom playing around on each other’s bed.
There, the two Little Girls kissed each other, at first lips to lips, then Solider mouth to
Solider mouth, real tongue to real tongue. Touch tongues, they dared each other, to
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more great peals of laughter. Into the night they went on their escapade, their
laughter becoming a ripple, then a purl, an improvised scat with the flying fruit bats
outside chatting up the Brisbane breeze. Their giggles floated above the tall palm
trees, high into the clouds. They swung about, upside down with the yellow fruit
and the bunch of squealing mammals, and together they shed light like baubles and
jewels swinging on a Christmas tree. Tongues hanging out. Lolly pink. Hearts racing
with excitement.
The thing is Glory can still feel the roughness of her sister’s tongue on her own
tongue, the taste of warm saliva. As she writes about these things a forbidden desire
swells within her. What an admission! She feels the blood in her temples thud on
either side of her face, pulse visibly like the gills of a fish. She wonders, privately:
will writing these things change things, change how she feels, what happens?
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Chapter Five

Reading changes things.
Glory reckons good books shed light the way strips of skin might peel off from
around fruit, and this light—the colour, the smell, the juice—squeezes into the cracks
of our hearts. You can feel it, taste it. Books seduce us. They make our hearts beat
fast. Oh how the best of them can disrupt us, shift the axis of our universe, nudge us
word by word into unchartered spaces. They allow us to swing about in the breeze.
They change our feelings.
Oh to read a really, really good book for the very first time. Especially those books
that have been strictly forbidden—sweeter than you can ever imagine. Glory reckons
a good book can sometimes be better than a kiss, a first book better than that first
kiss. Oh how reading can tickle and turn you upside down. Make your tongue hang
loose.
Reading changes everything.
You’re no longer the innocent.
Sometimes you get stuck there and never want to leave, or that’s what Glory
reckons. Books show us how to love, really love body to body between the pages.
Love perhaps where we’ve never loved before, that’s what Glory hopes.
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Chapter Six

Reading changes everything.
Glory dreams she is a character in the books she reads, that the characters are
people in her life, a transfiguration. That the books come to life.
This one in her hand is tattered, an early edition, Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird. There, on the front cover, she reads that it is the Pulitzer Prize winner
for best novel in 1960, how it was on the American bestseller list for eighty-two
weeks, how it had sold over five million copies at the time of this 1973 edition. Hard
to believe it was one of MotherJoy’s “death list” books, that it created such a fuss.
Now, people ask Glory, what’s wrong with Mockingbird? What was your mother’s
objection? Did she really want to burn that?
Glory finds her own name on the inside cover in spidery black-ink lettering, there
under the yellow sticky-tape holding the pages together—it’s her handwriting for
sure, only smaller, more tidy. There are tiny annotations, lists of key words,
characters and page references, notes about how the narrative is told through a series
of events with flashbacks, about the structure and its pleasing symmetry, about the
centrality of the mockingbird and its song. Mockingbirds don’t do one thing but sing
their hearts out for us.
Glory reads the backcover blurb, of Lee’s story being a magnificent novel told
through the clear eyes of childhood, so it says, of Atticus battling for “the rights of a
Negro accused of rape.” She then searches for any offending passages—there must
be something here, something dire, something smutty—but Glory can’t find anything,
anywhere. Nothing more than the bald facts of a good story.
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Glory wonders: did Onward ever think MotherJoy went too far?
She promises herself she will read the whole book again, this time cover to cover,
word for word, and very slowly. Without missing a beat. Like slow breathing. Like
singing your heart out. She wants to get stuck in the pages of this story, let Scout
Finch tell it in her way. See what’s in it, for herself. Read, to patch her universe
together. No matter what.
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Chapter Seven

No Matter What.
Her mother’s voice is on the answering machine—like that—one day when Glory
comes home after work. Such timing. Glory presses the replay button on the wooden
pew in her kitchen, and listens again. Glory Girl is that you? The voice is crackly, old,
a wee bit warbly but unmistakeable. It repeats itself—Gloria is that you? The voice has
an upward inflection suggesting disappointment, with an edge to it, even annoyance.
Like the person on the other end thinks that the outgoing message on the answering
machine might actually be a person in person and not a recording. An ambush.
Glory knows exactly who it is—but what does MotherJoy want now?
It’s the sound of the voice of course, the register and intonation that gives the
caller away. Mostly it’s the way MotherJoy says her daughter’s name, the emphasis
she puts on the Glor in Gloria. And the formality; nobody calls Glory Gloria these
days. But she has to confess she rather likes it. Glory likes it when her mother
phones; as the second-youngest daughter, she likes any attention from MotherJoy.
There is a certain charm too in her mother’s bewilderment, where the voice hints
at being caught off guard. It makes Glory laugh, for a microsecond. MotherJoy runs
on with practised dexterity. I’m going in for a little procedure, she says, an investigation,
no need to fuss. There is a little pregnant pause (she knows how to play her voice)
before she finishes with a benediction: And, and, blessings on you one hundred times.
Oh! Glory feels a hitch in her throat. A lump. Blessings on you. Her mouth goes dry.
The machine blinks red, on and on. Glory watches it warily. It is an animal and she is
in a trance.
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Glory wants to put her mother’s voice and her mother’s message from her mind, but
she can’t. There it is, caught on the answering machine, recorded on minitape: clear,
resonant, the intonation exactly right. It’s not that MotherJoy has a horrible voice. In
fact she speaks with a lovely singsong musicality, able to float words, full timbre,
with character, body. People say they like her voice. People tell Glory, Your mother
sounds so sweet, old-lady sweet Glory. No, it is the authority her mother attaches to that
voice, winning her daughter with her sometimes-confiding tone, before she cuts with
the imperative. MotherJoy knows how to work it exactly to get results, results she
wants.
It doesn’t surprise Glory that MotherJoy is going into hospital for “a little
procedure.” Onward has already rung, a week or so ago, to say MotherJoy is sick, to
say she has been in and out of the Prince Charles Hospital in Chermside for a range
of tests. He is matter-of-fact, as is his way, gets straight to he point. He rattles off a
surfeit of medical terms and jargon, multisyllabic words that don’t mean a thing to a
lay person, at least not to Glory. Good enough to make her feel inadequate though,
as if she should know what he means. As if he thinks she is medical, that being in the
Solider family means you understand medical procedures and terminology, through
some kind of Solider osmosis or genetic code. She doesn’t. She tells him this more
than once, has asked him to slow down, to explain. He doesn’t, but she forgives him
given the gravity of the news, given also the talk of him losing his memory of late, of
him being a bit fuddled. In response to the half conversation with her father, Glory
chooses her words carefully, says, Uh-huh, a little lame perhaps, follows with, Doesn’t
sound too good then, does it?
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Onward and MotherJoy love the medical world, it is their stomping ground—the
Solider children know this. You haven’t got a chance unless you’re a part of it.
Onward and MotherJoy are at home with medical people, talking diagnoses and
prognoses in amongst tests and procedures, visiting surgeries and wards, writing out
their own scripts from MIMs, getting second, even third opinions, fourth, seeking out
the best medical minds Queensland has to offer, insisting on going “to the top.” As if
going to God. The story in the Solider family, the one Glory knows by heart, unfolds
in this way: girls live through their husbands so the task is to find one of them, a
good husband that is, preferably medical (that’s best, obviously), clergy an excellent
second, an academic could squeeze in the door if you’re lucky. Anything else is folly.
Sometimes a sin. It’s for life, so don’t ever get divorced. None of the six Solider girls
pass the test, but that’s another story.
No wonder there was a bit of a lilt in Onward’s voice about these latest
developments. Something was happening. Something medical.

Glory finds out the detail from her sisters: all but one of MotherJoy’s coronary
arteries is blocked and she needs four heart-saving grafts, and soon, if she’s going to
avoid an inevitable heart attack. And, the story goes, it’s very risky for a patient over
eighty years old to have this kind of major operation, she’s very nearly too old, the
doctors say. But they go ahead anyway, on MotherJoy’s insistence. All the girls agree
this could be IT, that this is what the family has been waiting for, that this is the
beginning of MotherJoy’s exit plan—she knows where she is going. This is how it
will happen—with a major bypass operation ending in a stroke and MotherJoy dead
on the table; worse still, alive, but only just and in a coma.
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Glory feels numb, helpless—shamed. Has it come to this? Unable to fly to her side,
spontaneously. Doesn’t Glory wish she could do it? Other families rally around,
don’t they? If the Solider girls were part of an ordinary family each of them would
see if they could be with their mother in her time of need. This is what should
happen—whoever can, will be and is by her side. But the Soliders are always
different. Even so, Glory makes a decision for herself. She decides that the news
coming from Queensland this time is more significant than casual “investigation.”
She knows she will fly to Queensland to be by her mother’s side, come what may. It’s
what she must do, at least for the time being.
It is then, after she has decided to go north but before MotherJoy knows of her
daughter’s plan that Glory hears the unusual benediction: And, and, blessings on you
one hundred times. MotherJoy’s message warbles on the phone like a magpie chortling
under a sprinkler on a dry lawn in high summer. It’s as though her mother knows of
this plan even though Glory knows she can’t possibly know. Glory listens to the
blinking machine again and then again, then over and over and over. She replays it
all through the evening, transfixed, as if she needs to imprint the eight words and the
precise carriage of their meaning in a singsong onto her heart, to carry them with her
as a balm for what she knows she has to do next. Whatever happens, to carry them
into the unknown beyond that. And she almost believes MotherJoy, almost believes
her mother means what she says this time: Blessings on you one hundred times. Very
nearly.
The thing is, you can never trust her. Not really.
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Chapter Eight

In less than twenty-four hours Glory makes all the necessary arrangements to fly
north up the east coast of Australia. So this is how she finds herself in the Intensive
Care Unit at the Prince Charles Hospital on the north-east flank of Brisbane in
Chermside, a suburb close to the airport, sitting beside MotherJoy post-operation, on
an orange plastic chair with a red book in her lap.
She bought the fancy notebook at Brisbane Airport Newsagency, even though she
has an old one in her bag, half empty. She has to do this whole thing right, fresh from
the start. What an excuse! Besides, there’ll be a lot of writing to do because she won’t
be able to talk about it. So much will go on; so much is already happening. The
spunky new notebook glows red like a jewel. It looks like a real book too, with its
hard cardboard cover, red cloth and neat crossover corners, red endpapers and
perfect case binding. There’s a red ribbon to mark her place wherever she’s up to.
You can stay as long as you like, a nurse tells Glory in a comforting voice, soft-shoe
shuffle. You can stay here in ICU until she wakes up.
Glory wants to say thanks—the nurse is so kind—but she can’t get a word out
between those fastened lips, she’s choked up. She manages only a little nod. This is
more difficult than she imagined it was going to be on the plane.
I’ll bring you a cup of tea of you like. Another nod. She’s going to pull through this, you
know.
It’s not the hospital per se that gets to Glory, she’s accustomed to the smell and
look of the place, the routine and order of things, and she rather likes the interesting
machinery too, especially in intensive care. Nor is it the idea that her mother is here,
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in hospital, for this has been a recurring pattern. Anyhow, now that she is here by
her mother’s side, the being here is what matters. Now she doesn’t have to make a
choice as to whether to come or not. Glory hates the feeling of powerlessness that
comes with making decisions, the not-knowing-yet bit. But it’s done and Glory is
pleased to be in Queensland, thinks she made a good choice coming her mother’s
way, especially given she can’t quite remember the last time she was back (at least
she can no longer be accused of being neglectful).
No. What gets her is the smallness of MotherJoy, there, lying on the bed, how her
mother has very nearly disappeared.
It is a shock to see her again. Glory watches her mother sleep—will she ever wake
up? This smallness, her fragility, the ins-and-outs of her breath through the tubes.
Her mother is a version of her former self, her body a carapace of what it used to be,
oh how Glory remembers her shape. Muscles now all but evaporated. Skin in folds
over bones like brushed-cotton cloths for polishing the silver. Everyone says the first
twenty-four hours is the test after a procedure like this, and it looks like she’ll come
through, Glory thinks, if the shuffle and purr of the nurses is anything to go by. You
wouldn’t be sipping cups of tea if this was an emergency, now would you?
Glory sits close to the bed and the smell of crisp cotton sheets. Her knees press
against the aluminium bedstead to make white dints in her skin. She’s close enough
to touch the cardigan the nurses have wrapped around MotherJoy’s shoulders and
arms to keep her temperature up. They’ve wrapped her like a baby in a matinee
jacket. The cardigan is one of MotherJoy’s creations, Glory can tell, with its bold
pattern of colours and black satin trim around the edges. It has a black crocheted
collar that looks like something MotherJoy would make as an extra—she is good
with her hands. It sits comfortably, cradling MotherJoy’s throat. She looks snug,
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warm. Glory reaches out and runs a forefinger along the ribbon satin smoothness,
traces a line of stitching along one edge, and wonders about her mother’s new, fancy
heart, hidden from view underneath the wool. Thunk-thunk-thunk. A heart that has
been stopped then kick-started on the operating table to keep MotherJoy alive. For
what? For how long?
We all have to die sometime, the nurses might as well be saying. You get used to it
around here.
It makes Glory stand up. She leans over her mother to tie the ribbon that lies
across the bandaged chest into a small bow. A pretty black bow at her throat.
MotherJoy would appreciate this gesture, Glory is certain; her mother has particular
taste. She always insisted on presenting herself with care and attention, she was a
professor’s wife after all, had a reputation to uphold. Glory wants to kiss her too;
she’s close enough now to her mother’s body and it would be so easy to do this while
she is asleep. For isn’t this what families do at times like this—show affection, kiss
one another hello and goodbye, say they love each other? Glory imagines bending
really close to her mother’s face, imagines touching her mother’s soft cheek with
trembling lips, her mother’s soft cheek like the finest underwater sea sponge in
which to get lost. She could kiss her mother quickly before she wakes up, kiss her in
this moment of reprieve. There’s time. Her mother wouldn’t know—nobody would
know.
Glory pauses, oh so close, suspended there in a long shadow over her mother’s
body. She listens to her own wavy breath going in, going out, hears it instead of the
clink-clink of the machines. She’s daring herself to do it, egging herself on—go on,
kiss her. Kiss her. The colours of MotherJoy’s cardigan dance in the artificial light, all
whirly, a blur, like a melted rainbow paddlepop in the Brisbane heat. She’s so close
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to doing it, smells the nearness of their bodies as though that’s the final thing to exist
in the world—just her, just her mother. A last stand—can you smell bones close up?
Go on, Glory instructs herself, just kiss. A snatch. Nobody will know. You’ll regret it
otherwise.
Glory steadies herself, her hands are shaking, her lips fizz.
Because she can’t.
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Chapter Nine

She can’t. Wishes it were different. That she could.
Every now and again Glory disappears out of the unit to text Gracie and the
others in the family, to keep them up with the latest. To get some fresh air herself
and nibble on an apple. The nurses reassure her that it’s quite normal to have a
break; her mother is in good hands.
So far so good, Glory keys in. She’s good at lying about things that matter.
And: Just seeing mum now & she is fine all hooked up unconscious but OK.
They say I can stay here sit by her.
And: They say patients do best with family near.
Pleased I’m here funny thought.
And yes quadruple.
Soon, Gracie will be here. She has decided to come too and is on her way, crossing
the oceans from London to Brisbane. Gracie replies to Glory’s messages from
Singapore on a stopover: She doesn’t do things by halves clearly never did! And: Bom
bom. Glory laughs out loud at this last message; it’s so easy laughing with her little
sister—even when they sense they shouldn’t be doing such a thing at such a time.
But it’s such relief. How that spontaneous amusement at little things can be suddenly
there—shouldn’t she have written boom, boom, instead of bom, bom? A moment that
flies free of restraint makes Glory’s skin shimmer. She laughs at her own laughing
then, and that makes her feel even better. She wishes Gracie was already with her,
hand in hand, as she goes back in to MotherJoy, so little—lying there centre bed—
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with tubes coming out of her mouth, hooked up unconscious to the whispering
machines.
What will happen when MotherJoy does wake up, if she does? Glory wipes tears
from her eyes, wonders what she’ll say then. She thinks: You won’t be able to admit to
being pleased that you’re here by her side. No laughter now. Its shimmer washed away.
You’ll fluff it. When it comes to it, your chin will fuse up, go all numb, and the words you
think you hold in your mouth, the words you suckle like small stones, will stick. Glory has
never been able to say what she thinks, what she means. Don’t kid yourself now—your
tongue will get in the way.
To stop herself thinking, Glory goes back over the anatomy of what has happened
already, what she knows—her mother on the operating table in theatre—the
sharpness of a surgical knife, its prick and slice—that first incision through skin,
muscle, organ—the freshness of the flesh wound—her mother’s heart being cut right
open, in pieces even—the wide-open chest cavity and her body on the heart-lung
machine four times over to replace four arteries with skin and muscle from her leg.
On the slab. Making her mother’s heart strong.
And Gracie will say: It’s scary, her heart is strong as it is.
Later, with the surgeon, MotherJoy will want to go over the details of the
operation. She will want to get it right in her head. She’ll want to know what
happened to her, what went where and in what order, who did what. She’ll need to
know the details to instruct proceedings hereafter. MotherJoy likes to be in charge,
she is a difficult patient. She will dress down doctors if she has to.
Now though, quite the stranger.
Glory wondering if her mother is robust enough to pull through.
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Now, MotherJoy on the cusp of it all, between her mortal life—a life lived
vigorously—and very possible death. Heaven’s pearly gates are clearly visible on the
horizon, beckoning, and something like a curl of the lip on MotherJoy’s face suggests
a promise. Her knowledge of being bestowed a crown of jewels when she arrives. I
am bound for glory, MotherJoy liked to say. Can’t wait to get to glory, Glory. And her
voice would pause in the sentence, skip a beat with the comma between glory and
Glory, the words buoyed up with a stray little laugh, a punctuating pillow of support
to the capital G. Names are so precious aren’t they? Glory for glory, she liked to sing. A
mother’s little song for her fifth out of six daughters.
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Chapter Ten

Glory doesn’t like to be reminded of her name. In the beginning her Christian name
rang with formality: named Gloria at birth, baptised Gloria at seventeen, she was
called Gloria when summonsed by MotherJoy. Then there was the soft alternative—
Glory Girl with affection and Glorious Glory Girl in awe (always a God-centred
wonder). Mostly though, it was plain Glory, dictionary Glory, the glory smack
between gloom / gloop / glop / gloppen / glore and gloss / glossal / glossanthrax / glossary.
Oh, and Bible Glory. In the Good Book, as MotherJoy liked to refer to the Bible, there
were roughly three hundred and fifteen entries altogether for the word glory itself,
plus there were give glory, glory of God, my glory, glory of the Lord, thy glory, and
glory as a verb. Little Glory knew all of this because she looked up the word in
Cruden’s Complete Concordance to the New and Old Testaments. Gracie, the other half of
the Little Girls, was jealous because the word Gracie didn’t appear nearly as many
times. Gracie only had plain grace, grace of God, grace of our Lord Jesus, and it was
mentioned only one hundred and thirty-five times (once, the Little Girls counted
every verse in the Bible).
Glory hated explaining her name—when people wanted to know what MotherJoy
and Onward were thinking when they named her, when people laughed, mostly
church people—or when MotherJoy’s song “Glory for glory” confused. See, the real
story goes she was named after a duck, well two ducks, her and Gracie, the Little
Girls at the bottom of the Solider family. MotherJoy liked to keep animals, she was
good with animals; she had grown up with animals. And she was particularly fond
she said, of her very first mallards. Pet ducks, mark you, not to be dressed for the
table to eat; there was a difference.
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So Glory’s Glory-story goes.
Glory likes to laugh, though. Glory likes to remind herself of how her mother can
laugh the best of all laughs. It runs in the family. She wants to hear it again.
MotherJoy’s laughter was always so infectious. To surprise. She could tumbleturn
her family with it. Sometimes she was so tipsy with mirth, with her improvisations,
she let her seriousness go unexpectedly, a high-pressure garden hose that flicked and
sprayed whirligigs with glee. It was as though she gave in to the implosion for that
performance alone, so nearly out of control, if that were possible. Glory reckoned she
forgot where she was, who she was. All triumph. Boast. Quite the spectacle. Hearing
MotherJoy laugh, Glory nearly forgot what had gone on before, and could almost put
aside what might be to come.
Not here. Not in this hospital, there is no sound of laughter.
The machines surrounding the bed in headstone formation blink blankly at Glory,
like flickering candles at a vigil—not that the Solider family would tolerate such a
religion, one of smells and bells. The machines give away nothing to Glory, veiled in
a high tech, medical secrecy. She watches the graphs squiggle like snakes across the
screen. She waits like a sentinel on the orange plastic chair beside the bed, as if
waiting with her mother at heaven’s gates with the Good Book in hand.
Can’t wait to get to glory, Glory, MotherJoy is whispering even though her lips are
shut tight. Glory feels sure her mother’s voice does skip a beat with a little laugh, a
cautious bass note of laughter this, but laughter nonetheless, by definition. Oh to
hear the full score once more, the trill, the spill, that expanded version Glory knows
off by heart. Oh, for that full MotherJoy body: the abandonment true joy brings. Oh,
to have her live.
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Chapter Eleven

Glory tries to remember whether it was one hundred or one thousand times she has
been blessed. Wondering if it matters if you get these kinds of things wrong. What
difference does a factor of ten make?
She fingers the black satin around her mother’s neck again for comfort; the ribbon
pulls her close. The colours of the cardigan are whirring still. MotherJoy probably
bought the cardigan at St Vinnies, a favourite place to shop. How it must have been a
jumper at first and she split the front of it up the middle with a pair of scissors, from
the belly button to the throat in preparation for what the surgeon was going to do.
When she’s well, MotherJoy will demonstrate the shape of it then with her hands,
whipping them up the middle of her body as though she is her own heart surgeon,
working her scalpel with a flourish. Her wound is the height of a small child, she will
boast.
Look, I crocheted a pretty collar too, MotherJoys offers. Nothing is worse than hospital
fare, don’t you agree? I’ll never get into one of those backless gowns … I don’t think that will
be necessary, do you? At times MotherJoy faces her daughter with such openness, her
expression an open book—Glory has to laugh, with a heart in reverse.
Glory promises herself then, that when she gets back home she will keep saving
MotherJoy’s phone messages—Glory Girl is that you? No matter what MotherJoy
says—blessings on you—no matter what happens next. It will be her way of
remembering. She will collect a library of minitapes of her mother’s voice. At the
time, when you hear a voice that is familiar, and are reminded of its presence, you
think you will never forget what it sounds like. MotherJoy’s voice in all its variation,
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is so distinctive and so much a part of Glory’s being that it has stitched itself into the
skin of her body. It is inconceivable—impossible—to think she could lose it or get rid
of it. It has branded you. There must be a special word for this—a particular word for
the way a body reacts to a voice it recognises. A medical term even. Blessings on you.
Glory hears the voice resonate in her own body now: familiar, visceral, as though
their hearts have been transplanted cavity to cavity. Yet, it’s a voice to make Glory
jumpy, then freeze up all lumpy.
This is how this story goes.
All lumpy. Jumpy. With the singsong of the blinking-red warble on the answering
machine back at home on the wooden pew in the kitchen (one of MotherJoy’s pews
as it happens, bequeathed especially to Glory); the singsong in tune with the beep
and tickle and roll of boxy heart machines in intensive care. All of it lumping down a
tight throat, like hot porridge.
Glory’s own heart races, it thumps. Don’t do anything you’ll regret.
She sits up to attention on the hard orange plastic. She picks at the satin trim,
MotherJoy’s funny Vinnies’ cardie. It feels like she is breathing through a tube like
her mother. Can you choose your own way of dying, Glory wonders?
She waits. She thinks. She makes shapes with pencil on the white paper on her lap,
squiggles that look like her breath. It could be writing, it could be drawing. Glory
moves the feeling embodied in the lines around the page like dislodging and
relocating old river rocks in a newly landscaped garden. The lines and shapes swim
in and out of focus, impossible to read. She feels like she’s making it up as she goes.
Her throat hurts, her lungs are tight, her heart feels one hundred times its usual
size—or is that one thousand times? What difference does this factor of ten matter?
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She writes a sentence: Everything will be okay.
The making of each syllable of every word she forms on paper soothes the beating
blood machines around her that threaten to squash her out. The page helps fashion
the thoughts in her head—the idea of being by her mother’s side in the middle of
Brisbane, the fact that there are no words between them. The squiggles help her body
keep its shape, stops her exploding heart. She doesn’t look back at what she’s
making, to see if it makes sense. Not yet.
A nurse brings Glory another cup of tea. It won’t be much longer now, she’s on the
mend. And Glory writes this down—on the mend—to the bleat, bleat of the machines.
The clink, clink of china crockery. Her red notebook presses its bookly shape into her
thighs, I’m writing in the dark, this doesn’t make sense, what’s going to happen, is she going
to die? Words fall onto the page now in a rush in the tens and hundreds. The scratch
of the pen turns her head—what if MotherJoy finds out what Glory is thinking?
What she is writing? Glory hopes it’s indecipherable to anyone but her.
It’s not going to end here—not like this. She promised one hundred times too—so what if I
believe her?
Multiply that by ten—blessings on you one thousand times.
Okay Glory—don’t rub this out.
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Chapter Twelve

Once MotherJoy told Glory: You think too much. Thinking is dangerous. Glory can’t
remember what they were talking about at the time. It could have been about all
sorts of things: about heresy in the church, about women praying out loud in public,
about the perceived generation gap, about censorship, about limitations to the
freedom of expression, about how things used to be better in the old days, about the
evils of rock music and playing the turntable backwards to find out what was being
said subliminally (Onward really did do this), about the politics of health and
sickness. Such was the usual talk in the Solider family. It made Glory’s skin crawl.
She was always biting her tongue.
She doesn’t know. She can’t remember the converstion.
Still, she can hear her mother’s voice: the exact words and arrangement. You think
too much. And she remembers how her body reacted: with her heels pressed into her
shoes so they ached, with the heat of her cheeks blushing scarlet, that prickling
tightness again across her chest, and an involuntary sourness on the tongue. All
familiar. And she remembers what she was wearing, exactly: a vintage red crêpe
dress, diamante buttons, with sharp-pointed, zipped-up, black leather boots. Did
MotherJoy object to what her daughter was wearing on that occasion too?
You think too much Gloria, MotherJoy said. Thinking is dangerous.
Did her mother pause between the two statements? How she did like to foster
dramatic airs. There was always a garnish with everything MotherJoy said of import:
the world sat up, it listened. She had a way with the assortment of words, an ear for
balance and rhetoric. She was a shrewd woman; she listened in to her own
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declaration to test its economy, its display. On this occasion, the combination was
like cut crystal, a skin chill, an icky taste on her daughter’s tongue. There was no
going back. Not then, not now.
Glory decides writing is a way of thinking. To think, to write dangerously. Be
transgressive. It is no small thing for Glory to tell this story in Glory’s way, to put
into words things until now left unspoken, pin her heart to the page. Because it’s a
risky business, writing to be read, singing to be heard. Even if you can get the words
out with a scratch of a pen, is it worth the agony? The sore throat? How will
MotherJoy react? What will the other Soliders say? Will there be a price to pay for
thinking on paper like this?
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Chapter Thirteen

Glory slips out of intensive care and the Prince Charles Hospital, whispering some
pleasantries of small talk to the night-duty staff. It’s late, time to go.
She’s asleep now for the night, they had said. This sometimes happens, they don’t wake
up till the morning. You won’t recognise her when you see her. You’ll be able to talk to her
then. There’s always a phone. We’ll call you if she needs you. She’ll love that.
Glory trundles north up the highway in Onward’s Falcon to the retirement villa in
Buderim, Ginger Country. It’s not far. He’s asleep when she gets there, in his own
room. So she settles herself into MotherJoy’s room, of all places, because that is the
obvious place to sleep in the tiny two-bedroom villa, and Onward seems happy
enough with the arrangement, he doesn’t object. She’s never slept here before. In fact
she’s never been in this room on her own, only ever in the company of MotherJoy, at
her mother’s invitation.
Being here like this changes everything.
To her surprise, instead of falling into MotherJoy’s bed because she’s exhausted,
she finds herself rummaging in the floor-to-ceiling bookcase hidden behind a faded
red-velvet curtain. She’s looking for something she knows must be there. Mind you,
she’s in two minds about doing this—just leave it, will you—about daring to look in
forbidden places—this is private: you’d hate someone doing the same to your belongings.
But a thing she can’t quite name insists on pushing her forward. There is a
recklessness in her motion. She thinks: if she died we’d have to do this. And she’s going to
die one day. Glory knows she is being bad—nobody would condone it, least of all
herself if she thought about it for long enough—but she can’t think about
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consequences just yet, can’t pause to wonder. I’m going to find out what happened. She
feels the scratch of the nib on her skin.
She knows MotherJoy finds it hard to throw things out. Knows MotherJoy keeps
things as keepsakes. Knows she will find shoeboxes of precious things, revelations.
Somewhere.
She’s heard about the scrapbooks, the pages and pages of cuttings. Let things be.
She’s not sure what there is to find, but feels sure she will find something. Don’t dig.
She wants to make sense of things, make sense of what happened back then, even if
only in a very small way—there’s no harm in that? Let it be, isn’t it enough that you are
kind, enough that you are here? She knows she can’t leave it too long. Let the past be past.
This is her chance. Don’t be so cruel. Now is a good time, though; they’re both asleep
in different places. It’s my story too, she retorts, Glory writes.
Yet she still hears her mother’s voice—Isn’t it enough that you are blessed?
The pull of the curtain burns thick in the rub of her hand.
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Chapter Fourteen

All this happens more or less. Glory doesn’t get much sleep that night. She can’t get
MotherJoy out of her head. She lies awake, tosses and turns. She imagines her
mother lying in the same bed. It feels like the walls and ceiling of the room are
closing in, the vegetation growing fast overnight through the cracks and under the
door to choke Glory. The musty smell of the room mixes unkindly with MotherJoy’s
perfume of choice, 4711. So that Glory really does imagine MotherJoy in the room
with her, imagines her lying in the bed side by side, a tickle of her hair against her
daughter’s cheek. The smell of hairspray now. Her oh-so-close proximity. There’s not
enough breathing space for them both. Glory knows her heart is pounding. She feels
the roughness of her mother’s hand, holding her tight, holding on so that neither of
them fall out. Glory struggles under the covers to set herself free. What would
MotherJoy say if she knew?
Glory doesn’t find anything of substance behind the red curtain, only an old
stethoscope in a chocolate-coloured bakelite box, an instrument to knock knees to
check reflexes—with its perished blue rubber stopper—and plastic bags full of skeins
of wool and old dress material. And there’s the sixties white hat with white polyester
flowers covering its crown that MotherJoy loved to wear to church. Glory remembers
it well, the tickle in her eyes of flowers when she once tried it on for dress-ups—it
was far too big—the rush of butterfly wings. So how will this end?
Glory keeps going.
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Chapter Fifteen

They say Brisbane was asleep back then, asleep in the sunshine, before things became
reactionary, before Glory lost her tongue. They say Brisbane was a big, fat, country
town tucked up in bed, cushion-safe in the south-east capital corner of the state of
Queensland—when everybody did go to church in hats. It was before the swinging
sixties really took a hold in Australia, let alone in Queensland. Before Queensland
dug its heels in, and said no, “… we’re different, we’re not like those people down
south across the border.”
We’re talking late winter, Glory writes (there are only two seasons in Brisbane),
1967.
The Pill, not yet a contraceptive option for Queensland women, was going to be
made available elsewhere in Australia in 1968. It would be a couple of years before
Germaine Greer’s The Female Eunuch was published in Australia (in 1970). (And yes,
this book was on MotherJoy’s death list too, just like Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird.) Talkback radio hadn’t yet begun in Boston, it was first suggested in
1970 as a clever and inexpensive way to fill dead spots. It was well before the idea of
censorship took hold enough of the imaginations of ordinary people in Queensland
to cause a stir. Books such as Lady Chatterley’s Lover (another on MotherJoy’s list) and
the furore over its publication—how it contravened obscenity laws—was a story
belonging to other places in the world. MotherJoy’s Society to Outlaw Pornography,
STOP, and Campaign Against Regressive Education, CARE, hadn’t yet got going.
Queensland was innocent. Brisbane was fast asleep, as was the Solider family.
They little suspected something almighty was around the corner of their lives. There
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was no reason to: early to mid 1960s after a mild winter in Brisbane in the Sunshine
State, the pointy state of Australia—Australia’s crown, Queensland people might
say—in the home of the Solider family in the leafy, university suburb of St Lucia, the
going was pineapple-sweet.
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Chapter Sixteen

Then came the blast, an explosion.
“STUDENTS IN CLASHES WITH POLICE.”
The headline caught Glory’s attention. Front page, large font—the largest font of
all the headings on all the pages (she checked it out later)—right across the very top
of the broadsheet left to right and sitting next to the masthead itself on the right hand
side. Impossible to miss: “114 ARRESTED: STUDENTS IN CLASHES WITH
POLICE,” with a photograph of the fracas beneath. This was Brisbane’s Courier Mail
speaking. Saturday edition. 9 September 1967.
But what did this newspaper story have to do with the Solider family? Theirs was
a very private world, an inward-looking family of routine and order. What the world
did out there on the streets of Brisbane had nothing to do with the Solider family,
gathered now around the table for lunch and about to say grace. God himself said:
Set yourselves apart.
Glory sneaked a peak at the bowed heads across the plastic tablecloth, lots of
closed eyes. Blank faces for everyone, like empty dinner plates, except perhaps for
her sister Elsie. Glory wondered if Elsie’s face might have changed colour with the
hullabaloo, changed in hue to match the colour of the warm pink tongue they were
about to eat. For what we are about to eat may the Lord make us truly grateful.
Onward had brought the Saturday edition of the paper home at lunch after his
ward round at the Royal Children’s Hospital. He brought the paper home and he
brought with it the beginnings of MotherJoy’s Queensland story (although none of
them knew this yet) and a very particular story it was. A very particular campaign
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she then mounted in a very particular and strangely conducive social and cultural
environment in the only state in Australia it could happen, so it is told, at the only
time in history, so it goes (in the way stories unfold and are told and retold). He
brought home a bomb wrapped up in that particular Saturday edition. Which
exploded around the table that Saturday lunchtime—ricocheting out into the
community and back into the family while the warmed tongue, mashed potato and
peas went cold.
MotherJoy lost her footing and reacted. Perhaps she had been itching for a fight
for a while. Perhaps she was already poised to take on the world. Or maybe, the
responsibility of those six children was too much, was eating her up, those six girls
now seated around the plastic folds with such innocence, with heads bowed to look
as though they were praying. They were growing up fast too, ready to leave
MotherJoy’s kitchen one by one to swim into a world where each of them would
decide for themselves whether to pray or not. Elsie was already almost nineteen
years old, on the cusp of getting it right, lucky girl, soon to be married. Perhaps
MotherJoy thought she was losing control. Losing her grip. The skin of all those girls
was becoming slippery with the sunbaking oil of the day. They were sliding
downstream. So this headline with its catchy photograph became the trigger for
doing something, doing anything for God. Putting a stop to it—whatever the “it”
was. Her own salvation was at stake no less, a salvation that depended on her
children, her girls—the jewels in her crown. As simple as that.
This is Glory’s story.
So there they all were, around the table in order—Elsie first, to MotherJoy’s right,
then Mary and Ruthy, Eve, Glory and Gracie to her left. You could trace MotherJoy’s
spiritual journey by the names of her children from the top to the bottom. From Elsie
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and non-belief to the middle three of Mary, Ruthy and Eve—repentance, born again,
belief—down to the Little Girls and her arrival at the pearly gates. Here, she
possessed a steady gaze—Glory for rejoicing, Gracie for grace.
You could trace them in other ways too, something Glory likes to do in this story,
to keep her sisters close by, to keep them from drifting away. There was Elsie, the
eldest, an organ player studying a music–maths major at the University of
Queensland down the road. Elsie was a brilliant sight reader, everybody said, the
one with the now pinkly face. Next came Mary, who liked to clean her teeth as white
as goodness she said, after every meal; who once persuaded Little Glory to kneel
down and pray in a ferry in the middle of a river crossing to stop a barge on its way
down to the river mouth from hitting the ferry; who laughed then and said it was
funny, which it was. When the ferryman thanked her for saving them all, as he
helped them step out of the boat onto the pontoon, Mary’s face was so open, so
inviting, Glory believed her. Glory wasn’t so sure she believed the ferryman. Then
Ruthy, the third daughter—“bolshie Ruthy,” Glory likes to think, who would learn
to think for herself on the conveyor belt at the Golden Circle cannery in Northgate,
yet always also be able to fly close to almost clasp MotherJoy’s heart—how did she
do that? Glory is so proud of her guts. And Eve, the fourth of the big girls, the
reserved one, the one named after her great conversion MotherJoy said, the one who
liked dissections, who brought home a dead rat once, who insisted that if you dissect
things enough, into lots of pieces, you begin to understand. Eve understood
MotherJoy, Glory reckons, the way she understood the circulatory and nervous
systems of the body, and got top marks for it. Eve was terribly clever like that.
This is Glory’s story.
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Finally, at the bottom of the family, the two Little Girls, Glory and Gracie, the
inseparables, like twins Onward said, born less than a year apart. Gracie was the
baby, the one always with Glory, who liked to be tucked in under her sister’s wing.
Glory felt stronger with Gracie in the world; Gracie gave Glory courage to be. With
Gracie holding her hand, almost from the beginning, Glory thought she would be
safe.
Onward sat opposite MotherJoy, at the head of the table, carving the meat with
the swash and swish of his knife. Except that on this occasion Onward wasn’t in his
usual place to do justice to the tongue, just yet. Onward wasn’t carving anything.
Indeed, he must have wondered what he had brought home that day, what he had
set off, what was going to happen next, for Onward liked to mind his own business.
Most times he’d prefer to be in his study on the closed-in verandah, curled up in the
big, green vinyl armchair, hunched over his precious portable typewriter that sat on
his knees, the tartan throw rug to keep him warm. Glory often heard the plink-plonk
of the typewriter keys pressing at the paper (he typed slowly but proudly, a twofinger man, he said). From time to time he would let sighs escape his mouth. Hey-ho.
Onward and his books. Onward and his writing. Hey-ho. Lost in a world of his many
creations.
But not today.
Not now.
The family waited to say grace, their bodies tucked into the dining room table.
They were starving, eager to get eating. Except that Onward and MotherJoy weren’t
in their places. No. MotherJoy and Onward were on their way out of the bedroom.
They fairly exploded out from the bedroom door as if one flesh to stand before the six
children sitting sucked now into the lunchtime spread.
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Bang! This is how this story goes.
With the Courier Mail in her right hand MotherJoy slammed the front page with
her left fist. Bang, bang, bang. Time stood still, all hunger forgotten, the whole family
frozen, suspended. Gobsmacked. How hot they were, how hot it was for this time of
the year, for this time of the day and shouldn’t someone shut the blinds on the
verandah to keep the Queensland sun off the floorboards? But nobody said a word,
nobody moved. They were captive to this exact moment. Couldn’t go forward,
couldn’t go back.
Nobody said anything, not even MotherJoy. Her actions rendered her speechless.
This was beyond words, articulation. It was all about her fist. Bang, bang.
Onward cowered in her wake, while trying to look tall. He kept licking his hand to
smooth his fringe to keep it in place across his bald patch. Perhaps he wished he had
never shown her the front page; perhaps he wished he had forgotten to pick up the
paper that Saturday morning at the bottom of the road on his way to the hospital. He
could have forgotten so easily, she never asked for it, and he had been running a wee
bit late, anyway, he would be ashamed to say, so forgetting was feasible given his
haste. Forgivable even.
Bang.
The whole family knew that something terrible was happening before their very
eyes: something big, irreversible, something that was going to change them all. If
only they could stop it, whatever it was, go back to before, wait there forever in that
pose of suspended animation. Truly freeze the frame. None of them wanted to hear
what was going to be said next, what this all might mean, what MotherJoy was
building up to.
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MotherJoy never read the paper (did she?), at least not that any of the family was
aware. She had been so happy earlier, playing the piano for morning tea, hands and
fingers all over the keys in trills and arpeggios. Playing, she said, not practising, no,
this is music to sup on. She liked to tease them all with it, filling the house with warm,
homemade runny jam: from O Danny Boy to loosen the throat, to J. S. Bach’s Erster
Teil Praeludium 1 with which to enter God’s presence. She spoke of heavenly things.
Her fingers thumped away—she had such thick, strong fingers—and she smiled this
way and that with the rhythm. That enticing way of hers. Everyone forgot where
they were. And that morning, just before this altercation, with the trill of the piano
for a treat, she was oh-so-close to doing that. To letting go, completely.
How quickly things change. There was nothing anyone could do to avert her
attention. All sound, all thought of laughter was spent.

This is how things stood.
Elsie was over the far side of the table, next to Onward’s empty chair and
furthermost from MotherJoy and the noise of MotherJoy’s fist on the paper—more
than a piano’s length away, as it happened—beyond reach. Too far away to be able
to decipher the detail of what was printed on the front page, even if the paper was
still enough, which it wasn’t.
Elsie must have guessed what it said, though, surely. At the very least she knew
where she had been the previous day, Friday afternoon, what she had been doing.
There had been scuffles and arrests at the sit-down demonstration in Roma Street in
the city and later, in King George Square. She must have recalled how a policeman
questioned her, or at least thought that was what happened, it was all so fast. But she
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mustn’t have seen the camera in all the confusion. And how could she have guessed,
that it would make front-page news, the photograph of her protest to lead the lead
story?
Once the newspaper was relatively still, now like a flag, the sisters could read the
words POLICE, CLASHES, STUDENTS, the box-print bolded, black and upright,
naked there in headline certainty. They read: “114 ARRESTED: STUDENTS IN
CLASHES WITH POLICE: 1500 sit in street: Mob protests over new laws.”
Elsie sat frozen, dead straight in her chair, jaw locked, unblinking, seeing but not
seeing MotherJoy. Stealing herself internally, probably, for what was to come next,
for when MotherJoy found the measure of her tongue.
I am ashamed of you!
There. MotherJoy spat out the words. Ordinary words as expletives.
She spat out the words and those five words sprayed across the room, across the
lunchtime spread of cold meat. If that was all, it would be enough, but there was
more. For those words, spat like spit, spewed and stuck to her children. Those five
words—I am ashamed of you—grafted together the bodies of her six daughters and
entered their mouths and throats to circulate with their blood, settled in a skin
around their hearts, a crust on their minds; to congeal in all their hidden and not so
hidden places, inside and out.
This all really happened.
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Chapter Seventeen

That was the day everything changed. When MotherJoy went into shock.
Three or so decades later, Glory goes on an excursion to the National Library of
Australia (before she knows such a place houses revelations to do with her family),
to master the newspaper room and microfiche and photocopying machines. Glory
finds the place where they keep the Courier Mails in great big grey, filing drawers.
She finds the year she wants and spread of months. She works out how to thread the
reels on the sprockets and how to position the pages on the screen. She finds the
exact paper, the actual day. Elsie gave her a tip off about it one day, boasted about it
being her first foray into the news.
So there it is—Courier Mail, 1967, early September—first report of the day, frontpage news, leader in a string of further exposés all about the growing civil
disobedience and unrest amok on the streets of Brisbane.
And there she is, Glory’s big sister, Elsie Solider, plumb in the middle of the front
page, smack bang in the protest melee in a gaggle of students being arrested with
forced lifts and throttle holds. ”A girl student” it reads, being questioned by a
policeman in uniform, another policeman nearby ready to take a swing. Glory can’t
quite believe it—but it’s Elsie all right. Her heart rattles with the whirling microfiche
sprockets. The figure in the picture is in profile with her torso set in Elsie’s
characteristic way, her shoulders, her chin, her hand, just so. Glory is transfixed by
the face. Even though the photograph is a little dark, it can be no one else. Her
sister’s cheek turned away from the camera.
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Look! That is her! Glory wants to exclaim. But in this place she swallows her words,
consumes her excitement at what she finds, cornered as she is in the library with its
hum of silence and the quiet of research. You can turn and rustle pages in libraries,
whisper questions to the librarians on shift, clunk coins into photocopying machines,
but you can’t burst out with joy, protest at what you find. I can’t believe it. Will you look
at this! It’s really her.
Glory clamps her left hand over her open mouth as if to stop the words
themselves speeding out without her saying them, can just about feel them there
exploding off her tongue. The words prick the skin of her open palm in ones and
twos and repeated variations. Can’t! Believe! Look! If you saw her eyes cavorting
above the pressed hand, pressed there to her mouth, you’d sense there was
something going on, for sure. The sprockets turning the old newspapers are
whirring.
Still, true to nature, she doesn’t speak a word—practised at obeying rules—but
writes, furiously, in her notebook, the scratch of the pencil barely keeping up with
the tumble of what she is thinking. She writes: It really is her. I can’t believe it. This
really did happen. They name her “a girl student.” Then this: The habit of writing / here /
now / like this comforts / like the habit of / praying / there / then.
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Chapter Eighteen

The thing is, it isn’t only Elsie who jumps off the page at Glory. All the sisters are
grafted skin to skin. It is in the looking now that Glory sees this, in the finding, in
uncovering the story. For while this photograph of Elsie was hidden in the National
Library, secure in its own cardboard box, safe in the map drawer, asleep—unknown—
all memory of the fracas lay buried with it, any shame twisted with the paper, ran
with the ink, faded, forgotten. As if the thing itself never happened. It is only once
you begin to look, to let the light in, that the Solider girls appear together, leaping off
the newsprint like jumping jacks. They’re all there, all six, dancing on their toes as
though on the hot ashes of a bonfire. In a chorus, saying: This didn’t happen, did it?
That’s what Glory thinks.
She pays for a full-size copy of the tear-page in purple ink on gloss paper. She
hides the evidence away, not telling the others about it, not even Elsie. There is a
time for everything, she thinks. And what a lot of thinking there is to do.
Had Elsie gone on the three-mile march from St Lucia and the university along
Coronation Drive to the city? Was she really in the middle of Roma Street in this
photograph, in the heat of the action, one of three and a half thousand students,
protesting the imposition of new laws governing street marches, the defence of civil
liberties in Brisbane, 1967? Can you believe something actually happened when you
find it recorded in a newspaper? Could there be some other explanation? Wouldn’t
she have known it was a terrible thing to do, a thing to avoid at all costs? That
MotherJoy would find out?
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What Glory sees is a face in profile: little kiss curls around the ears, black-rimmed
glasses—a particular, favourite appearance—in a cap-sleeved polyester number with
a ruffle across the princess line. Glory fancies it is the colour of lemon with off-white
details. Her left hand rests against her cheek in a gestural and characteristic pose,
suggesting: Who me? Do I know something?
In the photograph a policeman questions an “unnamed girl student” and the girl
student looks at him as though she is laughing. Did Elsie really laugh at all this? The
report doesn’t read like it is a laughing matter. What was Elsie doing defying police
orders? And did the newspaper photographer click away, thinking: I’m going to
make it onto the front page with this? This is good. Innocence sells. Lead story. Time for a
raise.
It looks that way to Glory.
With a click of a shutter, the reporter propels this girl and her family into an
unheralded public space, one of discomfort and embarrassment. Public humiliation,
private shame. Not that anyone reading the newspaper that spring morning in
Brisbane, Glory hopes, would have known. Not that anyone would have recognised
her face, her hand—just so—her laughter. Newspaper photographs are always so
grainy. Besides, the “girl student” was more in the background, behind the focus of
the shot, behind the “passively resisting” demonstrator-boy (what sort of family did
he come from?) being force lifted by the jaw by one policeman while another took up
a position to strike.
Anyway, Elsie confesses to Glory later, the truth is that she didn’t go there to
protest. She didn’t know what it was about really, politics weren’t her thing at
university. She went on the march for a boy, for a boy named Brett. I thought he was
terribly smart, she said, terribly committed. Brett was learning to be a vet and he wore a
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nylon shirt and tie and long white socks. How funny. Glory loved the way Elsie
started then to laugh at this footnote to her history. In trills and purls. And afterwards
we went to the Belle Vue Hotel for a drink, you know, the beautiful old one that Joh knocked
down. Opposite parliament.
How brave. Glory looks back at her sister to see a girl fluttering with pleasure, a
young girl with an innocent face, heartfelt surprise. Who me? The cameraman knew
what he was doing, all right. Everyone in Brisbane wanted to know what was going
on. Everyone read the paper. In the face of change, innocence marks you; this kind of
captured naivety sells copy, fast. And it did. Elsie was Brisbane’s face that spring,
with its own particular brand of innocence—a sleepy, cushion-safe town being
catapulted into a new worldliness by “mob protesters” never before seen in the
place. Dragged bodies, throttle holds, headlocks, half-Nelsons. Who us? This only
happens down south, across the border, they say. Not here, not in sleepy, small-town
Brisbane, Golden Circle Country. Not in the Sunshine State, God-fearing, sunny
Queensland. Time to wake up.
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Chapter Nineteen

But that’s not all.
MotherJoy was always right and she pressed the point she was making into place,
pressed with her full weight. Not only did she say the words, I am ashamed of you out
loud, emphasising the ashamed word by taking her time with the intonation on the
second syllable —a / s h a m e d—but she said it in a slow, reverberating descending
rattle from her mouth like it really was a snake escaping through a slit in her lips. She
ripped off the offending page of the newspaper with the image etched now as a
turning point, a frame of all their feelings, and in front of everyone she tore the page
into shreds: the photograph, the bold headlines, the details of what happened.
Everything. Elsie’s picture. She said: Let this be a lesson.
The family watched the pieces of newsprint float to the polished Masonite squares
of floor like a rain of confetti. They heard Elsie hiccup to hold back tears. And Glory
reached for Gracie’s hand under the table. To hold on.
MotherJoy said: As for you others, let this be a warning.
That day, the violence on the streets of Brisbane rammed into the nest of the
Solider family home with the rolled sheath of Onward’s newsprint, the rip and tear
of its pages. Showered them all with it. The shame they felt curled around the legs of
the table spread across with the plastic cloth so that it stuck to the family’s sweaty
legs and arms, stitched together the skins sitting there. It infected them all.
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Chapter Twenty

Nobody ate very much for lunch, they weren’t hungry after all this. Onward tried to
slice the pressed tongue but it fell apart all chunky. He sat clasping the knife and fork
on either side of the plate, his lungs heaving for air. It looked liked he didn’t have the
courage to start again, to recite another grace. He was left in charge of the meal table,
the eating, while MotherJoy dressed down Elsie in the big bedroom. Elsie had to pick
her way there, across the shredded newspaper, over bits of photo. Glory could see
Elsie tiptoe so as not to step on anything, not step on her self.
In the Solider family, if you did do something wrong, something untoward and
sinful, you were summonsed to the bedroom. Mind you, it was only the big Solider
girls who had been called in this way, so far. The two Little Girls weren’t big enough
to do truly sinful things, not yet, no matter how hard they tried. Glory and Gracie
talked about how they might make MotherJoy take notice: stealing a penny from her
dressing table, forgetting to take out the compost, poking out their tongues at
visitors. The drill was, whenever something was serious enough in the Solider
family, and needed to be dealt with in a salutary way, MotherJoy took the offender to
the big room and shut the door. Whoever wasn’t in the room with her, listened
surreptitiously from the other side of the wall. It wasn’t that difficult, for MotherJoy
had a very distinctive voice, pitched for maximum effect when she had a judgement
to make. Or, if it was a soft argument for some reason, MotherJoy hedging her bets in
curlicues, you could go to the pink bathroom, put a glass up to the shared fibro wall
with the master bedroom and get an earful.
On this occasion, MotherJoy was so het up, that the family were able to stay in
their chairs around the table, and not miss a word.
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I am ashamed of you, MotherJoy repeated the words as if Elsie had been in some
doubt, how dare you treat the family like this. We have a reputation to preserve. Think of
your father. His position. And what will God say when He calls you to account? When He
calls us all to account?
The more difficult thing was to hear Elsie’s voice. If Elsie could do it, the others
must be thinking, if Elsie could find a way to navigate a path for herself to some kind
of safety, then so could they. That was the hope, for Elsie to hold the relay baton for
her younger sisters. So they listened hard to her replies through her hiccups, even
though at times it was difficult to decipher the meaning for the hiccups made her
sound as though she ate the words just as they were forming in her mouth, the
sentences falling out mangled and cut up.
MotherJoy said: Don’t you ever do this again.
They heard snatches of her timid response: I got—caught up.
Why on earth did you go? You could have been arrested.
I didn’t—hurt—anyone.
It would have served you right you know, you would have deserved it for being there.
I didn’t know what was happening.
You could have been put in gaol.
The police were awfully nice. Elsie tried then to laugh, to soften the blow. But gobfuls
of piled-up air stuck in her throat. It was an awful sound and Glory thought that
Elsie was going to choke. Glory gagged on her own tongue too, and saliva, as though
she shared the same mouthful.
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And what on earth were you wearing? She kept on about the “on earth” bit as if to
make a clear distinction.
At the mention of clothes, the three big girls still at the table ran their sweaty
palms over their own clothes, smoothed the material down the length of their legs.
Glory could see the tops of their arms disappear under the table as they felt for the
hems of their skirts and tried to pull the bottom edge over their knees.
Not that disgusting short dress …
They listened—they waited.
Don’t you ever do this again, let there be no mistake. I’ll make that dress into cushions.
Now, it was as if MotherJoy really did know that they were all listening through the
wall. It was as if, in hunting for precision in her diction, she spoke these words as a
warning to the whole Solider family as one body, tattooed the caution onto the bones
of her offspring for keeps. This will never happen again, do you hear me, not while you are
a child of mine. Let that be understood.
Glory could imagine flames now in her mother’s eyes, like little licking tongues,
sparking off each other. Sometimes this could happen when her mother got really
mad. Glory squeezed Gracie’s hand more tightly, hooked up their little fingers.
Under other circumstances they’d call this finger hold “a finger kiss” but not today,
not on this occasion.
And where was Onward in all this to-do? He’d disappeared into his study, buried
himself in his Christian books. After mangling the meat and serving it onto plates,
Onward made himself scarce.
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Chapter Twenty-One

That evening MotherJoy took to her bed. Onward said: Don’t disturb her, she needs to
rest. The next day, a Sunday as it happened, the big girls prepared the roast pork and
potatoes for lunch in the morning as usual, turned on the oven, and the Solider
family went to church at the appointed hour, but without MotherJoy.
The minister and elders asked after her in their kindly pastoral way (had they read
the weekend paper, did they recognise who was in the picture?) as they pressed
hands with Onward and the rest of the congregation in the breezeway of the
vestibule door after the service. They said special prayers that morning to keep them
safe in this time of civil unrest. Onward muttered excuses for everybody—MotherJoy
never missed church. Glory shook the minister’s hand too. Glory loved the clasp of
his big, warm, praying hands—the pressing of Godly flesh in this way, the
incalculable hand hold of sweaty rightness. She made sure she shook hands each
Sunday, morning and evening, as a seal of approval. Made sure she was in the
queue. She liked the way the minister looked down at her, liked his smile from on
high. But she did wish MotherJoy hadn’t stayed home. It didn’t seem right. To miss a
Sunday. Not to be with God.
This Sunday morning, the Solider family along the pew sang the chosen hymns
louder and with more insistence than they ever had before, as if by singing
beautifully and in harmony with each other and the congregation they could drown
the unruly crowd—mob protest even—of private feelings. They barricaded
themselves against the world and this illegal demonstration by singing with gusto:
Onward Christian soldiers / marching as to war. Glory, especially, loved to sing hymns.
She was learning to welcome the way her body gave voice to the sacred and the very
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making of the music, the way the lyrics embodied the particulars of each syllable.
She loved the feel of the sounds rising up out of her throat across the soft palate and
down her tongue like a slippery dip. The words huddled there at the tip before
pouring from her mouth in what seemed at first, an unsettling gush, only to become
warm liquid song, sweet honey, lyrical. Notes and words floated, suspended about
in soft clouds. How great Thou art. What a friend we have in Jesus. Glory sang her heart
out and imagined she was someone else. It was a way of forgetting where she was
exactly, how she had to go back home after this, who she was. She was learning to
read music too and sing alto, out loud. This morning was no exception. And Elsie,
the music–maths major, made a point of saying Glory had quite a nice voice for such
a young thing, it might even turn into something if she looked after it. Elsie smiled at
Glory along the pew.
Later, over Sunday lunch, crackling and all, there was a discussion about exactly
that: a discussion about the instruments everyone was playing, about possible
singing teachers for Glory. Onward said, as if in apology: I’m no musician, but I do like
to listen. Everyone was pleased for the distraction, relieved.
Glory volunteered to take a tray into MotherJoy, still ensconced in bed. In
preparation, she laid the tray with a pretty doily and napkin, set the cutlery and
arranged the roast pork and potato on the plate, just so. A little salt and pepper. A
glass of water. Everything, in its proper place. She even went out to the front porch
and snipped off a crucifix orchid growing wildly in the rockery up the front steps, for
decoration, a burnt orange and yellow one, the colour of fire, and put it in a peanut
paste jar with a little water. MotherJoy would like that she thought, a little garden
reminder of beauty, of paradise—especially not having attended church. Glory
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knocked gingerly on the bedroom door, anxious at first, but was relieved to hear the
voice of MotherJoy calling her to the bed.
Ah Glorious Glory Girl, there’s a dear, just what I wanted.
What a comfort these words, after everything that had happened. How Glory
loved their sweetness, and the way the room lit up all golden in this cloudburst, as
though the sun was out after summer rain. She called her Glorious Glory Girl too. She
said: There’s a dear. Her mother’s voice was soft now and beguiling, beckoning.
MotherJoy patted the bed just for her, to draw Glory close. Something was going
right. How proud Glory was that she’d thought of the orchid too. How everything
smelt good. Delicious.
After everyone had finished, Glory volunteered again to fetch MotherJoy’s tray.
She knocked this time not so timidly, called out: Are you finished yet? A strong voice.
Yes I’m done. Glory came close, quickly. You can take it now. MotherJoy patted the
bed a second time.
Glory wanted to ask about the orchid, for the peanut paste jar on the tray was
quite empty. But MotherJoy must have guessed her thoughts.
If you don’t mind I’ve pressed your orchid into my Bible. For safe-keeping. Such a pretty
flower too.
Glory felt really blessed, and she decided then to take it upon herself to always
make things better. She’d find a way to protect and save her mother from any
sickness of the world; help keep her eyes on the prize of heaven. She’d be one of the
“good” ones. As Glory decided all this, she realised it might suggest Elsie was bad,
and far be it for Glory to separate the sheep from the goats, that was God’s job. Oh
how it hurt her head to sort these things out. Because all she wanted to do was
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simply to keep this shiny light in front of her, all yellow and burnt orange. Then emit
light herself. Glory comforted herself with her own cross-your-heart promise. She’d
find a way to shed light, whatever it took, whatever the shape and gesture of that
substance too. She kept this promise to herself, a promise the shape of a crucifix
orchid pressed between the pages of MotherJoy’s Bible.
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Chapter Twenty-Two

Big Glory keeps quiet too about the Glory-story she begins to write now in earnest—
a habit of writing like the habit of praying pressed between the pages of her red
Airport Newsagency notebook—how the words keep falling out in their tens and
hundreds, even thousands. Blessings on you. She can’t tell anyone what she is doing,
not even Gracie. That this is more serious, more revealing than anything she’s
written before—she wants to find out what happens next, no question.
She lies to herself too—it takes less courage this way. She doesn’t admit to the
direction these words are taking. How they bunch together, swirl and form eddies.
The way the current picks up in strength with each new thought, each new memory.
How the Lilo Big Glory finds herself afloat on, like flotsam in the middle of a big
brown river, perhaps the Brisbane River itself, begins to move with the flow, glide
downstream towards the mouth—one thing leads to another. How memories are
being dredged up in scoops from the muddy bottom, one then another in gloops,
such suction.
Can’t. Not yet.
Hates to think where this coagulation of meaning might take her.

After MotherJoy’s heart operation, Glory stays in Queensland for only a couple of
days. The nurses tell her the patient is recovering well. The doctors think Glory’s
mother will now “enjoy” a few more years. Your heart is strong, they tell MotherJoy.
These are the best years of your life. Make sure you live them to the full.
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That’s why it’s good being part of a big family, for some of the others arrive to
take over the post-operative care where Glory leaves off. A tag team.
For instance, at the Prince Charles Hospital, Glory packs up MotherJoy’s clothes in
their assortment of plastic freezer bags, bought especially for this task. She arranges
the suitcases the way MotherJoy likes them too—clothes in one, everything else in
another—papers and writing materials and sewing gear, hymnbooks and Bibles. This
way, MotherJoy can keep track of where things are. It is Gracie, then, who
accompanies MotherJoy home, up the Sunshine Highway in an ambulance to
Buderim Hospital and a new lot of staff, new nursing care—much closer to home,
nearly there now. This will be some convalescence. At MotherJoy’s age, the body will
take its time to recover, to heal; the doctors don’t want to take any chances. But you’ll
pull through, they say, we fixed your heart.
The other girls rally around as much as they can. Things are different now for
MotherJoy and Onward. For a start, the girls realise that Onward needs to stop
driving, he’s too dangerous. They shop around for a new-fangled motorised
wheelchair, fresh off the production line, the sales of which are booming in Buderim,
the retirement Mecca of the Sunshine Coast. Everyone is retiring to Australia’s ginger
country, near the Big Pineapple, the business of old people is roaring. The sisters talk
to the minister from the church about different ways to sort out Sundays, about how
MotherJoy and Onward will get all the way to Nambour for services and back
without a car.
They cook up two-course meals for Onward (his talk softens with good food,
especially with sweet things, and delicatessen cheeses—stilton and brie). They
discover the retirement villa has a dining room (a timetable for lunch and tea at a
reasonable cost, with cake, and cream), arrange for meals-on-wheels in case of
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emergency (not that MotherJoy would ever stoop to using them). They firm up a
weekly appointment with the cleaner, and investigate the next big step—a nursing
home. For everyone knows, it won’t be long—that’s what the girls keep telling each
other—but nobody can guess how it will end.
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Chapter Twenty-Three

Historians say 1967 was the year things changed in Brisbane for good. They say the
turning point was September, that civil liberties march from the University of
Queensland in St Lucia to the heart of the city, along the banks of the river. Glory
thinks of it as Elsie’s Protest. This kind of unrest and fervour was new to Brisbane, to
Queensland. Across the country in other states, there was a rash of protests, mostly
to do with the Vietnam War, but not in the Sunshine State, not here, people said. The
fear was that it could happen again, and it did. Brisbanites felt unsafe. The thing was,
protesting was illegal in Queensland. The September march was all about
establishing the rightness of the right to protest, before the next step of protesting
something larger, before say, something like Vietnam. In Queensland, it was all
about getting onto the streets in threes and fours, in hundreds then thousands, to
assert a democratic voice. It would have been a farce if it weren’t so real.
After that day, after Elsie’s Protest, things were never quite the same, they never
went back to normal.
All talk was of “unlovely scenes,” unruly mobs—the government made sure of
that.
The police were in charge, and the police district traffic superintendent had the
power to give out permits, or not. Queensland was not yet under the authority of
Premier Joh “don’t-you-worry-about-that” Bjelke-Petersen—that would happen in
1968 after Premier Jack Pizzey died unexpectedly. Queensland was not a state of
emergency, but that wouldn’t be long either.
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Despite these restrictions on marching, and the accompanying legal minefield, the
September protest had gone ahead. With a police escort. They say it was peaceful the
length of the Toowong and Milton Reaches of the Brisbane River, with only one lane
of Coronation Drive needing to be closed. Things only became “unlovely” at the sitdown demonstration in Roma Street and later in King George Square. There are
many stories to this story.
According to the newspaper, protesters were dragged by their hair to paddy
wagons. They were punched, kicked and slapped. Marchers chanted “police state,
police state.” University lecturers went to gaol rather than pay a fine for “disobeying
police orders.” Politicians talked up the illegality of the demonstration and the
protesters lost public sympathy—for yes, the protesters voted not to accept a protest
permit, on purpose. They thought that they were better than the rest of the inmates
and would swear and carry on and quote the law back at the gaol wardens.
Sometimes in Latin. They’d memorise caveats and precedents and amendments by
heart to confuse and baffle, get the upper hand.
If the letters to the editor over the following weeks were anything to go by, the
march divided public opinion. Very ordinary Queenslanders so the story goes, were
shocked by what this turn of events might mean. Demonstrators were dismissed as
soft-mouthed ratbags. The university was criticised for brainwashing impressionable
students. “If university students can spend half a day wandering the streets in
protest, shouting and carrying on and disturbing the peace for other citizens going
about their ordinary, private business,” so people said, “then something is terribly
wrong with what they are being taught: education must be brought to account.”
Simple as two plus two.
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Thankfully for those Queenslanders who were alarmed at what was happening,
that same month, Billy Graham was in town. The whole grubby affair became the
subject of prayer. What blessed timing too—for some, the only hope. The AllQueensland Billy Graham Crusade set up its massive open-air meetings at the Milton
tennis courts. Many more thousands of people than the protesters marching along
Coronation Drive could ever boast of, squeezed into the courts to hear the Word of
God, to confess their sin, to pray, to be saved. Glory was too young to go, but the
three oldest Soliders went, dressed in pale-coloured moo-moos and white stockings.
Before patting their hands to say goodbye, MotherJoy turned her head upside down
to check the length of their hems at their knees.
Over the next decade and more, Queensland was to build its peculiar reputation
on that unlovely street march ban, amongst other things, including the government’s
declared state of emergency, lasting for one month in 1971 because of the South
African Springbok rugby tour. Maintain law and order, at any cost, became a catchcry.
The suppression of civil liberties was considered a virtue.
The response didn’t stop protests of other kinds taking place—protests against
Communism, against pornographic films, protests against so-called rude and
sacrilegious musicals such as Hair, and the protest demanding the censorship of
books. This kind of action was legal; the Moral Right was at war too. We have to gird
our loins like real soldiers, MotherJoy said, it is our calling. She told the Little Girls to
put on the armour of God, to gather up swords of truth, don breastplates of
righteousness.
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Chapter Twenty-Four

Once, MotherJoy dressed the Little Girls in their Sunday best even though it was a
Saturday afternoon—puffed sleeves, black patent leathers—and took them with her
in the car, deep into the heart of the city, to the corner of Charlotte and Albert Streets,
to the Brisbane Festival Hall.
Come along now, she said, we’ve got a job of work to do. Soliders for Christ, remember.
Glory and Gracie had no idea what was going on, nor what MotherJoy had in
store for them. But they trusted her. The wearing of their Sunday best instilled joy.
They took with them bundles of STOP and CARE pamphlets as well as Christian
tracts, Jesus to the Communist World.
When they got to Festival Hall, there were so many people there they couldn’t
find a car park nearby, they had a way to walk. MotherJoy wore her white polyester
hat, with the flowers, and carried white gloves. The city air blew warm and from
behind MotherJoy fluttered along all bluster with her hat perched on her head like a
nest of a thousand butterflies. Glory thought her mother might fly to the moon. The
three of them stood outside one of the many side doors to the hall on the hard
pavement, in a huddle. Glory had never seen so many streams of people in the one
place, all off to see the latest thing, a show by the name of Jesus Christ Superstar, so
the posters said, a matinee performance—not that Glory understood the “superstar”
bit, not that she’d ever been to a show like this.
Blasphemy, blasphemy, MotherJoy called out.
She shouted. She said it shouldn’t be allowed. She thrust the neatly folded paper
into the hands of all the people around her, slapping the milling bodies with it if they
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turned their backs. She used her theatrical voice, the one full of projection, timbre.
She was quite good too, Glory thought, how she rolled the first set of consonants in
blasphemy for projection—a not inconsiderable gift of the tongue. Her voice really
carried well in the open air—down the pavement and across the street, you could see
it swirl above everybody’s head, mess with their hair. They’d believe her for sure.
Perhaps some lost soul might be saved.
There was a deep simplicity to MotherJoy’s beliefs, yet they were unashamedly
hearty, she said so herself. She knew what was right and what was wrong, where
others erred, and considered she had the right to lecture them, the right to protest
their fallen, heathen ways. She could make a difference, she told her Little Girls, so
that’s why they dressed up for the occasion, in their Sunday best. Glory liked
wearing the black shoes in particular because they were only brought out for special
occasions—for the saving of waywards—but for all that, they did pinch a bit on the
heel. Later that evening, MotherJoy popped the blisters with a needle that she heated
in a flame on the stove and soaked Glory’s sore feet in a warm Physohex bath. Glory
loved the soft touch of her mother’s big hands on her feet as she wrapped them up in
a towel.
On the streets nobody listened. The Jesus-Christ-Superstar audience just laughed
and leered at the three of them huddled there on the curb, they waved extravagantly
at the Little Girls.
Glory and Gracie handed things out too, with smiles all around, just as they did at
the barbeques on Saturday nights under the grapevine trellis at the back of the house,
when they took around trays of piled-up fresh pineapple and gob-sized meringues.
The Soliders liked to entertain, they put their best foot forward, they had a
reputation to feed whether it was with CMF (Christian Medical Fellowship), SU
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(Scripture Union), YG (Youth Group) or EU (Evangelical Union). The tongs came out
with the barbeque apron for Onward to cook in (it was the only cooking he did apart
from bucket-loads of mango chutneys and cumquat marmalade once a year). Trays
of sausages were pulled out of the freezer the night before. Ruthy was in charge of
cutting up the pineapple until she got a job at the cannery doing pineapples, as she
liked to put it, over the summer holidays before university. Then she left the cutting
up to the Little Girls. Glory loved the smell the pineapples gave off especially when
they were very nearly overripe, loved serving people lots of it, until they said they
couldn’t eat another thing, they were bursting! But nobody was interested in her
offerings here on the streets of Brisbane. Glory wished she could swap the pamphlets
in her hand for trays of pineapple, or at least have something spectacular to give
away. These poor people might be ready for something sweet and juicy too.
The following Monday, the Courier Mail reported there were as many as ten
thousand people present at the show, a record number. Onward said as much, at tea.
The paper also talked about protesters, how they stood outside the Festival Hall
distributing leaflets and making a fuss, calling out to the patrons—Jesus is the way, the
truth and the light; the righteous shall inherit the earth. MotherJoy tried to ignore
Onward reading out the story, especially given it was a meal time. Glory could see
the agitation on her face, the horizontal line of her mouth stretched into place. He
said: You shouldn’t have taken the Little Girls. They’re too impressionable, Joy dear, for this
kind of thing. They just shouldn’t have been there. We want to keep them young.
The two of them had a small argument about it. Not that there were raised voices.
They argued in a constrained, almost constipated way, such as they ever did. It was
so hush-hush you almost couldn’t tell that it had transpired. In fact Glory might have
been hard pressed to know what it was all about, if she wasn’t so interested in the
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shape of her mother’s mouth, the line it made. Glory never dared cross that line.
Onward said only a couple of sentences, enough to speak his mind, enough
presumably for MotherJoy to know that she had crossed his line too, wherever that
was. He went so close to breaking the skin of the blister, lancing its pointy bit with
his fancy surgical knife. He repeated the “shouldn’t” part again: It shouldn’t have
happened this way. And she pursed her lips even more tightly together so that any
pinkness disappeared. In reply, she didn’t say a thing, at first. Then, as if after a long
sleep, MotherJoy opened her mouth, just a little, let out a puff of air and held her
expression like that as though she could still time, her forehead creased like the skin
of an old mango. She then seemed to change her mind, about whatever it was she
was on the cusp of, turned instead to Glory and Gracie, her face as hot as a rising sun
in the morning, with the words, Run along now, you two. Dismissed, but not before
she gave them each one of Ruthy’s rock cakes as a treat.
After that, Onward never said anything more again. It must have been a private
arrangement made between the two of them and discussed, if at all, from pillow to
pillow, while the girls slept. He certainly didn’t mention these things again at the
table, in the girls’ presence, not that Glory can remember. He let MotherJoy have her
way. And Glory and Gracie concocted a plan to make things better. They became
Little Solider Angels. This is Glory’s story.
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Chapter Twenty-Five

Because MotherJoy kept saying the world was sick. She became deeply agitated
about the state of Queensland and what was happening to her family. She took it all
to God in prayer, also popping a variety of pills so the story goes. She had lost her
footing the day she trampled on Elsie’s photograph; she had snapped, and she
promised herself she would do something about it if she could find a way, if she
could find the strength, God willing—DV, deo volente. She nursed her woe with long
afternoon siestas.
So becoming an angel seemed the most appropriate thing to do, under the
circumstances, so Glory reckoned.
It was the beginning of MotherJoy’s Queensland story—her agitation. It was
against something large and indivisible at first, then she came to call it her anti-smut
campaign to sound grandiose, a campaign about what, she wasn’t quite sure, but one
to which she knew she was being called. She had to set things right, put a stop to
whatever it was making things go wrong. It gave her something to get her teeth
stuck into, gave her a chance to do something, made her work and pray, fashioned her
energies to gird her loins, so she told Glory. And the courage of MotherJoy’s own
convictions was such that it didn’t take long before she got a foothold, established
order, took control. Or else you fray, unravel—unsightly—and not the thing for a doctor’s
wife, for a Christian! Anti-smut then. The phrase rolled off the tongue.
This is what happened.
MotherJoy pared things back in the home, she simplified; this she could do. Went
back to basics and began to build patterns and order from scratch. The method suited
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her. She could see where she was going. This was where Glory promised she could
help.
MotherJoy began with food and mealtimes with menus for the week, had her
favourites, went through phases. There was roast lamb or pork on Sundays for lunch
followed by high tea in the evening, spaghetti mince Mondays, Irish stew Tuesdays,
and a pressed meat Wednesdays, usually tongue. By Thursday she panicked and
went into a decline so it was another cold meat again, usually tongue for a second
night (there was always enough), without apology. And on Fridays the family ate
meat pies from the Toowong delicatessen as a treat, she said, with baked potatoes
and tinned peas. For Saturdays there were sausages on the barbeque, burnt to black
more often than not—MotherJoy said they tasted better this way. She scrapped off
the charcoal with a knife if someone important was visiting.
Patterns developed for the days too. Breakfast tables were laid with hot porridge
and cereals, cooked tomatoes and sausages, fried eggs. Glory got up early to help.
MotherJoy made lunches for everybody the night before, wrapped them up in waxed
paper and brown paper bags with labels on the outside for each, then popped them
in the freezer ready for the morning rush. Big Girls with big lunches. Little ones for
Little Girls.
Then MotherJoy rested.
And that’s where the Little Girls would find her after school, having a siesta (her
little invention, she said) on her big bed. Afternoon tea on school days was
something fancy on the kitchen bench all laid out at the far end of the kitchen—jam
roll or loaves of currant bread—all ready and waiting beneath a damp tea towel for
hungry mouths.
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To food MotherJoy added prayer: the two went hand in hand. She instigated a
rigorous early morning timetable with mandatory Quiet Times and prayer for
everyone before breakfast to welcome the new day. Breakfasts themselves became
more formal with Bible readings and practice in memorising chapters and verse from
the Good Book. Sometimes a little hymn.
Jesus bids us shine with a clear pure light / like a little candle burning in the night / in this
world of darkness / so we will shine /
She filled the empty stomachs of her family with the fruit of her thinking and
beliefs, nurtured them in her own particular way along with the food eaten at her
table. She didn’t have to say all this, as such, because Glory could feel it taking effect.
It was a funny thought when Big Glory looks back at the food spread out beneath the
cool of the kitchen fan. When she remembers. Because you wondered how a
breakfast like this could ever nurture anyone, especially the over-soft tomatoes and
the reheated barbeque sausages from the Saturday before. Glory grew up not liking
breakfast, she always had the aftertaste of these mornings in her mouth.
Like that then, they went forth into the world, little Soliders of Christ / marching as
to war / with the cross of Jesus / going on before.
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Chapter Twenty-Six

It was when MotherJoy was in disarray that the Little Girls helped the most. Mum’s
in a flap, they’d chant in unison, a chorus. It would come after some event or other, or
sometimes it was simply the length of the day that got the better of her, the shopping
or the organising of a rattling household on top of her campaigning. They would
sense something was wrong, and call out: hop to, pitch in. Glory and Gracie didn’t
wear wings to become angels—at least not the sort you could see—they tied aprons
around their waists: gingham, crumpled and raggy with use, with terry-towelling
inserts. They did look funny. Not very angel-like, but it was a good use for old
samplers: white embroidered pockets cross-stitched by Glory in art and craft at
school in the special room underneath the grade seven block. Blue for Glory, pink for
Gracie—the same colour division as the chunky blue and pink plastic fish they swam
with each evening in the bath.
The Little Girls knew how to rescue MotherJoy. They were practised at
transforming themselves into celestial beings. How to help in the kitchen; smile
sweetly, nonchalantly. How to blow happy thoughts everywhere like popcorn. Or
this is what Glory reckoned. Glory and Gracie rescued MotherJoy by clearing dishes,
putting things away, bringing her a strong cup of tea in Grannie’s Indian Tree cup
and saucer with the gilt edging (it tasted better this way, she said). Doing things just
the way MotherJoy liked things done.
That’s how it came about that they helped her cook tongue.
Not that Gracie didn’t need some persuading—Glory had to insist that it wasn’t so
yuck. That the tongue they ate for tea was different to the tongues that they heard
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about being cut out by Communists. In return for helping, Gracie made Glory make
a promise and Glory had to cross her heart, that the next time they went marching
with MotherJoy in an anti-Communist march through Queen Street on a Sunday
afternoon, Glory would hold the placard that read “The Communists want your
children.”
Anyway, Glory rather liked touching and playing with raw meat. Always did.
Later, in high school, her friend Lisa thought she was strange about this but Glory
said she couldn’t help herself, she loved the days MotherJoy came home with the
meat. Great stacks of it too. MotherJoy carried the meat into the house as if was
Christmas, triumphantly, the cuts and assortments tucked up in a large blue plastic
crate like presents. Then Glory helped MotherJoy sort the meat, all red, soft and
squishy, sometimes dribbly—put it into clear plastic bags ready to freeze: piles of
mince, ox tail, whole chickens and joints of lamb and pork. And ox tongues for
pressing. How Onward did love MotherJoy’s ability to press meat. How clever she
was, he boasted, how Irish. There was something ticklish and innocent about the
tongues. The way they kissed and tickled Glory’s cheeks in fondness and liking
when she bent down close. Tickled pink, Glory chortled in Gracie’s ear, Glory’s
laughter sealing her promise to her little sister.
It was altogether different to the pig’s head MotherJoy would graduate to in time,
in her School of Pressing Meats. From being a dab hand at pressing tongue,
MotherJoy went on to learn how to make brawn—it was Onward who suggested it
to her, challenged her to give it a go. Onward liked his food. Brawn would become
his favourite lunchtime fare: freshly sliced rounds of pickled brawn with mango
chutney on slices of thick white bread. So that’s how MotherJoy brought home a
pig’s head one day as a special order from the Toowong butcher. She wanted to pass
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on everything she knew to the Little Girls. It was her kind of sex education for these
little Soliders, if you can believe that. But that lesson, and the way a baby might slide
down through a cavity made by the absence of tongue, and into the world, would
come later.
One thing at a time.
For now, it was the pressing of ox tongues. The Little Girls were still at primary
school. All innocence. Ticklish.
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Chapter Twenty-Seven

Let me show you how to cook tongue, MotherJoy announced one day, it might come in
handy, you never know. And you are both growing up so fast. This last thought of hers
seemed to excite and unsettle her, at the same time.
That’s how it began, MotherJoy’s cooking lesson: Anatomy for Beginners. Glory
and Gracie, two halves of a circle, around the kitchen table. The fan whirred in its
place overhead, stirred the air like a ladle.
We’ll begin simply, get onto more complicated procedures as time goes on, and with this,
she looked knowingly over her tortoiseshell reading glasses at the two of them
perched there to make up a tight threesome. She knew where she was going. The
Little Girls giggled and MotherJoy smiled. MotherJoy was fun when she was in this
kind of mood. They liked that, winked knowingly at each other; squeezed each
other’s arm in glee. And their skins were cool with the fanned air. What more could
you want: a warm summer’s Saturday afternoon performance in the middle of your
house, doing something special, doing something peculiar? Learning how to make
tongue. They had never had a cooking lesson quite like this one. Didn’t know what
the word anatomy meant. They were in for a treat.
MotherJoy invited the Little Girls as if into a medical laboratory, to scrub their
hands clean, don white coats and safety glasses, and they floated in the wake of her
enthusiasm. They fancied they could hear the knives being sharpened just like
Onward sharpened them with a swish-swash to carve the meat for dinner, could
hear the clink of scalpels and tweezers and grips. For the occasion, MotherJoy went
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to Onward’s study especially to get the surgical kit given out by the hospital as a
standard issue. You never know when it might come in handy with a growing family.
MotherJoy liked anatomy. And judging by the way she waved the scalpel about,
she was good at dissecting too. Here she was then, a university graduate from
Queen’s Belfast in Northern Ireland, a practising doctor once—in the early years
before she had children. Now in her fifties, a mother of six children, wife to a headof-department professor-man, busy here with cooking pots and seasonings and the
making of tongue to eat, giving undivided attention, as she liked to put it, to the
smallest two of her offspring. It was as though she’d given up on the others already,
good as gone. It wouldn’t be long before the four big girls disappeared—already
cooked. The roads south across the border into other places and beyond glowed in
the dark, beckoning. But that’s another story.
Back to the Anatomy Lesson.
First the knives were lined up in rows like soldiers on parade. Then, the two
tongues, splat splat, on two wooden boards used at other times to cut bread. The
Little Girls made a lunge to have a tongue each. Not that they could tell them apart,
the two looked identical.
No squabbling, MotherJoy intervened. There’s one each. Irish Granny said, always cook
tongue with two, curled together—.
In a kiss, Gracie said.
All right then, let’s say a kiss then, just this once then, that’s nice.
With the sharp point of her knife, MotherJoy poked at Gracie’s tongue first, there,
lying on the table in front of her, and it wobbled all grey-pink, lumpy. You could feel
Gracie jump back, startled by this action. Then MotherJoy got serious, with a wishful
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tone to her voice, declaratory, as if instructing a group of medical students around
the bed (perhaps she really did fancy herself a teacher). Now listen up. The tongue is a
sensory organ. Muscular. She paused, mid performance, as if she was a performance.
This is where it attaches itself to the back of the throat, and with a flourish she poked the
woolly bit at one end, the raggy bit Glory didn’t like to look at so much. Then she
opened her own mouth wide as though she was at a dentist now, to show the Little
Girls where it came from, in situ, and nearly poked the back of her throat with the tip
of her knife.
Careful! The Little Girls chorused in one voice. Don’t!
It’s a muscle, MotherJoy ran on without a beat. This is the root, the bit we have to clean
up later. Dorsum, filiform papillae, fungiform papillae, vallate papillae, palatopharyngeal,
epiglotti.
The words rattled out of her mouth—wonderful. So unexpected too, like a new
song. They swallow-dived off her tongue—such obedient subjects—the syllables
waving about in the air with the point of the knife, like coloured ribbons at the end of
a stick, their very own handmade Maypole. It was impressive. What a lot to
remember. How clever she was! Glory tried to repeat the last sentence with its list of
terms, mimic its musicality, but the imitation fell out of her mouth all gobbledegook
and Gracie fell about laughing.
What with Glory trying the words over and over in a repeated singsong—dor–
sum–fili–form–papi–llae–fungi–form–papi–llae–val–late–papill–ae–palat–ophar–yngeal–epi–
glotti–epi–glotti (except she wasn’t as good as it looked)—and Gracie doubling up in
laughter, the Little Girls nearly knocked off the tongues from their perch. And what
was that story about MotherJoy not being very good at anatomy at Queen’s? Who
said? This small excursion suggested she knew, knew lots of things. Even the
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tongues seemed to nod their heads with approval, wag their weathered tips in
agreement, dance a jig atop the boards unperturbed by the butchery they were being
subjected to.
Glory was so tipsy with enjoyment she danced around to the other side of the
table and threw her arms about MotherJoy, who was still waving the knife. Glory
buried her head in her mother’s bosom, her arms circled around her waist. It must
have taken MotherJoy by surprise because she gasped, calling out, Careful, I’ve got a
knife! For a second Glory didn’t seem bothered by this, squeezed even harder. This is
such fun. From the outside, it really looked like this small family gathering didn’t
have a care in the world. Glory made little popping noises with her mouth, showered
MotherJoy with pretend kisses.
Now then what’s this, let’s get cooking. MotherJoy raised her arms as a way to flay off
her daughter, she’d had enough: We haven’t got all day. She was suddenly razor sharp
in tone (and here ended the anatomy lesson).
Glory dear, you like looking things up, read the instructions will you? It was as if Glory
had bitten on a stray peppercorn accidentally at the back of the mouth. A flare of
heat. A turning. As if she had been caught out.
Big voice now. There’s a girl. Glory wished she could pop those kisses back down
her throat, swallow them whole back into her body. Get going.
So

Glory-dear

read

from

MotherJoy’s

1951

Good

Housekeeping’s

Home

Encyclopaedia—T for Tongue: “To Pickle a Tongue” and “Boiled Tongue”—and the
girls followed the instructions, step by step.
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Choose a tongue with as smooth a skin as possible—and Glory and Gracie ran their
hands over the tongues on the boards, as if to imprint the likeness of each onto their
own skin, iron out unseemly bumps.
Wash the tongue very thoroughly—and the tongues sat curled across the Little Girls’
upturned palms awash under the cold running tap, one, then the other, taking turns.
They cradled the tongues there in the crook of their hands like they would hold
babies in a shallow play bath where the babies might have been gurgling, sipping,
blowing bubbles. Careful now, tilt the head to let them keep breathing.
Cut off any gristle at the root end—this was MotherJoy’s job, she said. She wielded
the knife, and spritely too. Chop. Chop.
Soak the tongue in water overnight—and they did. The Little Girls slid the tongues
into the big grey crock of a pot with a slurp and slop and watched them bob around,
pushed them up and down with their fingers. MotherJoy slapped their hands and
water went everywhere. Will you stop that! The peppercorns jumped.
What’s next Gloria? In a big voice. You’re a big girl now.
Glory recited: Then simmer gently with root vegetables, peppercorns. Cook an ox-tongue
for five to six hours. When cooked, plunge the tongue into cold water, so that the grey skin
comes off more easily.
You don’t want to leave the skin on, MotherJoy interrupted, to warn, and with that
she left for her room, abruptly, to lie down. Left Glory to tidy up.
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Chapter Twenty-Eight

The tongues did soak overnight and throughout Sunday, cheek to cheek. There was
to be no extra cooking on Sundays, apart from putting the roast on in the morning
before church, that was the law: Sunday was strictly a rest day. From time to time
during the afternoon however, Glory lifted the lid on the saucepan at the back of the
stove, to watch the tongues soaking and floating around, to poke at them. Softens
them up nicely, MotherJoy said.
On Monday morning, MotherJoy cooked the tongues in the giant crock. And in
the afternoon, after school—six hours later—Glory watched MotherJoy plunge the
tongues into a sink full of cold water as instructed. MotherJoy peeled off the softened
outer skin and it looked like she knew this bit by heart. Glory wished she could have
done some peeling too, the way it came off in long strips like a banana peel, but
didn’t dare ask. MotherJoy was agitated again, keen to have the job done, wash-up,
lie down—just for forty winks now—before the rush again of tea.
To finish off, with a flick and a push, MotherJoy laid the tongues in a pudding
basin—her lips just about disappeared into a flat line doing this, ear to ear—first
Gracie’s tongue then Glory’s, although they’d be hard pressed to tell which was
which. Flip flap. The tongues did curl around each other in an imagined kiss before
MotherJoy covered them over with a saucer, pressing them down with a brick on
top. If you listened closely you could hear little popping noises as the meat squeezed
tight. As if the tongues were letting out air bubbles. Pop, pop overnight. To be tipped
out when set. To swim in clear jelly, with green peppercorn speckles. Lolly-pink
when carved. Onward sliced thinly neat circles for everyone, which they ate heartily.
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Glory’s favourite meat. MotherJoy promised to bequeath the Home Encyclopaedia to
Glory. She wrote Glory’s name in the front in large letters, not to forget.

That wasn’t the only thing Glory had to remember from the anatomy lesson. Not the
only thing she couldn’t forget.
For unaccountably—almost undetectable at first—as they were preparing the
tongue, Glory had seen MotherJoy crying, Glory didn’t know why. She had to watch
her surreptitiously, there in the kitchen around the table. At one point a single tear
dropped onto the silver of the knife, splashed onto the skin of the tongue as if in slow
motion and for all to see. Glory saw Gracie’s mouth open just at this point as if about
to say something only to close on second thoughts. Things had been going so well
too, MotherJoy was happy, she was laughing, and Glory felt sure MotherJoy leaned
her way when she squeezed a hug. Only for it all to end so abruptly. Flip flop. How
was it that MotherJoy could turn like this? What had they done wrong?
Glory could only make guesses.
One minute MotherJoy was all heart, aglow in the light, the next she shut down,
contracted into herself. Like being saved by being born again, except in an opposite
but equal motion. Not to soar into the clouds, buoyed up by the Spirit’s wings and by
the momentum of flight and the promise of a jewelled and heavenly crown, but to
plummet, crash, become darkness itself. And her mood was so dark. Glory wished it
wasn’t so. Wondered what she could do now to help her mother to keep her
equilibrium. To stop the turning. If only she could arrest MotherJoy before whatever
it was that got her took root. Glory came to a realisation: it had to be more than
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becoming a terry-towelling angel, more than washing up after skinning tongues. If
only Glory didn’t like this meat so much.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine

It was her Lisa who would tell Glory she must never skin tongues in order to eat
them.
You have to stop eating tongue Glory. Even on sandwiches. It’s bad for you.
When her friend said this to Glory, they were both in grade eight in the
quadrangle eating big lunch together, as it happened, as the two of them were in the
habit of doing before English.
Lisa said: Mum says if you keep eating tongue something bad will happen to you. She
said her mother said you should never eat anything that has done an important job
in a previous life.
Even when it’s your favourite? Glory asked. Because I really like it.
Even more so, Lisa said, and that was that. There was no arguing. Just because you
like the taste of something doesn’t mean you should eat it.
At home, on Wednesdays, Glory could eat more tongue than her fair share, if none
of the others around the table wanted their portion. But at school, at big lunch with
all the other schoolgirls, when Lisa told her to stop scoffing the leftover tongue that
sat between slices of white bread, she did, she threw it into the scraps bin. From then
on Glory had a crunchy peanut paste and homemade marmalade sandwich for
lunch. Lisa sometimes had a bite. They’d giggle and pull each other’s hair and
wrestle and hug each other as they rolled on the concrete floor of the school
quadrangle in the sun, their uniforms all amok, careful to avoid the eyes of the
teachers and Sisters on lunch patrol.
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Glory loved being this close to Lisa; she loved the idea of being liked, of
discovering how to be friends. She’d do anything to agree with Lisa in order to bring
them closer and for a time they were inseparable. The two imagined the quadrangle
was a bank of green grass down by the river and they knew what it was like to be in
love. Separately, mind you. But surely tongues must have wagged.

Glory continued to eat pressed tongue at home of course, every time it was served. It
wouldn’t do to cross MotherJoy over food, even with Lisa’s words ringing in her ear.
Just because you like the taste of something doesn’t mean you should eat it.
Doesn’t mean you shouldn’t.
Anyway, Glory really did like the taste of tongue.
But she never spoke of these things to anyone. Glory kept the two anatomies of
home and school apart. She didn’t talk about pressed bodies, about giggling and
playing or making friends at home. Nor did she mention God and sin at school.
These opposite tastes never once curled in a kiss. Of any sort.
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Part II
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Burning out the shames, the deepest, oldest shames, in the most secret places. It cost her an
effort to let him have his way and his will of her. She had to be a passive, consenting thing,
like a slave, a physical slave. Yet the passion licked around her, consuming, and when the
sensual flame of it pressed through her bowels and breast, she really thought she was dying:
yet a poignant, marvellous death.
D. H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterley’s Lover, p. 258
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Chapter Thirty

MotherJoy said Lady Chatterley’s Lover was a filthy book. Dirty. Smut. It was wicked
she said and didn’t deserve to be read. There were better things to do with it. She
said it should go on a dung heap, although she wouldn’t want to contaminate her
own compost with pages of this kind. Oh no. Writing about it like this makes Glory
think of the wet smell and hot steam of the darkest of green dungs sploshing in a
cow’s paddock, of the squirt out from behind the ducks in the backyard. The acrid
smell of fresh urine. The slip and slide of her feet.
You think too much Gloria, thinking is dangerous.
Oh! Glory suddenly freezes. This writing thing is harder than she ever thought.
Does she have the strength to keep going with this Glory-story? Enough muscle?
Because she’s forgetting to breathe.

Glory takes a closer look at her salvaged copy of Lawrence’s book. She found it in a
garage sale where the book was wet through, soggy really, from sitting in a box
underneath a downpipe. The book is one of the small library she’s building, of the
books MotherJoy wanted to ban.
She dries the pages out carefully with a blow heater.
This Lady Chatterley cost Glory ten cents. It is an old copy in the classic Penguin
colours of orange and white. It has a stranger’s name scrawled in pencil on the title
page: R. M. Armstrong, December 1965, the same year the ban on Lady Chatterley’s
Lover was lifted in most states in Australia. This edition is complete, unexpurgated,
published in 1960 in England with a special publisher’s dedication to the twelve
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jurors, three women and nine men, who returned a verdict of “Not Guilty” in the
Old Bailey trial, thus making “D. H. Lawrence’s last novel available for the first time
to the public,“ Glory reads. It includes an introduction by Richard Hoggart and is the
edition that went on to be reprinted every year from then on, just about, sometimes
twice a year.
Hoggart begins his introductory essay with the opening sentence: “Lady
Chatterley’s Lover is not a dirty book. It is clean and serious and beautiful.” Glory
reads on: “Plenty of other books are available to provide smut, if that is what we
really want we should go to them. If we insist on trying to read even this book as
smut, it is we who are dirty.”
Glory asks around: Do you remember when Lady Chatterley’s Lover was banned? Did
you own a copy? Do you recall the fuss?
Who could forget it?
Didn’t a publisher in Australia arrange for the copy to be sent to them from England, page
by page, as a way to circumvent Customs?
Oh yes, Lady Chatterley’s Lover and Portnoy’s Complaint, the other naughty book.
My parents had a copy of Lady Chatterley’s. They’d have parties, do readings, but were
careful about who they invited, because they didn’t want to get busted. All very underground.
Hilarious when you think about it.

Glory forces herself to read every word, and forces is the word, for with each syllable
she hears MotherJoy’s voice mouthing the same passage in recitation with her
daughter. Glory gets stuck here, between these pages, wanting this time to get out, to
escape. Close it up, she thinks, leave it behind. This book is a difficult one to love, a
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difficult one in which to find a new way to love. For as she reads, even in silence, even
late at night in bed when completely on her own, when she reads for herself (even in
one of those orange, Penguin-cover T-shirts, the Lady Chatterley’s Lover version she
was given as a joke), it’s impossible not to hear her mother’s inflection, her diction,
the pitch, the way she would have recited it too, in protest. Impossible for Glory not
to feel dirty herself. And the thing is, MotherJoy did recite these “very dirty
passages” to demonstrate what she meant. Not that Lawrence’s masterpiece would
have been on the secondary school booklists in Queensland, in the early 1970s. If it
were around at all, it would have only been on the university’s reading list for
English literature.
Glory tries reading Lady Chatterley’s Lover in different places, in a noisy room say,
in the foyer of the National Library, a gallery, in an airport with great multitudes of
ordinary voices in a thrum around her, to try to drown out that single, characteristic
voice of her mother’s. But all she can hear, all these years later in whatever place she
puts herself, are the words, the register, the phrasing, just as she once heard them
being said. A voice to make her lumpy and jumpy. A recitation to make her skin
soiled. Even if she is now forty-three years of age.
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Chapter Thirty-One

Still, something makes Glory reach for her mini-tape to hear her mother’s voice
again, to replay the one thousand blessings—she has multiplied the benediction by
ten to give the blessings more presence. This mini-tape version is a different
MotherJoy to the old anti-smut MotherJoy, she tells herself—she writes this idea into
her story too. She hopes to soften the other horrible tone that is stuck to her bones
with the singsong balm of more recent blessings by playing the tape over, wants to
believe her mother really means what she says. And, and, blessings on you one hundred
times. She is about to visit MotherJoy again in Buderim, so listens to the recording in
the privacy of her own home, before she must tune into that same voice in person.
It will be the first time she’s been back to Queensland since MotherJoy’s
quadruple heart operation. Preparing for it is a physical challenge, as much as taking
a body to the gym to get into shape. She’s given herself a good amount of time to
work up to it, wants to give her body the best chance to stand in MotherJoy and
Onward’s presence, without smarting, without disappearing to jelly, dissolving to
vapour. She wants to learn to be “solid” in the Solider family.
Her friends tell her how brilliant it will be, they’re jealous. Queensland is gorgeous at
this time of year, they say. How lucky for you to have a holiday there. They don’t
understand what Glory is worried about. To look at her, she seems so strong, so
independent—fiery even—Glory strikes quite a pose. They cannot imagine her
cowering, wobbly, fearful of collapse. They don’t believe her. They don’t understand
why she has to take Valium, just to get there (she only admits this to a few). They
say, encouragingly: What could your mother really do? What’s the worst that could
happen?
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Glory arrives in Buderim to find MotherJoy on the verandah of the villa, reading.
She’s reading history, reading about the potato famine in Ireland and the
Ascendency. Such an interesting book, are MotherJoy’s first words, the women in the
mobile library are wonderful. Onward and I are so blessed. Ah, the voice dolloping out a
plethora of blessings.
Followed by silence.
MotherJoy’s hands rest across the open book as she peers at Glory, intently, but
not saying anything about what she sees. Glory reminds herself of how she’ll have to
slow her breathing here, get used to this weighted silence again, as her lungs fill with
humidity. She’ll have to find nuances in the weather once more to talk about, be
thankful there is a lot of weather about at any time of year in Queensland (she
arranges different cloud formations in her head, naming them in due preparation).
It’s so easy to forget how much of a thing silence is in the Solider family, how it can
be such an interrogation. How it speaks with another language, and each time Glory
returns she has to learn about it again, from scratch. Silence is always a call to
answer—the right way, mind. Glory can never find her tongue. Certainly not about
things that matter.
So, how are you? Glory asks, trying her hand at taking the initiative.
Oh, we’re all right. Thank you. Not so poorly of late. And MotherJoy does seem not so
poorly, even strong. With her rejuvenated heart. Let’s have a cup of tea, shall we?
Let me help.
I can do it.
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MotherJoy insists on doing it on her own. Glory knows she can’t persuade her
otherwise. So yes, a cup of tea, something to do, an activity to breach the gap. What a
good idea. MotherJoy can be so attentive when she wants to be, it’s almost touching.
Onward dear, MotherJoy calls out, do you want a cup of tea too? Glory is here now.
Onward must be in his room, which is more like a study, amongst his books
where he feels he belongs. He loves it in there. MotherJoy says he’s preparing his
very last manuscript for publication online, a manuscript on the authority of the
Bible, the authorised version, King James. But he’s slow, forgetful, gets frustrated.
She says he should never have done it really, he should have been better advised. At
his age, after all his books, publishing like this doesn’t do him justice. MotherJoy doesn’t
think she’ll ever have time to read it, but she agrees, it’s good that he’s kept busy.
Onward does better with regularity, MotherJoy says, confidingly. I do my best. Things
rotate here around food. It’s the routine. He does like his food. How do you have your tea?
Onward! She shouts.
A drop of milk, no sugar, thanks.
I can’t drink proper tea any more, not like I used to. Burns my throat, and she holds her
hand below her chin as if to protect her whole neck. What’s to be done?
When she gets up to put on the kettle with those few steps across the lounge room
to the small kitchen, Glory watches. MotherJoy seems to want to defy life itself—defy
that onwards strike of the clock on the half hour, then the hour. It’s the way she
swings her way across the room, her arms, her body, her skin, her bones back and
forth in tiny swishing dance steps so that Glory could imagine her mother as just a
small girl with some homemade choreography set to an unconscious score. A
rudimentary dance across the carpet. All jiggerly with the boiling water too,
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bouncing atoms in the heat. Glory imagines a clap of hands from her mother’s own
mother, Glory’s Irish Granny, followed by lemonade for afternoon tea. There’s
something innocent and ticklish about MotherJoy when she’s like this. Mesmerising
to watch. It reminds Glory of how she loves to hear her mother play the piano, hands
all over the keys in trills and arpeggios. There is an indefatigable air about her
mother, Glory thinks: perhaps MotherJoy believes she actually is invincible, and will
always go on. The dance of her bones seems to suggest just such a thing—a dance of a
new heart to defy ageing, stay death.
You know Glory dear, MotherJoy says then, as if she can read Glory’s thoughts, last
Sunday at church I was able to stand up for all four hymns. I don’t play in church anymore.
And laughs in the saying. Flounces back into the armchair with a puff of air.
So how are you really? Glory asks.
Well enough that my bones can stand upright.
That’s something.
What Glory wants to know, but can never find the right words to say, is how will
it happen? How do we die? How will this clear demonstration of life before her come
to an end, this life of her mother’s that has such a peculiar hold? How will she let go?
For right now, MotherJoy trills an evergreen while her daughter marvels at the
distance she’s flown that morning to see this particular show: pleased to be here.
Keep in touch, Glory tells herself, feel warm skin—how strange to admit to this
sentiment. Glory wonders if she might not be able to kiss her mother one day, freely,
at last she feels so full of the promise of blessings already sent her way down the line.
Perhaps she’ll try it this visit, later on, in farewell, when it’s time to go.
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She’s wondering how she might find a way to summon the courage to do just this,
lulled herself into a false sense of security, when everything changes, when
MotherJoy has one of her turns. Suddenly too, out of nowhere. Nothing in the visit
up until this point suggested this turnabout was on its way.
Glory should know better.
It happens as Onward walks in to sit down at the table for that nice cup of tea
MotherJoy promised. He’s barely touched the orange flower cushion with his bottom
when MotherJoy whips round to Glory and says, sharply: You shouldn’t wear a
cleavage like that. That blouse is disgusting. In front of Father too. Cover yourself up girl! I
am ashamed of you. It’s not just the way she says it, although this is bad enough—she’s
not joking, this strike of hers is a question of morality—but it’s how she reaches
across the table with her hand and her hand is so cold and she squashes together the
two sides of Glory’s shirt, pulls and slaps at her daughter’s skin.
She says: You know what I think. I think I can smell the dung of Jezebel. Isn’t that what
happens to whores?
Now these words explode to pockmark Glory’s face. Onward doesn’t know where
to look, what to say. He opens and shuts his mouth. He had come to the table to greet
his daughter but there’s no time to wonder what he might be thinking. Glory is
paralysed. She blushes deep red to her hairline—it peels back her skull—wishes she
had put on that other shirt that morning, the one without buttons, the one up to the
throat. What was she thinking? She thought she’d done the right thing too. Because
the shirt she has on is buttoned through to nearly the top, a short V-neck is the
current fashion, and she is flat chested anyway.
Did MotherJoy really say what she said? Did she say Jezebel? Did she mean it?
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A whore?
Glory tries to steady her breath without showing it, takes to her cup of tea with a
half-flourish, the only kind of response she can muster, remembers the silk of the
drug running through her veins, and is pleased she took a whole Valium now, not
just half as she thought she should.
Tries to swallow a way through to the other side of this scene.
But not before Onward breaks up the silence and starts reciting grace. He has the
habit of saying it now before any food or drink, before even a sip from a glass of
water passes across his lips. In this instance, his prayer comes to the rescue. For what
we are about to receive may the Lord make us truly grateful. He repeats the grace three
times, slowing the pace as if to a full stop, as if his words can wipe out—possibly
forgive—MotherJoy’s words. While Glory pretends to herself she’s deaf, to
everything.
And then another awful silence falls on the small party. It is always like this.
Glory is glad she’ll be in Queensland for only one night. You never know what
else is on its way.
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Chapter Thirty-Two

It is always like this.
Glory remembers once when she was by the Brisbane River with some friends
from primary school, Ironside State School, St Lucia. Glory was allowed to stay over
too, at her new friend’s place. But Sandra stopped being her friend the next day,
because MotherJoy was weird, Sandra said. Hate to have a mother like that.
(How Little Glory had to keep on explaining it to herself in Quiet Time, how she
kept insisting Jesus was still her best friend.)
Sandra had on her pink wings, a birthday present from her mother, pink feather
wings with plastic elastics for her arms to go through. And it had been going along
so swimmingly too. On her birthday, Sandra danced the whole day through with the
wings in place, danced around the desks in the classroom, in and out of the
tuckshop, across the oval—as trippingly as her rather gullumping footfall would
allow—and really looked like she could fly off to the moon. Everyone wanted to
follow her. She was the most popular girl at primary school. Everyone wanted to be
her friend. Everyone tried to join in. The reward came when Sandra invited a select
group of girls home to stay—for a coven, Sandra said, conspiratorially—thirteen of
them, including Glory, to sleep over.
To her relief, Glory was allowed to go, just this once now. But she didn’t account for
what would happen next.
Early on in the evening, at Sandra’s house, a Friday night as it happened, Glory
taught the girls a new card game, Shoot the Moon (Ruthy had taught her and Gracie
downstairs underneath the house during the holidays). Glory showed the girls how
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to deal the pack of playing cards, how trumps worked to advantage—how hearts
were always trumps. How to bid. Score. Glory felt very worldly, dangerous, on the
cusp of something unseen. It was like a grand opening act to a big piece of theatre,
her Glory-character centre stage. And didn’t she love that? Much later, a breath away
from midnight, the schoolgirls taught her about séances and black magic. This,
Sandra declared, was the point of the sleepover, while Glory wished now she’d
never come.
We’re only playing, Sandra declared, but Glory wanted to slink backstage. It’s not
real, Sandra added reassuringly, perhaps to guard against what might unfold.
The girls had the séance down by the Brisbane River at the bottom of the big
rambling garden in Indooroopilly (a whole suburb away from home, Glory kept
reminding herself, a whole suburb away from MotherJoy), a garden that you could
easily get lost in. They spun the bottle first, to get into the spirit of things Sandra said
(she still had on her pink wings, she loved them that much), and girls kissed girls if
chosen. (Not Glory, though! Glory was never chosen.) Then, with magic, they tried to
lift the bottle that twinkled like a single star in the evening sky in the middle of the
circle of crossed legs. They held hands, chanted special spells, but the bottle didn’t
budge, so they put the littlest and lightest of all the girls in the centre.
Joanne lay obligingly; Joanne lay stretched across the diameter of the circle. Joanne
closed her eyes and Glory wondered if Joanne was as nervous as she was. Still, they
were only playing, weren’t they?
Everyone tittered out of synch. The evening breeze ruffled Joanne’s frilled, everso-short skirt so that it looked like lapping water across her thighs. Her legs were
bare, bare feet too, and her loose hair swirled around her head in a whirligig so that
her face was like a small creature floating mouth-up in the shallows, her lips in a
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posy of kisses and her new breasts rested suspended and disembodied as if across
shimmering water, like iced cupcakes. Glory was nauseous with the motion sickness
of it all.
And then the girls chanted in unison—ooh-aah-om, ooh-aah-om—except that it
wasn’t in tune and they weren’t in time with each other so it sounded quite wrong.
Not wrong enough, Glory thought, not to be improbable. Glory knew she shouldn’t
be there, that this “play” with all its earnestness and absurdity was wrong (a pagan
ritual is how Onward would put it). Her heart thumped in her chest and she felt sure
everyone could hear it. The moon flickered in the heavens—Sandra had planned it
so, she said. It only ever works on a full moon, she reassured them. So the girls waited
and watched. Still nothing. They couldn’t make Joanne move.
But they stayed on in the circle like that, past midnight, nobody game enough to
break the spell. Nobody wanted to be blamed; they didn’t want to get on the wrong
side of Sandra. Their bare crossed legs ached a bit. Joanne was moaning audibly and
the kisses were spent. But still they didn’t say anything. Nobody even laughed; this
was dead serious. All they could hear apart from Joanne, who they thought was
helping, was the lap of the Brisbane River below them in the egg-warm darkness.
The fairy lights of the house twinkled on the rise a long way off.
They huddled together more, skin touching for support. Even Glory. Glory had
not come this far to be ostracised now. So she shut her eyes tight and tried to forget
where she was, what she was doing. Glory’s eyes ached for the squeezing shut and
the crying like sandpaper. She tried to be invisible, tried arranging herself as vapour,
droplets suspended in the dark; hoping, praying it really was just a game, for kicks,
not for keeps. Please God, she mouthed, the two words hitched involuntarily to her
breath in a piggyback, and projected up into the dark canopy of trees above them
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and on, into the void. Please God, as if it would make a difference right then, as if God
could rescue her, rescue them all from this evil. That’s when it happened.
That’s when MotherJoy turned up.
Suddenly Glory’s mother was there, right in the middle of the circle. Little Glory
didn’t know how.
MotherJoy seemed to materialise in a great cloudburst of noise as if to challenge
the darkness itself, to rail against the principalities of this very darkness. She was so
angry it was truly frightening. She was fighting a fight not of this world. The girls fell
apart, knocked flat. They cowered before her. Joanne leapt up, ran away in a fit,
making a terrible screeching sound through her teeth. Crashed into a tree.
Stop it, MotherJoy said, her voice leaping about like flames. But she wasn’t
addressing Joanne in particular nor the paralysed girls, not even her daughter. She
spoke as if to someone, something else, out there.
Leave them alone. They know not what they do. Get thee behind me Satan.
Then with a yank she pulled Glory up, singled her out. Come with me Gloria. You
are in mortal danger. There was no stopping to say goodbye.
In the morning, MotherJoy prayed harder and longer at breakfast, squeezing
Glory’s hand as she repeated the words till it hurt. Glory scrunched her eyes shut
while silently whispering the words I’m sorry, praying for forgiveness, whatever it
took. She was scared. The end of the world is nigh. Are you ready? We must prepare for the
Second Coming. On Sunday, MotherJoy put in a word to the Minister and he prayed
especially for those amongst us who are tempted beyond all measure. That God would
give them strength to fight. Glory knew that in this church, sinners were
excommunicated for falling into temptation. Not that she understood what the word
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excommunication meant exactly. It sounded like the worst of possible diseases. To
make your limbs fall off, one by one.
The following Monday at Ironside, all Sandra said, as if to conclude the matter,
was the one line: Hate to have a mother like that. The other girls took their cue from
Sandra and gave Glory the flick too, in a chorus line. Glory may as well have been as
weird as MotherJoy. The girls simply stopped talking to her. As if Glory wasn’t
there. Had turned into vapour.
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Chapter Thirty-Three

To make matters worse, that was about the same time she got her period for the first
time, not that Glory ever disclosed this event to her primary school friends. She made
other excuses at swimming or for sport on the oval so nobody laughed at her and
sometimes she stayed away from school altogether. When it happened, Glory was
eleven years old. So young, MotherJoy said, but such is our way, as if to boast. The
becoming of Solider women had its own brand of forthrightness, of wayness, so the
story goes. Glory felt her body catapulted into even more dangerous territory with
this betrayal—her capacity to do wrong multiplied tenfold just by being who she
was. MotherJoy didn’t let her forget either.
MotherJoy said, You’re not a girl-child anymore. The seed of the woman shall bruise the
serpent’s head. It is our lot.
It must have been a big sister who prepped Glory about the coming of blood, the
“big P“—maybe it was Mary. It comes like a bomb Glory Girl when you least expect it,
comes out of nowhere. And you can’t keep your legs together after that, you’ll see.
The big sister was right. It was a bomb when it turned up. It fell onto the pink lino
in the pink bathroom on a day Glory had forgotten to remember it was on its way.
She’d been waiting for it, any day now, just as she’d been told. It didn’t quite fall in
the way she thought it might fall either, in a great gush. Well, not at first. A drop or
two of blood to begin with. It splashed onto the lino like blood squeezed out from a
syringe, the way Glory watched MotherJoy prime a syringe before giving a needle.
Not with a big bang at all, Glory thought, not really. Still, her favourite pair of blue
nylon panties were thrown away. And she felt bad, dirty: Told you.
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That same night Glory flooded the bed with blood and MotherJoy burned the
sheets holus-bolus in the incinerator. Glory had never seen so much blood in the one
place. The bed flooded stark red in the way she often wet her bed with urine.
Onward had been experimenting with a new-fangled mesh sheet on her bed,
electrified and wired up to lots of bells to wake her up in the middle of the night. It
didn’t work. Not with urine, not with blood. Glory slept through. Now both sheets,
top and bottom, were ruined. They had to turn the mattress over. Outside MotherJoy
made Glory stand and watch the flannelette stripes turn into ash. Nobody need know,
she said, her face puffy with effort. We Solider girls never do things by halves, now do
we?
Mary was right too about walking like a duck. The stiff pads stuck there between
Glory’s legs like surfboards, making her waddle when she moved. She didn’t want to
go anywhere, ever again. All she could think about was the thing between her legs, a
thing at odds with being herself. MotherJoy had sent Glory down to a wooden trunk
underneath the house, where supplies of sanitary belts were hidden, belts with
elastic bits and metal claws along with bras of all sizes for occasions such as this. Get
yourself sorted, she said. Everything you need is in the glory-box, Glory Girl. You’re it now.
You’re not a girl-child anymore. Glory was next in line (perhaps that’s why the big girls
were so keen for her to grow up) near the bottom of a string of hand-me-downs. And
getting a period and going to the trunk to get a cotton bra to wear went hand in hand
in the Solider family. It’s about time, MotherJoy declared, knitting together her brow
with words. I can see you’re growing up.
The trunk. The Solider glory-box. The shape of a coffin really, if Glory thought
about it too much. Full of white things for good girls with a wooden lid that went
clunk when you opened it (Glory had peeped in before this) and its hinges quite
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broken so that it was hard to put back together again the way you found it. Glory
stitched herself up, top and bottom, with cotton padding in both cases: the pads
between her legs and the bra to cover her breasts, with fancy circular stitching and an
adjustable strap over the shoulders with an end that sometimes waved in the air like
an aberrant child if you didn’t secure it tightly in a fancy knot.
Yet this was the moment Glory had been waiting for. Her moment in the sun, to
be bathed in heavenly light all radiant, splendid. Due preparation for marriage,
MotherJoy declared. Her destiny—to be welcomed into the gathering of women.
That was that. It just took some getting used to.
Now at least she knew what the red plastic bucket in the pink bathroom was all
about with its strange crusty smell. She learnt too how to empty it into the
incinerator out the back for burning at the end of the week, throw in the match. This
was her new job; she had graduated. She was in charge. The best bit was watching
the flames gobble up the newspaper-wrapped packages in a feast, how they ate into
the centre. The way the paper glowed red and orange and sparkled. How the
newsprint disappeared. The pads of cotton smouldered. The patterning of change, of
transformation. It was different each time. How the packages turned orange then
black. How the whirl of a breeze kicked up charcoal pieces and blew them in wafts
above. How the cinders ascended on the breeze like feathers into heaven. How fire
put things right—until it was all but the finest of ash, everything spent.
There would come a time too when she took notice of how she wrapped the
parcels for the burning. She took her time with this job, there, sitting on the toilet as if
she really did have all the time in the world and there wasn’t someone else wanting
to use the bathroom—hurry up, Glory, I’m busting!—the impatient rattle of the door.
She would pull at a piece of torn newspaper from the hook above the toilet roll
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where someone (was it MotherJoy?) had hung the pieces in a bunch. Glory marvelled
how this hook with its loop of string was always full, even when all the girls were
bleeding at once—were there often such times? The coolness of the paper against her
skin. The making of a little tablecloth with the newspaper in the dip between her
bare legs. She could do the wrapping of the period-parcel oh so neatly, tucks and
pleats, the evenness and perfection of the folds.
There would also come a time when she took notice of the newsprint itself, the
writing on the paper, took her time reading. Hurry up Glory! (The impatient voice
again through the keyhole.) I’m busy, Glory shouted back, sometimes confessing, I’ve
got my period. Use the blue bathroom. She read all sorts of things this way, mostly from
the public notices, real estate pages, marriages and deaths—MotherJoy must have
been careful which bits of the newspaper she allowed to be used for this particular
job. This was how Glory found out details about the disastrous Australia Day flood
in 1974, how the Brisbane River rose to over a record six metres, how seventeen
thousand homes were washed away, how Queensland University nearly went
under.
On the day Glory got her period, MotherJoy read to her daughter from Genesis,
not to rejoice, but for the seriousness of the moment. For comfort. You could hear the
note in her voice, the tension of her knitted brow more noticeable now than ever
before. And the seed shall bruise the serpent’s head. With all this bleeding after the
flooding, MotherJoy allowed Glory to stay home sick without question.
She gave her a Promise Box to mark the occasion. The box was decorated with tiny
pale brown-speckled cowrie shells and lined with scarlet satin, shiny side up. Inside,
was a bed of Bible verses, Precious Promises each rolled into a tight scroll so that the
whole thing looked like a hundred mouths in the shape of perfect O’s looking up at
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Glory, a tiny pair of tweezers lying across. MotherJoy and Glory picked out a gaggle
of Promises to read to each other: yellow paper, blue courier typeface.
The hoary head is a crown of glory if it be found in the way of righteousness.
God hath called you unto his kingdom and glory.
For our God is a consuming fire.
And this: And the righteous men, they shall judge them after the manner of adulteresses,
and after the manner of women that shed blood; because they are adulteresses and blood is in
their hands—wilt thou now commit whoredoms with her?—unto a woman that playeth the
harlot—unto the lewd women—.
What kind of promise was this last one, Glory wondered?
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Chapter Thirty-Four

Big Glory smells the dung heap, feels dirty, the burning up her nose. Her face is on
fire.
Lewd women. Whoredoms. Women that shed blood. Hoary head.
Here in Buderim, casually visiting her mother and father out of the goodness of her
heart (perhaps this casualness is her mistake), Glory crosses her arms across her chest.
Her mother has had a turn and Glory must hide any possible cleavage from view,
wishing she could cross her arms to erase her whole body, wishing too she’d packed
a change of clothes in her purse. Oh to turn back the clock, to when she first arrived
in Buderim, to MotherJoy offering a hot cup of tea, to the welcoming-gumbollingMotherJoy with her choreographed steps across the lounge room of the retirement
villa. To the evergreen MotherJoy.
What about when MotherJoy played the piano, played those beautiful hymns? To
spin a way out of here with the multitude of crotchets and quavers? This was the
time when her mother came alive, without tears, Glory remembers. Everything
MotherJoy had to say about the world, the burdens of emotion, the weight she felt
against wicked forces, poured out instead through her fingers. Little Glory saw her
mother’s spirit lift with each decisive chord, her fingers tracing invisible patterns of
being onto the black and white keys. To give thanks. Rejoice. The music took her
away to a place somewhere else altogether, a place where she forgot herself, the
burden of being her, being mother to her own children and caretaker guardian of all
the other children in Queensland. She went to a place where she became an angel
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whose job it was—the only thing in the whole world she must do—was to play
music.
Play music.
Sometimes Little Glory sang hymns with her. And MotherJoy smiled at her
daughter as she played, in that enticing way of hers, so Glory smiled back. It was like
a miracle, the joy of this music task written all over MotherJoy’s face, written on her
body too, as she thumped the keys with her hands and pedals with her feet, as she
moved her bottom this way and that on the piano stool, her head switching in time
with the rhythm such as it was, as she made sense of the music of hymns written by
geniuses, she said, all those years ago. Beneath the Cross of Jesus, Abide with Me, There is
a Green Hill Faraway.
Play the piano Mum. Play a hymn. Please play for us.
Just this once then, she’d say. She smiled as if present, but she was off, away.
I love you playing.
Glory sang along as if to burst her heart with the trill of the music, out of its
ribcage, to soar and loop the loop like an albatross. She didn’t want anything to spoil
her view.
The Little Girls persuaded MotherJoy to play again and again and again. For even
though she insisted just this once then, they knew she wanted more too. Her playing
was a kind of little salvation. For Glory, it was a way of getting as close as she could
get to her mother; she could do it without flinching. To kneel down beside the piano
with her head key-high, see MotherJoy’s fingers thumping away, close range—she
had such fat, strong fingers—and to sometimes sing along with her in what always
turned out to be a thin little voice next to her mother’s big fat vibrato. Occasionally,
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MotherJoy glanced down as if remembering the children were there, her two
youngest, one either side of her.
But nearly always there was a far-off expression on her face, as if looking over the
horizon. MotherJoy could have gone to the moon she was that far away. She was in a
place where nobody else belonged. Glory and Gracie made sure it didn’t matter: as
far as they were concerned she thumped the chords and they sang sweetly and
everyone was happy for the time being. For the length of a hymn and then, perhaps,
another hymn after that.
There is a green hill far away / outside a city wall / where the dear Lord was crucified / He
died to save us all /
Gracie always cried singing this hymn.
Sundays like this made you whole, Glory decided, everything else, everything that
puzzled was forgotten. MotherJoy played the piano and her Little Girls put on angel
wings in their hearts, as if they really did have cut-out paper wings stretched with
coat-hanger wire and elastic just like the other children at primary school. When
MotherJoy played the piano Glory felt blessed, it didn’t matter how much there was
to forgive, anything became possible.
But MotherJoy now tells Big Glory she can’t play anymore. Not even for church,
for God. She’s too old. Her fingers are too slow.
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Chapter Thirty-Five

When it comes to leaving Buderim the next day, Glory can’t kiss MotherJoy goodbye.
MotherJoy decides she won’t get up from the armchair either. So Glory gives her a
small wave from across the room. Onward sees his disgraced daughter out the front
door. Nor does Glory say when, or if, she’ll be back. Any blessing Glory was
promised is breaking up, falling apart, dividing by ten at a time—does this factor of
ten matter? Soon there’ll be nothing left of the blessings.
Back at home someone asks: So how did it go Glory?
I forgot to pack the right clothes.
What do you mean?
She called me a whore.
Really? Oh well, I wouldn’t worry about it. All mothers call their daughter a tart at one
time or another.
But I’m in my forties.
She probably didn’t mean it—a slip of the tongue—just put it from your mind.
If only it was that simple.
You’re beautiful you know, a friend reassures.
If only Glory could believe this too.
Why does she take her mother so seriously? Why can’t she get over it? A slip of
the tongue, that’s all it is—isn’t that what her friend suggests?
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Glory feels a new weight of shame, a shame now about not being able to shrug it
off—I’m over forty years old—an addition to the continuing hurt in her body that pins
her down on the bed as she falls to sleep. She tries writing the words it has to be
different now in her imagination as she will write them out in her red notebook the
next morning, tries to dream her way out of her body into the nightscape. She’s a good
person too, she whispers, writing about herself now in the third person to persuade
the world she’s writing about somebody else. She doesn’t know how to be bad. If only it
was as easy as it appears from the outside looking in. She doesn’t believe in sin anyway,
we all just do our best.
Round and round in circles Glory goes.
Why does she take so much notice of her mother?
That night she almost persuades herself to stop writing this Glory-story. The knot
she is trying to unravel just makes the string tighter with each found word. She curls
herself into a ball, folds her arms between her legs. Her skin feels like it’s been
shrink-wrapped, a vacuum seal around her bones without any space for her lungs to
breathe. Is this the way someone dies? When they die of shame?
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Chapter Thirty-Six

MotherJoy was a woman to contend with, she made damn sure of that. What Little
Glory didn’t know was what else there was to come. MotherJoy must have been both
unsettled and excited with the thought of her fifth daughter growing up, about to
start high school, especially given MotherJoy was climbing to the heights of her antismut campaign. The timing couldn’t be better. Little-Solider-Glory-Girl was “up the
nose” so to speak, growing up, and MotherJoy was on a mission to squash darkness
itself. MotherJoy wanted to keep this daughter from being morally (mortally)
corrupted. And finally, seriously, publicly, MotherJoy had a single book to focus on
as a beginning point—The Little Red School Book. She was now a bona fide morals
campaigner, the newspaper said so. She got results. Fighting to ban this book was
tangible. People started to take notice. You shouldn’t have to read this stuff, she said, to
know it’s filth. It was that dangerous.
One evening, she burst out over tea when Onward asked her a simple question:
Joy dear are you okay?
To which MotherJoy responded like lightning: We’re onto something Onward. I’ll get
this book banned, mark my word.
It happened after a discussion on the theological distinction between
predestination and free will. On and on it went. Onward spoke of these things in that
unhurried, learned way of his, where his talking filled up everything, where the air
itself, each molecule, was saturated with theology. You didn’t dare contradict him
unless you were able to mount a very convincing exegetical argument. Besides, he
spoke without any space between any of the words; you’d have to be very quick to
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interrupt. In any case, Glory didn’t understand his argument. How could she ever be
certain of her own salvation? Because, as Glory kept thinking, being saved—being
“the one”—was predicated on having some who were not saved—”the other”—who
were never going to be saved. In other words, the saved ones actually needed unsaved
ones to be saved. It was unfair. What of these unsaved souls? It didn’t make any
sense.
I’ll get this book banned.
What’s this Joy?
MotherJoy’s announcement put a full stop to the arguments.
Everyone scurried about after that, did the washing up in record time without
squabbling, found they didn’t even have to spin the knife for the divvying up of jobs.
It was as if the family was being chased around the kitchen at high speed, couldn’t
get back to their bedrooms quick enough to get on with homework and music
practice.
From the safety of her room Glory heard the sound of her mother’s voice, the
triumphal ring in the ears like the echo of the gong calling them all to the table in the
first place. All about books spilling out everywhere in smuttiness, as though her
mother’s guts spilled out of her body, all over the place. We’re onto something,
Onward. I know we are. A visceral madness—open-body surgery.
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Chapter Thirty-Seven

Queensland was the first state to ban The Little Red School Book in Australia. April
1972. It was banned by the Queensland Literature Board of Review. Technically
speaking it was banned with a prohibition order against its distribution in
Queensland under the Objectionable Literature Act.
The Little Red School Book was first published in Denmark in 1969 by Soren Hansen
and Jesper Jensen and translated from Danish into English by Berit Thornberry; then
it was published in Australia for Australian conditions, by Spendloves in Melbourne.
Still little. Still red. Everyone wanted a copy. You had to beg, borrow or steal it, so
the story goes. For $1.75 (if you paid for one) you could read all about teachers and
homework,

sexuality,

pornography,

how

“the

system”

worked,

corporal

punishment, drugs, adolescence, abortion and venereal disease.
But then in Queensland, by order, it was banned. The Lord be praised, Glory heard
MotherJoy exclaim. Clearly, God was on the side of the anti-pornography
campaigners.
Years later, in her research, Glory finds her mother’s words in print in the
newspaper of the day. She digs it out at the National Library in Canberra, from a file
of clippings catalogued under the single word censorship, a set of primary documents
tucked away downstairs when libraries and press agencies did this cutting and
pasting under key subjects. In an extract from the Courier Mail, Glory reads: “It’s a
strong warning to parents that they must be vigilant concerning all the reading
material available to their children.” MotherJoy’s very words. Premier Joh BjelkePetersen set up a hotline to try and stop anyone distributing the book illegally.
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Everyone was talking about it. Newspaper copies of the book had been thrown into
gardens already, so the story went in the paper, and MotherJoy kept referring to that
book like a plague. We’ve got to be vigilant. Fearless.
Little Glory was worried that that bad book could turn up anywhere, after school in
her street, at her house. That it really was a plague, just like the swarms of flies and
locusts, cane toads and hail that rained down on the Egyptians in Exodus in the Bible
that they read at breakfast. That the people wanting to find this book would resort to
smearing the thickest of blood onto their door in a large X as a secret sign. That the
police would be after them. Society was on full alert. Neighbours were warned to be
on guard, ready to dob.
What if, Glory worried, what if the Soliders woke up one morning and found a
huge pile of The Little Red School Book on the concrete driveway out the front under
the Poinciana tree? After a pesky neighbour had decided to play a practical joke.
What would MotherJoy do then? Would MotherJoy go to gaol? Would she want to
burn them—as a lesson? Get rid of the evidence but in a victorious bonfire with a
great woosh of paper and flame and cinders. Make Queensland a place with which to
contend. Denmark would hear about it. MotherJoy and this banned book, this nowillegal book, as a performance.
It was the way she did things that shocked.
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Chapter Thirty-Eight

It wasn’t only The Little Red School Book MotherJoy wanted to ban. She had a long list
of objectionable books. MotherJoy said, If I could get my hands on all of them Glory, all
these dreadful books, I’d burn the lot. Burn them all. I’m bound for glory, Glory Girl, I’ll get
my reward. Nothing will stand in my way. As she said this she tilted her head her
daughter’s way, her voice skipped a beat with the commas. She really did mean what
she said.
The two of them were at the kitchen table together, packing up the family’s meat
supplies into plastic bags for the freezer. Glory was leaning over the laminex, its
yellow starpoint on red. MotherJoy was distracted, planning her next move. Parents
must be vigilant, MotherJoy said and her cheeks trembled with the jangle of words.
She said she had a duty to perform because no one else was going to. It was that
important—her service to God.
Glory watched her mother’s cheeks reverberate as she talked—parents must be
vigilant—especially around the collective noun parents, to punch the sentence out,
then the adverb vigilant to hammer it home. She wasn’t sure what her mother meant
at first by all those dreadful books. How could you get hold of all the books in all the
world, living in Queensland too? How could one person do this kind of thing, to
imagine it was even possible? MotherJoy must be joking. And what kind of bonfire
would she have to build to do the burning? It would have to be the very biggest of
bonfires in the very biggest of backyards. The size of an oval perhaps, in the country
out past Kingaroy. Glory couldn’t imagine it happening in the Solider backyard. In
suburbia. It couldn’t happen at their place in St Lucia. Not even down the back of the
house in under the bougainvillea and branches of the mango tree near the chookpen
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and the compost. Down the back was certainly big and spacious, Glory loved getting
lost out there playing with Gracie, but it wasn’t big enough for this kind of burning.
How could it accommodate all the books on the list MotherJoy was talking about,
and not just single copies, but whole school sets? Her mother couldn’t possibly mean
what she said.
Mind you, Glory was only half hearted in wondering this. She was distracted too,
but by a different thing to her mother, mesmerised by the job at hand and the games
she could play, the table lumped up with meat for the freezer. She loved these days,
happy to volunteer. Any consideration for MotherJoy’s growing agitation—her
tremor of cheeks—was like opening the freezer door to be hit by a blast of cold air.
Ice with puffs of white cloud smacked against Glory’s own cheek so she quickly
thumped the door shut, clean away. Maybe later. Not just yet.
For what a game, this slurping of meat. To the dribble of blood.
The meat assortment was piled up high: a leg of lamb, sausages for the barbeque,
ox tongues to press into place, some liver, lumps of mince. How Glory slapped the
meat down hard onto the table. Ker-plonk! How to say the sounds in her mouth,
master her tongue: sluuur-lop, sluuurp-blaaat, fleur-laaap! She liked to cradle the
portions like babies in her hand, the sausages and mince especially, squash them flat
in their plastic pockets, poke their little stomachs, tickle their cheeks. She smoothed
her hand over the skin of plastic holding the redness and the juice in place, to hush
their crying, put them to sleep. And she imagined this meat was a body like hers and
she could see through her own skin to the muscle and sinew in a concerto around the
bones. Her “meat” was how she called her body, it moved in harmony to a simple
beat as she walked her developing skeleton. Her skin this see-through transparency,
like the plastic meat-baby in her hand suckling on a little finger.
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When MotherJoy started to talk then, about her specific list, one hundred books
she wanted to get rid of, a death list she called it, Glory was somewhere else. But so
attuned to the way her mother said things, on hearing these words Glory slumped
back in her chair, as if rocketed back to earth. Ker-plat!
A death list, Glory thought, could it be? To kill books?
It was a hot day. Heatwave temperatures even for Queenslanders. The air
thickened with what MotherJoy had to say, with her proclamation, and the fan
overhead thwacked like Glory’s heartbeat. Blaaat! Blaaat! Blaaat!
I’m bound for glory, Glory Girl. I’ll get my reward.
This time, there was a sharp intake of breath. That was the way that MotherJoy
spoke when she had something important to say, how she commanded her
audience’s attention. Her carefully chosen words had the knack of multiplying
exponentially to pack every pore wherever they were, with portent. Just as the two of
them squashed out the air in the plastic bags from around the family’s meat, ready to
pack the freezer full, so MotherJoy sucked the air out of the kitchen with her words
so there wasn’t any breathing space left. But it didn’t stop Glory hoping—for
laughter that is, for softness. For buoyancy.
You must help, MotherJoy insisted, passing Glory a lot of nails.
With that, the two of them marched to the front door, to nail up the list on the
outside. MotherJoy hammered the big silver nails with such vigour into the wood,
with many more nails than was needed to hold a single sheet of paper in place. Little
sparks flew, metal against metal. The foolscap looked like a skin, like the skin of one
of Eve’s laboratory rats stretched out taut, flat against the wood, pinned to dry in the
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sun. Glory saw MotherJoy meant business all right. Saw her triceps flap with each
blow blat, blat.
“MOTHERJOY’S SPECIAL DEATH LIST,” the notice read.
“BURN A BOOK A DAY.”
Below this heading written out in capital letters and thick red Texta and
underlined in black to make no mistake, was a list of one hundred book titles and
their authors. Glory counted them later, book by book. One hundred books
condemned to burn over one hundred days. MotherJoy was out to save the world,
save the children of Queensland, as she liked to put it, to secure her piece of glory,
her reward. Whatever it took. However it looked.
What could Glory say?
She didn’t say anything, of course. She was good at watching, though. Great at
standing guard. Mesmerised. She watched MotherJoy strike up a rhythm, a seesaw
action with the blat, blat of her arm. And Glory got caught up in the back and forth
action with the swing of the hammer, the swivel for each nail. Her mother must have
known what she was doing having this daughter by her side. For Glory believed her
mother, she was a good Covenant child, her mother said. If MotherJoy thought that
the books were wicked, then Glory thought so too, they must be. And tongues were
cut out for such a thing, for wickedness that is, as well as for non-belief. It paid to be
on the side of righteousness.
MotherJoy said you had to keep two steps ahead of the world and she hammered
two nails in as she said so, to emphasise her point. The Communists wanted to get in
first, she said, to cut out tongues. That’s why, she said, the Communists behind the
Iron Curtain cut out the tongues of brave Christians. The Communists knew what
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they were up against with these Christian people, with their God, with the Bible
foretelling things and all. Wicked people were terribly clever like that. Doubly wicked
they were, she exclaimed (and the punishment for Communists didn’t bear thinking
about). A tongue for a tongue, she said. For the price of sin was the tongue, was this
precious organ of speech. MotherJoy spoke with conviction.
All the while her words sucked up all breathing space, her eye on Glory had a
steady gaze. She had the colour of steel about her like the heads of the hammered
nails there in the wood, as if hot to touch afterwards because of the blows. MotherJoy
said men that worship the beast are said to gnaw on their own tongues for
punishment. That that was what they ate in hell. This was a most horrible thought. It
didn’t bear thinking about—what it must be like—to eat your own tongue. It
certainly made Glory pause the next time she ate the lolly-pink tongue for tea, a gulp
behind her mother.
MotherJoy said: The lesson for us Glory Girl is always to be careful about what we say.
With tongues like ours, she said, waving the hammerhead close to Glory’s mouth, we’re
a kiss away from hell. That’s why Jesus must save us.
Little Glory reckoned if MotherJoy really had her way with her morals campaign,
her anti-smut ways, she’d not only burn all the books in the world, all the wicked
books and all, but she’d cut out the tongues of all the writers of all the wicked books
in all the world. That would stop their jabbering. What a big job, though (she’d need
help with this). These people that clearly worshipped the beast. Every single one. So
that they’d gnaw on their own vital flesh for as long as they burned in hell, and that
would be forever. That would teach them.
Remember whose side you are on, Glory Girl.
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Glory believed MotherJoy.
Even so, as she paused awhile to straighten the elastic waist of the red rickrack
skirt, Elsie’s hand me down, before following MotherJoy back inside, Glory decided
the pinkly tongue, set for tea on the pretty blue serving plate in front of Onward,
wasn’t the same thing at all. It would be a shame to see it go to waste. It was far too
delicious. So too, with the tongue before it was cooked, when the grey things sat on
the starpoint laminex in their funny curling way. This wasn’t the same either;
pushing them around so that they wobbled like the tongues were talking. This was a
delicious thing to do. But no matter, no more playing now—sluuur-lop, sluuurp-blaaat!
It was time to put the meat away in the freezer, finish the job they’d started. You
know it’s a sin Glory to leave a job half done. Shut the lid.
Still, whenever Glory left for school through the front door and again saw the
death list hammered in place, she ran her tongue around her mouth and across her
teeth, curled it over itself and poked it out sometimes to get a good look at the tip of
it, just to make sure her tongue was still there, to feel its presence. The taste of her
tongue; still alive.
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Chapter Thirty-Nine

Still alive. To make quite sure.
The other thing Glory made very sure of was being saved—going forward for
Jesus. This too made her heart beat faster.
Remember whose side are you on, Glory Girl?
Being saved once was never enough; Glory had to do it over and over, lots of
times. To be certain. She kept thinking the same thing: What if they’re really right?
What if God really did exist? What if, in the end, when dead or at the Second
Coming, when we had to face Him at the pearly gates, what then? The full authority
of the church, the Bible, of Onward and MotherJoy at work, pressed in on Glory,
made her do things she might not otherwise do. Still, if anyone were to ask Glory
about being saved, about going forward for Jesus, she would confess it was the music,
it was irresistible (and mercifully, MotherJoy never wanted to know any details).
The thing was Glory liked the mournful slide of notes—Just as I am—the move to
the end of the phrase—without one plea—the length you could insert into the vowels,
every vowel—O Lamb of God / I come to Thee. She liked the commotion in her throat as
she squeezed the notes out past her vocal chords, the harmonies she was learning to
sight-read, and the sense of anticipation embroidered into the waiting, embodied
even, in the singing. She liked the way she could forget herself, forget her peculiar
pubescent body, forget the big pimple growing fat and red and white and hot on her
chin.
Things came into being in the fullness of time.
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Here in the church, with this melancholic hymn, the pace slowed right down, the
congregation repeated chorus after verse, chorus after verse, expanded and
contracted with the music with each phrase, sang the ebb and flow of the line, each
note, breathed themselves into the meaning of each word, each syllable. Everyone
made their way through the multiple renditions of the hymn like they would
through a paddling pool except that this water was more like the colour of golden
syrup. It shone. The church filled with the sound of heavens painted with gold leaf,
and everyone there was able to lounge about, buoyed up and supported by fat
cushions, melody and rhythm, swim even, to rise and fall with the swell. It was most
wondrous. Intoxicating. Even monstrous.
So how many times did the organist repeat the hymn that night in the gospel
service? How did he know when to stop?
Glory loved to “go forward.“ She did this so many times, in different churches
and at various conventions and evangelistic crusades, well practised. Too many
times to count, too many times to remember. She knew the unwritten rule was that
the church had to get someone. That was the point of these special gospel services.
That was why they were so popular, there was always a spectacle. Think of the
legacy of the Billy Graham Crusades: every Queenslander has a story. The measure
of a congregation’s faith depended on a regular trickle of saved souls. And Little
Glory Solider had a sixth sense when it came to it too, as if she didn’t know she
existed until that moment, that it was the very birth of her, the bringing of herself
into existence, the defining of her shape, her corporeality. It wasn’t that she was
being born again like everyone else, like pineapples on Ruthy’s conveyor belt at the
Golden Circle factory. No, she was being born.
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The hymn number on the board shone in white lettering. Hymn number 121. Just
as I am without one plea. She looked it up in the hymnal, kept its place with a lolly
wrapper she found between the pages. Trembling fingers. Couldn’t wait, but wanted
to wait too. It made her ache with anticipation. Ache in the thinking—the thought,
the very idea—that just before there was the chance to fill the void, to rise up and
move forward, she might shatter into a million pieces, explode shards of shooting
stars up to the steep wooden rafters and back again to fall over the congregation like
summer rain. That she would literally burst, that her thumping heart would fly out
her mouth in a swallow-dive divine to behold. That she would surely drown with
everyone else in the light she emitted.
More than that, she ached because she knew they waited for her. That there was a
secret power in restraint as she bided her time. That any sense of triumph came after
the third, fourth, fifth chorus. That the evangelical service would be incomplete that
night without a Little Girl going forward, without a Solider soul being saved,
without Glory Being Born. No matter she was already saved, this had all been done
before. Each time Glory heard this hymn, it was as though she was hearing it for the
very first time. The best part was waiting to go forward—the anticipation of
salvation—the great pressure to rise up while at the same time holding back.
Waiting, waiting—and waiting—for the final second, the very end note, the last
possible jot. Some nights, it was excruciating; you could taste the Godly exuberance,
almost choke, and as far as Glory was concerned these were the best. There was no
going back.
On this night, the particular one she remembers because she was off to high school
the next day, the organist began but nobody moved. She was at Ashgrove Baptist
with her sisters, Ruthy and Gracie. Ruthy sometimes took them here, told MotherJoy:
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We’ll be right. It was another hot one too. Muggy. Still. You could hear thunder roll
over the horizon, ever closer. The rain would come but would clear by the
morning—Brisbane was like that. Glory’s thighs stuck to the wooden pew, sweat
trickled down the back of her knee and into her sock. The aisle and communion table
throbbed with emptiness, the organist overplayed the hymn like it was a broken
record: five, six, seven, eight versions of the slowing-down-to-nearly-a-stop chorus.
Still Glory kept them waiting, she held back, she didn’t give in. She was not going to
be seduced prematurely.
If someone were to take her temperature now, the mercury would soar up the
thermometer tube. They might suggest she was very sick, swab her with damp
cloths. She couldn’t look Gracie’s way or the spell would break. Thankfully, she
sensed Ruthy’s head was bowed, rightly so. Soon, soon, it would be over. Soon she
would be well again. She could feel something like clinking chains holding her down
to the pew. Little whispers of words peppered her insides nearly puncturing her
skin. Not yet, said the voices, not yet, not yet, not yet.
Are you all right, somebody might have asked, if they cared to look?
At last, an eternity washed and dried later, Glory did indeed go forward. She rose
up out of her pew and into the aisle in a sweeping gesture like the cadence of a
conductor’s baton. Stately. Beautiful. Glorious Glory. As if she was time itself:
personified, to infinity. Glory brushed her sisters’ hands as she squeezed past. The
whole congregation heaved a sigh, more a long gasp—aaaarrrrrggggghhhhhh—
punched out lungfuls of air into a conglomerate of prayers, as though, for that
execution, the whole church was one body. As if, when Glory rose to stand, this
whole body was resuscitated mouth-to-mouth, Glory its now-beating heart. For with
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that gobsmacking, that involuntary jolt, the congregation was brought back from the
dead. The smell of a sweet breathing and not the smell of decay, it was that close.
Glory Solider went forward for Jesus, gave herself up, newly composed for that
moment of being—as if she came into being—composed now out of nothing: ex nihilo.
She was nearly a teenager, and being saved was becoming addictive, a way of
assuaging likely sin, enough to make her heart burn. It was a way not to feel guilty,
ashamed. She had a plan for eternity clear before her—a round O all the way, a
promise, a ring, a ring like a glory. Intransitive light itself. It was a performance when
she walked down the isle; a going forwards.
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Chapter Forty

A round O all the way, a glory ring for Glory, wasn’t that what Jesus promised? It
pays to be on the right side, Glory Girl. Forget that doubting mind. Doubt is a sin, she
imagined Jesus reminding her. And Glory Girl hugged the idea close, squashed it flat
against her ribcage. She made it all hers, threaded light into her throbbing heart
through its valves. Luminosity. She must hold onto this. Because Glory was about to
be tested. Would the acrobatic dives and swoops and hollers she performed in
church from the swinging rafters be enough heavenly insurance to protect her—
knowing her tongue was only a kiss away from hell? Remember Glory, remember
being born again, going forwards, giving over—just as I am without one plea. Don’t
forget to hold on tight.

The night before Glory’s first day of high school in 1973, MotherJoy called her to her
side, called her to the big bedroom where MotherJoy liked to hold court, to warn her
fifth daughter about what she was going to have to do next. Glory dear, I have no
choice, I must speak my mind. It wasn’t this bit that surprised, the MotherJoy-speakingher-mind bit, she’d heard these words before. It was how it might involve Glory that
nicked the inside of her throat.
No one could have prepared Glory for what eventuated.
Yet, perverse as it may sound, what happened the next day at school jump-started
a new way of being, not that anyone would have noticed by looking at Glory, least of
all Glory herself, all daggy there in her bottle-green uniform down below her knees.
She didn’t know where this shift would take her, she was not yet there. She was in
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the deep end, that she was certain, but like all good Queensland children, she knew
how to swim, and a few different strokes at that. She’d passed her lifesaving exams
already at primary school: Intermediary Star, Bronze Medallion. She could proudly
rescue a towel-covered brick from the bottom of the deepest diving pool, even when
the water was sometimes cloudy and she had to be right on top of the brick, inches
away, to know where it was. She held her breath till her lungs rocketed skywards,
her cheeks like cricket balls.

MotherJoy liked to talk to Glory from the comfort of her bed, it put things in
perspective, she said. She liked to lie there in the middle of the day, said it helped her
sleep better at night. No one in the family was convinced about this, as they often
heard her later after midnight, distracted and padding around the house in slippers,
in the kitchen preparing a little sweetener, cumquat toast and a cup of tea. Eating
settled the nerves. Still, when she pleaded that her siestas helped her in all sorts of
ways, they never questioned. They wouldn’t dare.
Anyhow, there she was in the double bed, dressed in her housecoat with the red
ribbon, propped up against a bank of pillows, a deep, blood-red eiderdown pulled
up over her cocked knees.
Come here, MotherJoy said, and she drew Glory to her side. Shut the door then,
there’s a dear. Now sit here, Glorious Glory. She made a little room, shifted a bit. Why
don’t you sit here Glory Girl, smoothing a small circle on the edge of the bed close by,
patting Glory’s arm.
Now then, I want to talk to you about two things, MotherJoy began, a little formally,
stiffly at first, gathering import. Her voice had the tone that she kept especially for
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occasions like this. It had a faintly ominous ring to it, low register, foregrounding the
things she wanted to say, important things, things Glory might not like. She had no
intention of letting Glory go, until she had disclosed what was on her mind.
Strangely, and Glory couldn’t quite put her finger on why, it was almost as if she
welcomed the idea: Glory welcomed MotherJoy’s tone, her presentation. For a start,
Glory liked it when MotherJoy paid her this kind of attention, singled her out, even
when it came dressed up in that voice. It made Glory feel alive, part of the family.
When she had heard her mother speaking to the older ones in this same way, calling
them to her side to speak in private, she had wondered what it would take to create
the kind of situation to allow her the same privilege. One to one with her mother.
And not just to carry in trays for tea and crucifix orchids in peanut paste jars. But the
asking of Glory to close the door, for privacy. The saying, There’s a dear. The
beckoning to sit close, the comfort of these comely words, just so. The patting of the
bed. That warm spot MotherJoy created on Glory’s arm. The mother and daughter—
just her, just me—no one else. Lovely.
It was happening as Glory had dreamed it might. Glory could feel her bones
growing large, growing strong, her ribcage expanding. MotherJoy had something to
say. And Glory wanted to listen.

The all-important elements of this conversation were being mustered and the
smoothed circle on the bed was just one of them. There was the clearing of the throat
too, little conjunctive words as useful bridges (Glory liked the idea of parsing from
grammar lessons in year seven), the directness of her mother’s gaze, eye to eye.
MotherJoy was ready to articulate her meaning, emphasis added.
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If, supposing for a minute, her mother had been in the theatre right now (not a
hospital theatre, but the sort MotherJoy disapproved of, with a stage and props and
actors), about to speak her lines with Shakespeare in her mouth, everything about
her was in readiness. As if her future success, her career in voice projection, the
carriage and interpretation of this passage of this important play in which she had a
title role—the way she threw her voice forward across space, across time even—
depended on this very moment, her performance. She claimed it as her own. Her
daughter was so taken with the very act of being there in the bedroom beside such a
theatrical mother, as a necessary coordinate, so mesmerised by what she was
experiencing, its dimensions and physicality, and the way it filled the space—like
syrup poured into a preserving jar, no bubbles—that she forgot to listen to what
MotherJoy was actually saying, what the words might mean.
Now then, there are two things I want to discuss. That pause for affect. Firstly, I
understand a very special thing has happened to you.
O yes, Glory burbled in reply, we went to Ashgrove Baptist, we went as a special treat.
Yes, I know, and I hear you gave yourself to the Lord Jesus, MotherJoy’s voice tripped
over a little joy. You asked the Lord Jesus into your heart. That’s nice.
I did. A stray air bubble surfaced somewhere, in rapture. Praise the Lord. Ah, being
saved and now being praised. And she didn’t mind MotherJoy knowing either.
Going “forwards.“ Going o n w a r d s, the Solider family joked with a laugh, but only
when the girls were on their own.
When it happened, and she was out the front of the church, the congregation was
meant to have had their heads lowered in prayer, their eyes shut tight, but Glory
could see something like pleasure written all over their upturned faces. Like angels
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and archangels, they felt blessed by her presence, her supplication, her tears, the
washing away of sin. On the way out of the church afterwards, one woman in a red
felt hat patted Glory on the shoulder and said, Bless you.
The funny thing was (and quite contradictory, Glory would be the first to admit),
on her way home she felt a little unnerved. The kind of feeling where if you don’t say
anything you hope no one will notice, like the passing of a hot wind (or that was
what MotherJoy called anything like a fart). The point was, she had done it again,
and it was this again bit that troubled. You’re only meant to be saved once but she’d
put this thought aside in her excitement. Remembering now made her feel stupid.
She flushed red if you could see her face in the dark car.
Glory was simply thankful for the window wound down flat and the air all blowy
and breezy in whirls, in and out of the car. She wanted to take that freshness from
the outside and all around into her insides, to make it breeze a path into her lungs,
aerate her heart. She tried to blow up her body like a coloured beach ball. She was
thankful too for the distance in miles between Ashgrove Baptist and St Lucia and for
the time it took the little red Mini to cross Brisbane north to west even though the
streets were all quiet and empty on a Sunday night through the Valley. The trafficlights green. Ah. The whole way home. Ruthy alternated her hold as she drove,
swapped between anchoring Glory beside her as if her little sister might just bounce
away, and crunching the gears in jerks to slow down or speed up.
Wasn’t it funny how things changed so quickly? In church Glory felt invincible, in
charge of her own salvation, able to save herself. She had made herself “the one“
with gold leaf to show for it. Now in the bedroom being congratulated on her
conversion, for being saved just how MotherJoy liked it to happen and in
preparation for the Rapture No Less, Glory blushed in spite of herself, thinking of the
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promise she had made to herself to do it again, and then again, and again very soon.
It was the doing part that was addictive. The experience of it and right to the very
moment of calling—that high emotional peak.
There is another thing, MotherJoy said in the same breath. She rested her hand on
Glory’s. To pause.
Now this was a different kind of waiting to the one in church with music. Glory
didn’t like the sound of turning in her mother’s voice—the cogs gathering pace. A
dirty taste of coarse sand began in her mouth. It dried up. Glorious Glory Girl didn’t
want to know what was coming next. MotherJoy had shifted her weight in the bed,
adjusted the eiderdown. She was getting ready to pounce. And Glory decided she
didn’t like sitting on the edge of MotherJoy’s bed anymore, being called to her
mother’s side.
I’m going to visit your new school, MotherJoy was saying. In a tumble-drier with a
voice to match. Talk to the headmaster. The dry air of that voice could desiccate sea
sponges. You’re growing up Glory Girl. The voice rose up as if from MotherJoy’s spine
in noiseless aspiration, traversed the softest of palates to singe the air with its bite. I
have no choice.
No, Glory thought. No! Not my school. Glory held her breath, her tongue felt like
scum, heavy and sore. Talk to him about what? She blurted out.
I have no choice, Glory dear, another pause, I must speak my mind.
Glory did really feel sick now. Hotter than the hottest water out of the jug. Any
residual sense of victory from being saved sloughed off, slipped to the floor. Please
don’t make a scene, she begged. She didn’t know what the fuss was about exactly but
knew she didn’t want MotherJoy to interfere, not on her first day. Glory was
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suddenly cold, shivery. Perhaps she really was sick—that would be easier. Being sick
was a good way to get MotherJoy’s attention. Perhaps she wouldn’t have to go to
school.
Gird your loins, MotherJoy was proclaiming as if to more than one of her children
in the bedroom, as if she were in command and addressing a battalion of warriors
standing to attention before her. Her voice was loud, the rising pitch modulated for
the occasion, her inflection controlled, just so. We’re off to fight, Glorious Glory. Gird
yourself with the armour of God, she said to warn, the sword of truth, the breastplate of
righteousness. Remember, Glory, Soliders for Christ.
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Chapter Forty-One

The next morning MotherJoy spread the table to perfection with a freshly cooked
breakfast. It was a little more special than usual, like a Sunday. On Sundays
MotherJoy didn’t get into flaps. On Sundays MotherJoy’s pulse slowed enough to
play the piano. So that was how Glory found herself lulled into a false security.
So that on this morning, the first day of all her high school years, with a pretty lace
Sunday tablecloth spread out, Glory took MotherJoy’s blessings with her through the
gate and on into her new school. Didn’t every other child starting secondary school
that day in Brisbane feel the same way? On the cusp of something grand, something
nameless and wonderful? Glory was leaving her small sister behind, chasing the big
ones over the hill up ahead, with a feeling at last of something happening, to move
her from childhood across to near adulthood. She was still only twelve years old, but
with the start of her teenage years very nearly arrived there. Great expectations.
After all, didn’t the word GLORY mean resplendent beauty or magnificence, to exult
with triumph, rejoice proudly? She dismissed any thought of MotherJoy’s agitation
and her warning about what might happen from her mind, pushed her heart down
from in her mouth. Let’s press on, Onward would say.
So she did.
The morning had arrived with the crackle of crickets outside, the heat of the sun
through the window, and the banging of saucepans in the kitchen. MotherJoy had sat
with her two youngest daughters across the kitchen table and read from the large
Bible open in her upturned hands. Glory and Gracie listened to the steady, familiar
voice—MotherJoy did have a good reading voice for the Good Book—listened to it
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rise and fall as she tuned into words and their meaning, to punctuate the munching
of mouths. She had an ear for music, the slip and slide of tongues and spittle. You
must write the word of the Lord on your heart, MotherJoy said. Glory, you must go into the
world to abhor that which is evil, cleave to that which is good. Say after me, and the Little
Girls recited with her, Romans 12:9: Abhor that which is evil, cleave to that which is good.
They read great slabs of the Book of Romans together. Set about to memorise
chapter twelve, promised each other they could. The Word of the Lord stitched their
skins together, soft cases around their hearts in a swill with the rounds of grilled
tomatoes, thin breakfast sausages and the slosh of cornflakes. I beseech you therefore,
brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, and
acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service. The fan circled above them in
approval, smiling.
Afterwards MotherJoy kissed them both fondly, kisses that burned soft holes in
their cheeks. She squeezed their shoulders and waved them goodbye from the
verandah with a great cheerio. Gracie went up the hill to Ironside, Glory down the
hill to catch a bus and then a train to Corinda High School. On saying goodbye,
MotherJoy gave her two smallest children a crucifix orchid each from the garden as a
keepsake. The flame colours were so perfect in the morning light the Little Girls
found themselves waving back.
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Chapter Forty-Two

No one from Ironside State School in St Lucia went to far-away high schools out
west; no one went to Corinda High. When it was time to move up from primary to
secondary, the grade sevens from Ironside spilled out either to Indooroopilly High
close by or mostly, to the GPS, Greater Public Schools: St Peters Lutheran College,
Church of England Girls Grammar, Church of England Boys Grammar, Brisbane
Boy’s College, Somerville House. It was that kind of primary, that kind of suburb.
When Glory confessed to her fellow grade seven where she was going, they
wondered why. It was illogical. Why would you go so far up the railway line? Why
waste time like that?
Glory laughed it off—she was good at laughing about uncomfortable things, it put
people off the scent. She talked about how funny the Solider family was, how she
had lots of sisters and how they all went to different schools. It was a skitty approach
to numbers and variety—and difference, she said. A rattle in her chest.
Not that any of the other sisters went to different schools for the same reasons
Glory did. Not that Glory knew about school booklists then, before she started.
About the schools STOP and CARE were targeting. About MotherJoy’s campaign to
challenge headmasters about what their pupils were reading.
She was pleased with how she looked. She had on a bottle-green tunic uniform
with a green and white striped blouse underneath, zipped up and belted in. On her
feet, sensible, black leather Robin lace-ups. All brand new.
Indooroopilly station came and went, she wasn’t on the platform for long. The
train had pulled in quickly the minute she arrived and she easily found a seat in a
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near-empty red rattler. It looked like no one from Corinda High travelled this way to
get to school and back, it looked like she might be on her own. But as Glory neared
her destination, counting and naming the ten or so memorised in-between stations so
she would know which one it was, the rattler ballooned. There was the green of
Corinda High mixed up with the prim navy-blue of St Aidan’s, the private girls’
school on the other side of the tracks (the other school in this suburb), although there
was nothing prim about these girls. Numbers built up, rowdy and flirty, and Glory
listened to the easy words slipping out of the girls’ pretty mouths with their short
skirts and long legs. The way the boys lapped them up too—the words, the girls—
hungry for more, making plans for after school. This was their world, a world in
which they were at home, knew the rules, loved to play hard, play for keeps.
This is what Glory remembers.
MotherJoy’s words of the morning across the breakfast table from Romans Twelve
shone brightly around Glory like a galaxy of shiny stars—cleave to that which is good—
even as she squeezed her legs and her eyes shut to wish she were somewhere else,
somewhere safe, holding Gracie’s hand. Yes, holding onto Gracie, being a little girl
again. She dearly wanted to do the right thing, but felt herself sliding into unfamiliar
territory, like going through the wardrobe into Narnia: would Aslan be there on the
other side to rescue her?
One minute she was persuading herself she was the happiest girl in the world, off
to high school at last, with a headful of crucifix orchids to take with her into the
schoolyard. The next and not so far up the track, with this mob of worldliness
pressing about her in a tight scrum—wayfulness, MotherJoy would say—her mouth
dried up, her skin stretched tight with such a familiar feeling: the one squeezing your
heart of oxygen.
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This, is what happened.
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Chapter Forty-Three

MotherJoy was somebody, people said, of whom you took notice. Ordinary citizens
did. So too educators, department officials, academics, and politicians alike.
Whenever she asked a question people felt compelled to answer. When she
demanded to know why something was as it was they spluttered and slurred—why
for instance, Queensland children should read these dreadful books as compulsory
reading? Under normal circumstances, these people would be able to give direct
answers,

sound

responses,

educationally

responsible

replies,

pedagogic

explanations. MotherJoy had a growing reputation. She addressed meetings,
peppered guest speakers with questions, wouldn’t give up the microphone, heckled
from the floor. In public forums, MotherJoy’s detractors had the upper hand mostly,
speaking from the safety of a platform; they intervened with next question. I move a
motion to close the meeting. I move a motion to refuse her the microphone. I move a motion to
insist Dr Solider sit down. Some rose to the occasion bravely as a challenge (a dare?),
deciding they were going to debate the subject head on and they were going to win.
MotherJoy’s notoriety fanned about her like the huff of turkey gobbler feathers
and beyond. Teachers and headmasters knew who she was even before she rang the
secretary for an appointment or crossed their threshold unannounced. You would be
mad not to find out who the enemy was, so the story goes. News travelled fast in this
kind of adversarial environment, in a small place like Brisbane. It was one thing to
take MotherJoy on in a wider sphere, publicly, when there was sufficient distance
between the loggerheads, a chance to fire back responses and counterclaims with the
press watching to record the fight, take photographs, the audience as witness: the
satisfaction of pure physical theatre. But it was a different case face to face. Then,
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MotherJoy came away victorious, victorious in what she went in to fight for, plum in
hand. She was a woman to be reckoned with, and that was exactly how she liked it to
be known.
The staff at Corinda High must have suspected she might do something. It was the
start of a new school year. There had been an increased coverage in the media that
summer about the “parlous state” of education, and government high schools in
particular were in the firing line. The phones probably ran hot with MotherJoy’s
questions about the intended booklists, prescribed texts, about curriculum policy for
their English classes. And then a Solider-child’s name appeared on the grade-eight
list (there could only be one Solider family). And on the first day, MotherJoy turned
up in a turquoise car to have it out with the headmaster.
MotherJoy drove everywhere in that Holden. It had elongated taillights at the
back like grand tail-feather plumage. The suspension wasn’t terribly good so it
bounced and flew in and out of potholes, the Little Girls oohing and aahing. The three
of them did letter-drops with STOP and CARE pamphlets in that car. Glory would
compile the fat pamphlets from pages and pages of roneoed piles in a circle on the
dining table (she was quick with her hands). She raced against herself to see how
many sheets she could collate and fold in a short space of time. Then Glory, Gracie
and MotherJoy would whistle out to the outer suburbs of Brisbane to fill up
letterboxes with the stuff. Sunnybank, Inala, Rochedale, Wynnum.
Imagine then for a moment, MotherJoy and her two youngest girls on one of these
special sprees. The wings on the back of the car made them think they looked like
they were flying. MotherJoy told the others in STOP and CARE they would recognise
her immediately by the colour of the car—emerald green, turquoise, the colour of the
Irish Sea, she said. God’s work depends on the angle of the light. Glory and Gracie sat with
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her on the bench-seat in the front, Gracie in the middle, the two dogs on the back
seat, one either side, their heads hanging out of a window in the breeze, tongues
lolling.
There was something almost magical in the way MotherJoy swanned about,
circling Brisbane with this carload, on her mission. She was in her element,
everything in its place, just so. There was something earthy about her attachment to
getting things done, to being different and she had such energy for it. She was colossal.
People, especially women, drew close to her for that. They sheltered beneath her
wings. She made things possible, and they dared to believe in themselves. They
dared to believe in what they believed in for the first time. MotherJoy and her
fearlessness showed them how they could do it. Not that any of the women who
signed up to be part of STOP and CARE wanted to circumnavigate Brisbane in a
Holden delivering materials, to put pamphlets into letterboxes, to pray with near
strangers for salvation from “perniciousness.” (They say thousands signed up to
STOP and CARE.) But—and this was the crunch—it was in MotherJoy that they saw
for themselves and without raising eyebrows, in the same way you know the value of
preparing and serving your family three square meals each day, that they were party
to an extraordinary movement. They firmly believed—MotherJoy promised them
this—they could and would make a difference. They could smell it in the air like
penny bungers going off. Things are about to change, MotherJoy declared, we’ll see to
that. We’ll make the government sit up and take notice. We have our calling. We won’t be
silent. She lifted their spirits from the verandahs of their suburban existence to make
these embryonic stars soar. They grew feathers like her. They almost believed they
were flying too. She made them see things at large. MotherJoy opened the doors to a
kind of conservative yet actively radical heaven. These ordinary housewives were
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not afraid, not with MotherJoy in charge. Her beliefs sustained them all. People said
of them, MotherJoy and the STOP and CARE followers: Don’t underestimate their
power to subvert. Don’t kid yourself that they are harmless ignoramuses. Don’t think they
don’t have clout, even though they look like a bunch of nagging housewives. Be warned: they
are dangerous.
Not MotherJoy and her Little Girls; they didn’t look dangerous. Not the Soliders
in MotherJoy’s green chariot, on a mission: MotherJoy pert and attentive to the road
at the wheel, dressed in something special for the occasion; Glory and Gracie with
laps full of wads of pamphlets, neatly folded, stacked and bundled into piles of fifty,
tied together with knitted string; the dogs, Honey and Pooh, in the rear. Together,
the three Soliders sang little snatches of hymns. Their voices braided together with
the breeze like breath itself, and any bad dream Glory might have had about what
would come next blew out through the wound-down windows, away behind the
Holden in a twist of exhaust fumes.
So, when MotherJoy pulled up in her Holden for a meeting with the Corinda High
headmaster, the staff peered out, unsurprised, from behind the venetian blinds. God’s
work depends on the angle of the light.
But it was not quite what they expected. First she parked the car illegally, bang
outside the front office, one wheel perched on the curb as if she’d landed. With a
screech, a bump of the brakes. Then she rose out of the car, as if out of the sea, a
surprisingly small woman they all thought, dressed to draw attention to herself for
the occasion in blues and reds, brass buttons, adorned with a long, floral scarf. She
had a knack of being noticed. Quite a picture too, if a little unusual. Do everything
with a smile. Thus MotherJoy disarmed her opponents.
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Glory knew full well that MotherJoy was going to do something; she had been
warned. If this were so (and she had so much tried to put it from her mind), surely it
would be in private, a civil conversation between a headmaster and concerned
parent to allay any fears. That yes, the school had received the Secondary School
Principals Memorandum by the Education Department, and yes, the school had
taken action to remove all the offending books from the school library. Surely
MotherJoy would find this out one-on-one, preferably over the phone. Not in person.
Not in public, a dressing down. And not on Glory’s first day.
Why her school? Was it so necessary to orchestrate such a showdown?
If I don’t say something, who will? came this campaigner’s cry. We must protect our
children, protect them from this permissive society.
Face it Glory, Elsie once said in passing, long after this story of books washed
downstream to the mouth of the river and into the ocean, into the past, She will
always choose God over her children.
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Chapter Forty-Four

MotherJoy’s appearance on the parade ground nailed Glory to the hot bitumen.
Hadn’t she just kissed her daughter goodbye, so that Glory could still feel the
burning soft holes in her cheeks? Yet here she was, with the headmaster for all to see.
At the first bell. Beneath the flagpole on a small stage. They brought with them their
arguments, loud voices, their red faces into the sun. MotherJoy was saying: I thought
you said you were a God-fearing man.
The headmaster replied: Look, I’ve really got to get going. I’ve got a school to run. First
day.
Not before I have your assurance.
About what? I’ve already given it.
God’s word?
Thanks to the new PA system, everyone could hear them too, word for word.
Hear the tail end of what sounded like a very heated and personal altercation.
“Standing at ease” had been the instruction to the pupils, in rows according to years,
legs apart, hands clasped behind the back. The old hands knew the drill. All twelve
hundred of them stood there in a late January tropical sun astride the melting
bitumen, a single line of teachers at the back. First day back, first parade, it always
took a bit of getting used to. It was the first bump into routine, a longer parade than
normal. They were waiting for their headmaster to make a speech, welcome them
back after the long summer holidays. The school needed to get going with a little
ceremony, watch the flag run up the flagpole, sing God Save the Queen.
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Glory was there too in amongst the new grade eights. Glory Solider, the dag.
Glory Solider in a long green tunic, hemmed to well below her knees. Glory Solider
amongst all the other girls with skirts barely covering their bottoms, skirts split up
the side seam to reveal the pinks, yellows and whites of their panties. Glory thinking
about the subjects she was going to take—Maths, English, Japanese—who her
teachers might be. Thinking about anything else but this.
MotherJoy was saying: I will not have my child subjected to this filth.
Glory immediately felt the scratchy material of a new uniform against her bare
legs, the trickle of sweat around her bottom and down the back of her thigh. She
might pass out.
It is not filth. They are old enough.
Can you really look me in the eye, and tell me that Lady Chatterley’s Lover is not filth?
The teachers on the perimeter exchanged looks, raised eyebrows. They knew it
shouldn’t really be on a school list; they knew the Department said it should only be
read at university.
Do our children need to read this abomination to be fulfilled?
The headmaster waved his hands about now like an injured praying mantis. He
looked defeated: not this, not now, not here.
I don’t think so. She was answering for him. No, I’ve got whole list of books too. I’ll be
back, you can count on that. His eyes boggled. Mark my word. This filth will be eradicated.
Meanwhile, on the parade below these two figures, first there was a hush, before
whispering and snickering laughter broke out like wild fire. Who was she, they
wanted to know? Was she for real? The school’s amusement at this spectacle was
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contagious. Soon, the whole parade was trying not to laugh, holding their faces in
line to stop the muscles twitch, clasping their hands behind their backs more firmly
to help them stand tall. Everyone was involved, even the teachers. Poor Glory, stuck
in the middle, found she had to look the part in a conspiratorial way too; she didn’t
want to be singled out. She bit down on her lip with the pressure of her teeth.
Grimaced. Nobody must know that that “mad lady” belonged to her—she wished
this more than anything. Nobody must know MotherJoy was her mother.
The headmaster was so flustered he didn’t have the presence to hush the school,
bring everybody to attention. He was losing control. And on his first day too.
MotherJoy was on her way down the flight of stairs by now, about to leave, her
court shoes clattering on the metal steps, but not before she said one last thing. She
swivelled smartly on her toes, went back to the edge of the balcony, ready now to
address the school body sprawled out across the playground below her in green and
white and grey, smirking, like some roughed-up sea. This was her chance to make an
impression. She was certain, then, that she had come to this place this morning for
this opportunity, for the children of Queensland. Glory could see it written on her
face. She would save them from a pernicious world, save them from themselves. She
stood up to the microphone. She had about her an air of royalty. Presence. And
strangely, they responded as she seemed to know they would. What she had to say
didn’t sound rehearsed, it came from the heart, and the whole school stopped still, to
pause, to listen, to respond.
Children today, she began, all you. She stretched her arms out to form a very large
circle encompassing the lot. Her voice, modulated now to perfection, a lullaby. All
you thirteen-year-olds, fourteen-year-olds, fifteen-year-olds, sixteen- and seventeen-year olds,
and she paused again to look at them all, as if to individually count each child
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gathered there. All you shall be taught what is true … what is good … and what is
honourable. This is my word.
Might this performance be enough to save Glory?
Glory had to admit that MotherJoy had a knack with public speaking. She was
able to throw her carefully chosen words like boomerangs—the true, good, honourable
words—so that they hovered out in a ring to embrace the whole school, circled there
above them, loaded, impressive, and came back to her. Enough to silence everybody,
calm that green-serge sea until she left the podium, disappeared. After that the
tongues started. Asking questions: who was she, who did she belong to, where did
she come from? Isn’t she that crazy reactionary everyone’s talking about? She sounded like
she knew what she was talking about, they said, tied Sir up in knots—that was funny—but
she was a bit weird, wasn’t she? Hate to have her as a mother. Imagine that!
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Chapter Forty-Five

Hate to have her as a mother drilled holes in Glory’s chest. Her as a mother. Glory
couldn’t think straight. She had to block her ears. Pull her hat down to her chin. She
wanted to make herself scarce, disappeared down cracks in the concrete slabs, like
squeezing herself through a sieve. What was she to do? What could she do?
Lessons came and went in a first-day swell, Glory caught in the rip. After school,
Glory took her time to get home. She dawdled behind the pack streaming out of the
gate to the station. Took the long way round to the station down the backstreets,
kicking grey stones in the dust to bounce down gutters. She didn’t mind scuffing her
new Robins. She was in no hurry. She deliberately missed a couple of city-bound
trains before getting on one and finding a seat in a near-empty carriage at the front.
How cold was the glass she pressed her cheeks against. How the wheels rattled her
teeth, rattled houses and trees whistling past to a blur. How she loved the familiar
Indooroopilly Bridge swinging high above the Brisbane River, and the river coiled in
slumber like a brown snake. What a drop too. This yawning space below her, a space
in which to be, alone, without feeling guilty. An in-between thing: not at school, not
yet home. An open mouth singing as if around a found prayer. A corkscrew dive.
And at the bottom, way down there in the eddies, this ebb and flow of muddy water.
Up the final road from the bus, she tried to make herself invisible too, almost
running in a fast walk from tree cover to tree cover and under the Poinciana at the
front of the house before skirting around past the palms and mango to hide. Nobody
must see her. Before Gracie could find her, she hid out the backyard beyond the
septic, behind the incinerator, at the very far, left-hand corner of the garden. There,
between the mulberry and wild bamboo, right on the edge at the fence line, she sat
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on her port full of books, hunched over, her body doubled up. Rocked herself like
that back and forth, hands over her mouth, staring ahead into nothing. Glory
couldn’t think straight.
And she tried to vomit, like the girls at school said they did, not to look good like
them, or to lose weight as they boasted, but as a way to lose the words, throw them
away. Hate to have her as a mother. Her as a mother. Hate. Her. Glory loathed these
words, how they infected her. Hated them being said. What they meant. She had to
get rid of them. She’d overheard some of the bigger girls at school boasting in the
toilets about their preferred method of chucking. How they used two fingers. How it
worked every time without fail. How they put their fingers at the back of their
throats to make it all come up whatever it was, they said. Glory wasn’t sure how it
would make her feel when she did it mind you, what the tongue sandwiches she had
for lunch might be like back up the throat the wrong way, but if the girls at school
could do it—and feel better—then so could she. It couldn’t make her feel worse than
she already did.
It didn’t work of course. She gagged, horribly, made such a noise. She was
thankful for the garden around her as stuffing, a muffler.
She didn’t tell Gracie about what had happened that day. She tried to forget
everything. Glory had to find a way to live through it, whatever it took. At teatime,
MotherJoy insisted Glory eat up. After, Glory took out the compost without being
asked. To slosh and slurp into the chookyard.
It didn’t feel like a normal sickness—sore throat, fever, aching legs, a rising
temperature—this was a kind of sickness that made her ache in her mouth and neck,
and in her chest. That burned. Her tongue felt double its size, swollen but dry and
hard as a bone. She wanted to spit it out. Glory knew she couldn’t say anything,
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what was there to say? But she could teach herself how to bury this thing that hurt
like billyo, bury it alive. Bury to forget. She was alone now and that was how it had
to be.
Not even Gracie could help. They sometimes ran away together out the back to the
septic tank. They played there on the tank underneath the frangipani tree. It felt safe,
their friendship watertight. They could make up the rules any which way—and
stories. The stories always ended in a hug, whatever happened, in laughter. That was
how it went. Not this story. No, not now. This wasn’t safe. There were holes
everywhere. Dear Gracie must have sensed something was up because she didn’t ask
Glory a thing.
So Glory wooshed out the compost with a high swing of the bucket and the scraps
of potato peel and pineapple skins went flying across the ducks. Quack, quack. The
outside air tonight seemed to huff a wayward note. The ducks fluffed up and
scattered to the pond and the chooks and turkeys on their roosts cooed and
murmured. One day, Glory promised herself, one day she’d learn how to vomit
things up on command, just like other girls. It would make her feel better for sure.
One day, she’d stop being squeamish; she’d glow, like that look of golden syrup
everywhere when she was saved by Jesus. One day, Glory hoped, she’d know what
to do.
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Chapter Forty-Six

How funny the potato tasted that evening. The peas needed double pinches of salt.
What a clacking of jaws and teeth and tongues chewing with the noise of
swallowing. Glory knew MotherJoy had more to say, she could feel it in her bones at
teatime. In her tone of voice when Glory was told to eat up. In the way MotherJoy
straightened and restraightened her knife, never happy. Later, Glory heard her
mother in the big bedroom, pacing the floor.
Normally, MotherJoy sat on the front porch last thing at night, sometimes with
Onward, sipping a cup of sweet tea in the cool of the evening, in a softened night
light. The verandah had a railing around it made of vertical metal bars narrow
enough to prevent a small child getting her head stuck between. (Onward was very
particular about these things; he saw terrible cases of children’s accidents at the
hospital everyday. He had to fix up them up, sometimes with new legislation.) But
wide enough for a good view of things. From there you could get a peppermint hint
of the sea breeze blowing landwards. Watch thunderstorms. Hear the fruit bats
squealing yellow. Glory would come and say goodnight to them there, kiss
MotherJoy goodnight first on her forehead, then Onward on his rough cheek, saying
cheerily: See you in the morning, sweet dreaming. Or something like that. They
sometimes read a passage together from the Bible as insurance for sleep, said a small
benediction: Blessings on you. Then it was into bed with a skip over the floorboards
like a new butterfly.
MotherJoy didn’t sit on the verandah tonight. There was no sweet dreaming, no
cheeriness, no benediction. No newly spread gossamer wings. No kiss on the
forehead.
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Glory was tucking herself into bed, when she heard MotherJoy in her big
bedroom. The pacing. The squeaky floor in the space between the bed and dressing
table. Then there was a click of the bedroom door, a kerfuffle of slipper footsteps
down the corridor, the rattle of the sliding door into Glory’s room. Glory’s bedside
lamp was off for the night but the light from the city beyond the vertical strip of
louvres made the room bright enough, scrambled it egg white. Perhaps there would
be another storm later, at midnight, a thrum of rain on the iron roof.
Glory turned to see MotherJoy come through the door—into her room. Saw her
open her mouth to say something, only to shut it again. A change of mind, a quick
movement, a trap door. Not yet a word of exchange. Instead, MotherJoy put a finger
across her closed lips, as if to say sssshussssh to Glory. She came over to sit on the
edge of the bed, Glory’s high, narrow Children’s Hospital bed (a bed rescued from
dumping), and reached out as if to touch her daughter. Did her fingers tremble?
Could Glory read what this gesture said? Glory longed for her to speak, for her to
say something ordinary and mundane. Ask, for instance, how was your day? Who
did you meet? Did you make friends? What are your teachers like? Like any mother
might do.
But it was impossible. The silence lapped between them. The light that had been
so helpful at first in seeing her mother’s mouth make the shape of a small black o,
shifted, so that this oh-so-familiar face was soon cast into shadow.
Before tea, Glory had written in her little daybook in a 2B pencil: “Starting a new
LDB today—yeah!—first day at high school—first day without Gracie—three pussy
cats on my bed this afternoon—wanted to tell Gracie about the jelly tops ice-cream—
missed the train—ages to get home—Mum didn’t say anything—.”
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There was a feeling of newness with her new daybook, the first page, its
blankness. “Ah—. Yes—.” The way anything might be possible on these lines. She
was careful to rub things out if she got too flustered with what was being said, if the
words scrambled, became illegible. Not to spoil it. She made sure she didn’t press too
hard with the lead. Always a light touch.
How it started was when she found an old exercise book in MotherJoy’s bottom
drawer, Reding Universal, 96 pages. MotherJoy had said she could have it, didn’t ask
why. So that was that. Imagine then being the first to open the book’s faded covers.
Folding back the first page ready to compose. To run your hand over its smoothness,
its emptiness. The smell of this new paper too. Making it yours with your own
words, stealing words from other people. Making up your own collection. Protecting
them, there on the pages. Anything was a goer. She had her box of 2B pencils from
school to write with. The pencils lay prone in the box in rows like soldiers on camp
beds. She counted them each time she settled down to write. Glory didn’t write in
her daybook everyday like proper diarists. It was more bit ad hoc. And she definitely
wasn’t to know how long this habit was going to last, how she was growing herself a
heart.
She only wrote about good things, things she was proud of.
Then Onward happened to show her his father’s little daybooks. It was a prize
collection Onward said, one he treasured. He kept his father’s things in boxes with
the words The Grace of God spelt out in Onward’s own distinctive sloped lettering.
Glory asked him what they were, what it all meant, as she leaned against the door
jamb to his study one time to say hello, bring him a cup of tea on a prettily arranged
tray (Glory a little angel then, running special errands for MotherJoy). That day he
was happy to oblige, to indulge her questions. He said: A pity you didn’t know
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Grandpa, Glory, he was a great man of God. He had a way with words. Onward wore his
faraway look.
Onward confessed he was ready to throw the daybooks out, along with his
father’s lecture notes and sermons written in the tiniest and neatest of lettering. This
was before he became interested in “what Father had to say” on theories of evolution
versus creation, so the story goes, and started writing about it himself. Perhaps he
thought he was growing new muscle. Father didn’t throw away a single word, he
announced proudly. He was a brilliant thinker.
To the notes to herself in soft 2B pencil Glory added Precious Promises from her
Precious Promise Box. She flattened out verses that caught her eye, especially those
with metaphoric possibilities. To these she added her cut-ups. For she had started
collecting words from newspapers and pamphlets, cutting them up to stick them into
her daybook with Clag. Scissors going clip-yer-clip-yer. What began as a primary
school project on ACTIL cotton products, that won Glory special commendation at
Sunday School (in the “good works” category, or some such), developed into this,
her special project. She would spread out the collection on her bed, words and phrases
and sentences she’d found all over the place. She didn’t throw anything away. Not a
single word. She played with different patterns, teased her imagination to make a
sort of poetry, made choices as to how assortments might go together. It wasn’t long
before she went on to cut up other things for sticking in too: dictionaries, recipe
books, photographs, even one of the old Bibles Onward and MotherJoy collected
from second-hand bookshops and school fetes like other people would pick up shells
from a beach, to make her own promises. The arrangements and rearrangements
floated like waterlilies across the pale blue chenille bedspread. Glory’s very own
water garden.
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So when Glory heard from Onward that she was in a line of little-daybookUniversal-project people, dating back to her grandfather whom she had never met,
she was so pleased that she named her growing collection of notebooks “Little
Daybooks,“ or LDBs. And the waterlilies across the pale blue chenille on which she
cut things up and pasted things in, opened their near-perfect flowers like the splash
of a Monet painting. The scent filled the room to make Glory, and Gracie who was
watching, dizzy and tipsy, quite heady.
Glory was wondering then in the scrambled light, tucked up underneath that
same blue bedspread as she waited for MotherJoy to interrupt the silence to say
something and go back to her own bed, what more there was to add. How would she
ever find the words to describe what happened that day? Her feelings? She
wondered how to finish “my first day” in her daybook. How to be careful with the
writing she wrote.
She was a little dreamy now, ready to sleep, lulled by the closeness of rain
perhaps, the feather-down comfort of night time, the softness of ebbing thought as
the body and its physical needs took over sensible thinking. Then suddenly, in a
movement full of impulse and surprise, MotherJoy fell on Glory to hug her.
Oh how physical contact could make you come alive. So comforting, so utterly
warm. A real egg. So solid, of the earth.
It was as though MotherJoy dropped into Glory’s lap like ripened fruit to wake
the girl up. And within the very private sanctuary of that room in a house
surrounded by the blessing a rambling garden could provide, with the outside world
of a horrible day fading now like the vestige of a bad dream, Glory was as suddenly
awake too.
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She gripped MotherJoy in a return embrace. Glory squashed handfuls of flesh, her
mother’s arms and shoulders, kneaded happiness into her bloodstream. She was
reminded at once of going forward for Jesus, the impulse of that gesture, the glorious
feeling it aroused within. Now this. The same feeling. Half-formed sentences
corralled about in her mouth—I love you … love you I … you love (how many
permutations of this set? If she was a mathematician like Elsie she could work it out
in her head). These found words were strangely sweet, a skirmish, muster mouth. I
love you. Her tongue pushed the syllables forward and around, did its very best to
order them about in different ways and combinations, like button-sized prayers, the
words slipping and skating on saliva.
Three simple words: I. Love. You. She could write this bit down. Three syllables
that looked easy enough to say phonetically but nearly impossible to voice when
spoken with mixed emotion. And maybe if she did write them down she could
believe more firmly too.
Glory felt sure she could feel her mother’s heartbeat through the flannel material
of their nighties. She certainly felt MotherJoy’s breath on her neck. Glory was
reminded of how much she did love her mother, love her right then, while their
bodies embraced in a fusion of cloth and skin and muscle. A webbing of bones. If
only she could make it be like this forever. A quickly composed but pleasing triptych
in three-four time with the words in the right order to say what she meant—one,
two, three. She sang it to herself—I love you I love you I love you. A simple repeating
song. Perhaps, Glory was thinking, if she tried hard enough, squeezed the right way
and sang in tune only softly, she could love her mother from this exact moment on.
No matter what. Amen.
MotherJoy interrupted: Don’t forget to say your prayers now, will you?
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Glory purred. She had it in her now to sing all night. And the words were very
nearly sung out loud so her mother could catch them. But MotherJoy was gone, with
a swish of tail cloth, a bang of the door.
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Chapter Forty-Seven

No Matter What.
That was the first day. It would take two weeks for MotherJoy to make up her
mind about what to do next. This is how this story goes, Big Glory writes.

Glory was called to the headmaster’s office late one morning after little lunch
between Japanese and Science. There she sat on the orange plastic chair in the
waiting room, perched in a corner. She wanted to get away from this place as fast as
she could, away from the shrill voice in the room next door, she hated being
separated out from the rest of the school. For MotherJoy was at her school again,
reciting passages from one of those dreadful books—the sensual flame of it pressed
through her bowels and breast—Glory recognising the register of her mother’s voice all
too well. It is my duty to the children of Queensland. Glory had to sit hot and trembly
and wait. Had to listen to the ghastly noise, saying those truly rude words, wishing
she could press her ears flat till they hurt and couldn’t hear. She would do anything
to make MotherJoy happy. Whatever it took. She had the chorus of I love you I love
you still stamped on her tongue, the song now in a red clasp around her heart.
Burning out the shames, the deepest, oldest shames, in the most secret places …
The secretary with the friendly smile looked out from across the top of her bifocals
over the veneer counter every now and again to punctuate the heated exchange
coming from the adjacent room. But her sympathy wasn’t enough. It didn’t alleviate
the muscle pull of the quicksand Glory found herself sinking into. She wanted to
hide behind the patterns and orderliness of the repeated shapes and colours of the
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flower arrangement in the bloom of wallpaper around the four walls. If only she
could disappear into the conformity of that space and form, paste her body flat to
one of the walls. To not stick out.
You do understand Mr Beer that I cannot sit back and do nothing? Not with our
children’s lives at such risk.
If only Glory came from an ordinary family, she thought, from a family that had no
pretensions, didn’t take it upon themselves to save the world. Didn’t take on the
burden of looking after all the children of Queensland. Glory wondered how she
could float away out of this room. What would it take to rise up, fly windward, to
dissipate into vapour? If but for a short time?
Bifocals smiled, encouragingly, to cheer her on.
You will not stop me! Never, ever!
From where the young Solider sat, all flesh strapped to the sticky plastic chair, she
saw the paper walls rain down, the roof cave in. MotherJoy’s voice, at a crescendo
now, knotted her into a half Nelson.
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Chapter Forty-Eight

In the Solider family things could develop very fast, overnight in warm, moist
Queensland, if the occasion warranted such a thing. This occasion was one of those.
There were no details to go on, none that Glory could track down, nothing
concrete, no mathematical equation to solve: x plus y equals z. Lots of voices, though,
MotherJoy’s and Onward’s, after dark, behind closed doors, late into the night. A
great talking, an untidy whispering campaign. A wild jabbering like the best of
speaking in tongues, if the Solider family believed the Lord’s Spirit moved in such a
way, which they didn’t. And leakage: the duet of MotherJoy and Onward in all their
multiplicities of accent and timbre and pitch coagulated into thickness and oozed in
the heat to slide between the cracks in the floorboards. To seep through the space
around the door and jamb and out into the living spaces. To slip between the tongueand-groove of the weatherboards. Such a cacophony. What would become of Glory?
And the rains came down /And the floods came up /
The Solider house itself threatened collapse.
While the rest of the world slept, MotherJoy and Onward made a decision. The
Soliders didn’t stay on the cusp of change for long, teetering precariously. You
always knew where you stood by morning. So Glory buried her head into her
pillowcase, to wait.
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Chapter Forty-Nine

When Glory came home from school that Friday afternoon a new school uniform
greeted her, laid out in the shape of the girl herself down the length of the blue
chenille. Fifteen pieces, ready and all. It looked like a doppelgänger lying on the bed,
prostrate, dressed, ready for attack. It looked like there was another Glory who was
being called to go to another school.
MotherJoy had guessed at Glory’s size, there was no time for the usual fittings in
town at McDonnell and East’s. It was a big new dress, with a starched white collar,
brown lace-up, hat and gloves. And there was a brown sports tunic, brown bloomers,
brown togs folded neatly in a flat rectangle beside her head. Every occasion covered,
including the all-white version for the annual Flower Show. And Glory knew exactly
where she was headed, which all-girls’ school. She recognised the uniform’s
associated smell—the cheap perfume, liniments and deodorants. Heard the rowdy
and flirty St Aidan’s girls in the train, their sometimes-coarse mouths. She really
wished now she could send her double instead of herself. So that on Monday,
dressed in navy blue instead of bottle green (and yes, with hat and gloves) newly
enrolled, instead of turning right at the top of the gangway to go to Corinda High,
Glory’s doppelgänger would turn left to walk the block to the Church of England
school on the other side of the tracks, as per MotherJoy’s instructions. Let God punish
the wicked, MotherJoy said. That was that.
In the meantime they ate hot pies from the Toowong bakery for tea, as a treat
MotherJoy said. She must have exhausted herself with goings on with the
headmaster. And the crate of meat she’d just bought at the butcher’s needed sorting.
So Golden Top Pies it was, a feast fit for a king, just as the advertising persuaded. Fit
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for us Soliders, MotherJoy snorted. We need softening up. For an extra treat Glory was
allowed to lift the lid of her pie to fill the middle with squashy tinned peas. Just this
once now. Little Glory squeezed great dollops of tomato sauce from a squidgy bottle.
Made faces on the pastry.
Afterwards, Glory and Gracie played a game to entertain: a guessing game the
Little Girls made up then and there (they were good at filling in gaps). Together,
underneath the table, they made the sounds of biblical animals—the bray of an ox,
the screech of a hyena, the baa-baa of the Lamb of God. MotherJoy and Onward
seemed to laugh at this, especially the sound of the sheep. Why don’t I make some
brawn for you this weekend Onward? I’ve got just the thing. So that was how it came
about that MotherJoy made brawn for Onward, which they would eat with a new
batch of his favoured mango chutney. And the Little Girls got ready for another
anatomy treat. Mind you, there were no pigs underneath the table in the game. Glory
found out the Bible didn’t harbour pigs, she looked it up in Cruden’s Complete
Concordance to make sure. Only swine appear in the Bible, as a threat: Don’t throw
your pearls before swine.
Over the weekend, MotherJoy made it her business to set things straight, get
things done. First the girls did chores. There was a list: sort the meat for the week,
sweep the patio, clean out the chook pen, tidy up the larder by lining up the tins and
packets in rows, polish the silver. In the Solider family, you got pocket money if you
did the chores, that was the rule. We all have to do our bit, MotherJoy said. Not that the
Little Girls got very much pocket money, one cent usually, sometimes two, and
MotherJoy was erratic, nearly always she forgot to hand over the coins. Not that the
Big Girls would think this was fair either if they found out, they didn’t get anything
for doing chores. And not that MotherJoy talked to Glory about what was happening
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at large, about her schooling. Rather, she said whenever she could, like a chorus line
to the goings on: We’re privileged Glory, remember that.
Somehow Glory was able to put from her mind what awaited her on Monday. She
didn’t even try on her new school uniform, to see if it fitted, even though Gracie
begged her to, to see how it looked. Glory liked the hum of household work. It
calmed her. She sat with MotherJoy while she did things and talked. Or rather,
MotherJoy talked to Glory.
Most afternoons after school Glory would find MotherJoy underneath the house in
the cool, ironing. Glory would first go into the kitchen, drop her school port, grab a
mouthful of afternoon tea—a treat of a freshly baked Swiss-roll set out on the bench
underneath tea-towels, perhaps—then bounce down the backstairs to sit on the
concrete step next to the two-sided room the Soliders called the laundry, to watch.
MotherJoy ironed with a firm hand: big hands, strong grip. There was a kind of
vigour in her action, very near to impatience, as she thrust the hot tip into tucks and
corners, into the daily ironing routine of smoothing out and pressing a family’s
bundles of clothes. In Brisbane it was so hot and sticky everyone washed his or her
cotton and linen every day, all year round.
There was a particular way MotherJoy liked to iron too, she’d lay out the clothing,
whether a shirt or a dress, spray it with a mist from a plastic bottle full of water, then
fold and roll the garment tightly into a small package the size of one of her sugarsprinkled sponge rolls. Glory loved all those rolls of clothes with their neatly folded,
tucked-in bottoms. The way they formed a pyramid sculpture across the back of the
ironing table. How MotherJoy took a roll at a time to iron out the crumples, how she
trilled and tipped, the way steam hissed and sizzled out of the iron’s nose. Glory
slipped on those transformed clothes and felt newness against her skin.
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So there they were then, doing the chores, on this in-between weekend, Glory
listening to MotherJoy talk.
Privileged Glory, remember?
They sat around the brass coffee table on its foldout legs in the middle of the
lounge room, polishing the silver with Silvo and soft, smelly cloths. Glory worked
methodically (just like MotherJoy). She set out the giant serving spoons, salt baths,
sugar bowls and milk jugs in rows like real soldiers, worked left to right. By the end,
the silver was so buffed and shiny Glory could see her own face pulling faces in the
surfaces.
MotherJoy said: We’re living in the last days, Glory Girl. Blessed are they which are
persecuted for righteousness’ sake: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Matthew 5:10.
Remember this then. Let’s learn it this week. Promise.
So they began memorising the Matthew verse. What a pick and sound of a Bible
verse too, how it snaked along, the way the sentence was structured, the use of which
instead of who, the words—persecuted, righteousness. MotherJoy gave emphasis to the
rhythm as a way to punctuate the verse—like poetry. The bit that Glory was
fascinated by, most of all, was the colon she found later when she looked it up, the
punctuation mark you didn’t know was there necessarily, buried mid sentence, to
suggest a conjunctive gulp of air, to connect the being persecuted idea and
righteousness with heaven. And the apostrophe on their’s which is grammatically
incorrect. She transcribed the verse into her LBD in her best copybook writing.
Recited it out loud, punctuation and all. Matthew five colon ten full stop Blessed are they
which are persecuted for righteousness’ sake colon for their’s is the kingdom of heaven.
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The word persecution had such a ring to it too, a regal quality even. Glory thought
about Jesus dying on the cross, the Spanish Inquisition and witches being burned at
the stake, martyrs being stoned and tortured and executed with sharp blades. It was
such a forthright word—PERSECUTE according to A Modern Classroom Dictionary =
to torment; to oppress; to cause someone to suffer because of his beliefs—between the word
PERPLEX = to puzzle; to put a person in such a state of mind that “he does not know what to
do” and the word PERSEVERE = to continue to do something difficult. It wasn’t far
away from the ridiculous-sounding word PERNICIOUS = harmful; wicked—which,
whenever Glory tried to say she would almost say delicious by mistake. Remember we
live in a delicious world. How funny!
Glory wrote all of this down in her daybook.
She loved looking up words in Onward’s dictionary. She had to be sneaky in his
study though, quick as a sparkplug so he that didn’t know that she’d been there.
Onward’s study was out of bounds unless invited. Besides, it smelt all funny, got up
the nose, a musty smell of books and papers, of him. Finding words. Saying words.
Moving them around with the help of her tongue. Writing down definitions.
Surprising Onward with questions and trying them out on him at teatime. Hey Dad, I
found a new one today—volition—what does that mean? Don’t you love the sound of that—
vol-it-tion? Twists with your tongue. How would you use it? Make him stop in his tracks,
Glory thought. Trick him with this ambush of a newfound assortment. He looked at
her then, raised his bushy eyebrows, one then the other and back like they were
prancing horses, and said: Whoa, too many questions, laughing at her, you really do like
words don’t you?
There was something grand and exotic about chasing words. She wasn’t very
good at remembering them afterwards, or how to use them, but what Glory liked, in
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the first flush, was firstly, the way the eye ran over the collision of words and
meanings in the dictionary, columns and columns, how you couldn’t possibly know
them all as friends, and secondly, the delight in sounding them out with her tongue.
Mastering the movement, getting control. Then they floated off on their own, quite
perfect. Glory was hooked.
But what of this word persecution? How, if you are persecuted you are also
blessed? Glory wondered. She’d read the tracts that piled up under a layer of dust on
the windowsill in MotherJoy’s bedroom: Jesus to the Communist World. Cut different
bits out for her daybook when MotherJoy gave her a spare pamphlet. The stories of
Christians being tortured in Russia and China behind the Iron Curtain, Christians
having their tongues cut out of their mouths as punishment for what they said they
believed in. And the stories of rescue by brave Christians from the West who took
boxes of the Good Book across borders. They disguised the Bibles by putting them
between covers of different colours and titles and hiding them in the lining of cars,
under bonnets, strapped to metal underbellies. They must have thought hard about
how it all worked, practised even. You wouldn’t want a Bible to come unstuck and
fall out on the road by mistake with the movement of engine and wheels, its Indian
paper pages flapping white in the breeze like a flag, a magnet for the border police.
Glory wondered how these Christians did it, how they got through? How did they
make their tongues say the right things to the Communist guards, knowing full well
that what they were smuggling was no more than a bare leg away? Would they be
forgiven for telling lies, Glory wanted to know? And what about the punishment if
these brave Christians were caught—having their tongues cut out?
Glory thought about the tongues the Soliders cooked and ate. Their anatomy
before the dissection. The grey raggy bits she could barely look at, where the tongues
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were torn from the body. What would a human tongue look like, its straggly end?
But how she did like to poke ox tongues, feel the slime of cold muscle under her
fingers, the slippery dip to the tip. How she did like to push around the pile of limp
grey skin. To imagine what it would feel like if they were human tongues. Then
MotherJoy telling Glory, Gird your loins Glory. And Glory wondering which part of
the body the loins were exactly (she must remember to look up that word next time
in Onward’s study) and how to gird them properly and what they would look like
on the breadboard. That’s my girl.
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Chapter Fifty

Richo must have given MotherJoy the idea, the idea about sex education, not that
Glory knew who Richo, King of Radio was back then. But that Saturday, after the
chores were done, MotherJoy announced: We’re going to make brawn. I’m going to teach
you a thing or two. And she plonked a pig’s head down on a cutting board in the
middle of the kitchen table. Like that. The sockets for the eyes glowed back at them
as if from out of the laminex itself. It was another startling beginning.
Sex education must be a family thing. Any teaching of this sort must happen
within the privacy of the four walls of the home. It’s sacred. At least that’s what
MotherJoy told Richo on the radio. That was her line: each family, each parent—each
mother—had a responsibility (did anyone really think fathers talked about such
things?). If you let teachers teach the ins and outs of sex and reproduction, who knew
where it would end? I’ll tell you, MotherJoy retorted. It will end with condom vending
machines and venereal disease, alternative lifestyles, homosexuality, lesbianism.
I am the proud mother of six daughters, she said. I have the God-given responsibility no
less, to teach them many things. If I don’t, who knows where they will end up?
She reiterated: I do not have to answer your questions if I don’t want to. I am here talking
with you because I believe in the God-given role parents have in the teaching and training of
their children. This is our duty. Too many people abscond …
Was it Richo who also sowed a seed of doubt? Nibbled worry at her, that perhaps,
unlike to her other daughters, she should say something to the two smallest, the two
still in her direct care, arm them with breastplates and swords. The Little Girls were
written up differently to the older four; the others were already cooked. What was
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done was done. Glory especially, who was on her own now in the lion’s den of
secondary school, needed God’s precepts particularly.
So just like that, for this very particular weekend of transition from one school to
the next, MotherJoy said: Gather round. I’m going to teach you a lesson or two.
Like old times, like the lesson of tongue—it might come in handy one day—Glory
and Gracie sat around the kitchen table to have a cooking lesson, a cooking lesson
that developed quickly into an anatomy one. And not just the anatomy of the piece of
meat in front of them, but that of the female body.
I asked the butcher most politely, she said, for a pig’s head. Had to order it in. So here it
is. She glowed with triumph. The pig stared back with vacant eyes. Let’s begin.
So there they were, pig and all. Open vessels.

First, the pig’s head was cooked holus-bolus in the biggest saucepan MotherJoy had
(the one she kept for occasions such as these). It took three hours to soften, gurgling
away in a swim of water, awash with a handful of peppercorns thrown in and a
branch of bay leaves for seasoning; MotherJoy never did things by half. To soften but
not fall apart, she explained, not just yet.
When ready, when the timer went ping just so, she lifted the whole head up out of
the saucepan with a whoosh and plonked it down on a spiked board. A cutting
board. She swished across the room from the stove to the table with a little flourish, a
near dance in the doing with the head of the pig leading, snout out in front.
Normally, this was what happened. Glory fancied MotherJoy could have gone on
dancing like that around and around in circles, around and around the kitchen table
with her Little Girls in tow, together dancing the Pig Jig. MotherJoy sometimes did
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like to kick up her heels, clack about on the lino floor, sing a little ditty in her own
Irish way: And when the saints go marching in.
Not today.
Today, as MotherJoy prepared the meat she looked humbled by the task ahead,
humbled by the part she was playing, the delicacy of the job. Perhaps all along she
really did want to be a surgeon like her father-in-law. She responded so
enthusiastically to the high level of concentration necessary, aware of being the
master of transformation—medicine was close to the priesthood, the breath of God,
and surgery was the top of the tree. Silence fell with the cut of the knife. Those
watching held their breath, struck dumb, to watch in awe. This was a perfect activity
for such an afternoon as this—and what a lovely long time it usually took with all
MotherJoy’s talk. With every stroke Glory could easily forget who she was.
The Little Girls watched MotherJoy cut away at the head. They leaned into the
dissection, the three of them forming a ring, fascinated with her and loving this
closeness that the anatomy lesson brought with it, near touch itself, thinking they
were together now on an island with any sea of trouble all around quite forgotten,
with the fan whizzing around in the heat overhead as a constant, the thwack-thwack
sound a measure of their heartbeat.
Instead, MotherJoy began with the tip of the large and sharp kitchen knife to point
at key sections and parts. At first, she barely scraped the surface of skin even though
she was very nearly that close—Glory could feel the knife over her own skin so that it
gave her goosebumps. MotherJoy pointed out the obvious features: the eyes, the ears,
the snout, the cheeks. The knife hovered above the parts as if floating. It was as if
MotherJoy floated here too, to test the water, hovered over the body of her daughter.
As if she didn’t want to go in too far, too deep, not yet. Didn’t want to press too hard
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into the skin of her offspring to break it; not too hard into the thinking of her Glory
Girl. A step at a time. But there was no mistaking her intentions.
You’ve got that? she asked, drawing breath. For this was when it got serious. This
lesson, this anatomy, this movement of the knife was all that mattered. She went to
the sink and drank two whole tumblers of water—My, what thirsty work—as Glory
poked and prodded a bit herself, the pig’s cheek, careful though not to dislodge any
part prematurely, careful not to leave a trace.
Then MotherJoy matched up the parts of the pig’s head in front of her with an
imaginary map of the female anatomy, the sex organs with the annotated diagrams
of the female reproduction system remembered from first-year medicine at Queen’s.
Her movements here still had the lightness of touch she’d adopted earlier. But now
she broke the skin, ouch, she opened up the flesh—cheeks, the eyes, and snout. She
worked with assurance, cleverly, a deft touch, the muscle falling her way. Glory was
transfixed.
Pig’s eyes as ovaries, left and right, the sinus passages as fallopian tubes (the scale
wasn’t quite right, MotherJoy conceded), the nasal passage the uterus, the uvula—
the bit that bobs up and down—the cervix (wrong shape she noted, but it will do)
and the pig’s mouth—ah, the pièce de résistance—the vagina, or birth canal as she
liked to call it, in triumph. Everything else from around that kitchen table fell away,
didn’t exist. And the teeth? Gracie dared to ask. MotherJoy didn’t have anything to
say for the teeth. It’s a bit rough, she replied, but close enough. The pig didn’t have a
tongue but that seemed to fit too. We must allow space for a small child here, and the
knife in her hand bounced in the cavity where the tongue once belonged.
Glory said, Say it all again. Go over the different bits once more. She liked this lesson a
lot.
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And just in the same way the Little Girls got MotherJoy to play the piano over and
over—play the piano Mum, we love you playing—she obliged this time too and went
back over all the different parts again. She seemed to like this form of replay.
Ovaries, fallopian tubes, uterus, uvula, cervix and the birth canal, where the baby
would appear. Just as Glory’s heart burst with the trill of music when MotherJoy
replayed hymns, her heart now burst out of its ribcage to soar. She didn’t want
anything to spoil this afternoon together.
Then MotherJoy said, to neither of them in particular: We women really are
remarkable creatures, don’t you think? They smiled together, lassoed by the emotion
they felt, Glory dismissing any absurdity or brutality she might have felt. She forgot
the teeth had no part. Puffed up her chest. It was only later that she wondered what
exactly was said about the making and having babies—was anything said? We’re
special of course, you understand, we’re not like this pig here. Glory was hypnotised. We’re
made in the image of God, adding: Beautiful. To wonder at. Glory wanted to agree.
She couldn’t contemplate just then, in the fug of this anatomy, this “education,”
what the girls at her new school might think if they knew, what they would make of
this. The bits of pig on the table didn’t look beautiful, exactly.
The warmth of the day and the comfort the Soliders cocooned themselves in,
soothed nerves, pushed away the hows and whys of explaining any of this
afternoon’s activity, if ever asked. Pushed away the wild jabbering of previous nights
as if it had now passed over the house like a wild storm into Moreton Bay. Together
these three Soliders existed for each other, on a grotesque but utterly believable
planet of their own making, deep in the Solider kitchen. MotherJoy hummed a snatch
of the hymn How Great Thou Art, while she set aside the good meat from the pig’s
head into a large mixing bowl. She discarded the fat and gristle for the fowls as a
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treat. Then she pressed the meat into a glass pudding bowl. Poured in a warm liquid
gelatin mix, spiked with seasoning—peppercorns, salt and a bay leaf—to just below
the surface of meat, and covered the top with a saucepan weighted down by a brick.
She slipped it into the fridge overnight. They would have it on Sunday night,
MotherJoy promised and Onward would be pleased, a good start to this new week,
not that anything was said about that.

The Soliders knew the drill. This night would be the same as any.
Tea is served, MotherJoy called, and banged the gong with its padded knocker to
call the family to the table. Like any other, Sunday night was “high tea,“ the table
spread with groupings of food—starting with the meat at Onward’s end at the head
of the table, down to MotherJoy with butter and butter knives, racks of toast, a bowl
of hardboiled eggs, and a plate of pineapple cake. Let us bow our heads and say grace,
Onward decreed and they did. Then he sharpened the knife with a swish of the
blade. Now then, he said, clearing his throat to carve a selection. Delicious, Joy dear, he
smacked his lips. This pig is particularly tasty. Then he added, with a glint in his eye
because he really could eat the lot, I don’t think any of you want any of this? He
guarded the brawn with his knife. You can eat eggs.
Since he was so keen, Glory would have been happy had Onward done just that—
eaten the lot. She wasn’t hungry now, not for the meat. She nibbled at a grey
hardboiled egg, toast and butter and jam. And would fill up on fat slices of cake.
Can you pass the salt please? she whispered up the table. Salt for the egg not the
meat.
Eat up now Glory.
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For with the brawn splat on the plate, the pig made up now for the table and
ready, all Glory could see were different bits of her body eddying about in the jelly—
ovary, fallopian, uterus, uvula. Very distinctly too. O-var-y-fall-op-pi-an-ut-ter-us-uvul-a. This was different to eating tongue. But she did worry: could this meat in front
of her and everything about it be a shortcut to girding her loins? The unfamiliar now
stirred in her gut, a snatch of something untoward, something that made her cling
more firmly to solid ground. “A foreign body,” Onward might say in his medical
way, this gnawing pain a bit like her period pain sometimes, pinching her from right
inside. Pain like this was always so surprising when it broke loose. Best not to think
about that.
Best not to think too far ahead.
But then Gracie came to the rescue. Glory felt her sister’s warm foot slide over hers
underneath the table bringing her back to the present. Gracie rested it there, one bare
foot on top of hers, and Gracie was smiling at her sister from across the table. This
was better, this was normal. And Glory felt her breath return, swell up in waves
from her belly in a steady crotchet time.
Because before this, before getting their bite to eat, Glory and Gracie had stood in
front of the pink bathroom mirror that afternoon, trying out the taxonomy of these
newfound words. They were taken in by the anatomy, by MotherJoy’s cleverness.
They said the words first, as they thought they should sound—ovary, fallopian, uterus,
uvula—all breath and aspiration. (Except they wouldn’t have sounded the syllables
out as the sounds looked on a page, neat and accurate.) Then mouthed them silently,
trying this time not to move their tongues as if they weren’t really there, like the
tongue of the poor pig. This game was more difficult to play with their mouth and
cheek and jaw going haywire like the wobble of jelly the pig’s head found itself in.
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Because how can you say things as if without a tongue when your actual tongue is
really there all along? Impossible! It was so funny, they laughed so much, they
collapsed in stitches on the pink lino. We’ve got no teeth! What a sight they were too,
there, in the privacy of the Solider bathroom, in a curl on the floor all innocent,
relishing the unexpected pleasures of the weekend but protected here by the four
pink walls, the smallness of the room. Glory and Gracie could do this to each other.
Nobody could rouse on them in this place, nobody could tease. Quite safe.
They laughed so much their bellies ached. Laughed, until their bellies had actual
stitches in them stitched zigzag and crossways through the lining, as though they
had eaten too much jelly and gone swimming like that, having blocked their ears to
Onward’s warning: That’s how small children drown.
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Part III
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Somewhere over the darkened curve of the world the sun and moon were pulling; and the film
of water on the earth planet was held, bulging slightly on one side while the solid core turned.
The great wave of the tide moved further along the island and the water lifted. Softly,
surrounded by a fringe of inquisitive bright creatures, itself a silver shape beneath the
steadfast constellations, Simon’s dead body moved out towards the open sea.
William Golding, Lord of the Flies, p. 170
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Chapter Fifty-One

Big Glory wonders if she has the stomach to continue writing this story, for what
comes next. It’s closing in. The writing is beginning to turn in her hand, turn on the
plate. She’s drowning. No laughing here. She feels her body—all the different parts—
there, on the dissection table for all to see. Splayed. Floating in gelatin. Ready to eat.
That feeling of suffocation—yes. She’s not very good at holding her breath. Is this
how Piggy felt in Lord of the Flies?

William Golding’s novel, Lord of the Flies, was first published by Faber and Faber in
1954. The copy Glory owns was published in 1975, the twenty-first impression, so it
says. In it, E. M. Forster is quoted on the inside front cover in a clip from a press
review: “Beautifully written, tragic and provocative.” Also quoted is the New York
Times Book Review: “Even the most sceptical reader will surely be carried away by the
story’s plausibility and power.”
In 1983, William Golding was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
And there, in Glory’s handwriting in the margins and in 2B pencil for sure, are
annotations from her university days when she studied the book in English literature
(she certainly didn’t tell MotherJoy what books she was reading). Well at least there
are page references for the companion book, William Golding: A Critical Study, where
Glory found enough supplementary material and discussion to squeeze through a
year, and pass, without reading the actual book. Also things like this, in her tiny
handwriting: Appalling! Appalling!?? How can someone write this? Glory’s very own
words. What horror! This is evil. A handwritten record of Glory’s thoughts.
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She reads the book now, rereads those difficult passages, the ones that once made
her squirm, the passages against those pencil annotations. Rereads carefully and
slowly, word for word, now resiling from the idea that this book is indecent, that
some might still think it pornographic. She keeps an open mind. Lord of the Flies is a
difficult book, sure. She needs to discover what Golding’s words do to her now. How
they move her in fact. How they make her feel. How they turn something inside her
that was hard and awkward and immutable, to softness.
… surrounded by a fringe of inquisitive bright creatures, itself a silver shape beneath the
steadfast constellations …
William Golding. He writes beautifully, and makes her weep. He knows how to
make reading compulsive. What it means to perform magic.
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Chapter Fifty-Two

Glory starts to build her own library of books based on her mother’s list from all
those years ago, in earnest, calls it her “death list library.” She wants to collect the
whole lot in one bookshelf. She imagines a reading group working their way through
the list, reading all one hundred books. She wonders how long this might take.
Wonders too what the group would say in conversation over chocolate brownies and
fair-trade coffee, whether they would set themselves a challenge with each book, to
work out what it is that might have secured its place on the list: what was so
objectionable, why was it considered “dirty”?
Yes—a “Death List Reading Group.” One hundred books. It might just take off.
So she scrounges through second-hand bookshops, garage sales and market stalls
whenever she can. She takes the list with her everywhere, liking especially to find
editions from that time, the ones published in the 1960s and early 1970s, the copies
she imagines MotherJoy collected. She likes the smallness of these books, nearly all
paperbacks in A-format, and the tiny typeface, the way the print jostles the edge of
the paper. The lovely smell of these yellowing pages, like turned earth. The oldfashioned covers.
To begin, she piles up the growing library on the floor against a wall of her
bedroom to form two tall towers of books, the order higgledy-piggledy. She has to be
careful the turrets don’t fall, careful to put larger-sized books at the bottom, such as
George Johnston’s Clean Straw for Nothing in hardback for one tower, and Germaine
Greer’s The Female Eunuch for the other. Both first editions. She wonders about the
original ordering, the particular chronology on the list a friend, an ex-Queensland
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politician’s wife, gave her. She wonders what methodology was behind that
taxonomy. Because the list is not in alphabetical order, by author, nor by title. Why
does Lawlor’s Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, for instance, come first? Why do some
books by the same author, like J. D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye and Franny and
Zooey (Salinger spelt both times with a B as Balinger), sit side by side, while D. H.
Lawrence’s collection of four are split up (the author with the greatest number of
books, unsurprisingly)? If Glory can solve this little puzzle, then perhaps she might
understand MotherJoy’s thinking better.
So far she has sixty-six books, thirty-four to go, a metre and twenty or so if she
puts them all together on the one long shelf, her version alphabetised by author from
Edward Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? to Paul Zindel’s The Pigman. This way
she can identify the gaps. Currently, the death list fits comfortably into a temporary
bookshelf, along a piano keyboard in her lounge room, across seven octaves from A
to top C. MotherJoy’s Special Death List—a piano of books.
Glory has to remember to take the list with her everywhere, for she never knows
when she might trip over missing titles. Someone says: You should write the lot in small
print as a tattoo up and down your arms. That way you wouldn’t need a list. That way you’d
remember.
There are all sorts of stories.
When Glory is visiting the markets in Canberra, the bookseller wants to know
about her interest in E. R. Braithwaite’s To Sir with Love. I’d just never think anyone
would want to read that book today, such an old-fashioned book, amongst all these, she says,
with a great sweeping gesture at the collection she’s selling off, why this one in
particular? At a second-hand bookshop in Melbourne, the shopkeeper asks what is
the connection between the list and the ten books already in Glory’s arms. Is it a
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booklist for an English class? When Glory explains that she’s looking for books
Queenslander campaigners wanted to ban, he laughs and says, That’d be right. Takes
your breath away really. I remember the fuss with Lady Chatterley’s Lover, even in
Melbourne, we were all scurrying to borrow the book from friends! Some people went so far as
to tear it into chapters. You could probably make a lot of money that way, selling it in bits.
Some of the books prove impossible to get. Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood, for
example. When Glory asks about this one, everyone has the same story: Oh I used to
own a copy of that. Or Vladimir Nabakov’s Lolita: I’ve always wanted to read that book.
Then there are the surprises: James Joyce’s Exiles, for instance, that turns out to be a
play, his single play written after Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (which is on the
list) and before Ulysses (which isn’t). And Samuel Butler’s The Way of All Flesh which
opens with an introduction by Richard Hoggart, the same Richard Hoggart, Glory
imagines, who wrote the introduction to an edition of Lady Chatterley’s Lover: “Since
it first appeared over 60 years ago Butler’s novel has seemed to thousands of people
peculiarly exciting and liberating. ‘Coming at such-and-such point in my life,’ they
are likely to say, ‘it altered my whole outlook. Helped me to stand up against the
tyranny of my family … [or] of my school … [or] of the church. It made me begin to
think for myself.’” Did Richard Hoggart know Glory Solider? Queensland?
Of course she could always get the missing ones online. Type in an author and
name and endless possibilities of second-hand bookshops from all over the world
pop up. Lists of books with notes about the condition of the edition, whether there
are pages missing, annotations and varying costs. But it’s not the same as going into
a bookshop in person, expectant and hopeful, with her list in hand with all its
crossings out in red—the musty, bookish smell of these quirky places, the time it
takes, the conversations about her project and her purchases, her excitement.
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Will she ever do it—will she ever be able to collect all one hundred books to see
what they say? She’s such a slow reader too; if she did set out to actually read them
all, it would take her an eternity. Multiply that eternity by one hundred.
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Chapter Fifty-Three

So this is how Glory finds herself in a second-hand bookshop in Buderim—yes, back
in Queensland, visiting MotherJoy and Onward again. This time it is an emergency
visit.
This time Glory gets a call from MotherJoy to say she and Onward are moving
into a nursing home. They had put their names down and now they have been given
twenty-four hours to make a decision and then seven days until they must occupy
their new beds. They have no choice about this, it’s a government rule. MotherJoy
can’t do it on her own, she needs help.
Not that she says this in so many words. She never asks. But Glory can’t imagine
how she and Onward will be able to do it themselves, move out of a two-bedroom
villa with two bathrooms and a lounge room and kitchen and a laundry and garage
with two buggies, with Onward on a walking stick and forgetful, and MotherJoy
with feet that flare up with rheumatoid arthritis after excess movement and weight
on them, to move into two small rooms separated by five corridors in a nursing
hostel down the hill on the Sunshine Coast near Caloundra—without help. Help—
that’s what families do, isn’t it? Rally around.
Glory cradles her heart in her mouth.
The day after she hears, Glory flies north on the first flight into Queensland, to
find MotherJoy sitting at the dining-room table in Buderim making phone calls to all
the missionary societies she and Onward donate to, to tell them they won’t be able to
do this anymore, things have changed, for good. She’s in a tizz. Her voice is high and
squeaky but ever so polite. After each call her hands move across the table settling
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and resettling the piles of paper in front of her with the selection of precious rocks
she uses to weight each pile down, to keep the papers in order. It’s a way to keep her
thinking in order too. Her fingers shake. She doesn’t look up. Onward sits on his bed
alone in his room with his hand on the two books he has decided to take with him:
his Bible and a book about paediatrics in Queensland. Nothing else is organised.
Nothing has been packed. There are no cardboard boxes to be seen. No newspaper to
wrap things up in. And although MotherJoy has booked a removalist van for the
next morning, she doesn’t know what time they will arrive and she can’t remember
the name of the company.
This is the last move they will make surrounded by their things like this. The next
one will be to a hospital with hand luggage, Glory can see the knowledge written
into the lines across their brows, onto grey faces. They understand the gravitas of the
moment. Already they are diminished. No wonder people advise you to think very
carefully before you agree to take a nursing home bed, to put off this move until you
really have to—best to avoid it altogether, if possible. Statistics record that most new
residents don’t last beyond four months.
Glory has never worked so hard, so fast. The amount to be done is a blessing
actually because it means there’s no time to think about what she’s doing or to feel
upset. She is swept along a current of urgent jobs. It will be a very long night.
The next day two boofy men turn up with the sun, ready to lift furniture and
boxes out through the back door. But the Soliders aren’t ready.
MotherJoy is still thinking about what to take with her that will make her and
Onward comfortable. She says repeatedly that she can’t imagine the size of the
rooms. She wants to take everything, make a lovely new home. She wants to fill the
space with her own furniture and the walls with her pictures. Wants to brighten up
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the small patio—she remembers this one feature from when she inspected the place
months before. She fancies she might do some entertaining from the white wicker
garden set with its floral cushions, amongst potted orchids and a fruit bowl. Then,
for her, the only remaining task is to choose which hat she’ll wear out of the villa to
say goodbye to it and to her independence, and which hat she will wear into her new
abode to make an impression. She’s known in these parts for her hats, her collection
is spectacular. Thinking about my lovely hats makes me vain, she confesses. I can’t throw
them out just yet. Do you think they’ll all fit in?
Eventually, the removalists can get cracking—they don’t mind sitting around as
long as they get paid. They cradle a multitude of stuff as they would handle babies,
leave behind rooms full of detritus, take turns to wear MotherJoy’s hats into the
truck laughing down the path, suck on iced water. They sweat into the folded
newspapers, and smoke through the rain as they unpack at the other end. For yes, an
early storm builds up over the ocean from the east and pours itself onto the coast just
as the removal party arrives at the new place. So, for hours, the men take shelter in
the truck while MotherJoy and Onward are introduced to the nursing home routine:
lunch first, then afternoon tea a bit later after that. Onward keeps asking: Where are
we now?
It takes seven full days to empty and clean the villa ready to hand over the keys.
Ruthy and Eve come and help Glory. Help to settle MotherJoy and Onward into their
new home—what a lot there is to do—visiting solicitors, divesting their goods and
chattels, trying to arrange their affairs. How difficult it is to find out what to do,
when this stuff belongs to your parents.
They discover old passports and birth certificates—you can’t die without a
beginning—lost in a filing cabinet they very nearly threw out. The Salvos take the
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kitchen stuff—holus-bolus. The Solider children divide precious family memorabilia
that can be packed up into small packages amongst the six of them and thirteen
grandchildren (Glory asks to have the old dictionaries). They smash a couple of
pretty blue and white dinner plates over the garden in celebration of the sheer
effort—the willow-pattern china, like new spring flowers—then take ages picking up
all the sharp pieces, laughing to stitches. They eat fish and chips so many times the
shop assistant asks what they’re up to: she’s dying to know, she says. And Glory
rubs away the truth of all that she’s feeling from around her constricted heart, rubs it
away with the damp cloth that she employs to clean shiny surfaces.
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Chapter Fifty-Four

So Glory volunteers to take a few boxes of books to the Buderim second-hand
bookshop, the one set back from the main road in Avocado Gardens, to flog them
there. Onward has a library wall to sort out—they’ve got to put it somewhere, give
the books away if they have to. Glory wonders if there are some she could throw
away into the bin.
The bookshop owner is very kind, but she doesn’t want Onward’s old books. She
says: I think I know your father, surely it’s the same name, I’ve already been to his home once
before to have a look at his books. Christian books mostly, books about creationism. She
suggests Lifeline down the hill might be interested. They’ll always take books, and it’s
surprising, she adds, how many Christians there are up this way. I’m going down there this
afternoon, I’ll take this lot for you, if you like.
Glory thanks her very much, then, to her own surprise, pulls out the grubby list
that goes with her everywhere now to ask about some of the missing titles on her
own death list. She can’t bear to let this opportunity slip, even though it doesn’t feel
quite the right thing to do. But quickly dismisses the feeling of guilt in her peripheral
vision about doing such a thing under the circumstances because what a stroke of
luck—together they find twenty books for under $100 the lot.
So you’re the rebel of the family then? The owner suggests with a laugh. What would
your father think of these books?
That’s when Glory wishes … wishes … wishes what? She responds, a bit lamely:
Did you grow up in Queensland? Were you here in the 1970s?
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It turns out the owner has read most of the books Glory purchases and can’t
understand the rationale. Why would people want to ban them, she asks, what’s wrong
with them? That’s why I’m in this business. These are good books, all of them.
It’s only at the end of the transaction, and when she’s almost out the door with a
different box of books under her arm to the one she came in with, that Glory turns,
determined to say something, courage now a pill on her tongue. She blurts out: By
the way, my parents don’t know anything about this, gesturing to the box. If my mother
comes in here, and she might too—she’s determined to get up the hill to do errands—don’t
say anything, will you? She doesn’t know I’m interested in this funny story. She doesn’t
know what I’m writing.
Glory is certain the woman can hear her noisy heart beating fast blaaat! blaaat!
What if MotherJoy does find out what she is doing? How will she react? Glory is so
close now to the rotating blades—she is sure a piece of her body is about to be sliced
off. Kerplat!
Out in the warm Queensland sunshine on the street, Glory tries to regain her
composure, takes exaggerated breaths, in then out; in, out. Everything looks normal
here she tells herself, everybody going about his or her ordinary tasks. She can do
this she thinks—I am strong, she says out loud. Give it time too, she gives herself a pep
talk, dawdling just a titch in the walk back to the villa with the sun on her back:
Remember why you came. You came to help them because you want to. Think of what
MotherJoy and Onward must be going through, MotherJoy now a step closer to
heaven’s gates, to her glory. Her eyes are already like two empty holes. She’s gazing
right through Glory to the other side.
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Chapter Fifty-Five

It’s true—about MotherJoy climbing a ladder to heaven. She’s on a mission with each
rung. Earlier, for instance, Glory suggested she help sort the wall of books in
Onward’s room. MotherJoy said they needed to do this, to have peace of mind, to
know which books to take with them. You’ll need more than two, Onward dear, even if
you don’t read them. She says this in a moment of commiseration while touching
Onward’s arm gently, while he looks towards her beseechingly. He really doesn’t
know what’s going on.
I’ll help you, Glory volunteers. Brightly.
So the three of them sit in Onward’s room together, Onward and MotherJoy on
the bed, Glory kneeling on her haunches on the floor between them at their feet.
MotherJoy and Onward take their time, what little time there is, develop a rhythm,
move the books back and forth between them, build piles of favourites on the carpet,
throw different books into different boxes to go to different places. They even throw
some into the bin.
The three develop a system. First, Glory pulls the books down from the shelf in a
caterpillar of a dozen or so at a time, the books squeezed between her hands to keep
them from dropping. She blows away the thick coating of dust that has collected
along the top and this cloud glides with her to the floor. Then she passes the books to
each of them, one at a time, asking the same question: What do you think? Where
will this book and this book go?
I really like this one.
What a lot of books we have.
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Throw that away, it’s rubbish.
What happens is that MotherJoy and Onward begin to talk to each other as if
Glory is invisible, as if they are alone. Their daughter evaporates and they form a
private reading circle.
What’s so good about this one again?
Since when have you read that?
I want to take this one.
Listen to this …
Look, this must be my favourite.
Will you ever read it again, really?
I might read it now.
But you’ve never read it.
I really like Spurgeon, he’s such a good writer, a good preacher too.
No, you can’t read it now, do that later.
And J. C. Ryle.
Let me read you this bit.
Glory listens and watches, quiet now so as not to disturb them. For with each line
something soft and beguiling begins to grow in the room. Imagine if this is the way
they speak to each other everyday when no one is looking. Imagine if they speak
with books, through books, because of books. Imagine if this is the way they relate.
Indeed, it could be the best way they can get close to each other. Where each of them
holds onto their own list, their own taste and predilection, then communicates these
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preferences back and forth through the passing of books, like the saying and
exchange of prayers.
A kind of reverence descends on the small room—a stillness. Glory watches,
witness here to a sacrament, the passing of books like the giving of communion in
church, the passing between them of the bread and the wine—the body and blood of
Christ. These two people having been together for more than half a century, now
hold each other together at this crossroads with a saving grace they administer one to
the other, with the pages of the books they’ve read and loved and cared for over the
years. These books map out a story of their lives—no matter that they are mostly
religious, Glory thinks—a biography of shared experience, a way to knit up “the
ravell’d sleave (sic) of care,” as Macbeth might put it. Not that Shakespeare gets a
look in—MotherJoy drops an old collected volume of his plays into a bin bound for
St Vinnies. I didn’t know I had this. Must be from when the girls were at school.
Glory wonders: might this be the last time they share Communion?
Her legs are numb with sitting in the one posture, caught here on a cusp at this
crossover. Glory doesn’t want to be the one to interrupt her parents’ concentration.
Doesn’t want to dislodge the conversation, even though her legs are screaming pins
and needles.
It is MotherJoy who breaks up the circle, but gently so. She says: Onward dear I
think you and I need a cup of tea, don’t you? So they all jolt back to soft earth. Then her
eyes flick Glory’s way to notice her momentarily. Leave it to Glory, shall we? As she
says this, she takes one of Glory’s hands into her own and slowly pats the back of it,
just the way she used to do it when Glory was a little girl, with the faraway look on
her face, just how Glory likes it done. Sunny side up. She says: He will not let us suffer
beyond that which we are able. A tremulous reprieve before turning the page.
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Chapter Fifty-Six

Most of the girls at St Aidan’s were so self absorbed that they didn’t notice the new
girl, Little Glory Solider, slip into their nest. To all appearances, Glory was one of
them. She looked the part in her pleated, navy serge dress heavy down past her knee,
a starched white collar with fancy stitching at her throat pinned together with
badges, just so, with a brown shoelace in a bow.
MotherJoy had faith in this all-girls’ school, a Greater Public School, with the
Sisters from the Society of the Sacred Advent (SSA) in charge (indeed, Glory
wondered why she wasn’t sent there in the first place). These Sisters dressed in full
religious habits, they set standards of behaviour and demeanour. They expected
much of the girls, had their spiritual wellbeing at heart, and prayed for them each
day. The Mother Superior eschewed fuss of every kind. Her name was Sister
Susannah Angelica SSA. Understated. Obliging. Contemplative. From small things,
she would intone at intervals, big things grow, believing this sincerely, believing her
girls were destined to do big things in a respectable-girl-in-the-society kind of way.
She hoped the girls graduating from St Aidan’s would make a difference to the
burgeoning city of Brisbane. Make their mark.
So it was, at MotherJoy’s behest, that Sister Susannah Angelica approved the late
enrolment and let Glory find a place in the school unannounced. Glory Solider’s
name must have jostled with the other names the Sisters recited in prayers before
breakfast, the Society’s Seal wet on their tongues, consecrated wafers washed down
with glasses of water.
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Chapter Fifty-Seven

On her arrival, the grade eight girls looked Glory’s way when she turned up, to see
who she was, what she looked like and what the competition might be, and made a
small space for her, enough for her to fit. Monday morning and grade 8a were in the
Music Room, a large open-plan rehearsal room beneath the library, a room filled
with music stands and soft-clothed brown instrument cases, Miss Babbage in charge.
Miss Babbage was trying to expand on the finer intricacies of a symphony to the
class, the meaning of the word in musical parlance, how all the various instruments
might fit together in harmonic combinations—sometimes dissonant ones too, if the
work called for it—enabling the composer to explore the nuance of sound. She was
explaining, but they weren’t listening. Her dulcet tones dissolved in their nattering
like Disprins fizzing in water. These girls were more interested in catching up with
what everyone had done on the weekend, which girl was going out with what boy.
It was Sister Susannah Angelica herself who took Glory to class, who interrupted
with a quiet word in the ear of Miss Babbage. The girls barely stopped their
commentary even with the appearance of Mother Superior, her habit puffing the air
as she flounced through the door. They had already established a pecking order.
They surveyed Glory like you might a cut of meat on the kitchen table and then, with
only a semiquaver rest, resumed their chatter. Two weeks at this new school
themselves, in this, their first year, they acted as though they had been there all the
time. Glory was the new girl. She had to fend for herself.
Everyone as they were, in unison; everyone, except Lisa.
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Lisa saw Glory before Glory was aware of Lisa, or so Lisa reckoned afterwards.
When they reminded each other about it much later, Glory swore she noticed her in
amongst the faces, saw Lisa smile; a wry smile from the percussion in the back
corner, a grin from out of the timpani. A half smile like a blink of a lighthouse, with
its flash of light all tremulous, then nothing, so that you think you must have
imagined it.
At lunchtime, Lisa came over to Glory at the edge of the quadrangle where she
munched a sandwich from home, sat beside her on a bench to eat her meat pie from
the tuckshop. Even this small gesture made Glory blush. Not that Lisa said anything
particular that first Monday, not that she struck up much of a conversation. It was
more something born out of nonchalance, a peculiar character trait of Lisa’s. Just
enough words to ask Glory who she was, where she’d come from and why so late?
Glory spun a story about being away on holiday over summer, mumbled a tale about
the caravan getting bogged in sand—her first lies at this new school—how her
parents had only just decided which school to send Glory to. All very rushed, very last
minute, she said. To her surprise, her tongue didn’t burn in her mouth. Although she
did have to turn her face to hide the flush of her cheeks as the words slid out
unceremoniously, and here was some loose spittle at the corners of her mouth. It was
enough though—enough of a story—to satisfy Lisa, to satisfy the other St Aidan’s
girls too, if they ever asked.
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Chapter Fifty-Eight

That was Day One at St Aidan’s, the one with the taste of pineapple still in Glory’s
mouth from the jelly-belly-laughs with Gracie from the night before—oh how the
Little Girls did laugh. Oh to live that first day over and over, too, Glory thought, to
have that one rolled into all the others: a repeated performance. That would be
bearable. She could write the music for it by ear—with the music stave and treble clef
and all, with the melody and minim and crotchet rests, repeat bars. Miss Babbage
would give her good marks too. She was learning music theory after school along
with violin lessons. She was quite good at it, adept at sitting the empty pages of the
yellow, spiral-bound music score on the swinging music rack of the piano, pencil
behind her ear, to strike out a tune with her fingers bouncing across the black and
white keys (not that she could play this instrument). She worked backwards and
forwards in studied concentration (she liked the look of someone who could play).
Maybe she would become a composer when she grew up. Write fugues, like J. S.
Bach had.
But it didn’t happen like that, this abandonment to melody. Going to school each
day from then on was like walking on coals from one of Onward’s open fires (they
reminded him of the old country, he said). It was a score Glory didn’t fancy. Made
her edgy. She was jumpy even though nothing was said out loud in those early days,
nothing to Glory directly.
Because, the other girls soon let Glory know that she was even more different to
them as they were different to the green and white Corinda High uniforms on the
station each afternoon. One time, one of them tripped her up to see what would
happen. They wanted to see how the new girl reacted: get in quick and then
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everyone would know where they stood. The girl had crept up behind Glory as they
both walked to the station after school. She waited for cracks and kinks in the
concrete, unevenness, and then whipped out a hockey stick. Down went Glory all
over the footpath. Nobody looked back. But they knew how to laugh. The girl with
the hockey stick and a big teethy grin, may as well have been running a victory lap of
the oval, everyone was cheering that much. The other girls roared.
What Glory was to discover was this: being in between the covers of a Christian
school wasn’t going to be the end of the story. It didn’t spell safety, the word
PROTECTION. St Aidan’s wouldn’t save Glory, per se. No. Being Christian in
inverted commas, made you even more vulnerable.
MotherJoy hadn’t let things slide. They needed her in these last days, she said, like
never before. Be a missionary to missionaries, because she was charged by God to set
this school on the straight and narrow. To strive for perfection, that sinless state, with
MotherJoy the arbitrator of taste, MotherJoy the authority. She was adept at stoking
fires even when it wasn’t cold. She kept things alive. Thus the probability of more
trouble, further intervention—MotherJoy intervening, no less—came with Glory
from home into these new school grounds and on into the classroom. It infused the
breakfast prayers that the Soliders said together beneath the whirring fan before
school, stung Glory’s cheek where MotherJoy kissed her daughter goodbye from the
porch step, then took up its position in her lunchbox between the slices of white
bread and cold pink tongue.
The likelihood of trouble rattled the pages of all the books in the school. It was as
if the books themselves came alive with the whispering campaign, flung their covers
open to talk, to garner support, less alone and isolated. If they were going to survive,
these books knew that they had to stick together. They knew which books were on
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the death list, the list nailed to a front door, those books threatened with burning.
They would need the imaginations of the authors themselves: E. M. Forster, Truman
Capote, Muriel Spark and Virginia Woolf. Even the Bibles in the school opened up
and rustled their Indian silk pages together in support of the best books in English
literature. The challenge in Queensland in 1973 was not only to keep the books alive,
but to find a way to refute the claims of the censorship campaigners. The Sisters, the
librarians, the teaching staff of this small religious school in an outer suburb of
Brisbane, were on notice. Their brand of teaching and Christianity was on trial. They
were about to be told what to do. Told that what they thought they were doing right,
was wrong.
And Lisa? Glory knew that Lisa knew something early on. For one, she had
recognised Glory’s name. She once said, offhandedly: There aren’t many Soliders in the
White Pages, are there, if you look them up? You’re it. The other thing she said was this:
They say Joh Bjelke-Petersen trades with brown paper bags. Your mother knows the Missus,
doesn’t she?
While the other girls talked about buying shoes at Mathers in Indooroopilly
Shoppingtown and lipsticks and bangles from SportsGirl, Lisa rustled around
politics. She knew how Joh liked to do business (her dad worked in government, she
said, in the “law enforcement” section, so he should know). She knew all about the
Springbok rugby tour and the anti-apartheid riots that ensued. Knew too the inside
story about Joh’s declared state of emergency. She said that she wanted one day to
march in a protest march—she boasted about her clever idea in class discussion—to
get arrested by the police and be put into Boggo Road Gaol. Except her old man
wouldn’t let her, she said, he wouldn’t want his only daughter dumped in a
Queensland gaol—”it’s no place for girls.” Lisa’s family lived at Yeronga, her parents
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worked at the gaol, both of them Lisa said, as a team. They were in charge of the new
interns.
Sometime later Lisa would tell Glory about hearing MotherJoy on air on the new
talkback program on radio, about the right-wing morals campaign on Open Line on
4BC. It’s got to be her—Lisa said—she’s a member of STOP and CARE isn’t she? She lent
Glory a radio transistor to hear for herself, to know for sure. Glory listened and never
gave it back.
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Chapter Fifty-Nine

Lisa was different to the other girls. She didn’t mind what they thought of her, she
did her own thing. Lisa was a scholarship pupil, not that she broadcast this particular
fact. She was “special,” the Sisters said, from the other side of the railway line. Glory
never went to her friend’s place—just as Glory never invited Lisa home. Glory came
from the other side of the river, from St Lucia, the university suburb of Brisbane.
Hers was a privileged suburb, a suburb of wealth and prosperity, sandstone cloisters,
flowering trees and riverside swimming pools. It was a suburb for professional
people—it whispered comfort. PRIVILEGE = a right, immunity, prerogative, advantage,
opportunity, favour. A word (all these words) Glory wasn’t to understand until she left
home, until she looked back on privilege with a different eye, saw friends she loved
who also grew up in Brisbane raise an eyebrow at the naming of her suburb—”St
Lucia.” Oh! Is that so? What a privilege we have in Jesus. How much did this word play
its part in MotherJoy’s unfolding campaign, speaking up because she thought she
had immunity? She was doing the children of Queensland a favour.
Not Lisa.
Ooh, that Lisa, she does have a tongue on her, doesn’t she? the St Aidan’s Sisters
complained. That’s why she was often seen outside Sister Susannah Angelica’s office.
She’d sit there all perky on a stool, poking her tongue out at any of the other pupils
passing by, as if to dare them. She knew the Sisters wouldn’t throw her out, no
matter what she did. She knew they were afraid.
Once, when Lisa had been hauled up to see Sister, she produced a matchbox
squashed full with baby mice, quite dead and beyond rigor mortis, rubbery soft. She
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had already shown them off in geography. The other girls screamed when she
shoved the babies under their noses. One girl tittle-tattled so then Lisa nearly lost her
prize to the strict science teacher who came to the defence of the geography teacher.
Lisa had to glue together a few lies to buy time and keep the mice from being
confiscated. The bell saved her. Mind you, if she did land in Sister’s hands, when the
teachers ran out of ideas, Lisa knew she could do no wrong.
Glory liked Lisa. Her brazenness. She liked the way Lisa cared for things, how she
rescued the mice from the scalpel. How, if it was a matter of dignity, Lisa dived in,
no matter what the consequences. It was one thing to cut up fully-grown mice, pin
them taut to the dissection table, another thing altogether to cut up their babies.
That’s what Lisa said, anyhow. That’s why she rescued them from being slit open
down their tummies from the throat to the anus, from being pinned to a board with
dressmakers pins. Glory was touched, she liked the thought of these babies being
looked after, being saved, even though they were dead. In the nick of time too from
out of the body of their dead mother. That’s how hard Lisa played. She took them
with her everywhere that term, tucked up in the matchbox and zipped into her
pocket. She was known that year as Baby Mouse.
Everyone wants a perve and a whiff, Lisa said. And it was true, after a while they all
asked for a look. The box smelt strongly of formaldehyde when she slid it open. She
stunned onlookers with her magic potion. She made a bed of soft cottonwool for the
babies to lie on where they floated on a little cloud, head to toe. They’re in heaven, she
said, and they did look at peace, like newborn angels. She was clever like that, with
detail.
Glory overheard two teachers speculating on playground duty what might
become of Lisa when she left school, only to agree they really had absolutely no idea.
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Lisa is her own girl, they said. The teachers were huddled together on a bench behind
the library, more interested in gossip and hot pies with sauce and the smell of each
other’s shoes, than on keeping an eye on the playground caper. Will you look at her
now? The teachers looked like they had never graduated beyond senior themselves,
with their headbands and polished nails, as if they had gone straight from year ten
into teacher’s college and back into school. To sit where they had always sat. She’s too
worldly for this school, knows too much, they muttered. She’ll end up in a ditch.
For all that, for all Lisa’s interest in dissection and preserving bodies, Glory
couldn’t tell her about MotherJoy and the anatomy lessons at home around the
kitchen table. How lessons in “pressing meats” turned quickly to “naming parts,”
sexual parts at that. The two of them would sit with each other at lunch sunning their
legs with their uniforms pulled up high to expose their thighs (Glory following Lisa’s
lead). They walked together between classes. They sat out of swimming lessons on
the pool benches with stories in their mouths about heavy periods and popping
Codral. They became a pair in the science lab in junior, did experiments together
with a single Bunsen burner, and wrote up each other’s notes. They shared a rat in
dissection and spilled the formaldehyde all over their uniforms with a plan to stink
out the train on the way home. The dissected rat hung on a hook in the lab like a
trophy, upside down by mistake so it looked more like a fruit bat with its four little
feet like wings, diving free form. The science teacher said she’d never seen such a
good skinning for a grade ten, even though it was pinned the wrong way. Lisa
named the rat Ringo Starr after her favourite Beatle.
In the afternoons on the station on the way home, when Lisa took the train to
Indooroopilly Shoppingtown, which she would do most days, Lisa liked to
embroider any old story, embellish the good bits to make them taste better. Did you
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hear we’ve topped the class. Shit hey? Dag here and me. She was retelling the story of
Ringo Starr and the dissection, everyone was listening. Boys especially liked to sit
close. Sometimes she went too far and added the f-word and Glory felt her heart
splinter (the boys were raucous with pleasure). Yet, out of Lisa’s mouth the word
was strangely delicious too. Glory couldn’t explain this part—how differently it
sounded. Not at all bad. Even good, really good, sophisticated. Glory covered her
confusion with slithers of laughter.
Glory hadn’t known people like Lisa existed, she certainly didn’t know that she
could be friends with somebody like this. Everything about Lisa surprised. Glory
loved being close to her, loved the idea of being liked as a friend, of being caught in
the middle of a circle, a circle in the shape of Lisa. Glory made sure they were
inseparable.
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Chapter Sixty

Being around Lisa made Glory feel different, but it was unlike anything she’d
experienced before; it was a different kind of difference. If asked to describe it she
would say that on her own, she felt a fixed shape—that’s how she was taught to be in
the Solider family—but in a different shape to everyone else, everyone else of the
world. When she was with Lisa she forgot about being a Solider. With Lisa things
went everywhere, haywire. Lisa made her feel like a bowl of water, a bowl of
something liquid that moved, but it didn’t matter if she got knocked or sloshed
about, it didn’t even matter if water spilled over. To her surprise she found herself
laughing at this, even wanting something untoward to happen, to feel the splashing.
Wishing it would.
In the science lab the two of them loved shifting matter from one state to the other:
solid to liquid to gas. Solids keep their shape if you pick them up, though you have
to be careful not to let them drop, some can break. Liquids have no fixed shape; they
take on the shape of the container or space into which they are poured. And gas? Gas
hangs about where you only know of its existence if you can smell it, only for it to
disappear.
A favourite experiment in grade ten was to grow copper sulphate crystals. You
begin by pouring sulphuric acid onto black copper oxide to make the supersaturated
solution. It turns blue and you wait. You must be patient. As the water evaporates,
the seed crystal grows large and you have to find bigger and bigger beakers to
suspend it in. Sometimes you might need to get a container as big as a bucket. The
two of them grew lots of crystals. Glory learned to balance the equation; she was
good at recording their results. 2CuO + H SO = 2CuSO + H O. She liked the way
2
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organic chemistry worked, its closed system, how everything had its place, how each
element and compound had to match up and be accounted for, how nothing could
simply disappear. Everything mattered.
Once, Glory and Lisa grew the most brilliant, deep-blue crystal, with the
smoothest of sides to its triclinic shape—the three, unequal, oblique axes. So big, so
pure, so perfect, that Lisa wore it as a jewel on a leather thong around her neck. Blue
vitriol (Glory loved the fact that this was the common name for sulphate). The crystal
won first prize at the Ekka, the annual Brisbane show, in the secondary school
science section. They both received blue certificates with their names written in bold.
Still, there was so much between these two girls that remained unspoken. Enough
to make Glory wonder whether they really were friends; indeed, if she knew what
the word friend meant. FRIEND = a person with whom you associate because you and he
like each other.
Glory felt herself hoping and praying with Lisa, that everything would be all
right. She didn’t want to probe too much into what it was that brought them
together. Why Lisa might like Glory—whether Lisa did in fact like Glory. She didn’t
dare ask questions, not questions of the big, unsettling kind anyway, for fear of
dissolving the illusion, evaporating with it into a gas herself. It never occurred to
Glory that their friendship was because they were outsiders. This thinking comes
later as she writes this story. For the time being, one thing was certain: in Lisa’s
presence the threat of breaking up into little pieces, as Glory often thought she might
do, retreated into the background. Lisa was as good as Quiet Time. She created
stillness in Glory. Glory began to rely on her as she did her own breath.
Glory wonders now as she writes this, whatever did happen to Lisa? What would
Lisa make of this Glory-story if she ever read it?
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Chapter Sixty-One

One day in English things did go haywire—everything sloshed everywhere, lost its
shape. But it wasn’t because of Lisa’s doing, they weren’t conducting a science
experiment. It happened because Miss Keynote was in charge.
Miss Keynote, the English headmistress, made it her business to know the girls in
grade ten. She said she liked to prepare the girls for what was to come in the senior
years. She seemed all rote, simple to dismiss in many ways. But she was also more
than that, more than one’s first impressions. She insisted on readings and recitals,
comprehension. She made her girls memorise great chunks of the best writers’ work
in “English Literature” insisting, too, on its capital L status and authority. By heart,
she said, put the words in your heart. Just as she was able to recite whole passages from
Macbeth and The Tempest, decades after learning them herself at school, so she wanted
these girls to have their own set of favourite recitations. By heart made you remember
them forever, it stitched things permanently in place. The closing sentences to F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby for example. Atticus’ instructions to Jem about
shooting bluejays and not mockingbirds. Lucky’s and Pozzo’s confusion and anxiety
waiting for Godot.
Miss Keynote, and that really was her name, liked to obscure things poetically,
make meanings difficult. She believed in what she read. She wanted to open the
minds of her girls to everything written, everything that moved across the blank
page in words, all things literary. To take them beyond themselves, out of their
provincial lives. This kind of learning became conspiratorial, a way of speaking to
each other. She said it was a privilege to learn in this way. She had faith in great
writers, the movement of their thinking through time. She believed that the very
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words themselves and the arrangement of these words harboured meaning—as a way
to live. Her pedagogical modus operandi was instruction in all its studied and eloquent
fullness. She set very high standards.
When Miss Keynote first met Glory Solider she said: I know who you are. She could
have been saying it simply as a matter of fact, that perhaps their paths had already
crossed on a roll call or report card. But her tone suggested something more. (Don’t
you forget it, she might have added, Don’t you forget who’s in charge.)
All the girls knew Miss Keynote did not liked to be crossed, she came to their
classroom with a reputation. Glory practised a deadpan face while plaiting her hair
in the morning, in some dread of what might transpire during the day. For
something more was going to be said, this was certain. Glory was destined to become
the centre of Miss Keynote’s attention.
This is what happened, how this story goes.
How Glory chooses to write it down.
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Chapter Sixty-Two

Many teachers must have known exactly who Glory was the day she arrived as a
new girl in grade eight, the day they saw her name, Glory Solider, on their rolls. News
would have travelled fast around the staffroom with the boiling water in the urn,
with the puff of cigarettes. Miss Keynote might have even announced something to
them all: I’m going to have to say something. Just watch. After all, it was her English
syllabus under threat. Give her to me and I’ll tell her what’s what. I’ll get her. Then she
bided her time. Perhaps she asked especially for Glory to be in her class, in year ten.
For one afternoon, after lunch, she swept into the English classroom all puff, hot and
red in the face, and said: Stand up girl.
Glory and Lisa sat in the back row, as they had the term before. Their uniforms
were a mess. They had been fighting each other through lunch, play fighting in the
quadrangle in the sun. Lisa and Glory liked to tease, pull at the other’s dress, and
wrestle each other to the ground. They tried to be the first to rub orange quarters
through the other’s hair, to see how far they could go before getting caught. On the
sound of the bell, they smartened themselves up, straightened their uniforms, but
still they looked skew-whiff, amuck. A pair of frights. When they heard Miss
Keynote shout out, they automatically smoothed down the pleats over their knees as
best they could. You could still see orange pith in their pigtails, hair strands stuck
together like glue. It would have been really quite funny except that now Lisa and
Glory were obviously in trouble.
Stand up girl. Do you hear me?
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There was something different about the way Miss Keynote spoke this afternoon,
how her body swivelled into the room for a start. You could almost feel the heat she
was giving off. She said the word girl in the singular form, so it couldn’t be both of
them. And it was how she said the words: Stand up girl. It wasn’t in the usual I-mustdiscipline-you-naughty-girls kind of way; that her girls must demonstrate decorum at
all times. Or even that “this is my job, this has to be done, and this is what I have
been trained to do”—with an old-hand yawn.
What she was saying, and how her whole body was saying it, mattered more than
this, it was not just about form and impressions and duty, it was a mattering to her,
to Miss Keynote, to her identity. Her voice shook too, just as she was trying to nail
the words in place.
The air prickled with heat of course and Glory’s skin pricked with the sweat of her
body. Lisa gasped—Glory heard it, close range. Everyone guessed, without it being
said, which girl Miss Keynote was referring to. This was going to be the
confrontation; Glory had been waiting for something like this. Well not this exactly,
she hadn’t known what it would be, but given the furore of the public debate and her
mother’s public agitation, and Miss Keynote’s love of English literature, something
had to come up. At least Glory knew what it was going to be about in a general
sense, if not the exact words. It wasn’t all about messy orange pith.
But for some reason and unpremeditated at that, as she heard the command Stand
up girl shoot her way, as the space between her and Miss Keynote filled with the
smell of rocket after-burn, Glory pretended she didn’t know who the English teacher
was referring to. She pretended it wasn’t her Miss Keynote was addressing in the
imperative. Almost, if you could believe this—that she didn’t hear the command at
all. How extraordinary, she thought later: how did I do that? She did hear Miss
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Keynote’s voice from afar, of course, from way off, a shot from the door, the coming
of something, yes, but without distinction, and not at her, not for her. Yes that was it:
Glory delayed her reaction for she knew in time she would have to react in some
way. So she let the words hang in suspension, in a vapour cloud, waiting for clarity.
Glory insisted, in her own silent way, that Miss Keynote reveal herself more, with
more.
As she did.
There are some parents in this school, Miss Keynote was all fluster, who think they
know best how to educate young people, who are adept at the theory and practice of modern
teaching, who dare to want to take our place. She said the word dare as she would strike a
high C if singing an aria. All throat. A lifted soft palette. Quintessential control. With
the word she raised her eyebrows knowingly, a muscle flex, like two cats putting
their bottoms and tails into the air about to pounce. She cast her gaze around the
room across the heads of all the girls, her captive audience, before settling pointedly
on Glory.
Your mother, Glory. I’m talking about your mother. Miss Keynote thrust a stick of
yellow chalk in Glory’s direction with a click of her elbow. Her body was so rigid
now with her hand and the chalk extended towards Glory, it was as though she was
hoping to cast out evil spirits with this move, she was near breaking herself in two.
Now stand up girl when I say so. Her voice wobbled on this command, betraying
something else: did Glory detect nervousness?
Your interfering mother thinks she knows best. Snap. The chalk broke in two, fell and
bounced on the wooden floor between her legs like something rude. She dares to
interfere in Our Literature. You’ve only got to read the papers—”Mother Disgusted with
School Books,” “Immoral Books Third-Rate Gutter Trash,” “Be Wary of Homosexuals.” Miss
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Keynote must have learned the headlines by heart. Your mother says you are not
allowed to read the book Improving on the Blank Page. Dr Joy Solider says you are not
allowed to meet the wicked Holden Caulfield under any circumstance. She says that these
books—books on our very own reading list, do you hear—are pornographic.
Miss Keynote was flying now all around the room, full throttle.
When the girls heard the word pornographic, they started to snigger, they couldn’t
help it. Miss Keynote made a mocking face like a clown and as she grew in
confidence, they laughed more noticeably. She liked to control their emotion and
after all, she was good with words, they were her preferred instruments.
And she’s saying these things in public, on radio, for everyone to hear!
In a flourish, she tugged at her hair and to the surprise of everyone, yanked off the
black curly wig she was wearing to reveal grey wisp pulled back neatly in a maroon
velvet bow. She did it with a single deft swoop of her hands.
So what do you have to say for yourself girl? Stand up when I tell you!
None of the girls had known Miss Keynote wore a wig. Till then they’d always
seen her with it on, had always thought this teacher had black curly hair, the sort you
put into hot rollers each night. Not this smooth, straight greyness. Had she planned
to take it off in this way, had she ever rehearsed this? Was it because the room was so
stifling hot? Underneath the false curls her neat grey hair looked like a skullcap,
pressed flat to her head as if with superglue. Everyone gasped. They’d never seen
her in action, in the flesh so to speak, such a theatrical act. There was something
almost obscene about it, Miss Keynote disrobing in public. The girls moved with her
like a pantomime audience would, gasping, oohing and aahing, and panting as one.
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They shouldn’t be watching this sort of thing but they loved it. Their very own
peepshow.
That was when Miss Keynote started to laugh. But a very different laughter to the
sort Glory was used to. The girls knew the sort of laughter this was, they wanted to
join in, an “us-and-her” laughter. The noise was such that a Sister wandering the
school peered into the classroom through the open louvres to see what the
commotion was about. When she saw everyone laughing, she smiled, waved her
hand about, and laughed in a funny way too.
Poor Glory wet her pants. Not dramatically. But a trickle enough to know,
suddenly too, before she managed to control it with a blush. She had wet the top of
her legs. She was all sweat behind the knees too where the elastic garters squeezed
the brown ribbed socks in folds of skin. She tried standing tall, standing up as Miss
Keynote commanded—all alert—thinking, hoping and wishing this would pass
quickly.
She wished too she could look down at Lisa beside her. Lisa would know what to
do. Lisa could guide her. But Glory couldn’t look anywhere except stare straight
ahead. She was paralysed, stunned. Holden Caulfield? She didn’t really know who he
was; she thought the reference was to some kind of car. Pornographic? This character
reference didn’t sound good. MotherJoy should know—that was the point, wasn’t it?
So in the flurry, instead of being submissive and compliant, waiting for the next
command, Glory banged down the lid of her desk. Suddenly, into the commotion of
laughter and exclamation, wood smashed against wood. One minute Glory had the
lid in her hands (she’d been looking for a textbook in her desk before the lesson
began), the next thing she let it go. Like an explosion. MotherJoy would have been
proud—wouldn’t she? If it were true the things Miss Keynote was saying?
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Glory had surprised herself. Such a startling sound. How it resonated. Was this a
moment of clarity? Had she made a decision to drop the lid? Or simply been flooded
with doubt, letting it slip from her sweaty fingers at the last moment, so that the
banging of the desk lid wasn’t so much out of defiance as fright and carelessness?
With the bang, all the laughter in the room dried up. Everyone in the class held
their breath. What would Miss Keynote say next, she who liked to be revered? Who
stood now mid gesture, unsure what to do or how to proceed, her fine natural hair
parted plainly down the middle and looped around the nape of her neck in a bunch,
the maroon velvet ribbon the only extravagance. She tipped her head as if thinking
up a plan, smoothed down the line of hair on one side of her face. She had flawless
skin, faintly red heart-shaped lips, but her eyes stared at Glory like two bullets
staring, ready to return fire.
If this were a duel, it should be Miss Keynote’s turn to respond. But before the
teacher said anything the pupil pulled words from deep inside her throat, out across
her tongue through nearly clenched teeth. Glory blurted it out, she said: Children
don’t go to school to think. They go to school to learn to spell, do arithmetic. Glory amazed
herself with this utterance. What made her dare challenge that particular teacher, like
this? Not only slam the desk lid shut, let wood thud against wood, as if that wasn’t
enough, but say such words? Was it the same spirit that drove her forward for Jesus
(to stand up for Him)? The two sentences bounced off the walls of the classroom and
off the skins of the other pupils, the words like balls off the face of a squash racket.
There was no going back.
Glory wanted to do something she could be proud of, something for which
MotherJoy would glow. Something outspoken and deliberate and irrevocable.
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Something to prove to her mother: I am with you on this. All Miss Keynote could
splutter in response was: Where on earth did you get that idea?
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Chapter Sixty-Three

All Glory kept thinking for the rest of the day was that perhaps, for this one crazy,
heart-choking moment, she had not so much lost herself in the wobble and trickle
and slip, lost her capacity to think straight, think solidly, to forget who she was and
where she was, BUT (dare she think this?) she had reacted in a lifesaving response,
mouth-to-mouth. She did something to rescue her mother, didn’t she? She stood up
for MotherJoy—because will you look at the reaction. It was an act of allegiance,
surely, not madness. A composition—an invention—of love, written out on music
paper with one of her soft 2B pencils with the stave and crotchets and quavers and
all, a score written for voice and piano for MotherJoy to play with gusto. What’s
more—and this was such a simple, wonderful idea—she could sing this song, her
own creation, in a single melodic line. The words piled one on top of the next all the
way home. Me and you in a dance that’s true, me and you what’s new, we’re glue, oh phew,
together that’s true, really truly me and you with you with this—that’s true, true blue, we’re
glue. Glory never anticipated such a result.
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Chapter Sixty-Four

Come night, Glory crept into the lounge room to watch her mother from a distance.
MotherJoy must have startled the girl awake. It was past midnight yet how bright
the sky glowed. So too the light from a single lamp in the kitchen, which fell in a
cone of off-white like the soft coat folds of a sugar glider around MotherJoy, who sat
at the kitchen table with her midnight feast. She snacked on toast and melted butter
and Onward’s homemade cumquat marmalade—you could see it wink in the light.
The cumquats spread on the toast shone like shiny glass jewels in a crown. Like
costume jewellery, the sort MotherJoy took a fancy to, and sometimes liked to wear.
MotherJoy didn’t know Glory was there beside the freezer, keeping watch. She
couldn’t have known; MotherJoy was still, oh so still in her movements. Sometimes
she poised mid bite, staring into space—out into a void in front of her—perhaps
praying. Her other hand was clasped in a fist across the open family Bible (her strong
cow-milking Irish hands, if she had a Jersey cow to milk, which she would have one
day). It looked like the Good Book was open at the beginning of the Old Testament,
given the thinness of the left-hand side of the book compared to the fat right-hand
side. The collected edges of all those pages all silvery too like a beacon. The whole
vignette a soft palette of colours.
Glory slowed her breathing to watch, to wait. Not make a noise. She watched
MotherJoy take her time with the cumquat toast as if she did have all the time in the
world now, as if she had the power to still time no less, to savour the flavours in her
mouth. Wasn’t this the joy of eating? I want some too, Glory nearly called out, I want
what you’re eating. Oh bliss. Midnight feasts tasted better, Glory thought, better than
ordinary feasts in the ordinary part of the day, during the dust of routine. After
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midnight, the tastebuds opened up, the tongue was more vulnerable then, more
delicate, ever so sensitive to the subtleties of flavour, especially the taste of
marmalade, those cumquats. A bite too, but in a pleasant way. A curl-back citrus
sting, tempered by sugar crystals. Take your time, MotherJoy would admonish, as if
she never, never wanted to finish the last mouthful. Don’t chew too fast, make it last. As
if they made a habit of eating at midnight.
Glory watched, waited, touched by what she saw, by its simplicity: MotherJoy
eating then praying in the dead of night, for what, Glory could only guess at; praying
for something nonetheless. Imagine, for a twinkling Glory thought, if she could write
this little scene for others to hear so that it unfolded through the simplest of music
scores for the human voice, to be played and replayed. How beautiful, how delicate
the sound. Loves divine, all loves excelling, like Charles Wesley himself, the great hymn
writer. People listening would wonder at its inspiration, would draw close because it
resonated with something deep inside them, as though they too could have written
such a thing—as if it were always present.
It was then, as she observed this little tableau unfold, that Glory felt MotherJoy’s
powerful presence well within her, could taste the sweetness of Onward’s sugared
citrus on her own tongue, smack on her lips, juicy and wet, feel rounds of fruit
twinkle between her teeth. After everything that had happened that day.
She was pleased she’d done something for MotherJoy that day, even though her
mother didn’t know what went on at school and perhaps would never know. Even
though Glory was dying to tell her, the sweetness of this thought edging her tongue
against her teeth like searching for a sugar grain wedged between fillings. But she
decided not to interrupt; besides she couldn’t find the right words. Glory didn’t want
to disturb the music tickling her ear.
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Nor did she say anything when the school report came home at the end of that
term, with the words SILENCE IS GOLDEN GLORY scrawled across the bottom in
capital letters, all in one sentence without a comma. It was written in Sister Susannah
Angelica’s spidery handwriting with flourishes on the S and E’s and G’s. A
calligrapher’s hand. Even though MotherJoy raised an eyebrow and chastised Glory
for stepping out of line: You’re not causing trouble I hope? No.
That night, Glory had crept back to her bed, careful not to step on the squeaky
masonite floorboards she knew by experience were outside her room, a dead
giveaway in the middle of the night when everything else was so hushed. She
thought better than to puncture the reverie of her mother, remembering that picture
of tranquillity, the warm blood centre of her midnight view. Glory nursed the glow
of this new nativity in her belly. Good at rocking herself to sleep.
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Chapter Sixty-Five

Didn’t you know your mother says that kind of thing on radio? Lisa asked Glory the next
day, or told her more like, the day after the Wig Affair. Lisa was swinging her bags
high into the air like a Ferris wheel. Glory was remembering how she’d wanted to
run out of the class early, but had to wait for the bell to be dismissed.
What kind of thing? Glory had wondered if Lisa would talk to her after what had
happened, wondered if they’d still be friends.
That thinking thing. That children don’t go to school to think. Did you see Miss Keynote’s
face?
I wasn’t looking at her face. I couldn’t.
You don’t really believe it, do you?
Oh—Glory smarted. What do you mean?
That children don’t go to school to think? That they only come here to learn how to spell,
how to add up?
Glory didn’t know what to say. Hearing what she had said the day before, now
sliding out of Lisa’s mouth, it didn’t sound right at all. Now she was caught. She
didn’t know how to respond. It happened so quickly too. There wasn’t time to think
yesterday. Nor today either.
Lisa said: You’re such a dag! And chased Glory to the front gate.
Shame was a strange thing, Glory decided. Mostly you didn’t know what it was
when it was happening, when you were caught up in the action, because you were
anxious to find out what would happen next. Make amends. When she stood in the
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middle of the classroom, defying Miss Keynote, speaking her own mind more or less,
or at least reciting lines from home, the ones she could imagine MotherJoy repeating
with oomph, it didn’t feel right but she wouldn’t have done it differently either. A
double header. Shame about standing there on her own and everyone looking at her
in a disdainful way—how could you not feel something out of this kind of
confrontation? And shame about what Miss Keynote was saying, her disapproval of
MotherJoy’s oh-so-public ways. The chalk itself had spluttered.
Now Glory felt chastised all over again.
Oh to return to the midnight feast, the comfort of cumquat marmalade, watching
MotherJoy pray for the world. Oh to remain private, to keep feelings secret whatever
those feelings were. Not to be aroused. Not to wish for different things. Not to feel!
For her and Lisa still to be friends.
But Lisa didn’t seem to notice Glory’s discomfort. In fact, she confessed she
relished the little altercation, it interested her, caught her imagination. She wanted to
get another rise out of “Keynote,” that that was the best part. And wasn’t Glory
clever to elicit such depth of feeling. Did you see how she shot out of the room later, like
the move of a cartoon character across the screen? Lisa thought MotherJoy might be a
match for Miss Keynote. She wondered out loud if Glory might be able to do it again,
if this daughter might be able to channel the anti-smut campaigner like she did
yesterday. You know, I almost thought your mother was actually in the classroom! That’s
what it must be like in these meetings that go on and get reported about in the paper. Shit flies
hey Glory? I’d love to be there, see what really happens. Glory couldn’t even imagine such
a thing; Lisa was going too far. That was when Lisa lent her transistor, to get a rise
out of Glory. Because Lisa just turned up with it one day and thrust the little red
thing with its snazzy silver loop handle into Glory’s hand.
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Here, she said, I got this trannie for you, have a listen.
Really?
We’ve got lots at home. It won’t be missed.
Glory didn’t know what to do but took it anyway, Lisa was so insistent. Lisa
showed her how to tune it, where all the Brisbane radio stations were located, their
frequencies, told her about 4BC and its Open Line. Glory couldn’t quite believe it was
hers for the borrowing, to take away. The trannie was a jewel in her hand. It
sparkled, catching sunlight itself. She did so want to know more. She wanted to
know if it was true or not, or whether Lisa was making things up.

Glory turned the red plastic box over and over in her hand. It was small enough to fit
in a palm, light as a paper bag of feathers. She ran her fingers over the holes for the
speaker, twiddled the silver knobs to tune it, for volume. She slipped her wrist
through the silver loop, and put the flat holey side up to her ear and listened to
different stations nearly all the way home—4IP, 4BC, 4BH—switching back and forth
in delight. She decided 4IP was her favourite; it was Lisa’s favourite too. But she
made sure she knew where 4BC was on the dial as well. This station was important;
it was the one MotherJoy got on, Lisa said.
As she trudged home up her street from the bus stop, Glory could see sight of the
poinciana tree on the perimeter of the Solider house. Nearly there now. She quickly
shoved the trannie into the bottom of her port, promised herself not to breathe a
word about it, and plonked her stuff down on the kitchen lino. Although the radio
was out of sight, quite buried in amongst her books and smelly sports uniform,
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Glory swore she could see it glow red like a beacon, red like the poinciana flower, see
it pulse like a heart.
What Glory didn’t know then was how this dear little box of technological
cleverness, would become her friend, even more of a friend than Lisa. It was a
transposition of affection. Simply put, the red trannie didn’t know how to betray.
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Chapter Sixty-Six

Hello Queensland. Tell me what’s on your mind. That’s the first thing Glory heard.
Queensland’s a big country. The transistor, cupped now in her hot hand for listening,
fairly crackled. This is your chance to talk to this great big mighty country of ours. Richo
was in charge with a voice that showed he was king in radio-land—I want your
opinion, that’s why we’re here—King Richo of a very new and weirdly wonderful
kingdom of talkback radio. What an operator. And Glory was on a first-name basis
with him from the minute she heard him, just like all the other listeners in Brisbane,
in all of Queensland.
Then she heard these words—I must speak my mind. Glory nearly choked; then
held her breath so she could hear what happened next, strangely impatient for what
she knew was about to unfold.
OK, OK, came the smooth reply.
Richo knew he was onto a good thing, a ratings winner. His recipe worked. He
had callers who wanted to talk (good talent), he had public agitation and unrest
about social and political issues (good content), and he had an ear for what his
listeners might want to hear (and fast fingers to stop a caller if the timing wasn’t
right). Talkback radio was STOP and CARE’s preferred method of influencing public
opinion. Didn’t his listeners just love it? All in the raw, before any fancy sevensecond delay.
This is what Glory had been waiting for. Whenever she was sick these days, and
sometimes she deliberately faked this sickness, she tuned in to 4BC. It was addictive.
The familiar voice came on after the line “I’m never gonna stop the rain by
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complainin’” from the song Raindrops Keep Fallin on My Head. It was MotherJoy, she
knew, this voice insisting on an audience with exactly the right intonation.
OK, OK, now tell me, Richo crooned, as only anyone can speak when they have the
microphone at their mouth, fingers on the board of callers lit up like a Christmas tree,
able to switch any voice on and off with a flick. What makes you think you know best
when it comes to teaching and what kids need to read to learn and think? He paused,
working the silence. Call me old-fashioned, but isn’t that for the teachers and the education
department to decide? He had a voice of immaculate timing.
I must speak up, she said. It is my duty.
So you say … another silence. This is Richo, you’re on 4BC, and I’ve got a-housewifeand-mother-of-six on the line, and we’re talking about the books our kids are reading … the
silence electrified … so tell me, you say you have six children.
Glory could not quite believe what she was hearing—the detail of the
conversation, MotherJoy’s revelations. She had the transistor on under the
bedclothes, pressed to her ear, the fringe of the blue bedspread tickling her nose.
With every word spoken through the little red box she felt the walls of chenille
closing in on her—and not for comfort, it felt like her shelter was collapsing in on
her, like she was drowning in her own fabric water garden. Glory was in her room at
one end of the house, home from school and supposedly sick, knowing MotherJoy—
and she really did know it was her by now—knowing her mother was on the phone
talking with Richo from her study underneath the house at the other end. Where it
was cool, where she could concentrate, she said. Pray.
MotherJoy called it her headquarters—a little room cut out of the clay
embankment of the hill that the house perched on; a little room behind double-glass
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doors that she held shut with the hook of a big hanging padlock when she wasn’t
there (there’s no need to lock it, she said, you all know this is mine). It had a set of louvres
facing out the back that created a breezeway with the open door, to ward away
stuffiness. This little room was to become an intensive care unit for all the children of
Queensland.
Her daughter was now attuned to the fray.
Lisa’s transistor, lying with Glory in her bed, glowed red under the covers.
Glory could hear MotherJoy breathing into the phone. Then licking her lips with
her tongue, it was so clear. Richo must know what he was doing. He said: There must
be a bit of a story here. So tell us, what does your child think of all this? Does he know you’re
talking about him? Should we ask him?
Children don’t go to school to think, came the reply in a flash. To err is to sin against the
Almighty God Himself.
Glory wrapped the bedspread around her body like a parcel, even more tightly,
curling the radio into the soft part of her belly, wanting to disappear into the stuffing
of the mattress, hide amongst the metal springs and fibres, hoping now beyond all
hope that Miss Keynote wasn’t listening, wouldn’t hear about this interchange.
I speak the truth. Let God be my witness.
The voices wrapped themselves together and reached out in an arc, out of the very
air Glory was breathing and swallowing. She could taste the burn of acid. A
scraping, pinching of her skin. MotherJoy’s heavy breathing too, her mother deciding
what to say next.
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The little red trannie swollen now in her belly very nearly burst the metal casing,
flooded the bed, the mattress and the flannelette sheets. Glory had to remind herself
that she was grateful—cradling this great red stain—glad to hear what was going on.
What’s more, she knew the flavour of MotherJoy’s day would permeate
everything. The Soliders would eat cold burnt sausages for tea, baked potatoes and
peas.
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Chapter Sixty-Seven

MotherJoy had got a taste of the power of protest. Radio was a dream. Access to tens
of thousands of listeners. Open Line. Brisbane buzzed with the freedom that this new
technology presented, listened in to what ordinary people were thinking. STOP and
CARE knew they were onto something good and this outspoken housewife was their
best performer. She was everywhere. Righteousness was on her side and nobody was
going to stand in her way.
As for Glory, she made herself sick everyday. It wasn’t that hard persuading
MotherJoy.
So Glory stayed home and played Patience, patted the cats. She continued her
little daybook project even more eagerly, cutting up words and meanings to see what
happened next when placed side by side. Not worrying about goodness anymore. Put
the word SICK = nausea, vomit, weariness, macabre, not in proper condition, beside
WORLD = mankind, secular, fashionable life, against EVIL = wicked, that part of someone
that is sinful. And mixed it to a mash like a bucket of soggy bread spread for the
chooks: wear sin wicked vomit. These birds out the back loved every morsel she threw
them.
And what a contrast it all was. Whereas at school, Glory learned to act fast,
without rehearsal, at home sickness brought rest. Here, MotherJoy waited on Glory,
gave her what she wanted, fed her flat lemonade and packets of chips for afternoon
tea to help cure her sore throat, and sometimes, on special occasions when MotherJoy
had had a particularly buoyant day, she gave her deep-fried sugarcoated pineapple
fritters snug-fit in white paper bags from Toowong as a treat. Sometimes Glory
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missed Lisa, but put the speaker of the trannie against her ear whenever she did and
could sense her friend’s presence. She dozed like that. Listening out for Richo,
learning the words to Raindrops: “Because I’m free nothin’s worryin’ me.”
Still, each morning for a small, heart-stop of a pause, before Richo’s program
began, Glory fancied she might not recognise her own mother’s voice, that it might
be somebody else or that she might have made a mistake. That she might listen in to
all the goings on, to the multiplicity of live voices clamouring to have their say,
trying to differentiate them into kinds, to set apart MotherJoy’s distinctive voice, only
to find herself without recognition, not being able to tune in to the particular
characteristics of this one that was so familiar. That Glory would be unable to
recognise this voice as that of her very own mother. Unable to own this familial
utterance.
In her head, and at different times of the day, like going to sleep, Glory tried to
recall the sound of her mother’s voice, as she would recall the hymns MotherJoy
played on the piano. She had to concentrate really hard, sing the notes to herself as if
she really were hearing them in person. To mouth words typical of MotherJoy,
expressions and catchphrases, interjections, instructions—I must speak my mind—to
get right the intonation, pitch, resonance, timbre, accent. It was harder to do than she
thought. She could hear MotherJoy’s voice all right when she wasn’t thinking, when
distracted by other things, when she didn’t want to be reminded. But try thinking
about it, thinking to hear it, willing her mother’s voice her way and into her head—
this was a different matter altogether.
Then in a flash it was all happening; MotherJoy was on the radio, no mistaking.
The voice was there, flamboyant and everything, exploding into Glory’s middle ear.
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Revealing to many too many private things. Glory felt she was on display in this
voice of her mother’s, for everyone in Brisbane to hear.
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Chapter Sixty-Eight

Of course the Sisters at St Aidan’s didn’t know what had hit them. If MotherJoy
decided to barge into the school unannounced, full volume, they were at a great
disadvantage. They didn’t know what was on the English curriculum. The academic
part of the school wasn’t their concern. They practised separation of powers:
governance and teaching at the school were kept apart deliberately, the two
functions should never have to meet.
But one day MotherJoy flew in with batted wings, into the small white rooms at
the front of the school, agitated, demanding answers. The Sisters tried to catch the
words on the front of the book she waved about to at least give themselves a head
start. To know what this might be about. You wouldn’t want this kind of altercation
to leak back along the corridors and flood the playground. Or ascend to the second
floor—you wouldn’t want the teachers finding out. And certainly not the parents of
the other girls.
Bang, bang went MotherJoy, book in one hand, beating with the other as if she
were beating a tambourine. The print of the title of the book was too small for the
Sisters to read, especially Sister Susannah Angelica given her bad eyesight, and the
cover shone back silver, glinted in the fluorescent light like a mirror.
The thing was, Sister Susannah Angelica thought she had already pacified
MotherJoy in the very first interview when Glory was first enrolled, made it clear
what families could expect from this Christian school. She thought that they’d come
to an understanding. We’ll look after your daughter’s education. You can trust us. An
arrangement. The truth was, she certainly would have thought twice about taking on
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Glory Solider had she known what it might mean (“silence is golden”). This kind of
fracas was far from polite.
But here was Glory’s mother, right now in Sister Susannah Angelica’s room with
the other Sisters lending moral support to their superior from the other side of the
wall, holding breaths the lot of them, pressing hands in prayer, beseeching. Anything
to help. MotherJoy, a fly in their Christian ointment.
The clock must have stopped too. Even the lavender-smelling secretary with the
flat chest held her breath, open mouthed, hands poised above the typewriter keys,
fingers curled mid sentence afloat the official letterhead. Hands paused there like
two small creatures, as if waiting for the coming of something celestial, waiting to be
told what to do next. To know where to land with the soft pad of paws.
MotherJoy said: Don’t you have any shame? Do you know what children at this school
are reading? She waved the silver cover about some more, stared at the book as
though she could right then and there tear the book apart in front of them, page from
page, the characters limb from limb. Have you read this filth? Amok: bodies all over
the floor.
It was a terrible noise she was making. Bang! Bang! The pages bent and wilted
with this treatment. The book itself seemed to shrink.
Well?
And Mother Superior could now see it was The Catcher in the Rye. J. D. Salinger.
Have you read this filth? Do you know what other abominations are on the booklists?
What was there to say? Sister Susannah Angelica smiled back at MotherJoy’s
distress, her mouth pasted in line as if the Sister wasn’t there, transparent. Like
vapour. Her head was on a tilt, eyes peering out of a liquid—they were dissolving
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too. Her small hands weren’t visible behind the fall of her starched robes, they were
clutched to her lap perhaps, gripping a string of rosaries that hung around her waist.
Perhaps she could feel the reassuringly hard surfaces of each wooden bead dig into
her stomach as she pulled at them around her body in sequence. Perhaps too she
mumbled a prayer with each tug, careful though not to move her lips. Not to attract
attention. Did she practise this skill in front of a mirror, to get the look, pose, gesture,
just so?
I thought this was a Christian school, MotherJoy continued, have you no shame? But
I’m not gutless, her high-pitched voice running on, so if you won’t do anything about this
moral pollution, I will.
Sister Susannah Angelica’s eyes quivered, startled pink.
I insist on Glory staying out of class and you can’t stop me, as if in threat, you know I
mean business. With that, she threw down the book at Sister’s feet, stormed out. Mark
my word. The pages of the book fluttered, protested.
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Chapter Sixty-Nine

No other parent came to the school to buy the books on the booklist. For all the other
girls, from normal families, it was an easy transaction. At the beginning of term, they
simply brought the list of books with the right money from home in a paper bag, and
bingo. No fuss. No discussion. Just like when the girls made a lunch order at the
tuckshop. Like clockwork.
Not for Glory in the Solider family.
MotherJoy always insisted she buy all of Glory’s schoolbooks with Glory. Glory in
turn dreaded the beginning of each term. She could see that this was MotherJoy’s
chance to get as close as was possible to what she was talking about, it was a way of
doing her research, fishing for information. The small musty basement full of
textbooks at St Aidan’s became the engine room for her campaign, the focus of
vigilance. And not just for what Glory would be reading in English, but for all the
other years as well. For all Queensland children. MotherJoy’s big break. These books
gave her all the ammunition she needed for Richo and her radio listeners—I know
what our children are being force-fed. Smut! You just have to glance at my daughter’s
booklist to know it’s filth!
They were all there, stacks of them, books for all the years across the English
curriculum, from grade eight to grade twelve. Perfect. A campaigner’s dream
warehouse, with the smell of new books about it, hot ink, cut paper, unspoilt covers.
Virgin pages, never opened.
The youngest Sister of all manned the makeshift bookstore. Sister Elisabeth had
told the girls she was only a little bit older than them, told them lots of stories, such
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as how her real name was Ann, Ann Stockworth, that girls should go to university,
how it was better to speak up, say what you think, than remain mute and powerless.
How she went into the Religious Order for Women to be an independent woman she
said, because she didn’t want to become a wife. She was the one Sister who
understood Lisa, they spoke the same language, more or less. Or at least that’s what
Lisa said. She said she and the nun came from the same side of the tracks, had similar
aspirations; they were one. Sometimes Glory thought Lisa might end up in a
nunnery.
On the afternoon the Soliders turned up, there was Sister Elisabeth sitting at the
basement door with the cash box, pen nearby, ready to calculate payments, to make
up the receipt book with figures and sums. She was just having a little rest, before
she had to stack the book orders together for the next day, reading one of the books
from one of the piles on sale. The girls knew she spent her time down there reading.
They knew she loved this time of the term, it gave her a chance to read
uninterrupted, catch up on her own list. On this particular day, it was Kurt Vonnegut
Jr’s Slaughterhouse 5.
Sister Elisabeth had told them she loved the way Vonnegut played with form,
with the very idea of writing—how his book was part science fiction, part history,
part memoir—ever to surprise. How inventive he was, how this made her feel
different every time she read one of his books. Anything—everything—was possible
she said, in his world, between these pages. How she imagined Vonnegut might land
next to her at any minute. Listening to Sister Elisabeth, whatever she had to say,
made Glory wonder, gave her hope. Lisa was good at getting Sister to talk about
these things in religious instruction, RI. There, Sister Elisabeth recited favourite lines
from the book: And Lot’s wife, of course, was told not to look back where all those people
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and their homes had been. But she did look back, and I love her for that, because it was so
human—page 21.
And so on.
So it goes.
She was always talking about how human we are, not as a failing but as
something to be celebrated. And, how to be human is to err, usually out of curiosity
too, that that was the point of it all. She said we always want to know what we’re
told we’re not to know, what we shouldn’t know. Glory decided she didn’t believe
this bit. Still, it didn’t stop Glory from listening in, especially since Lisa was
entranced.
When Sister Elisabeth saw the two Soliders bearing down on her along the
corridor, she slid the yellow cover of Slaughterhouse 5 under the desk. There wasn’t
much warning, although thankfully for Sister Elisabeth and Glory alike, MotherJoy’s
court shoes clacked away on the cement pathway.
Glory could see Sister Elisabeth hide the book—she saw everything happen that
day, slowed down—and she read the guilty look on Sister’s face as well, as if she was
being called to account, as if she was at the Pearly Gates already, being called to
answer St Peter. Pink, pinched, piqued, all at once, if that was possible. What if
MotherJoy dressed her down in front of Glory? Sister Elisabeth of all people, it
wasn’t funny. Over and over in her mind, Glory repeated the phrase: Please, please,
please don’t make a scene. As if her lungful of pleading could make any difference. As if
her stiff-body longing would help. As if MotherJoy cared what her daughter yearned
for when there was a treasure box to plunder.
Fat chance. So it goes.
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Glory was in a set dance now with a fixed partner, the only partner, locked into
position to pirouette up and down the aisles, to try and navigate her way around the
books and safely back to Sister Elisabeth. Could she hold her breath all that time?
Past all those stacks of books? The Sister’s presence at the door gave Glory a tiny
inkling of warmth. Glory felt sure she detected a smattering of pity in Sister’s look as
well, which Glory snatched hold of with gratefulness.
Trouble was, MotherJoy was determined and Glory had to try to find a way to
thwart her. Glory had to work out a way of covering up the authors’ names and
titles, the dangerous one, the dirty ones, the ones she knew MotherJoy would
question—the authors Salinger, Lawrence, Steinbeck, Lee, Baldwin, Lawlor—even if
these names weren’t on Glory’s own reading list. Glory took wild guesses (especially
for the ones she didn’t know about), looked for particular covers, speed-read the
authors’ names and titles of their books, twirled on the balls of her feet, moved her
body into position to shield these books from sight. While at the same time,
MotherJoy’s eyes darted everywhere, fixated on her cause.
Not here, Glory was pleading. Not now.
For all that, and strangely, MotherJoy still gave the impression of working with her
daughter, working to find the one list for that term. She looked like she was being
careful not to give away her plan. She employed a studied politeness, artifice—she
was a crafty tactician.
Glory could tell Sister Elisabeth was impressed; Sister Elisabeth, who took Glory
aside later to tell her what she thought, to talk about how MotherJoy had managed to
put all the Sisters offside. She once said: Your mother is quite a warrior Glory. Your
mother is clever, she doesn’t miss a trick. I like her independent thinking. And you might
think this strange for me to say, but if only she put all that energy—all that love—she has for
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this campaign of hers, put it to better use, to things that really mattered and could make a
difference, she could do a lot of good. Pity she doesn’t see it that way.
There was Sister Elisabeth at their elbows asking if she could help. MotherJoy with
an armful of books nearly spilling over.
What mattered now was getting out of the basement unscathed, and fast.
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Chapter Seventy

MotherJoy must have picked up a book from every pile in the basement that
afternoon, all of them now squashed against her body. Many more than the number
Glory needed for her English lessons. She looked like she was coming home with a
crate of cut meat in her arms—the assortments, the triumph, and pleasure of success.
But in this place, her face was far from soft and giving. The books in a squeeze
against her bosom leapt out at them all. Glowed hot. Especially the pig on the Faber
cover of William Golding’s Lord of the Flies, the bull pig illustration by Michael
Ayrton, whoever he was, Mr Ayrton knew how to paint horror. Those eyes. That
mouth. All orange and white, saliva and mucus. Where your own heart raced just
looking, and this was before you opened the cover to read one word, if you had the
gall. Where the mucus from the swine’s snout seemed to drip off the bottom of the
book in MotherJoy’s grip, it was so real, as if to slip over the skin of her bare arm,
and slime its way down the middle of her body.
Maybe MotherJoy was right all along.
Where the words themselves from inside the books came alive too, and slid out of
the pages in their ones and twos, tens and hundreds, and coagulated in pools of
sludge. From George Orwell’s Animal Farm: “No question, now, what had happened
to the faces of the pigs. The creatures outside looked from pig to man, and from man
to pig, and from pig to man again; but already it was impossible to say which was
which.” And from Lord of the Flies: “What they might become in darkness nobody
cared to think.” It was a fearsome thought. “They worked therefore with great
energy and cheerfulness, though as time crept by there was a suggestion of panic in
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the energy and hysteria in the cheerfulness … Kill the beast! Cut his throat! Spill his
blood!” Drip, drip, drip.
Home would come this meat to sort. Ker-plonk! Fleur-laaap! The clear plastic bags
for freezing the different bits. Ker-plat! Parts of the pig’s head alongside the female
anatomy marked out with pins and flags. The taste of tongue. This taste of blood.
So Glory Solider jumped in abruptly: Here, let me help.
Sister Elisabeth gave her a supportive look.
Glory whisked the offending books out of MotherJoy’s arms—there’s a dear, said
MotherJoy—squashed them into her own body, a necessary press of the pig’s head
and all. She quickly helped to sort, stack and pack the books into brown paper bags.
She worked efficiently, Sister Elisabeth racing to catch up. And before MotherJoy had
time to question what her daughter was doing, with what speed, Glory took the
books out to the Holden parked at the front of the school. Out of sight, out of mind.
Glory hated to contemplate what the Sisters prayed for that night before bed, what
the words amounted to, how they took her body to lie with them in the lap of their
God.
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Chapter Seventy-One

Glory went to sleep thinking about books. Not the content of books or what she
might find between their covers—she had to hold the pages shut tight with her
teeth—but how they looked together on shelves, in a library. How once she helped
pay for some books with a swimathon, at Ironside State School. She got pages and
pages of sponsors when she went door-to-door up and down the streets around
home—Durham and Mitre, Warren and Carmody Streets—not just for one or two
cents a lap as suggested, but for five and ten. She told everyone she wasn’t a very
good swimmer—she didn’t think she was—that she would be lucky if she did one or
two laps of the pool. They believed her, and the promises rolled in. On the day,
Glory surprised herself and kept on swimming and swimming and swimming, lost
count of the number of turns. Lost count of the numbers of books this might mean.
Miss Marsh, the sports teacher, had a mechanical counter she pointed at Glory’s head
for each time she tipped the wall at the shallow end. She did many turns that the
counter that only went to twenty flipped back to zero.
At the end of the swim Glory felt like the chlorinated water itself that she slid out
of, as if she had grown scales and fins. She couldn’t stand up. Felt a bit sick too and
had to lie down in the afternoon in sickbay with a headache. Glory ended up doing
more than fifty-five laps of the twenty-five-metre pool (more than a thousand metres
in all) in her summer-new tie-dyed purple Speedos. She reckoned to Gracie she could
have done more—the swim was about her and the water world she was a part of, she
said, everything else, everything real, peeled away. She reckoned she might have got
to one hundred laps if she’d tried a bit harder. She even went past the bell for the
next class. The swimming teacher didn’t say stop until Glory stopped herself.
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And none of the sponsors minded paying up in full, either. They seemed as
surprised as Glory was.
Each time Glory went into the new library, opened at the school’s centenary by Flo
Bjelke-Petersen (everybody said it was her, even from a distance), she thought about
her swim. She wondered how many of these books belonged to her. Five? Ten? She
loved the library’s cool dark spaces, the order of books on the shelves, the smell of
paper, the smell of story, and the very particular smell of this library because of the
newness of the collection: hot ink, cut paper. She’d wander up and down the shelves,
her fingers running along the spines of the books to make music, a repeating blip,
blip, blap … blip, blip, blap. It was as though she was back in the pool swimming laps
up and down the lanes with long strokes, opening and closing the pages upon pages
of all the hundreds and thousands of books collected there, the millions of words all
in a spill, afloat with her in the blue summery water. Sluicing back and forth she
went in a great wash, one with the bigger body about her, there was no difference. It
felt too good to be true. SWIM = be covered with liquid; seem to be whirling or waving; be
dizzy—. Yes. She was dizzy with it, for certain, whirling with pride.
Not that she read any of the books, these books that peopled her primary school
library, that wasn’t her way: she couldn’t remember borrowing a single title. No. It
was the idea of the collection, the look of them there altogether, the presence of so
many actual, real words, real books, real stories. Each swimming lesson from then on
made her think again of books. She wanted to get stuck there between them all. The
weightlessness of all those tomes in the water. To be buoyant with the ruffle of pages.
Her fingers flicking along the mix of spines. A finger music announcing the dizziest
of pleasures. A whirligig dance with a library of books all through the water. A
recipe for threading together her fantasies.
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Glory went to sleep dreaming of books.
If only she could return to this innocence, and not remember the trail of slime
down the front of her mother’s body. Kill the pig. Perhaps Sister Elisabeth could timetravel with her, and Kurt Vonnegut too for that matter, to get back what she had lost.
To feel again the weightlessness of swimming breaststroke. The fearlessness that
comes with floating, cheeks and mouth above the surface of the water, able to tread
water without thinking. All those free-spirited pages swaying in the current in a
chorus.
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Chapter Seventy-Two

MotherJoy banned Glory from English, just like that. But Glory didn’t hear the news
from her mother. There was no special advance warning. One morning, with English
before little lunch, Miss Keynote told her, categorically: Out on the verandah Soldier.
That is an order!
This was the beginning of Miss Keynote’s new way of addressing Glory so that, at
first, Glory didn’t realise who she was talking to. Soldier! Who’s Soldier? Everybody
looked Glory’s way, then out through the louvres to a single wooden desk parked on
the verandah with its face turned towards the courtyard, away from the classroom.
Keep your ears covered, she mocked, otherwise you’ll die Soldier.
There it was again.
Your mother thinks you’re impressionable, did you hear that? Thinks you will surely D–I–
E if you listen in to what we are saying in here! Did you hear that class? We might have a
murder on our hands girls. Soldier, you don’t want that to happen do you?
Miss Keynote spelt out the word D–I–E for Glory in capital letters in case Glory
didn’t get what was really at stake.
Your mother says you’ll be corrupted, go to hell.
Everyone knew about it. Every English lesson thereafter, Glory sat on the wooden
verandah overlooking the school quadrangle with a view on everything outside,
everybody inside with a view on her. She had her own reading list too, Shakespeare
mostly, not that Miss Keynote went to any trouble. The English mistress thrust
different texts onto the desk from time to time without explanation—Hamlet, Much
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Ado About Nothing, King Lear—and set special exam questions for Glory, away from
the other girls. We can’t have Soldier Glory cheating now. Miss Keynote made sure the
classroom had lots of air too, made a point of opening the windows at the beginning
of each English class, with a flourish, so that her voice drifted audibly through the
bank of open louvres as she recited passages from The Catcher in the Rye. She’d make
pronouncements: That’s how we like it, isn’t it girls? The girls recited great chunks of
the book after her in unison in a nice loud voice now while she stared out at Glory
perched precariously. At least the air was more pleasant outside than in, Glory
thought.
Out on the verandah there was so much to think about. Not that Glory listened to
what went on back through the louvres, or at least she tried not to. Best to block it
out so that none of Holden Caulfield’s sensibilities leaked into her. His openness
scared Glory. Don’t stick to the truth and all, he could easily have said. It’ll kill the story.
She was nervous of his casual spunk.
No, Glory didn’t want to die, although thinking about it she decided there were
different kinds of death. There were little deaths and big deaths; a death when you’re
still alive although dead, like there were small bits of you that were dead but not all
of you (like sitting here for everyone to see); and then of course the capital-D death,
the final sort, the one that really took your real breath away, took you to heaven or
hell (the one she sometimes very nearly wished for). Perhaps too, she was thinking,
there was another sort here, the sort of death that happened while taking note of the
likes of Holden Caulfield by mistake, listening in to his voice by default, taking in the
view of his world. This was a momentary, one-off death, a death she might argue
that was preferable to the many daily deaths she was set up to die, as target practice,
fixed there on the verandah—desk, chair and body nailed to the floor. Bang, bang.
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Could she decide which death to die by, decide which death was her preference—
which death was a little bit easier?
No one asked her what she wanted.
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Chapter Seventy-Three

Glory knew about killing things that must die. Once, on the septic tank in the
backyard with Gracie, Glory poisoned her bad dolls, killed them off in a bunch. The
septic was the place where the Little Girls made up stories about each other to laugh
and tease and cry about. They brought with them pillows and rag dolls to make the
septic all comfy and, together like that, the two Little Girls would play for hours. The
dolls took on stories and subplots of their own, were added into Glory and Gracie’s
stories as bit parts. They played hospitals, mummies and daddies, teachers. When
the dolls were good, lined up in rows as if sitting in pews in church, all stuffy like
that, they wore flowers in their blue wool hair stuck on with sticky tape. They were
very, very good.
But when the dolls were bad, Glory poisoned them with the white sap of the
frangipani sucked up with saliva into baby syringes from Onward’s hospital
supplies. You could squeeze the sap out from behind the grey felt bark of the tree,
bark that looked like an old man’s bottom. It dripped out from under this skin like
oozy warm honey except it was white and you could suck it up then into the capsule.
Onward said this particular sap could kill you: Be careful to wash your hands, he
warned. Glory knew she had to be careful that none of it got into her mouth and onto
her tongue. Sometimes it went oh, so very, very close. Sometimes she thought she
might actually poison herself.
White sap did kill. Like that. Glory poisoned all the bad dolls and cried at all the
little deaths, held little funerals for each of the dolls. Not that she had ever been to a
proper funeral to know how one went, but she had read about Lazarus and knew
what happened to poor Jesus on the cross, off by heart.
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This happened.
She wrapped up the dead dollies in tea towels and hung them by knots and string
from the grey-felt frangipani branches. The trussed-up packages swung like that in
the breeze so that they looked like the crazy fruit bats on an evening in the palm
trees.
Imagine MotherJoy trussed up like that in the palm tree. What about all the
schoolgirls doing English? Miss Keynote too? Funny how, like sap, thoughts congeal.
Big Glory can still hear the Little Girls out on the septic singing a string of first
lines to remembered hymns: Under the grave he lay / Jesus my Saviour and Abide with
me / fast falls the eventide. It is evening, and the lights in the house flicker on and off,
stray voices can be heard drifting like acacia pollen, waftly. The two Little Soliders
stay out there for as long as they can, until it is almost dark, singing and swaying,
wrapped up tightly and hanging by knots off the corners of the house, fluffed up by
the song of hymns.

Glory’s English class couldn’t believe this went on, all term, all year. They kept
staring at Glory through the louvres, sometimes passing inconsequential notes to her
through the glass, more to amuse themselves than out of sympathy. It was like
touching a bruise that annoys, they kept poking her to see if she continued to squirm.
Lisa sent a note or two—sticks and stones daghead, since when have you been put off by
what people say—presumably trying to help. They all resented her being singled out
like this, her specialness. The way Glory hijacked Miss Keynote’s attention, and all
the other teachers’ for that matter. They began to think that Miss Keynote cared more
about Glory than she ever cared about any of them. The verdict, according to these
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girls, as they sucked on their cigarettes and paddlepops behind the toilets during
little lunch, was that this charade was taking the silly book thing too far. They’d find
a way to make Glory pay.
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Chapter Seventy-Four

Then MotherJoy turned up in the pages of the Courier Mail, with vengeance. Not
simply to have another go, she’d been in these pages before so many times. No, this
time she brought her daughter in with her, Glory’s name printed in the paper for
everybody to read alongside hers. Rebel Ideas, Says Mother ran the headline: My
daughter must now sit out of her English class. If Glory was made to read this “third-rate
gutter trash,” MotherJoy told the reporter, she’d become a permissive rebel. She had
her usual go at educators too, how they were “spooning garbage to our children—
trafficking in the souls of men.”
Miss Keynote did not let this pass unnoticed. On the day of publication, she
pinned the article she’d cut out of the newspaper to the English notice board, and
told the girls in English how proud she was that one of them had got their name in
print. We have a famous face in our presence, she said, fancy that. I can’t think of a single
occasion when any of us have been in the paper. Let’s make the most of it, shall we?
So Glory had to listen to more recitation from out on the verandah that day, but
this time, not from The Catcher in the Rye. No, Miss Keynote decided that they should
read from the wicked book MotherJoy had complained about in the paper—
Improving on the Blank Page. The girls read aloud one of the first poems in the
collection, a wish poem written by students from Salisbury High in South Australia.
They recited it in a chant while Miss Keynote stared at her prey pinned outside.
Collectively, it took on a sarcastic tone. One, two, three:
I wish my father would fall downstairs and break his head /
I wish my sister would explode /
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I wish I had a house of my own, my most prized trophy my mother’s head /
I wish my parents would hate me and leave me by myself to rot away /
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Chapter Seventy-Five

To tell this story, Glory writes the poem down carefully, each awful line. What a
poem, she thinks: be careful what you wish. She finds a copy of the very same book
on Onward’s bookshelf as she packs his life into a box, a suitable size for a nursing
home. Improving on the Blank Page. Decides to keep the book for herself, takes it
without asking. A little sin, she thinks, in the middle of a life of rebellion MotherJoy
would say if she found out. Anyway, it is one of the books MotherJoy put in the
throwaway pile, exclaiming to Onward: This book is rubbish. I’m surprised it’s still here.
Glory retrieves it now from the bottom of the wheelie bin before anyone sees her,
hides it as a lump under her shirt.
It is so surprising to see this strange book again after all these years, looking tired
now in its old plastic cover; plain, too, and a bit ordinary. But in its time, it must have
been one of a kind, heralding a new vogue in publishing. At first glance, there’s
nothing fancy to it. It is a stripped-back selection of poems and photographs by
established artists as well as students. No introduction, no explanatory blurb on the
rainbow cover, no context for the collection of works. What you see is what you read.
Acknowledgements are found only in a list of permissions.
But the title. Such a subversive idea of a book. An audacious publication for 1972
and such a contentious one, too, especially in Queensland. The fuss. It sold more
copies than its authors ever dreamed of selling, helped no doubt by the brouhaha.
Banned books do well, people say.
Glory will read it for sure, in private, digest its contents. This she can do. The other
thing she needs to read for this story can wait: MotherJoy’s scrapbook. Looking at
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this creation, fat with pictures and cut-up paper and envelopes of baby teeth, is more
difficult. It sits in one of the open boxes in the lounge room, waiting to go to the
nursing hostel, the scrapbook Glory can’t quite bring herself to open, even to glance
at, not yet.
If you don’t look closely at something, you don’t have to remember, do you?
MotherJoy’s scrapbook is bound in red ribbon to keep the pages together. Glory
carefully transfers the book from one place to the other, from villa to nursing hostel
and onto a shelf, by holding it away from her chest at arm’s length. She knows what
she’ll find between these covers. Even now she remembers MotherJoy carefully
cutting up the newspaper and pasting in the evidence, annotating the pages in her
own handwriting. Glory appears on the page: Courier Mail, September 1975, page
three. Glory smells blue ink, feels the scratch of her mother’s nib. One day Glory will
bring herself to read this article word for word, and find there are more like it. One
day, she’ll find her full name printed there in the first paragraph ”my daughter,
Glory Solider.” She’ll read what everybody else read that day years ago for breakfast.
It will be a long time later, but one day she’ll gag on her cornflakes.
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Chapter Seventy-Six

Little Glory fell apart that day but didn’t have the gall to ask to go to the sickbay. Her
name, up there in newspaper pinned to the notice board, burned a hole in the middle
of her face. Girls she didn’t know came up to her, chanting: Saw your name in the
paper. Ooooh! Saw your name in the paper.
Lisa didn’t say a word.
When she got home, Glory spread herself out in her bedroom, all over the chenille
bedspread with her cutting scissors and glue, 2B pencils and daybook, to look up
some words in the dictionary, the blank page bit of Improving on the Blank Page. If only
she could put all that she was feeling into her own pages. If she could empty herself
out, make a hidey-hole to be buried within. If she could distract herself with cutting
things up, gluing things down.
She looked up the words in Onward’s dictionary. BLANK = empty, something which
is empty as “his mind was a blank” or “a blank cartridge is a cartridge without a bullet.”
And PAGE = one side of a sheet of paper in a book, etc. What about blank slate then: mens
rea (in law or Latin; translating into “guilty mind”)? She wondered about this idea of
“an emptiness,” of nothing being there, a void on the page. The guilty mind of the
page holding secrets it was being asked to give up, confess.
How many more humiliations was Glory going to have to put up with? Why
couldn’t Miss Keynote let her go? Your mother can’t keep her mouth shut can she Soldier?
And why did Glory feel so guilty about everything?
She searched in a bedside drawer for the most recent whole-of-year class
photograph, the official one taken by the school. She found it, folded and creased
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down one side, her grade, all thirty-two girls, smiling in that artificial way of posed
photographs. And there was Glory, always plumb in the middle in the back row, the
tallest in her year. Glory with tight plaits framing her face.
She took her scissors and with one of the blades, punctured this face clean
through, and then, with little snipping noises—snip, snip, snap—carefully cut around
her cheeks and jaw and hairline in an oblong face shape. She threw it away—her eyes
and nose and mouth. Pinned the mutilated photograph with its newly fashioned
black hole into the pages of her daybook. To mark this day. There.
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Chapter Seventy-Seven

Forget Richo, forget the newspaper—the girls at St Aidan’s wanted to get even with
Glory and they knew exactly how they were going to do it, with the help of the
famous books themselves. Fight might with the might the fight was fighting, someone
said with a toss of her long hair. Besides, they were pretty keen on this filth, keen on
all the “naughty bits.” Wanted the last word for themselves.
So shit-here has a prying mother does she? The prefects at the school gates were in
charge. Wants to get involved does she?
Out here in the end-of-day crush, with the whole school as witness, Glory didn’t
know what to do. She hadn’t rehearsed this bit.
Thumbs the naughty bits does she? Agitated are we?
Glory tried to not listen. This was worse than in the classroom with Miss Keynote.
At least back there, the walls of the classroom contained the commotion, even when
she was perched on the verandah like a caged animal, even as the girls blew hot air
through the louvres.
Outside it took on a grand scale. She’s going to get arrested. She’s going to get arrested.
A nasty edge like at the football (the way Lisa would tell stories) when you want to
get even with the other side. This was no soft game, something big was at stake.
Listen to this everyone, listen up—. First one of them called out—the one with
crimped hair bleached white and perfect teeth—Who’s got a copy, any copy? Then
another responded: Blank Page … Catcher … Where’s a book?
They knew what they were doing.
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Ooh, look at this … Listen to Holden, and one of them started to read passages and
excerpts with a buxom voice: I can never get really sexy—I mean really sexy—with a girl
I don’t like a lot, page 153 … creepy guys that go around having affairs with sheep … And
flits and lesbians, page 149.
They must have scoured the book all lunchtime in the library to find these
passages. They must have marked up the pages especially for this game.
Then I started wondering like a bastard (emphasising this word) what the one sitting
next to me, that taught English, thought about, being a nun and all, when she read certain
books for English.
All the girls were fascinated. A sea of navy velour hats turned skywards, faces
expectant. They must have been thinking—how daring! They wanted to swallow
every word. They didn’t mind being late out of school, missing their trains; they
wouldn’t miss this show for anything. Perhaps they felt that they themselves had
been written into the Holden Caulfield story, as walk-on parts; that J. D. Salinger was
thinking specifically of them as he wrote. That their presence was a necessary part of
the narrative?
Page 116: Books not necessarily with a lot of sexy stuff in them, but books with lovers and
all in them. Hey, hey? Ooh, sexy.
Girls giggled uncomfortably, involuntarily, shocked at the display. Books were
meant to be read in private, weren’t they? Holden Caulfield’s oh-so-rude
meanderings must be read alone, silently. Doing it like this, out in the open,
multiplied the size of the words and their meaning, didn’t it, and more? By a factor
more than ten.
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Page 110: What I really felt like though, was committing suicide. I felt like jumping out the
window.
Oh! Exaggerated them. Distorted them. Made them stick.
Hey Soldier girl, is that what you’re going to do now? Jump out the window? Are you a
lesbian?
Everyone stood transfixed, aghast yet mesmerised by the spunk of these older
girls. What would the teachers think if they could hear? What about the Sisters?
I was starting to feel pretty sexy and all … if you want to know the truth, I’m a virgin. I
really am, page 97 … I’m a virgin, I’m a virgin, I really am.
What was Glory to do?
The girl reading took such trouble with each word, such trouble reading out the
page numbers. She stood on the authority of the book. Everyone could look them up
later too if they wanted, to read again. Perhaps she wanted verification that these
words really did come out of this book. Chapter and verse. It was so much easier to
say these kind of words if they were not your own. To borrow Holden for her role.
To allow him to express her inner longing. Let him speak up for desire.
Had Salinger invented a new genre for a new generation—if you really want to hear
about it? Did he know the goings on in the head of these Queensland girls? Listen to
me, Holden insisted, see it my way. Certainly they were very quiet as they listened to
his voice read out loud through the mouths of these girls. They lapped it up and
made it their own. Holden Caulfield allowed them to feel a million things at a time,
to go off, altogether now, like fireworks on cracker night.
Not Glory Solider. She knew what she had to do: hold her breath, not snap back,
and wait for this thing to pass. At home over tea, MotherJoy would ask about her
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day: Anything to report Glory dear? And Glory would pretend again: No, nothing
happened today. And God saw everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very, very
good. A Precious Promise squeezed with tweezers.
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Chapter Seventy-Eight

They could always blame Holden Caulfield—he was the one with all the good ideas.
You can read about it in the beginning of Catcher too, where Allie, Holden’s brother,
writes on his baseball mitt. He writes poems all over the fingers and pockets and
everywhere, in green. So he had something to read in the field, Holden said. Have a
look at page 41. The idea was simple. That’s how the St Aidan’s girls found
themselves on Indooroopilly Railway Station in the boys’ toilets, Glory in the middle
of the scrum. They decided to give Glory something to read without needing to open
the covers of any dirty pornographic book. It wasn’t the prefects’ idea; they’d already
had their fun and gone home. This time it was the younger ones, the juniors, Glory’s
classmates. They had to punish Glory for what she and her mother stood for. You’re
on your own Glory. Pin her to the floor so there’d be no doubt. Once they got going,
there was no stopping them. They were merciless.
Blame Holden.

The day it happened, the station was awash with uniforms, like any other day: the
reckless gangs of schoolgirls and schoolboys in slack maroon ties, grey box shorts,
straw boaters, some green and white, and loose navy blue. Private or public, it didn’t
matter, everyone flirted, everyone fair game.
Glory Solider very nearly made her escape, down the staircase and through the
tunnel towards the bus stop. But they got her in the middle of the station, on the
platform, got her in the space near the toilets where it was empty of passengers,
where it was damp. Filthy. It was the bit of the station everybody usually tried to
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avoid. But today it was different. There was a great huddle of people there, a mix of
colour, as the St Aidan’s girls grabbed Glory by her bag, then dragged her into the
boys’ toilet, their boyfriends standing guard.
A space cleared then around Glory, a gaping hole, as they paused before the
pounce. These girls knew she wouldn’t say anything, they knew she would remain
quiet. They felt protected, because they were punishing her for this very silence but
they needed it too, to guard their own action: guilt by association, if they weren’t
very careful. There was something silent too about how the lookers-on stood, their
gazes suggesting they didn’t want to record what was happening, even though they
were watching. They didn’t want to think about who the victim was: to see, but not
see. As if they were trying to make sure they became invisible.
Just before they got stuck into her, Glory looked around for Lisa. Surely she was
there to rescue her friend? Wasn’t that her, joking to lighten the mood? They’re only
playing, dag features. Don’t take it personally. You know what girls are like. Glory thought
she could see her, tall, at the back. Glory strained to get her friend’s attention. But no,
she wasn’t saying a word. If anything, if it was her, she was trying to shield her face
from being noticed. Hat pulled down over her cheeks. Glory wished she could call
out Lisa’s name. But the thought of doing this was so far away in her head it
sounded like it came from somewhere else. Not of this gathering. Besides, everything
was becoming more and more of a blur. She was drowning here in deep water, alone,
bubbling to the bottom.
So where’s your mother now to defend you? A sudden coarse whisper.
Yeah, where’s your mother now Soldier? The chorus chanted.
Who says we’re not old enough?
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Someone pulled out a big black Texta from their pocket and started to write on
Glory’s arms, write quotes they’d learned by heart from Catcher. They took turns.
While one recited words and passages, another wrote in lettering up and down
Glory’s bare arms and then up and down her legs. Things like: I’m the biggest sex
maniac you ever saw. Him a moron sonuvabitch. Backasswards. And goddam. Flits and
lesbians. Having affairs with sheep.
And this: Mothers are all slightly insane.
You’ll never get this off, they laughed. Holden’s voice awash Glory’s skin, not that
these girls were being poetic.
This will be on you forever.
Glory realised suddenly it had all been prearranged. She could hear it in the
coarse strain of laughter. And Lisa must have known.
You won’t forget.
Glory thought about trying to resist, but she didn’t have any strength, didn’t
know what to do. She was trapped on the floor. She wanted to crawl away for solace,
into her bed, like she was accustomed to doing, down underneath the eiderdown for
cover. If she could bury herself deep enough, dig down through the concrete into the
clay, perhaps then she could get far enough away to not really be where her body
now lay. Her nails scratched lines across the floor, her skin tore. My sex life stinks. I
kept wanting to kill whoever’d written it.
Try showing this to your mother Glory Solider!
Glory jiggled her arms and her legs as their fingers pressed the point of the Texta
into her skin. She wanted to make the letters go haywire and bleed into each other so
the ink scrambled and the words didn’t make sense. But the girls were clever at
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anticipating the jerks she made, her wriggles, exclamations. They anchored her in
such a tight grip. They knew what they were up against.
Glory! Whorey! She’ll arrest you for this.
So what would her mother think? What if she did turn up unexpectedly? With a
great cloudburst of noise to rail against the principalities of darkness? She’d done it
before so why not this time? Her voice could leap about like flames, that would stop
them, enough to impress Lisa, and scare them all away.
And for a millisecond Glory wished her mother were there. Wished she were
holding her hand, dragging her out of the forced circle, even if it did hurt, yelling—
Get thee behind me Satan!
On cue, as if choreographed in preparation, it was the boys’ turn now. They knew
what to do. This was the horrible part but you wouldn’t have guessed that by
looking at all those girls’ faces. The girls were almost radiant with expectation, like
some of those clowns you get at the Brisbane Ekka. And Glory felt sure she could see
Lisa’s face clowning with the rest—could this be true? She so wanted Lisa to tell the
boys: Let Glory be! Boys listened to her.
Instead, they thrust a jar of peanut paste into Glory’s hands, unzipped their flies.
Come on, they said, suddenly all go, bravado. Show us what you can do Glory Whorey.
Cover us up and think of your stupid mother, they taunted, out of control. Off guard.
Now lick it off, you bitch! All of it! This, they understood.
Their pink penises dangled in front of Glory like mutations brought out into the
light, like a shopkeeper might display cheap blocks of maturing cheese. A damp
smell of sweat, dirt and old urine. Their scrotums lay pinched and divided, squashed
against the teeth of zips, unsure whether they were part of the display—in, or out.
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The boys groaned with a kind of pleasure, a kind of unspent desire. The boys pushed
themselves forward wanting more than they ever got, their bodies now instructing
them what to do, and how. The girls laughed uneasily, turned away, quickly let only
their backs view the thrust. Did they wonder what it would be like for Glory? Did
they ever imagine swapping places?
All this probably took no time at all, in real time, the boys probably flicked their
penises out and back in all of a few seconds. Pretend spunk. It really was a joke—to
see how far they could go. Because in a flash, the boys were gone.
Glory’s mouth was forced to the shape and size of eternity—a round O all the way
home, impossible to shut. All Glory wished—Glory, “the intransitive of light”—was
that she could spread her body thin and gaseous into outer space. Dilute herself like
that. Because her jaw ached. As if peanut paste glued her tongue down, as if she
really did have a mouthful of it, pieces of nut caught between teeth. She tried to spit
it all out.
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Part IV
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“You know that song ‘If a body catch a body comin’ through the rye’? I’d like—”
“It’s ‘If a body meet a body coming through the rye’!” old Phoebe said. “It’s a poem. By
Robert Burns.”
“I know it’s a poem by Robert Burns.”
She was right, though. It is “If a body meet a body coming through the rye.” I didn’t know
it then, though.
“I thought it was ‘If a body catch a body’,” I said. “Anyway, I keep picturing all these little
kids playing some game in this big field of rye and all. Thousands of little kids, and nobody’s
around—nobody big, I mean—except me. And I’m standing on the edge of some crazy cliff.
What I have to do, I have to catch everybody if they start to go over the cliff—I mean if they’re
running and they don’t look where they’re going I have to come out from somewhere and
catch them. That’s all I do all day. I’d just be the catcher in the rye and all. I know it’s crazy,
but that’s the only thing I’d really like to be. I know it’s crazy.”
Old Phoebe didn’t say anything for a long time. Then, when she said something, all she
said was, “Daddy’s going to kill you.”
J. D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye, pp 179, 180
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Chapter Seventy-Nine

Elsie calls out: Look what I’ve found! She’s laughing.
Glory comes out of the apartment front door and into the corridor to find her
older sister standing mid stride, triumphant even, with a book in her hand. She
waves it about, the cover flashes silver in the Brisbane sunshine. Glory’s throat
lumps up.
Elsie is saying: Isn’t this strange? This is the same book I have just been reading on the
plane coming out here. The Catcher in the Rye. Look here. Two Salingers. Something spooks
me. Sure enough, she holds up another book alongside the one she’s been reading,
exactly the same. Flashes them both at Glory. Do you think it’s a sign? And then she
laughs, to break the tension. Of what, I don’t know—perhaps that we’re really back in
funny old Queensland? It’s a weird place, isn’t it?
Glory and two of her sisters are staying in the middle of Brisbane. They had to
work quickly to book the apartment, they weren’t sure what they would find, nor
how long they would need it for. But it’s perfect—a great hideaway. It’s part of a
renovated old Queenslander with an Auchenflower address and down the road from
the Wesley Hospital, so near now to MotherJoy, very practical. Only a couple of
stops from Indooroopilly Station, as it happens, and with a view across Coronation
Drive to the Brisbane River. At dusk Glory can see swarms of bats circling, and
ribbons of light flash up and down in the river dark as the ferries pass. Things will be
different in this place. Everything they need for the next few weeks is within reach,
as they wait to find out what is the matter with MotherJoy. They have each other too
for moral support. Together, in between hours spent at the hospital, they’ll take ferry
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rides in the CityCats for some rest, in search of solace. Together they’ll face whatever
comes next. And look, along the central corridor of the apartment, along one wall, is
a cluster of church pews, lined with books. Pews of all things. But then, Elsie is
holding the books: Isn’t this the title Mum got in a rage about? Elsie laughs, You know
the story Glory, don’t you? She’s still holding the paperbacks in the air, and Glory’s
face twists with an ironic smile.
Before this, when Glory gets the phone call to tell her that MotherJoy is having
throat surgery in Brisbane—Glory this might be really serious—Glory doesn’t hesitate,
she’s there in a flash on the plane, the very next morning, early too. There’s
something about the tone of her sister’s voice: Mum can’t speak, there’s something
wrong with her throat. She says she can’t swallow. There is something for Glory, too,
about being there with the others—she doesn’t want to miss out, whatever happens,
how bad it gets. This time, Glory thinks, this time I might not go home until the end,
this time MotherJoy might really be dying. Even so, her thinking hasn’t really caught
up with her heart, because she only packs enough clothes for a few days. What’s
more, she packs forgetting what Queensland is really like in February. Soon, she’ll
need to shop for crisp white shirts, for cotton skirts that are short to the knee. More
undies. It’s hot in this place so every little bit of clothing counts in weight against a
skin that prefers to be without. Even at seven in the morning as she strides up to the
hospital, with the sun on her face, bare arms, she’s thinking already about how to
cool off.
The three sisters will stand guard at the hospital, trying to keep abreast of the
various procedures, talk with the doctors to find out what’s happening, talk amongst
themselves, telephone the others. There’s such a lot of waiting around to do too.
Glory is distracted beyond measure.
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These are the practical considerations, but for Glory worlds collide. It is a collision,
right here, right now. A collision of the story she is in the middle of writing, about
Little Glory, clashing with the story she is in, in person, where she is up to now.
MotherJoy’s turn for the worse, if she listens to how other people describe it. There
will come a time in the next few days when she will even forget what it is that she is
writing, how it mattered once, very much. How strong she felt getting it down piece
by piece. How well it was going. She will forget to eat too. You have no choice under
these circumstances. If you don’t go, be by her side, you’ll regret it later. Dying and death is
never convenient.
So while she waits for her turn in the shower at the apartment, after midnight now
on the first evening, Glory opens the book Elsie has thrown on her bed. She wonders
if she might not find the strength soon to read Catcher too, for the first time. Will
being in the presence of her sisters give her strength? Would she be able to laugh at
the memories, like Elsie?
Publishing was so simple in the 1960s and 70s. The Catcher in the Rye was first
published in book form in 1951 (it was originally published as a serial), its design
unobtrusive, and it was inscribed by Salinger: “To my mother.” They say Catcher was
the most frequently banned book in schools between 1966 and 1975. MotherJoy
counted some seven hundred and eighty-five “instances of obscenity” in the book,
out of two hundred and twenty pages. These were the numbers she hurled at Richo,
over and over on air. He once challenged her to name them all. Of course she
couldn’t, or wouldn’t.
Glory dares herself to open the silver covers, pluck up the right kind of courage to
see what lies inside. She flicks through the pages with her fingers. Looks at the small
typeface on yellow pages, crammed full of text. She can feel Holden Caulfield’s voice
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all over her skin, his way of putting things, word for word, bite by bite. Oh dear, this
is more difficult than she ever thought.
Because what if MotherJoy is right and Glory is wrong?
What if Glory has made a terrible mistake?
Glory thinks: Will I betray myself with this Glory-story?
Suddenly, Glory shuts the book up, she feels cold, she doesn’t want to think about
this anymore. She feels stupid—a lump grinds away in her abdomen. What will she
say if one of her sisters asks her something about it? How can she admit to not
reading this book, for all these years? They don’t know what transpired. They don’t
know about Lisa. They don’t know about the school verandah. About the words on
her arms and legs in the toilet: Glory Whorey. How Glory really thought Lisa would
call out for everyone to stop, to leave her alone. Stand up for her friend. How very
silent the railway station bathroom was, how dark and damp. How alone Glory was
in the middle of the circle, singled out. How shame and betrayal line the black hole
of Glory’s heart, this compote of feeling, this exposure, wanting to hide and conceal.
Whose side are you on? Glory is still not sure how to answer her mother’s question.
She closes her lips, shuts her mouth tight around stale air, and curls what she
thinks she knows and this terrible collision of feelings, into a tight ball. There, there.
Tries to put Holden Caulfield out of her head where he’s lodged himself and his
particular phrasing and all. And waits. Tries to disassociate it all from her mixed-up
feelings about Lisa. Tries to imagine what she would have done if she were Lisa, if
they had swapped places (and this idea only occurs to her here, as she writes this
story). Lisa did, after all, invite her to the dance at Cloudlands, for her twenty-first.
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Glory also tries to put away the clatter of feelings she has about what it is she is
writing, while all the words that she has written so far clamour for position right
there in her mouth. Almost ready to spill out, so to speak. What have I done?
If Glory can just empty herself, just be in her body and let everything take its
place, she will be okay. There, there, as if rocking herself in comfort. If ever one of
her sisters asks about Catcher she’ll say she doesn’t read much and she’ll persuade
them to believe she has the habit of never finishing a book even when she picks one
up to read. Besides, there’s so much to do here, there’s no time to think. If anything
really serious comes out of MotherJoy’s surgery tomorrow, they’ll persuade the
others in the family to come. They’ll do everything to make it happen. Then imagine
the hullabaloo these six Solider sisters will make: being together again in the one
place, the first time for thirty-five years since Big Glory was Little Glory. Let this
narrative play itself out.
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Chapter Eighty

When she got home from Indooroopilly Station, Glory-story vomited between the
septic tank and the incinerator; this time her body knew what to do. Crunchy bits of
peanut paste came unstuck from between her teeth as if her teeth were actually
falling out. It hurt to swallow. It really did. A throb at the back of her throat and all
she could hear was MotherJoy’s voice in her temples with the lob-lob-lob of her own
heartbeat, a recitative: For we wrestle not against flesh and blood but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers of darkness of this world, against spiritual darkness in high
places.
She did it for MotherJoy, Glory reassured herself. Blessed are they which are
persecuted. Her mother would understand this, of all people.
After that came the diarrhoea and, as she sat on the toilet in the pink bathroom, for
a second or more she lost herself, fearful she was backsliding. Haven’t I accepted the
Lord as my own personal Saviour? Don’t I love going forwards for Jesus, singing
with the angels? But she didn’t feel right. Something inside Glory had come unstuck,
one of her internal organs perhaps, a pancreas or appendix, her stomach or intestine
or worse. She was exploding, inside out, all loose and down the toilet bowl.
And her stomach ached. Oh how she doubled up.
But the relief too, not holding back. Not that the Soliders ever talked about bodily
functions in this way, publicly. Only within the strict privacy of medical diagnoses.
She tried to scrub off the writing. She stood underneath a hot shower with a bottle
of methylated spirits, the acrid smell burning her nostrils, the writing going from
black to grey to red. She’d taken the tall bottle of meths from downstairs, from a shelf
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above the one that held the damp, rolled laundry. Onward had seen her but didn’t
ask her what she wanted it for. Glory had a line anyway about MotherJoy needing
the spirits to swish out the stainless steel in the kitchen sink. Glory was thinking
about swilling out her own mouth with the spirits too. That’s what MotherJoy would
insist she do. But she hesitated long enough to pick up a cake of soap instead to wash
in under her tongue with the suds. A great lather in and around her teeth. Ugh!
Afterwards, her breath smelt of Vintage Velvet.
With the temperature or the meths or the scrubbing, or all three, Glory’s skin came
out very pink, very sore, very hot. She took so long in the pink bathroom that Gracie
called out: Hurry up, I want my shower too, you know. And then MotherJoy shouted
into the keyhole: Don’t waste time Gloria. You know we have short showers around here,
not to indulge. Glory had to yell back to them both to get her voice above the slosh of
water, enunciate her words: I’m sorry. I’ve got my period. Which wasn’t true. But just
to make sure they believed her, she wrapped up a packet of new pads soaked in
warm water with torn newspaper and popped them into the red bucket. She was
careful with the wrapping, she folded and tucked the newspaper down either side,
pulling it tight, and squeezed the parcel in her closed fist to make dips and troughs.
She looked forward to lighting the lot of them to see the sparks fly, see little boats sail
heavenwards. Maybe this was another way to be saved, under the circumstances, an
added way, with each packet from the red plastic bucket symbolising a stone in her
heart, each stone a measure of a single sin. If she could float them up to the clouds in
cinders, she could count them out as they collected in the glow over Brisbane at
night, pebbles of pinpoint light, like the Little Girls did with the baby dolls rigged up
in the trees and hanging upside down in the frangipani—a little death for each little
sin.
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Maybe this was the way to stop herself exploding too. She didn’t want to tell
MotherJoy about her diarrhoea and vomiting. There’d be no end of fuss and
attention—MotherJoy came to life over a sickbed. (Sometimes Glory wondered if
MotherJoy made herself sick, to practise the touch of God on her own body. To near
herself to glory—the bound-for-glory glory.) If MotherJoy knew Glory was really
sick, she just might ask why, if something had happened.
Little Glory dressed up for tea that night, covered up her legs in a long drill cotton
wrap-around skirt in navy blues and slipped her arms into a long-sleeved shirt: the
one with yellow and white checks and baskets of appliquéd pineapples. Onward
said: You do look nice, eyebrows wriggling, I must say. He almost beamed. Terribly
grown up, Glory dear.
But Glory-dear didn’t feel anything. She was worried the words would peep
through the material, up through the white squares, leak out somewhere at the
seams. Even though she was sure she had scrubbed them off. That you would be able
to read the skin words—even through her clothes. That Holden Caulfield would
make his presence felt around the Solider tea-table—his voice superimposed over
hers. That he would introduce himself then and there, announce she had invited him
to tea. That MotherJoy would ask what had happened, what her daughter had
written on her body, then see it was rude. Don’t you know this is filth? That MotherJoy
would think it was deliberate too, that Glory herself had put the words together like
that, in an act of iniquity. That Glory was at the start of her rebellion, just as this antismut campaigner had predicted. See, I told you this literature is downright dangerous, the
work of the devil! And Onward would say, trying to save his daughter in this instance
(or that was what Glory might hope): Don’t you know ink like that on your skin is
poisonous? He’d lean towards the technical, if he said anything at all. And then
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MotherJoy would read a Bible chapter and pray at the table before doing anything
else, as a safeguard, as protection, for you never knew when God would call you to
account (you never knew when you were going to die, that was it—He could call us
to glory in the twinkling of an eye, asleep or awake). Even Holden Caulfield would
have to bow his head and close his eyes. Imagine that! Something in Glory couldn’t
wait to see this bit, almost wanting it now to happen as she was imagining it unfold,
to see his reaction, then to witness MotherJoy’s and Onward’s counter-reaction. Have
it all out, all this terrible muck. Later on, see it all written down too from Holden’s
point of view—for of course he’d write his side of the story. But what would he say?
What kind of words would he form all over the blank pages about them, the Soliders,
about Glory? She wanted to read whatever it was he said.
Or … perhaps not.
Glory sensed she was very, very close now to making a scene herself. Have it all
out Glorious Glory. How finely balanced her body was, there at the meal table,
eating spaghetti mince, thinking these things. She sucked up the long strands from
the plate to her mouth through pursed lips, sometimes slurping a single straw of
spaghetti between her teeth—the gaped ones at the front were especially good for
this kind of manoeuvre. Was it Holden who said, don’t look back, whispering like a
fan into her ears to make her internal organs wooshy with the purr of his breath?
Must Glory learn to live in a wild jabbering skin of a body? To have inhabiting her
skin, pressing up against the surface from the other side, an army of pinprick-sized
ants scurrying about, some on pogo sticks, having a bash at her expense. Must she
walk in the world like this?
So she teetered on a cliff with each mouthful, willing the minutes to tick by. For it
to be over, yes, for tea on this particular night to be done. One thing she knew for
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sure, that whatever happened next, her mother must not know what happened to her
daughter that day on the railway station. Still, Glory wanted to receive some blame
somewhere, for something, she wanted to be punished somehow even if it was in
small measure. To get into some sort of trouble. That would make everything else
easier to bear. She would feel guilty for something concrete, out in the open.
So that was why she started to eat untidily, spraying red sauce over the edge of
her plate onto the tablecloth and down the front of her shirt—hoping to goad her
mother into saying something. She wanted MotherJoy to lash out: Eat nicely now,
Glory-girl. To be told off for making too much noise at the tea-table with the slurping
and spittle. I don’t have to tell you twice, now do I? To be admonished. Which would
provide a distraction.
But MotherJoy didn’t take the bait. No amount of sipping and slurping and
sucking on Glory’s part made any difference. Not a ripple. Not a cross word about
untidy eating. Not a sound, not even a look. And it wasn’t replaced by silence either:
MotherJoy spent the duration of the meal chatting—chatting—about how she’d been
asked to play the organ the following Sunday in church, an old Hammond organ.
How the elders knew she was a piano player, how she said she’d do her best with
the double keyboards but couldn’t make promises about the foot pedals. Some of
them were bunged up, to use her words. Do you think God will mind? And she
hummed the first line of one of the hymns on the list: Beneath the cross of Jesus I fain
would take my stand.
Glory had to try really hard to stay afloat across the plastic tablecloth, still playing
with her food on the fork, swinging the spaghetti around like the Octopus ride at the
Ekka, the only ride at the show Glory went on and the one that made her vomit her
Chiko roll—the last Chiko roll she ever ate.
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Nothing. There was no reaction. Perhaps, Glory thought, this was what it was like
to suffer, the silence of the matter when nobody took any notice. No matter what you
did. Because they didn’t care. Perhaps this was what it was like to carry a cross, to
have something awful you couldn’t get rid of, etched into you forever. Something
with you always. And no one realising.
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Chapter Eighty-One

Glory had seen the same look on her mother’s countenance that she felt sure was
now printed all over her own face in spaghetti stripes. It was when MotherJoy cut up
books in her study. Glory sometimes squeezed through a small gap in the side of the
clay embankment in under the house, between the earth and the wall to watch her,
crept in under the louvres to crouch there. Not moving. To watch, wait, observe. This
was the way to see MotherJoy at work in her headquarters. Catch a glimpse of
something going on.
The louvres were always open, to let in fresh air—so Glory had to be extremely
clever with her quietness. MotherJoy loved to throw open the whole house whenever
she could, to get a breeze going through, she said, to let in the garden, the backyard,
the sounds of her ducks and chooks. Down here, the louvres let in a twang of
something damp too. The smell of clay the house was buried into. When she was
younger, this was the place Glory came to each afternoon to do wees. She was
busting every time. She had had to hold on all throughout the school day. And then
oh what sweet relief. Once MotherJoy’s room was built however, Glory suddenly
had to grow up and start to use the toilets at school, or very nearly bust herself
running home before getting to the pink bathroom upstairs. Even still, she couldn’t
help but associate the smell of wee with the smell of orange clay and vice versa.
Sometimes it was so comforting.
Like now.
So there she sat, almost comfy with her bottom on a ledge of the dirt, toes pressed
against the weatherboard wall, watching MotherJoy busy at work cutting up pages
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from books and sticking them onto sheets in a scrapbook. Her mother kept flicking
the pages of the various books over and back as though trying to decide, Glory
thought, which side to cut out, which lines to paste down. Such a familiar process. It
was a precision effort, the print so small, the words so bad, she had to peer at the
pages so that if you didn’t know her you’d think she was nearly blind and couldn’t
read. Such a lot of choice, especially with some books—Sons and Lovers, Summer of the
Seventeenth Doll, Naked Lunch, Junky. MotherJoy was mumbling to herself,
incoherently. It must have been about what she was reading, the content of these
pages, because there was an exultation of colour from the line of her jaw rising up
across her cheeks. A blushing of her face like wild fire. Being caught out even though
she thought she was alone, MotherJoy not knowing there was someone watching.
This peaky look, a private thing, a kind of reckoning of self with self.
What would MotherJoy say, if she knew Glory was watching?
Did she read these books because she wanted to?
Here, MotherJoy was all concentration, kneeling in the middle of the room and
surrounded by different books, oodles of them, all over the seagrass matting. At first
it looked like she was praying. But there wasn’t the usual stillness with the posture,
nor toast and marmalade to make it normal. This was all fluster, multiple sighs.
MotherJoy couldn’t get it right whatever it was she was trying to do. The job
overwhelmed her. She must have made mistakes too because she tried at one point
to pull up something she’d pasted down. She was too late or too slow, because the
print tore and then MotherJoy had to lick her fingers to help stick it back together
again, reverse her action so to speak, smooth flat the curl at the edge of the paper.
All this looked more difficult than any cutting and pasting Glory ever did when
she sat in the middle of her blue chenille bedspread. Glory collected words for
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relaxation and amplification, to discover things, whereas MotherJoy was the
opposite. She was doing this now with such urgency, such impatience, in the same
kind of frenzy as when she hammered the death list to the front door of their house.
Did MotherJoy’s salvation depend on always getting the jigsaw puzzle right? This bit
too? A reckoning in her scrapbook, page by page.
Inexplicably, at this point, Glory wondered whatever happened to her red rickrack
skirt, the one she wore the day that she helped MotherJoy nail up the death list, the
skirt she really loved too. Was she reminded because of the way MotherJoy’s own
skirt was riding now up over her thighs? Her mother was concentrating so hard, she
didn’t notice. That was how Glory really knew this all was very, very serious—
MotherJoy never didn’t notice things like bare skin. How bare were her legs too, those
folded knees without stockings, like great big fat sausages from the freezer before
they were barbequed by Onward, flaring white. Oh, and look, the top of her fleshcoloured girdle, the bulge of flesh where the elastic cut in.
Glory folded her own skirt down over her knees, closed the gap in the wraparound to make sure no skin showed. It reminded her of her big sisters at the teatable pulling down their skirts, altogether now, on cue. That dress is disgusting. Funny
how memory jumped about like firecrackers. It makes Big Glory wonder as she
writes this, whatever happened to that long floral skirt and those appliquéd
pineapples? Was the outfit made into a set of patchwork cushions, something
MotherJoy did with old clothes? And why wasn’t MotherJoy pulling down her own
skirt? If it were someone else, she wouldn’t hesitate saying it was quite indecent.
So what of all these books? MotherJoy and her indecent literature? The floor of the
room was covered in them, a frothing sea. Copies and copies, perhaps even whole
class sets, for some looked exactly the same. At a glance it appeared like MotherJoy
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could be drowning in them all, the books lapping at those folded knees, at her round
bottom, the flare and bulge of all that white skin. Pages flapping open. Rising up
around her torso. And what was that? A great rustling of talk, of story. The words
themselves were coming alive. This was their chance, they said to each other. This
was the opportunity they were waiting for. To get out of there. And look, they had a
witness too, watching through the window. If they could only make her believe what
they were saying, that these pages harboured truths of all sorts. It was all about how
you read them.
But Glory didn’t know this then.
Little Glory was thinking about how she could rescue her mother, so very nearly
calling out to her through the louvres: Careful Mum, remember I’m a good swimmer. She
was wondering, how likely was it that MotherJoy might be arrested for having
pornography in her possession, for owning all these? Richo said as much, that this
was on the cards. So did the St Aidan’s girls, with the help of a bark from Miss
Keynote. The school knew something was afoot. You didn’t collect multiple copies of
books for nothing. You didn’t know chapter and verse off by heart. Something
wasn’t right.
For wasn’t there talk of the police being suspicious of the anti-smut campaigners
“harbouring pornography”? Making arrests. Queensland was a tough state to live in
if you were on the wrong side of the law. Some declared it was a police state. You
could be put in gaol for a lot less. Imagine the police then, in their blue uniforms,
marching up the front steps and in through the front door. Imagine MotherJoy in a
clink of handcuffs. Dogs barking. And the hiss of neighbours. Imagine visiting her
behind bars. Imagine what Lisa might say—she’d say that f-word for sure, and then
laugh. How could MotherJoy be saved from this, Glory wanted to know? Perhaps
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this was why Glory was watching over her now, she was there for a reason, a
valuable witness. She would find a way to help.
For it looked like MotherJoy was going under, it looked like she was definitely in
pain, short of breath. It wasn’t the same at all as nailing up the death list. Then,
MotherJoy was in control, determined, eyes fixed on the jewels in her crown. Now,
Glory saw something else altogether. And this thrumming sound in the voice coming
up out of her mother’s body, the voice like an animal’s—it hurt to listen. What was
MotherJoy saying, Glory wanted to know? What was she trying to tell her daughter?
With all this evidence too. With actual books all around her. All the so-called dirty
ones that everybody knew about. MotherJoy wasn’t making any attempt to hide any
of them. If she could just try harder, Glory thought, cut them up quickly into tiny
little pieces to make confetti rather than reading whole passages for sense. To scatter
them quickly as compost.
But MotherJoy didn’t have her arm up in the air, signalling to be saved. She didn’t
even know her daughter was standing guard with flags jostling. MotherJoy had a job
to complete. She was all urgent concentration. With scissors going clip-yer-clip-yer
quite haywire now. She was lost in her own world—MotherJoy and her books. The
weight of responsibility was dragging this guardian of morals under the surface, but
she pressed on regardless of possible consequences.
Then: will you look at her face—it looked real, if that didn’t sound too stupid—
and Glory had never learned her lifesaving medals with real bodies or real
drownings. An alone look, as though MotherJoy suddenly was missing everybody,
missing the push and pull of it and now floating, drifting, unanchored. In fact,
flailing about if the truth be told. Glory could smell it, smell her mother’s suffering,
there in that small room—a smell of confusion, mixed with the smell of earth, and
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with those long-ago trickles of orange clay urine too that Glory suddenly felt
ashamed about all over again. All with the drop of tears—real water now—for they
were crying together, mother and daughter.
So what had happened? Why was MotherJoy so afraid? Had she witnessed
something herself just like Glory was witnessing something here underneath the
house in St Lucia? Was MotherJoy, like Lot’s wife, turning into salt for having
looked? Her humanness escaping, revealing itself. The assuredness she once
mustered, wholeheartedly, breaking up into unsheltered uncertainty.
Glory wiped her face and her tears on her skirt, wishing she’d never squeezed
along the wall. What made her spy on her mother in this way? What should she do
now with what she’d just seen?
She quickly backed away, upstairs. Sneaked around the front, slipped up the
concrete stairs fast, two at a time, crept across the verandah. No one must see her.
She washed her face in the pink bathroom, patted the cats on her bed, played with
the dolls—sat them upright against the wall, in a row—and thought about the tastes
she would give them for tea, she could nearly almost smell the meat and boiling
potatoes. Pineapple too.
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Chapter Eighty-Two

The prognosis isn’t good. MotherJoy has cancer, an anaplastic cancer at that, the
most malignant of all kinds, the most aggressive. The surgeon cuts away what he can
of the thyroid cancer from around MotherJoy’s oesophageus and trachea to let her
breathe more comfortably, but nothing else can be done. There is talk that she might
have to have a tracheotomy but the surgeon wants to avoid this because of the
chance that the cancer could grow up into the tube at her throat—outside her body.
For this is really it, it won’t be long. The Solider girls know this now for certain.
MotherJoy knows it, too; she says she’s waiting for her tiger, as she calls the cancer,
to strangle her. She doesn’t want any intervention. As usual, she makes her
intentions very clear. No resuscitation. No gastro-nasal tubes. Only a little oxygen
and a morphine driver. And Glory imagines MotherJoy with wings, growing large
and sturdy either side of her heart, white wings for sure. She imagines MotherJoy
literally flying to heaven.
The surgery goes well, and as she recovers in the intensive care unit and before
she breathes again unassisted in the palliative ward, MotherJoy writes across a page
in red ink, in wobbly but readable handwriting: “Praise the Lord.” But she’s all
ready; her funeral plans are in place; she has arranged everything from the choice of
hymns and Bible readings, to the colour of the roses the Solider girls must purchase
to make a cross-shaped wreath to lie on the white coffin. MotherJoy is bound for
glory, without question, nipped and tucked into her chariot.
Don’t forget to look after Onward now, will you?
We won’t, the girls promise.
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Chapter Eighty-Three

Glory smelt it first. A presentiment.
Little Glory smelt it and the smell was terrible. It wasn’t the normal smell of an
ordinary bonfire out the back under the mango tree, that almost sweet, burning,
sappy smell of order and wellbeing, of tidiness—a Saturday clean-up-in-the-garden
kind of smell. Or the comfort smell of an open fire in the drawing room. No. This
was something else, more like the smell of a house burning. It was a smell of that
kind of magnitude. Even bigger. More the smell of trees, of wood, of paper, of
carbon. A whole papermill burning. En masse. Not that Glory had ever seen or smelt
such a thing, but if she did—and after today she hoped she never would—she knew
this was what it would be like. It sucked you in.
And such heat.
Glory smelt it first, but didn’t know what it was. What was MotherJoy up to, what
was she doing? There was something horrific about it, a smell of panic and
determination, a smell to do with size. What was the fuel, where did it come from?
Could you smell size?
Then Glory saw MotherJoy, it was her all right, who else? She was down behind
the bougainvillea and next to the great mango tree. In fact just at the moment that
Glory saw her, MotherJoy leaned against the rough trunk of the mango, but it was as
though the mango leaned into her. If Glory was in the kitchen looking down on the
kerfuffle she wouldn’t have seen MotherJoy at work, the garden was so bushy. But
she’d come into the garden, straight from school, wondering what was going on. To
discover what the smell was about. All of St Lucia must have been able to smell it
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too, for sure. All of Brisbane. Queensland. And there she was. Her mother.
MotherJoy. Flapping in the breeze.
Flapping this smell.
MotherJoy was awash in her nightie, the fabric all breezy about her bare arms,
against her bare legs. MotherJoy was in her nightie even though it was late in the
afternoon, with her favourite housecoat over the top, the one with red buttons in a
line down the front and red ribbon threaded around the yoke front and back with a
bow, the one she kept on a metal hook behind the bedroom door for special times,
the fancy one she slipped into on Sundays. She had her slippers on her feet, and she
was stamping like a small child, left foot then right, on and on, in a crackling rhythm
on the ground, almost a music, as she hurled book after book into the fire, the
bougainvillea’s magenta flowers like a sea of swirling flames above the real fire.
For that’s what she was burning. The books.
When Glory realised what was happening she wanted to call out: Stop! This isn’t
right. Surely burning books was a sin. Hadn’t she been joking all this time, with her
talk of burning a book a day? You could ban books but you didn’t have to burn
them. How many days were in the fire already? Perhaps MotherJoy really did
believe those stories that she might get arrested for owning books such as these, that
she would go to gaol? Was her mother afraid?
Glory wanted dearly to yell out, but she couldn’t find a single word coming up
her throat the right way. Instead she found herself running towards her mother,
running, wishing to help.
MotherJoy turned with a start, hearing somebody behind her, the crackle under
foot perhaps that was different to the crackle of the fire. Glory had frightened her.
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Glory had come up so close unnoticed, she could almost reach out and touch her
mother’s shoulder. Because of the noise of the fire and MotherJoy’s deep
concentration, because too, Glory didn’t want to find out what was going on, not
really, being in two minds about wanting to know the truth of MotherJoy’s action,
Glory was very nearly upon MotherJoy before MotherJoy knew her daughter was
there. Then her mother turned. Just as Glory had decided to slip away, turn back. To
disappear, not see any of this. For MotherJoy never to know she’d spotted her.
It was too late. It had been like a game of chess, to checkmate in slow motion—
who would turn first? When MotherJoy swung around to see who it was, Glory was
startled by her expression. Tattooed blue into her mother’s facial skin. What really
was at stake?
Glory had never seen a look like it before. The only way she could explain it to
herself, as she tried later, was that MotherJoy had the fear of God, there, present in
her face, in her eyes. A celestial fear given earthly body. Now seen at close range. No
wonder everything seemed overlarge, exaggerated too, portentous. As if the licking
tongues of flame from the bonfire had jumped out from where they were and into
her mother’s bodily form, to wriggle beneath her very transparent skin, to flicker like
a million eyes.
This was what it was all about, Glory knew then, what everything was about, all
she had learned to that point about God and hell and damnation. It made sense:
there was a line in the sand after all and you had to make sure you were on the right
side. If not—and this was the terrible news embedded in the smell and in the heat
and also in the peculiar shape of her mother’s body set against a library of books—if
not, the flames would get you, lick you alive, everywhere, forever, amen. MotherJoy
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was making a choice. A choice to rid herself of these chapters. To make herself clean.
Cleanse herself with fire.
Not that there was any joy that afternoon for MotherJoy, there was no happiness
about being on the right side, making a stand for Jesus. About being born again.
Renewed. No visible pleasure at doing the right thing—no. What Glory saw in her
mother’s eyes was a terrible terror, the fear of being too late, of being found wanting,
but also a panic about the possibility of getting it wrong, dreadfully wrong. The fear
of being swallowed—whole.
Of hell, no less.
This must have been what Glory could smell earlier: this smell of fear, the flame of
wrongdoing. A smell of burning skin and hair. We’re all a kiss away from hell Gloria. To
look at her mother’s mouth, it hurt, terribly. And where was her tongue? Had it
become her only nourishment?
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Chapter Eighty-Four

Bang, bang went the books into the fire.
If only the Solider family were Pentecostal, Glory thought, then they could call on
the loving Holy Spirit to take care of them at this juncture, to move in its mysterious
ways; or they could speak in tongues, be transformed and transported into heavenly
certainties. Pentecostals knew joy. They sang hymns and choruses with exuberance,
didn’t they? Their faith and Christian practice lifted hearts to soar into lofty places.
Or so it appeared to Glory.
Some of MotherJoy’s anti-smut STOP and CARE little helpers were Pentecostals,
and Glory could see the word j–o–y written all over their faces, as they hummed
comforting snatches of song to each other: What a friend we have in Jesus / We sing of
joy, joy, joy / My cup overfloweth with His love.
Why couldn’t MotherJoy be like them? With their lightness of touch. Simplicity.
It seemed there was nothing for it but to help MotherJoy throw books onto the
fire. Glory did it with rocks in all the chambers of her heart. She bent and picked up
book after book from the boxes at her feet, blood heavy, and hurled the pages and
covers into the flames—burned all trace. She drowned out the noise of the fire by
clicking her tongue on the inside of her mouth. Tick, tick—click, click, click. To make it
raucous in her head. Click, click, click went her tongue. On and on in circles. She tried
to smother the echo of burning, forte in her ear. The fire took all the oxygen. Sweat
dripped from all the usual places: down the back of her neck, behind the bottom of
her ears, behind her knees, between her small breasts. And from secret places. From
between her legs, where her bottom kissed the top of the back of her thighs. It was
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such hot work. Glory felt as though she was melting away, praying to Jesus all the
while to make things right, to notice.
To anyone looking at the young-Glory-girl from over the fence, it would have
looked like she was doing it as on film, slowed right down now, frame by frame.
There, into the fire, went multiple copies of all the titles of all the books MotherJoy
had been troubled about: D. H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover, Harper Lee’s To
Kill a Mockingbird, William Golding’s Lord of the Flies. These were the ones Glory
definitely knew about. These books and their titles and “wicked” authors fell from
out of her mother’s mouth with ease. Glory could have recited them perfectly as they
flew into the flames. Then there were others too, the ones she hadn’t heard of yet,
books she didn’t know existed let alone what they might contribute to the world.
There was Donald Horne’s Lucky Country, Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World,
Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness, Dylan Thomas’ Under Milkwood, Steinbeck’s
The Grapes of Wrath, Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar and Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway.
Bang, bang, bang went the books. Yes, yes, yes went Glory in her head, nearly
audible too with her lips. Click, click, click went her tongue. Bleat, bleat, bleat her
temples.
Glory willed herself on with this chanting. The impulse to help MotherJoy to rid
herself of the evidence was far greater than any fear of being found out as a book
burner, no matter what the consequences of that possibility. No matter what Sister
Elisabeth might have to say about the sacrilege Glory and her mother were party to,
burning what Sister called “masterpieces.” No matter if the police caught them at it
together. No matter if they went to gaol. Made history.
Glory took her lead straight from MotherJoy.
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To help them burn, mother and daughter now tore at the books and the pages and
the covers in unison. They made such a mess. Cardboard covers got mangled. Pages
fluttered everywhere. Paper flew about like birds circling the lights of a city. The fire
ate everything they fed it, unceasingly hungry. All those chapters upon chapters, all
those hundreds and thousands and millions of words, gobbled up. Even though it
filled Glory with a kind of horror, and was something the birds in the chookyard
honked and quacked about in protest—there was something irresistible about it too.
For what she loved was this: the way the paper glowed yellow then orange then red
and black. The fire was like a giant mouth gobbling up the paper, the flame in its
mouth like red chillies. How the books seemed to leap about too. The jibber-jabber of
burning paper and words. How the cinders flew upwards to heaven, delicate, each
cinder a minature boat sailing away. Twirling and swirling in the uplift. From past
experience, she always thought—nay, believed—that fire put things right. A gab, a
cackle. A multiplying factor. How quick the transformation too. Frictionless delivery.
Glory immersed herself in being there. She couldn’t help it. A self baptism if you
like, not the deep baptismal waters in which she witnessed her sisters splash about in
church with the minister, but immersion into the belly of her mother’s way in the
world, MotherJoy’s thinking. Such was the pull of change, of the old becoming new,
of transmutation. And in the process of the fire doing what it did best to the books,
Glory was being transfigured herself. From now on, from this day forth, things
wouldn’t be the same. Her thumping heart was in an elegant dive, not down to the
front altar this time, rather upwards in a reverse tuck, an exponential curve to lick
the underbelly of the clouds, “glorywards,” even higher.
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Chapter Eighty-Five

Glory wondered about the writers who had written these books, all the publishers
too. Did they sense what was going on that afternoon? Did they feel this thing
happening in their marrow even though they were far away, like mothers having
premonitions of their children’s fate? Did they feel their tongues swell in their own
mouths with heat, with prescience? How would these authors react—their thoughts,
their ideas, their imaginings—being burned here in the Sunshine State, destroyed?
There had been a discussion about the burning of books just that term in class, in
history, stories of Hitler torching books in Germany in the 1930s, stories of purges in
villages with books written in the Arabic script during Joseph Stalin’s reign of the
Soviet Union. About the Italian Savonarola, who burnt books during the
Renaissance, who was then excommunicated and executed. And then how it
happened too in China, as part of the Cultural Revolution. Like murdering children,
Sister Elisabeth said. This terrible feeling of despair, she added. None of the girls
made idle chatter in her history classes. A needless destruction, fuelled by hate, by fear.
She was quite categorical and Glory felt the shame of it, recalled the collective silence
of the girls, how it threatened them all when Sister Elisabeth asked: What would make
someone do this? Her voice wasn’t angry, she just wanted to know. But the coldness
suddenly, of Glory’s skin, Glory wishing it wasn’t so. Thankfully Sister didn’t look
her way. Perhaps this was the kindest of all gestures.
Did all good book lovers double up in convulsion? Would they intervene if they
knew the truth? And, if they had the courage to intercede on behalf of these authors
or their characters, as Sister Elisabeth clearly wanted to do, would they be able to do
it in the actual presence of MotherJoy, this colossus in full flight? Could they stop
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her? What kind of intervention would it take? A mighty one, Glory reckoned,
beyond anything she could imagine.
Don’t even think about it, MotherJoy said in a coarse whisper at one point.
These two Soliders were unstoppable, that afternoon. As the sun sank to the west
in the tropical Queensland sky, the bougainvillea aflame with its flowers and the
crackle of fire forming a halo of colour above the two of them, and with that smell of
something untoward and subterraneous leaking across the suburb and in a wash
over Brisbane on the rising back of a slow, evening, sea breeze, it was as if their
hands were flame, fingers and palms doing the burning. They had to finish what
they had started. Urgently. It wouldn’t be over until it was done.
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Chapter Eighty-Six

The Soliders raced against time, or at least Glory did. She was rushing back and forth
from box to flame so that paper and books sloshed everywhere, so that sometimes
she had to scramble over the couch grass on her hands and knees to pick up the
orphans and widows, the fallen strays. She lost all feeling in her legs. She tumbled.
Her lungs puffed like swollen balloons. She began to make little huffing sounds with
the back of her throat. What if the press got a whiff of this? What if the journalists at
the Courier Mail smelt it on the breeze, were able to sniff out a good story? Smelt the
size of it like she did? What then? And what a story too under their nose. Book
burning was a thing of the past, wasn’t it? Surely not here. Not in sleepy Queensland,
Australia, the Sunshine State.
So many books too. It was some task. The job went on forever. Bang, bang, bang.
Where had they all come from? No wonder MotherJoy had very nearly drowned.
The army of Solider campaigners MotherJoy drew to herself and organised—her
“Faithfuls” she might have called them—must have been collecting books forever.
They trusted her. So where were they now? Where were MotherJoy’s foot soldiers—
to help rid the world of obscenity, depravity, the Devil? Why weren’t they doing
their bit for God? Demonstrating allegiance?
Glory was glad they weren’t here with them in her backyard, and their jabbering
chorus; glad she was alone with her mother—in a raucous tune on their own. The
presence of MotherJoy’s Faithfuls would have shifted the intimacy of the moment,
made light of its seriousness. This was no joking matter. What’s more, their presence
would have insisted Glory look on from the outside—determined that Glory saw
things from their point of view—rather than the other way around. Until now, Glory
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had never realised the strength of this feeling in herself—the inside-out feeling. Its
keenness. The hem and haw. As though MotherJoy had lodged herself now in her
daughter—this was the only way Glory could explain it to herself—as though Glory
was now actually harbouring her mother, her mother’s body swallowed within her
own. The two bodies were swollen together, with Glory’s outside skin stretched ohso thin to encompass them both, very nearly to tear, to bursting. So that if someone
were to interrupt, were to puncture her skin with a question about what was going
on—what’s all this? Glory would answer with her mother’s voice. She would utter
things as though one flesh.
These thoughts made her suddenly cry. Her whole face wet with tears, sweat all
over too. She was so glad they were alone. And they were sweating too from the heat
of the fire and their exertion; you could see this. Faces red. Glory could see the
wetness on MotherJoy’s forehead and down her temples, drips off her chin. Could
feel it all over her own body. Even her feet felt sweaty, slipping and sliding in the
Robin lace-ups, her socks quite soaked.
This experience was changing her into somebody she didn’t recognise. The girl
she thought she was, was dissolving away. What bones and muscle she thought she
possessed only a few minutes before to stand herself up with and be strong, a double
lining of body too with the two Soliders stitched together and merged as one in a
very private backyard affair, was now melting with such ferocious heat, such soaring
temperature. Very soon these two bodies might actually change state, combust, melt,
evaporate, change from solid to liquid to gas.
Thud, thud, thud. Yes, yes—yes!
Then it was over. All the books gone.
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Glory slumped hard to the ground, threw off her shoes and socks, crouched there
on her haunches rocking back and forth in a squat, all spent. Her throat was sore as
though she had been shouting at the top of her voice all afternoon. She made sobbing
noises with her chest, dry intakes of breath, her lungs hungry for fresh oxygen. She
wiped the tears on her face either side with the palm of her hand.
Had MotherJoy read all these books? Glory once heard her mother tell Richo: You
don’t have to read them to know they’re filth. But surely they couldn’t be all bad—wasn’t
that what Sister Elisabeth had once said to her? Read them Glory, Sister had insisted.
Read them for yourself Glory. Don’t be afraid. These books are full of marvellous things, they
tell us about ourselves. They are who we are. Whenever Sister Elisabeth said anything,
her voice illuminated the words she spoke, so that it was as though her breath was
the tip of a brushed pen. On this occasion, her voice wrote the letters and words in
the air in gold leaf so that they shone and sparkled. The sound of them lit up the sky
so that Glory very nearly believed her. She imagined the soft gold against her teeth,
gilding her throat.
Still she hesitated.
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Chapter Eighty-Seven

This fire changed things. Irrevocably.
MotherJoy seemed a different person, transformed with this experience into a
body Glory very nearly didn’t know anymore, couldn’t recognise. Glory’s mother
didn’t look herself—was this even possible? Wouldn’t Glory always know who her
mother was? Wouldn’t MotherJoy always be familiar—wasn’t that the thing about
blood relations—you know who belongs?
Back and forth Glory had gone, and now with the thud and shudder slowed to a
muscle twitch, Glory listened to MotherJoy moan with the last few books, a dark
velvet ribbon of sound plaiting itself with the upwards hiss of spit and smoke, the
paper cinders floating skywards on the breeze like embroidered feathers. Light as air.
It was a deeper guttural noise than before from MotherJoy, as though from out of
the ground itself buried beneath their feet. And yet, and yet, sounding more familiar
and the way Glory knew her mother could sound, if heard before but in snatches.
Somehow Little Glory was mightily relieved. This was real. This was now. This was
solid and of the earth and something Glory could feel between her toes. This was dirt
under her fingernails as she scratched the ground where she sat. This was Glory
really helping her mother right this minute, because she couldn’t bear to think of her
mother being out here in the yard, doing this task on her own, alone. Was this how it
was with death, when dying (the big death, not a little death), the passing-intoanother-life kind of death? Nothing like the swing of frangipani above the septic,
where it was all play. Nothing like the stuff of story, how you could turn a page,
truss a story up, run in for tea when the gong sounded: eat up.
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We’re all going to die, Glory thought, watching MotherJoy swing her weight with
the toss of the last set of pages, that capital-D death too—my mother will die. And how
things do change because now, now Glory found herself promising to be there even
though it was a ridiculously long way off—I’ll help fluff up her pillows when she’s sick.
She says I’m rather good at that.
MotherJoy plonked herself down on the ground beside Glory, let out a fat sigh
with the flap of her nightie and housecoat, clapped her hands three times and held
them clasped in front of her, in a gesture of prayer. Ah, this was better, Glory
thought, this was the mother she recognised, instantly. The world righted itself and
everything seemed normal again—wondrously so. Glory wriggled close and wedged
herself into MotherJoy’s side, took an arm and wrapped it about herself, laid her
head on her mother’s lap. She could fall asleep like that, as she sometimes had when
she was very small, in church. MotherJoy could carry on praying and singing for
however long she liked.
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Chapter Eighty-Eight

When Glory first comes into the palliative care room, she watches from afar, she can’t
move in close. MotherJoy is so small lying there, in the middle of the hospital bed in
the middle of a big room, asleep. This, the Queen’s Suite. Two sisters are already
there. Besides, there’s so much bustle and flair already, with people carrying in paper
bags full of clothes and personal belongings, things to sort into cupboards and
bedside drawers, putting everything away. There are so many practical, little things
to attend to when waiting for someone to die. A froth of busyness.
Her mother is facing the other way, curled towards the daylight of the window,
and all Glory can do is stare at MotherJoy’s back. Listen to her mother’s breathing.
Is her breathing okay? Glory asks no one in particular. It’s so shallow.
MotherJoy looks like a baby. Unrecognisable.
She’s sleeping, she’ll sleep a lot I think, Ruthy says.
What happens at night?
The nurse said we can sleep here, keep vigil.
What—really? Glory asks. Can we really sleep in here overnight?
Yes we can. Do you want to?
Yes, I might do. Yes, please, Glory surprises herself with her answer.
Let’s take turns, do it in pairs, keep watch. Do it with me Glory, tonight.
So that’s how it comes about that Elsie goes back to sleep at the apartment, and
Glory and Ruthy stay on that first night, the night she very nearly drowns because
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she can’t breathe, the night the nurses dish up the morphine. But not before Glory
witnesses the terrible scramble up an imaginary cliff because although the air is all
around MotherJoy she can’t slice it down her throat into her lungs. It’s as though she
already has a foot on the stairs to heaven, but she never conceived it would be this
tough, didn’t think she would have to climb up, swallowing knives. The sound is
agony. It hauls Glory in from being glued to the other side of the room where she has
continued to hide in the dark, pulls her from the faraway back wall to slap against
the frame of the bed. Be close. Body very nearly next to body. Skin to touch skin.
Hold hands.
It’s a turning point.
Glory is on her own in the room because Ruthy has torn out into the corridor and
run down the ward to get a nurse, quickly, it’s an emergency, and Glory grips
MotherJoy’s hand, rubs her back, smooths the length of her mother’s arms in long
strokes, cradles her, and talks softly and encouragingly in one, long, continuous
sentence. You’re doing fine you’ll be okay they’ll be here soon with something to help the
pain I’m not going anywhere I’m with you you’ll be okay I won’t leave you you’ll be okay I’ll
stay with you you’re doing fine you’ll be okay I won’t leave you I won’t go I’m here with you
we’re here together I am not going anywhere.
Words fumble in a fog, all jagged and cut up with scissors, but at least Glory finds
something to say as her mother struggles to breathe. The seconds drag and what
must only be ten minutes or so stretches in every direction to the horizon. Glory
stops breathing—she’s good at holding her breath under water—but she’s not
thinking about that. Her whole body leans her mother’s way because she aches for
the suffering before her.
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The comfort words puncture the room but the jabbering doesn’t get close to
stilling the panic—I’ll stay with you you’re doing fine you’ll be okay I won’t leave you I
won’t go—at least though it is a way of doing something, of reaching out towards
MotherJoy. This is an involuntary muscle at work. Glory has no choice. Thankfully,
each syllable pumps up a cushion of softness to press against. The fog clears just
enough for Glory to see where the shape of her mother’s body is, to make contact,
hold fast. She won’t let go. Glory feels sure MotherJoy can hear her, if not Glory
herself in particular, at least feel the presence of another body because ever so slowly
the spaces between her mother’s gasps for air lengthen, from staccato to andante to
larghetto, so that on the downwards side of the breath, on the breathing out bit,
Glory feels her mother’s body heavy into her stomach as though to rest, albeit
awkwardly. A small miracle, whether of the airways loosening their paralysing grip,
or, of MotherJoy finding strength in human touch, Glory can’t say. But afterwards,
just before MotherJoy slips into sleep again, the only thing to do after such terrible
exertion, and now without pain thanks to the syrup of morphine running sweet
through her veins, she turns to Glory, grabs her hand, holds it tight so that their rings
click, metal against metal, and says in a little voice: You’ll stay with me won’t you, you
give me strength, you’re strong you know.
Glory holds on while her hand turns to numbness, pins and needles.
Glory keeps watch all night long, to make sure she’s present if MotherJoy has
another turn. She can’t sleep. She listens to her mother breathing. The next time it
happens, the vigil sisters will be ready, and they remind each other in whispers in
the dark how they know how to call a nurse with the buzzer, they’ve had lessons. It
lies down the pillow within easy reach, the red knob at the end soft to press, once
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you know what to do. But what a lot there is to learn in palliative care. Glory hopes
some aspects become more automatic.
To stay awake Glory writes by the light of the faint night lamp in the little
notebook she takes with her everywhere, fills the white space with black lettering.
This book is black with an elastic bookmark to hold it together, with the word
BLANK written in gold in the cover. She uses a broad-tipped black pen so that she
can read the words as they form in the jaundiced light. She perches on the steadiest
and quietest chair she can find, as close as possible to the bed. To not miss a beat. She
can look down on MotherJoy’s sleeping body this way, right there beside her. She
listens to her mother breathe, counts the number of breaths as she imagines the
minutes passing (there are no clocks on this ward)—up to twenty-three breaths in,
and twenty-three breaths out. Watches MotherJoy’s top lip quiver like a puffer fish
(they swear it’s the morphine). Breathes along with the rise and fall of her mother’s
chest, the shape of MotherJoy’s ribcage now accentuated like a full moon around her
lungs and her heart. These organs are working hard, harder than they ever have had
to do in her eight decades. Yet how hard it is to die, to stop breathing. Watching in
this way, the night of this emergency and MotherJoy unaware of her daughter’s
presence, reminds Glory of watching her mother eat midnight feasts in the kitchen,
cumquat toast—when MotherJoy did have all the time in the world—as if tonight,
too, she might just still have it in her, to stop the forward motion of time. Is there
something she wants to say in the morning?
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Chapter Eighty-Nine

At daybreak, when she opens her eyes, MotherJoy stares at Glory leaning against the
sun-white window. Do you think I could have scrambled eggs for breakfast? She smiles in
a watery extension of the mouth side to side and up a little for Glory to know it is
indeed a smile: Glory figures she can read it too in the eyes. MotherJoy crawls her
fingers across the sheets to reach out to touch her daughter. She holds Glory tight,
hand in hand—does she remember the night before? Volunteers: You look nice in that
jumper. She fiddles with the toggles of her cardigan now on Glory. It suits you. She
adds: You really are very strong you know. She squeezes out the word strong, floats back
to sleep again, to another shore but not too far away, so that the end of the sentence,
the “you know” bit, comes out an octave lower.
Overnight the Solider girls have taken turns to wear MotherJoy’s thick cardigan to
keep themselves warm on their watch. It’s the jumper from Vinnies, the one
MotherJoy cut up especially in preparation for her quadruple bypass at the Prince
Charles more than two years before. The one full of different colours, now split up
the front, the raw edges bound with black satin ribbon, with black toggles as buttons,
and a soft black crocheted collar to comfort the neck. All MotherJoy’s handiwork.
Her “hospital jumper” she calls it now. She loves it. And here it is again being put to
good use, making another appearance for another hospital stay. Still it smells funny.
MotherJoy says at one point: This is the last time I’ll use this creation, isn’t it?
During the day MotherJoy is cold by turns and asks for the cardigan to be put
around her shoulders even though the nurses bring a pile of lovely patchwork
blankets and quilts donated by a band of volunteers, who are good at making cups of
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tea too. The daughters oblige their mother, come close, sometimes put their arms
around her, to warm her up. They grow adept with the little ministrations of love.
They hover around her bed like invisible, make-believe kisses. Step really very close.
Take it in turns to sit on the bed, on the armchair, to stand. Take it in turns to fluff up
her pillows, bring her jugs of ice, clean nighties, boiled lemon sweets to suck on.
Glory cuts up her meals into tiny bite sizes, feeds her spoonfuls of scrambled egg (the
nurses say she can have anything she wants), and adjusts the oxygen tube snuffling
into her nose. MotherJoy naps on and off, comforted by little things or so it appears,
sleeps among the cushions, nestled in her knitted rainbow.
Glory wears it too whenever it’s free, even though she keeps wondering who wore
it before this, who might have thrown it out for charity the first time, and who will
wear it next. She pulls the cardigan tight around her as a way to pull MotherJoy into
her breast, hold fast. She’s getting closer now, purl stitch by purl stitch. Not that
Glory can openly kiss MotherJoy—not yet, she tells herself, not just yet—not even a
peck on the cheek to say hello or goodbye. It’s not that she doesn’t want to—her
desire nearly peels her organs apart. But she needs more time, even though time is
running out. She wants to dissolve the wedge between them, this resistance, this
thing that lies between her body and her mother’s.
Once, when Glory is alone in the room with MotherJoy sleeping, the others gone
out to have a bite of lunch, she opens the locker drawer beside the bed to look at
what her mother has hidden there, what treasures. She wants to imagine there might
be something, a clue as to how to proceed, what to do next. Glory feels a little
sneaky, knowing it’s premature, even though this kind of clearing up must happen
very soon—for before long MotherJoy is going to die. And then all her belongings
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will need to be sorted and disposed of by Glory and her sisters, in some way or
other. Then, nothing will be secret.
Right now Glory has to be quick, not to be caught out if the others come back
unannounced, or if MotherJoy were to wake, adjust her eyes. She doesn’t stop to
wonder what she will think if she does find something untoward. What would she
do with such information?
In fact, what Glory finds are three purses, a small, embroidered purse, one with
beads, and a plastic blue pencil-case that is being used as a purse. Inside, there are
nylon scarves in different colours, some jewellery, a pair of nail scissors, and torn up
pieces of paper with writing all over. On one piece of paper in the embroidered
purse, scrunched up at the bottom, Glory reads: But we—beholding the Glory of the
Lord—are changed into the same image, from glory to glory, by the Spirit of the Lord—
changed from glory to Glory, till in heaven we see Thy face. The passage is in MotherJoy’s
characteristic handwriting of course. She’s always had the habit of annotating and
underlining words, on whatever paper she can, rewrites phrases and capitalises
words for emphasis. He will not let us SUFFER beyond that which we are able. Suffering is
not to be compared to GLORY which is to be revealed. Glory winces. Her mother’s voice,
even on paper, is so distinctive. Scalds her skin with its presence. Scratches her eyes
like sandpaper.
The other thing she finds, snuggled underneath this scrap of paper, camouflaged
as though the lining of the purse itself, is a bit of a photograph, face down, torn from
a larger image. She turns it over. It is one of Glory, from years before and probably
taken by MotherJoy. It was from when Glory was still at university in another state,
in her final year—married then too, hoping that might make a difference—in her
“vintage punk” phase if those rosary beads, layers of skirts and silk knickerbockers—
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dyed black—are anything to go by. Glory remembers wearing this outfit on a visit
home to Queensland. It takes her back, and yes, there had been a scene; there was
always a scene.
It’s really hard to breathe now.
Glory remembers how MotherJoy was speechless that time too, didn’t know what
to hit on first: I’d be a hypocrite if I didn’t say something. She remembers Onward
shouting at MotherJoy to stop it, how both their voices scraped the lining of Glory’s
throat, Onward apologising the next morning, how his face was pinched red on
uttering the word sorry—but how he did find a way to sound out the two syllables.
Disappeared then, straight away. How MotherJoy had taken to her bed, refused to
say goodbye.
So why is this scrap of photograph here, at her mother’s deathbed—out of
everything her mother could choose from?
Glory can’t recall even ever seeing this particular snapshot before. Then those
words on the back: He will not let us SUFFER beyond that which we are able. Why is it
here, of all places? Why this one? Why no photos of any of the others? Was this
photo of Glory deliberately chosen to go with her mother into hospital, or was it
brought along accidentally, forgotten in the purse?
Glory quickly shuts it all away, the photograph back into its place and back into
the purses and into the drawer. Just as she flops back down on a chair, a nurse
waltzes in to check on things. Glory blushes red, feels sure the nurse knows
something is up.
Is everything okay, you don’t need anything?
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We’re fine, Glory says, although in her heart she knows how very soon they won’t
be. For if MotherJoy is true to form, there’ll probably be a scene before it’s over.
Glory can’t trust MotherJoy not to say something. Never has. She finds herself
begging silently, deliberately leaning towards the sleeping body, wishing that the
strength of this feeling right at this point will make it right. Please not now, please,
please don’t make a scene.
If only Glory could muster the courage to go back into the drawer to grab the
photo and tear the image and words up into tiny little pieces, scatter it out an open
window. Let it fall into the Queensland sunshine as rain. Nobody could ever guess
what it is on the pavement below as it sprinkles down like that. Only they might tell
a story later, over tea with their family and friends, a story about wayward confetti,
about the surprise fall out of the blue. Saying, what a strange day it turned out to be.
But she knows she can’t do this; can’t take what doesn’t belong to her. So she
doesn’t do a thing. She can only beg, hope silently: Not now, not after all that has gone
on, not now you’re so close.
Later that night, as everyone else is saying goodnight, with Gracie and Mary lined
up this time to keep vigil, to sleep in the hospital sofabed, with pyjamas and
toothbrushes in hand, Glory dares herself to do something she’s never done before.
Act in defiance, not to say something, but to do something. There’s no time to reflect
on why this happens just then as it does because suddenly Glory is falling, falling
towards her mother, kissing her mother goodnight. Smack on her cheek. Glory’s lips
against the warmth of this soft, soft face. How all it takes is a lightning decision,
where she is not even conscious of making any judgement—not falling to crash, but
falling with purpose, to kiss in a way she’s not kissed before, a Big-Glory kiss. To
really kiss her mother. How it feels like she is on a cliff edge, how she pushes off
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from where she is standing tall beside the bed in the room, freefalls out into space
like an open book for everyone to read, flutters down towards her mother’s body
sleeping under the covers.
Such a simple thing too, once you do it, to kiss someone else spontaneously because
you want to. What exhilaration. How after she lets go, in the fall itself, she realises
she’s learning how to fall by falling. She admits this only to herself because it has only
just occurred to her: I can do this again and again if I want.
The turn of surprise then in MotherJoy—well, more like her mother doesn’t curl
away. No. Rather—and this is what Glory wants to believe—there is a stillness, that
MotherJoy opens to receive her daughter’s felicitations in a neutral sort of way,
without demonstrable pleasure but without disgrace either. Could this be? Has Glory
read this right? And does Glory detect a twin-point sparkle in her mother’s eyes too
despite any reservation she might have, despite herself. If Glory could believe this,
pause on that gesture, make it a still frame, freeze the experience forever, she would.
To live again the wanting and near pleasure, the yearning, of her open heart over and
over. Smack on the softest of cheeks.
Goodnight Mum, I’ll see you again in the morning.
Her mother asks: Do you think we should ask a nurse how long I could stay?
Glory replies: Don’t worry, you’ll be okay.

Back at the apartment, lights sparkle on the river water. Before going to bed, Glory
leans on the windowsill resting on her elbows, staring out. The warm Brisbane air
massages her bare skin. She’s bursting in her chest a great hullabaloo but it’s after
midnight, so she must keep the noise down.
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The quiet of the night with a few circling bats for company doesn’t stop her going
over and over things in her head, though, writing it all out again on her organs in big
fat lettering. I kissed her. It doesn’t matter what anybody says now—as far as Glory is
concerned something magical happened with her mother tonight, a thing to hold
onto. Something made her do it, something made her kiss, unasked, a kiss against
the current.
She did it for herself, as obvious as that sounds. And she wonders, for the first
time, if her desire for attachment, daughter to mother, might just be enough to
unravel the knot of shame twisting her heart. To smell the aroma of this nearness,
being so close to another person’s body, where you smell her skin, its sweetness yes,
because the nurses have washed MotherJoy with pink musk soap. The perfume
sticks to you, its particular chemistry.
The miracle is that she feels the kiss still, her mother’s soft, soft cheek on her lips.
Glory feels the physicality of her mother’s ageing body—her warm fleshiness—so
much so she believes it can happen again. What’s to stop her? Glory’s lips fizz with the
possibility. She admits she is greedy for more, for lots of kisses. Blessings on you one
thousand times. With this one brave gesture Glory finds herself suddenly—like that—
passing from “before now” to “after this.”
She can’t wait to see her mother again.
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Part V
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Books are only one type of receptacle where we stored a lot of things we were afraid we might
forget. There is nothing magical in them at all. The magic is only in what books say, how they
stitched the patches of the universe together in one garment for us.
Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451, p. 90
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Chapter Ninety

Someone once said early on in this writing, “Forget those other books Glory. There’s
only one you have to read: Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury.” Was this book on her
mother’s list? Someone gives Glory a copy and Glory reads it in one gulp. She nearly
chokes on the pages. Slow down, she tells herself, watch yourself, keep breathing.
But Glory is thinking—this book must have been written for me, he must have known.
How it shakes her up. It is as if Glory is on fire herself. As if she is actually a book
being eaten alive, just like all those 451 books that Guy Montag burned with his firefighting helmet perched on his head, hands conducting a symphony, eyes “all orange
flame.”
That’s not all. It’s not just the burning.
What about the book refugees? How they escape and run into the wild woods.
Where they store whole literary works in their heads, memorised word for word. It
keeps them alive, keeps the books alive. They stick themselves into the pages,
become the very pages themselves, name themselves after the name of their chosen
book: E. M. Forster’s A Passage to India, James Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway. All these book people witness the terrible
goings on.
451 makes Glory tremble.
Glory imagines all the escapees from her Queensland burning, from the backyard
bonfire in her street more than thirty years ago, imagines them now wandering
around somewhere in the bush as nomads, speaking back. Imagine that. Queensland
refugees.
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Glory reads and rereads every word of 451, dancing and leaping herself all over
the page and the next and the one after that like a roasted bird. Feathers and
squawks and hullabaloo, words everywhere. So how will this story end?
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Chapter Ninety-One

Why then, the Soliders began to laugh. Of all things.
MotherJoy started it. She was first. Little Glory couldn’t believe what she was
hearing. This was no laughing matter—they were burning books so you could smell
it everywhere, weren’t they? Her mother was very nearly arrested, wasn’t she? What
if the Courier Mail got a whiff of this bit? Could hear the hilarity now on the breeze?
“Bookburners Laugh: Careless About Wanton Destruction.” Front page, large font,
impossible to miss. MotherJoy was saying: Look at us, will you. Look at what we’re
doing. It’s a funny old world isn’t it?
For together, still entwined, having plonked themselves on the ground and Glory
very nearly asleep on her mother’s lap, both all drowsy and spent from the exertion,
they were now laughing, gently at first, not thinking that laughter like this would
make a difference. Glory felt it through the housecoat that MotherJoy was wearing,
in the tickle of the red ribbon. Because she could feel the rising jiggle and roll, the
rocking muscle movement of her mother’s stomach. Before long they were sitting
side by side, skirts tucked up under bare legs, their laughter begetting more laughter,
holding their stomachs, almost gasping for breath sometimes. Such relief.
It was laughter too just the way Glory loved to hear her mother laugh. Laughter
out of nowhere. Suddenly there. A moment that flies free of restraint, makes the skin
shimmer. All sparkle. Whirligigs. Like Catherine wheels popping off at cracker night.
Glory really wanted to be with her. She seduced Glory. And, if Glory gave in to the
explosion for that one performance only, she could forget where she was, what they
were doing, what it might mean.
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Just so.
Now these two Soliders couldn’t stop. Couldn’t stop the laughter that is, couldn’t
stop the burning. Couldn’t stop the hugs, what’s more. And Glory found she was
saying the words I love you to MotherJoy, they slipped out unconsciously into the air.
They skated off her tongue and down the back of her mother in a slide as she hugged
her tightly, her head on MotherJoy’s shoulder just like when she was smaller.
I love you, Glory said, in another whisper as a way to gain strength and timbre.
Crescendo. A simple song, a song in the midst of everything that they had done. That
same webbing of bones she’d experienced before, where she knew their hearts could
beat in time.
Did her mother hear her words? But Glory couldn’t tell by looking at her mother’s
face.
The books had burnt fast, they were all nearly gone. There was nothing more to be
done, only to keep watch to the end. To fold what was left on the outside of the
bonfire into the centre like folding flour over yeast to make bread, careful of
ricocheting sparks on bare legs. If they changed their minds and wanted to pull the
books out now, the pages would be impossible to read, a mangle of charcoal
meanings. Sentences dislocated. Words disgorged. Imagine if all that was left to read
were the rude bits?
Glory believed MotherJoy opened her heart towards her across the bonfire of
books that night. They were on opposite sides of the flames, now raking and sorting
and brushing smoke from their faces, when Glory peered back at MotherJoy hoping
to catch her eye, hoping she could read her mother, hoping MotherJoy would
confirm it was all worth it in the end. The rattling pages of the books thought so,
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didn’t they? They were chorusing up from the heat in unison yes, yes, yes. Wouldn’t
this be a perfect setting for saying all was forgiven? Wasn’t MotherJoy’s body on
display right here, knitted up in a warm tea cosy within which to harbour? So that if
MotherJoy did find out or if she already knew what went on at school, Glory could be
forgiven. Fire purifies, doesn’t it? That’s what the Bible says.
Don’t forget to say your prayers tonight now, will you? We must beg God’s blessing.
MotherJoy knelt down and bowed her head and started to pray before Glory was
ready, before she’d even squeezed her eyes shut. MotherJoy prayed so earnestly that
afternoon that her hands wrinkled red. She spoke of God’s judgement, the final days
when all the earth will be called to account. She asked for God’s forgiveness too, then
committed Glory to His care, forever. Beseechingly.
Perhaps after everything, this was the time to believe her mother, to trust her. But
all Glory could think about was the crown of jewels on her mother’s head, the crown
MotherJoy said Glory was helping to make, the sparkly jewels MotherJoy said Glory
helped fashion and glue in place because of her goodness. MotherJoy said that Glory
was one of her jewels. Each of her children was. MotherJoy would look very fancy in
a queenly crown. Glory popped open one eye to imagine it in situ. Better to help save
her mother with jewels of goodness than pluck them out with acts of wilfulness and
sin. Glory decided on this occasion that she wanted the jewels earned this afternoon
with these particular acts of righteousness to be fashioned in ruby and gold, for
keeps. Then she could imagine MotherJoy’s heavenly crown all jiggerly all over her
mother’s head. MotherJoy dancing and leaping about in it just like the flames.
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Chapter Ninety-Two

So how did this day really finish?
For the fire was almost dead now, nearly to ash. MotherJoy’s prayer mopped up
the mess. What scraps were left of any lightness, or laughter, were small enough to
tangle in Glory’s plaits. That’s what happened. They raked the ash into the centre, all
those books transformed into a small, ring-a-ring-o’roses.
Let’s go in Glory, have something to eat.
With that, MotherJoy pulled her housecoat tight around her, did up the three
buttons across the yoke, and carefully tied the red ribbon bow, folded her arms. She
bowed her head too as if in benediction after a worship service. As Glory followed
her mother inside, she thought she would hear MotherJoy erupt into song—Praise
God from whom all blessing flow. Instead she intoned: Gracie will be home soon from
music. And Onward-dear, he’s working late.
It was all over. MotherJoy was spent too.
But what Glory kept thinking about, as she hovered about, trying to help prepare
tea, was how MotherJoy hugged her back as they had sat watching the fire. Her
mother held on, didn’t she? Glory could surely feel it, body to body, like she felt the
realness of MotherJoy’s stomach jiggle with laughter—her red ear squashed against
MotherJoy’s tummy rolls. Her mother didn’t have to say back the words I love you for
Glory to decide that was what she meant. Being MotherJoy’s “right-hand man”
clinched what Glory knew to be true. All she needed to do was repeat the same
words I really love you in a hymn for them both in two parts. This plait of sound
would fasten the knowledge for her. That they had hugged a holding-on kind of hug,
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a hug to last. A hug smelling of Queensland sweat and burnt book paper, hairspray
and 4711 perfume. Up the nose.
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Chapter Ninety-Three

They ate leftovers for tea. A very ordinary meal, a family tableau. An unceremonious
finish to a momentous day. Any leftover laughter, any trills on Glory’s skin, were
now gone. Glory wasn’t sure what she would say about what happened if anybody
asked, if Gracie wanted to know, for instance. She hoped that the darkness of the
night itself would soak up the evidence. That she could forget different parts of the
story existed. The thing was, a smell of smoke hung from the palm trees that night,
swung about all cheesy yellow with the squawling of the flying bats, in their
hundreds. They seemed louder and hungrier than usual.
You’re in charge now Glory, MotherJoy had said. And don’t forget to spread the ash first
thing, when the sun gets up.
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Chapter Ninety-Four

Glory loved the way ash went stone cold, like the wicked gone for good. The smell of
it too in the morning. How it floated up your nose if the direction of the breeze was
right. Gobfuls of the stuff, as fine as icing sugar. You could poke it and swear
nothing was there. All air. It moved independently at the end of Glory’s stick,
breathed a life of its own accord, shivered perhaps but as a mirage. But that was it—
all that life of exotic burning the day before turned into dust today. And sneezes. As
though—and this was the bit that astonished—as though nothing solid had ever
been present in the first place, nothing material. All puffed out. So much so it was
almost hard to believe—or remember—what the fuss was about.
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Chapter Ninety-Five

Gracie’s phone call wakes Glory up, and the others. It changes everything. They’re
altogether now, within cooee of the Wesley Hospital, taking turns to keep watch.
Gracie is the one now sitting beside MotherJoy, holding her hand. She’s there with
Mary. Quick, she’s going, Gracie says, get here as fast as you can.
What happens is unrehearsed, the six Solider girls hadn’t thought it would
happen like this, at least not this soon. They haven’t thought through different
possibilities or scenarios. But then Gracie rings. The clanging sound jars the four of
them sleeping. It’s so loud it must have woken the whole apartment block.
Glory sits bolt upright.
Dizzy with everything.
All Glory can think about, as she throws on the first set of clothes she picks up off
the floor is why things went wrong. Did MotherJoy know she looked into her drawer
to see the photo? Had she guessed what Glory is writing? What about the kiss the
night before, how Glory is still greedy for more, how she did act in defiance too,
dared to put herself forward? Now this—Quick, she’s going. Glory must have done it,
made it happen—her waywardness a trigger. Or what about what Glory was
wearing, how she did her hair last night, the way the wings of a tattoo on her
forearm might have fluttered out of hiding by mistake? Or did her choice of words,
her last words to her mother as it happens—Don’t you worry you’ll be okay—
precipitate her mother’s fall into unconsciousness? “Trite words,” MotherJoy would
say, given what was at stake—eternity and a measuring of grace. Did MotherJoy
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have a premonition, a premonition that her crown was nearly depleted of all its
jewels—Go, get to glory, before it’s too late?
Will there be time for Glory to say goodbye?
She doesn’t confess any of this to the others, in fact nobody says anything. This
latest piece of news takes away their tongues. It breaks up any cohesiveness they
have experienced while waiting, while keeping watch, while stitching together a
story of their lives, in the hope of making one Solider garment, spaces between and
all. The silence in the room is unearthly as they stumble around to get ready and
make sure they’re decent. So too outside the apartment, as they walk to the hospital.
The only noise Glory is aware of is the throb in her ears and the thwack-thwack of her
flower-thongs on the concrete footpath all wonky with fat Moreton Bay roots. It is
still dark, although a dawn lightens the sky around the rim of the city. Won’t be long
now before the sun begins to burn a normal day.
Up the hill Glory’s legs ache. How steep the Brisbane hills are in the inner city.
Her calves are tight. She has to walk right on the balls of her feet, her toes, to keep up
with her heart racing ahead. Thwack-thwack-thwack. Why didn’t she wear her sandals
with the strap across the back? Her Achilles tendons are on fire and she lags behind
the rest. This is it, really it. Glory nearly sinks into the earth with the thought. Will she
be too late?
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Chapter Ninety-Six

By the time they get there, MotherJoy has passed away—that’s the way the nurses put
it exactly, and MotherJoy would be rather pleased with the language if she heard.
Mary offers: She hovered just a little before she went—perhaps she knew you were on your
way—and one of the nurses says she heard a thunder clap on the roof of the hospital. Angels,
she said.
They said she wasn’t ever going to wake up, Gracie reassures everyone. We woke up
just before it happened. I rang straight away.
Glory has only just come in through the door, as Gracie says this, stands at the
entrance, leans against the jamb to steady herself. How the room assaults her even in
its impenetrable stillness. It has grown so small overnight, like a burrow. Glory
hasn’t accounted for this event happening so soon. She’s never faced death before,
close up.
Glory can’t bring herself to move into the room and over to the bed, because
somehow this would be declaratory. It would confirm the truth and Glory can’t
believe it’s true. Something told her even before she got to the double doors of the
ward, that it was over, her mother had gone. And yet, and yet, how everything stirs
within her to say it’s not so. How do you really know anyway, she wants to ask?
Anyway, no one knows what happens exactly, she reasons, what is the point of
death?
Besides, from this distance and angle MotherJoy looks as though she might still be
sleeping. She’s curled like a foetus, face towards the glass of the window.
There is more to say, isn’t there? To finish the conversation?
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A nurse interrupts to straighten out MotherJoy, in preparation for laying out the
body.
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Chapter Ninety-Seven

Death changes everything. There are no words. This seeing of MotherJoy’s body. A
dead body for the first time—her mother’s real body. But without voice, without
movement, without even the flicker of a sleeping eyelash or the sway of a hair
against her temple. Nothing.
The nurses lay her out. The nurses whisper around her, side to side, turning her
over and back, washing her blueing skin with large warm cloths that flap and sag
and pool. They talk to her as though she can still hear human voices, as though she is
still alive, can feel their touch. They are so deft. Practised. Sponge soft.
They take their time. They know what they are doing, they’ve done this before.
But they are so gentle, it is as if it is their first time, a once-and-only time, performed
just for MotherJoy. As if they really care for her.
They hand MotherJoy’s watch to Glory, her rings, and her gold bracelet still
strangely warm although this is hard to believe. They brush her hair too with her
favourite fake gold brush. Brush it off her face again and again as if massaging and
soothing her scalp, and after, lie the brush in Glory’s open palm, mirror side up.
Where a stray grey hair tickles the skin of her hand as if it has come back from the
dead.
Then one nurse crosses MotherJoy’s hands over her chest and another puts a posy
into her fist, a posy of small white orchids with pinky-red tongues from a vase on the
other wall, and sprinkles petals across the pillow. They leave the family to say
goodbye, smiling in a wan kind of way, and disappearing with a clanking of trolleys
up the hall.
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Close up now, hours past the passing because it is already afternoon, there is no
doubt as to what has happened because of the seal on MotherJoy’s face, her marble
stillness, because of the return look on Glory’s face too. This is a tremendous “after.”
Glory stands in the space between the bed and the sunny window. Her living face
faces her mother’s dead face. This is how she wants to gaze at death, square on, with
her whole body. She can’t believe this mother in front of her is the same mother she
is remembering when she was alive. How, even as some kind of shape of her
becomes solid in a current of words as Glory tries to find a way to describe what has
happened, what has gone on before, it is all past tense. Her mother’s flesh and blood
is turning from living muscle to liquid. Lividity—that’s what the doctors call it—
where the blood pools. Glory sees the colour in her mother’s skin drain into these
blue sacks of liquid swinging underneath her body, as proof. Her skin is yellowy
white—what an astonishing transition. In such a short space of time, too. At the point
of departure, a line is crossed. Life rolls over into death. The realness of flesh and
blood dissolves irrevocably into a story of what happened, the glass cloudy, of what
is remembered. What “is” in the now, metamorphoses into “what was”: Memory and
Fiction.
Glory is different as well, changed because of this knowledge of her mother’s
passing written back into the facial lines and shape of her own body. It’s over, her
new face reads. Finished.
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Chapter Ninety-Eight

It is over.
When Glory bends to kiss her mother on her cheek she makes sure she is alone.
For by and by, it is Glory’s turn to be by herself in the room with her dead mother.
She wants it this way. She has asked the others if she can have a few minutes alone
with her before MotherJoy is whisked off, first to the hospital mortuary and then to
the funeral palour. Glory wants more than anything to stand in the room of passing,
in the actual presence of death and on her own, before that possibility passes also.
My mother is dead, Glory says to herself. My mother is dead. Glory knows it to be true
but she has to say it to herself over and over in case this new knowledge slips away.
The other Soliders let Glory be, for a little while at least.
It’s only then in the privacy of this silence—how very loud is the silence of death—
that Glory lets out a most terrible cry. Her cry reverberates between her and her dead
mother, as though their proximity creates this special soundbox just for them. She
buries the sound in an embrace to keep it to herself. She doesn’t want anyone else to
hear. Her distress. How it erupts from deep within her body—how she can’t
suppress it. How it is a sound like no other. An animal cry. A centrifugal force. A cry
of intense suffering. She is truly a stranger to herself.
It really is over.
She kisses her mother’s cheek. She has to lean right over to get the angles right—to
make sure she kisses her properly now, square on. She kisses her cheek once, then
twice, three, four times, and smooths her mother’s forehead and her head, her hair,
and finds herself whispering too through the kisses, something about life, about its
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strangeness, about this time passing. Her tears drop onto her mother’s face. Glory
wipes her mother’s face so tenderly now, oh-so-slowly too, wipes across the
powdery skin with her own hair, the tips of her fingers, with the back of her hand.
Glory’s lips to MotherJoy’s soft cheek. Oh so of this earth. Still, still egg warm.
Glory wants to get lost there for the last time—for the first time.
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Chapter Ninety-Nine

After MotherJoy dies, later that very same day, the Soliders know what must be
done—the very next thing too before anyone else gets to him, for this kind of news
travels fast, like the breath of angels Glory reckons—they must tell Onward what’s
happened. To fulfil a promise.
Nobody wants to of course. All the way north, as they travel towards him,
swinging away from the Brisbane River and up the highway past Caboolture and the
Glasshouse Mountains, they are silent, stunned by the magnitude of what they
witnessed that morning in the hospital and what they know and have a duty now to
disclose.
Elsie asks, as the eldest, and because the question must be put: So who’s going tell
him she’s dead?
They look at each other quickly then glance away out the window. No one has an
answer. Not just yet. This is a test. No one has prepared the Solider girls for this bit
of the puzzle and they’re all taking a deep breath, without saying a word about it.
Wondering how it will turn out. It is a slow turn too—everyone relieved about how
long it takes to get up the Bruce Highway to the Sunshine Coast. They moved deftly
from keeping vigil beside MotherJoy’s bed, her dying, then to quickly thinking about
funeral arrangements, and wondering how to accommodate their father. How will he
take it? Will he understand with his Alzheimer’s? How many times will they have to
keep saying what has happened, to impress on him its seriousness, finality?
They agree on one thing for certain—they don’t know him—he’s a stranger.
It’s going to be heartbreaking.
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When they get to the nursing home, Onward is asleep. They burst into his double
room at the end of a maze of corridors at the very end of the furthest wing. If anyone
were to watch them, they’d swear it was as though the Solider children are at this
point one solid mass, all bunched up and squeezed tight for support—limbs and
hearts interleaved.
And here he is. Their father. Asleep. A tartan throw rug covering his knees. His
little finger is cocked against his temples. His expression is slack but with a wry
mouth. His bushy eyebrows in waves with the rise and fall of his chest. No one
wants to wake him.
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Chapter One Hundred

The day ends with a swim in the Pacific Ocean, in the nearly-dark. Somehow it seems
fitting.
Glory is weightless in this water, legs like soft butter. She bobs about. Limbs and
hair fluffing. She loves to remember how to swim in the surf, chest deep, and look,
between the flags, at the Maroochydore Surf Club, even though most Queenslanders
have already turned in for the day.
All Glory can think about is how relieved she is that it is finished—what a thing to
admit. Relief oozes out everywhere, from the beginning of this strange long day next
to the river down south in Brisbane, and now to this, look, where all about her in the
ocean there is a swell of tears prickling her skin, from the top of her head to her
fingers and little toes. She’s dead. Relief that Onward knows. (Eventually he did wake
up, ready for afternoon tea. And they told him, and he seemed to understand.)
Death puts things to rest. Puts a stop. It’s a private acknowledgement—this lift
Glory feels at being able to admit to the feeling itself. And I know how to cry. A
freedom too at not feeling guilty about any of this, at least not here, not in the warm
water with her arms up above her body in exuberance, squealing and laughing,
crying, letting go with each roll of the wave, spurting out water through the gap in
her teeth. The water makes you go quite silly, she decides, like a little kid again.
What did some wise person once say to Glory? You can’t really let go of something
unless you’ve really been holding onto it in the first place.
Glory imagines writing something like this onto the page: No regrets. How crazy is
that? And: I kissed her. With each word uttered there is a diminishing of shame, the
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shadow starts to lift. Each word sounds better, tastes better—doubles its size—not
even the sweetest of cut fresh pineapples would be a match for it. She’s dead and I
kissed her, I really kissed her, she mouths up to the throat of the sky. Glory imagines
playing a church organ, a Hammond, pulling out every stop, her feet pumping all
the pedals and singing across the ocean in peals of arpeggios. Glory could even be
playing a hymn, harmonising with the melody in six parts just like she used to sing
in church. Because the thing is, she feels more in her skin, akin to being here more
than she’s ever felt before, not so ashamed about remembering herself, not so
ashamed of her mother, if the truth be told. Able to sing her heart out for whoever is
listening and for all it’s worth. If that’s what she chooses to do.
Might she now grow into a kind of love, she asks herself with renewed vigour, a
love made of skin and bones and heart? Something with real body to look upon with
fondness? Her body—a body that is her own? Might she emit intransitive light, only
now, of her own making, in her own way?
All that has gone on before—blessings on you one hundred times—has brought Glory
to this, Glory to now, swimming in the ocean. Something has finished today so
something can start. On a beautiful late summer day too, a final page, with the
opening of a new book to follow—Glory hears a flutter of freshly opened pages,
smells drying ink.
To everyone else on the beach it is just the end of another ordinary Queensland
day soaked in sunshine. All Glory’s sisters are here. Glory watches them from a little
way off, playing a game. They hold hands in a ring to swish under the waves,
throwing themselves to the floor of the ocean, before pushing off from the soft white
sand with their feet to lob up above the surface, spit out mouthfuls of salty water in
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unison like a pod of young whales, an exultation of galahs. You’d never guess at
what has happened to them earlier in the day, how suddenly they are all motherless.
This is the day my mother died, Glory exclaims, but nobody hears. The roar of the
ocean gobbles up her words.
Above, the sweep of sky is breathtaking. Clouds mount up on the horizon to the
east all hurly-burly—with MotherJoy amongst them for sure, Glory-bound always,
true to her word, unwavering—with the angels agog at this returned soul, their
newest arrival. Perhaps heaven will never be quite the same.
Below, the warm Maroochydore surf is dizzy as foam. Glory doesn’t want to
leave, doesn’t want this day to pass. The fingers and toes of her new, new body are
wrinkled as day-old baked potatoes but she could stay all night out here, she
reckons. She’s good at treading water too and can do it without thinking. Carries on
in tumbleturns, sluicing and sloshing effortlessly in the deep summery blue of this
Queensland water, now turning mauve to indigo to a deep Rothko black in the
growing dark. Limbs and heart all fizzy pop in the spume.
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100 BOOKS: MOTHERJOY’S SPECIAL DEATH LIST
“BURN A BOOK A DAY”
STOP and CARE. Queensland needs you. Protect your children now. Before it’s too late.
“Summer of the Seventeenth Doll”
(Lawlor)
“The One Day of the Year”
(Seymour)

“The Crucible” (Miller)
“A View from the Bridge”
(Miller)

“One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest”
(Kessey)
“Patch of Blue” (Kata)
“First Man, Last Man” (Carson)

“My Brother Jack” (Johnston)

“The Fringe Dwellers”
(Neno Gair)

“Clean Straw for Nothing”
(Johnston)

“Breakfast at Tiffany’s”
(Capote)

“The Pigman” (Zindel)

“Catcher in the Rye” (Balinger)

“In Cold Blood” (Capote)

“Franny & Zooey” (Balinger)

“Fillets of Plaice” (Durrell)

“Raise High the Roof Beams,
Carpenter” (Balinger)

“The Loved One” (Waugh)

“The Power and the Glory” (Greene)
“The Tin Drum” (Gunther Grass)

“How To Be a Survivor”
(Erlich)

“Cat and Mouse” (Gunther Grass)

“Passage to India” (Forster)

“Greening of America” (Reich)

“Howard’s End” (Forster)

“Bring Larks & Heroes” (Keneally)

(N.B. it is well established
that E. M. Forster was a
Platonic homosexual)

“Farewell to Arms” (Hemmingway)
“The Sun Also Rises”
(Hemmingway)
“For Whom the Bell Tolls”
(Hemmingway)
“Brave New World” (Huxley)
“To Kill a Mockingbird” (Lee)
“Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man” (Joyce)
“Exiles” (Joyce)
“The Rainbow” (Lawrence)
“Sons and Lovers” (Lawrence)
“Women in Love” (Lawrence)
“Mice & Men” (Steinbeck)
“Grapes of Wrath” (Steinbeck)
“Mrs. Dalloway” (Woolf)
“To the Lighthouse” (Woolf)

“Decline & Fall” (Waugh)

“The Drifters” (Mitchener)
“It’s Like This, Cat” (Neville)
“Under Milk Wood” (Thomas)
“Love Story” (Segall)
“Admission to the Feast” (Beckman)
“Prime of Miss Jean Brodie”
(Sparke)
“Lolita” (Nabokov)
“Endless Circle”
“Go Tell It on the Mountain”
(Baldwin)
“Another Country” (Baldwin)

“Where Angels Fear to
Tread” (Forster)

“Blues for Mr Charles” (Baldwin)

“Catch 22” (Heller)

“Black Like Me” (Griffin)

“Something Happened”
(Heller)

“Gone with the Wind” (Mitchell)

“The Femme Mystique”
(Friedan)

“Into the Whirlwind” (Ginsberg)

“The Well of Loneliness” (Hall)

“The Godfather” (Puzo)

“The Female Eunnuch”
(Greer)

“Lady Chatterley’s Lover”
(Lawrence)

“The Outcasts of Foolgarah”
(Hardy)

“The Doll’s House” (Ibsen)

“Midnight Cowboy”
(Horliby)

“Taste of Honey” (Delaney)

“The Just” (Camus)

“English Today III”

“The Possessed” (Camus)

“Actions and Reactions”

“Crime Passionel” (Satre)

“Three Sisters” (Chekov)
“The Group” (McCarthy)

(English assignment books need
special watching ! ! !)

“Lucky Country” (Horne)

“Krapps Last Tape”
(Beckett)

“But What if There Were No More
Pelicans” (Horne)

“Endgame” (Beckett)

“1984” (Orwell)

“Waiting for Godot”
(Beckett)

“The Lord of the Flies” (Golding)

“Who’s Afraid of Virginnia Woolf?”
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Abstract

The theoretical annotation/exegesis A Book of Pineapple is a “theorised memoir”
about the writing of the novel Bite Your Tongue. It explores the author’s creative
journey in writing the novel, and the relationship between this fiction and her
childhood in Queensland, also as the daughter of an “anti-smut” campaigner.
Structured around visual images and archival documents, this theoretical
annotation explores the relationship between fiction and memoir, the role and
place of the body and the imagination in constructing autobiography, the concept
of transgression and the “disobedient subject,” the risks of writing such a work,
and notions of desire and shame.
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Above, the sweep of sky is breathtaking. Clouds mount up on the horizon to the east all
hurly-burly—MotherJoy amongst them for sure, Glory-bound always, true to her word,
unwavering—with the angels agog at this returned soul, their newest arrival. Perhaps
heaven will never be quite the same.
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Never quite the same
So I’ve left you hanging, haven’t I? Hanging in the warm Maroochydore surf,
gazing skywards. It’s evening now on the Sunshine Coast and the beach is
deserted. Your legs have gone to melted butter treading water and spinning
tumbleturns with me: hands and feet like age-old prunes. Limbs and heart fizzy
pop in the spume. You are the last to get out too, dizzy as foam, the last to dripdry in the walk home to the thirteenth floor of Elourea Tower. A straggler; a sky
watcher. Because you’re thinking of our MotherJoy up there with the angels,
aren’t you? Wondering with me if the promise of heaven is as good as she hoped.
Are you wondering too, how “close to life” this artifice comes?
It certainly leaves me hopping on the seabed, sand between my toes.
I didn’t mention the rainbow, did I? That very afternoon there was a rainbow
abreast the ocean sky north-south along this stretch, where the Pacific meets the
Sunshine Coast. A storm had begun to develop earlier and nearly brewed itself
enough to fall. Except that it didn’t fall. The south-westerly swept the dark clouds
offshore, beyond view. But there it was, an almost perfect rainbow, a promise of
something. Sometimes it helps to keep these clichés to oneself—you know that
saying, truth is stranger than fiction? Some facts in this story really are too bizarre to
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tell, you wouldn’t believe it; it wouldn’t be believable. It is more than any fiction
can bear.
Yes, Bite Your Tongue is a story written very close to life (and could be verified
by those who know anything about Queensland’s history) but it is, at the same
time, a tale so far from the truth of what really happened, it’s not funny. How do
you choose what to reveal or what is plausible? How do you explain the art of
storytelling, asks Tasmanian writer Richard Flanagan, the making of something
that satisfies the “strange, naked, essentially incommunicable nature of our most
innermost feelings and thoughts” (73)? This is a story, chockers with wishes. A
dream of possibility and impossibility.
New York writer Siri Hustvedt argues in her essay “Yonder,” that every new
draft of a book is “the work not only of shrinking and expanding and shrinking
again but of finding the book’s truth,” which means, she says, throwing out lies
(Hustvedt 41). Throwing out lies that don’t fit the telling of a particular universe:
in this case, the shaping of a very particular Bite Your Tongue world. For instance,
on this final day of all days, my having decided that the trite promise of a rainbow
is too sentimental, and not a match to the fit of clouds from the brushes of
American abstract expressionist Mark Rothko. The turmoil of paint is a better
expression for that day: absence that comes with death, and the unspokenness of
this disappearance. What more is there to add? There is “no alchemy” to describe
this storytelling process in any meaningful way (Flanagan 73).

1

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Flanagan’s thoughts come from an essay that he wrote in 1998 in response to the topic “A Grain of
Truth: The Art of Producing Fiction from Fact.” This is a subject, he reckons, that makes little sense.
It reminds him of Franz Kafka’s phrase: “a cage in search of a bird” (69).
1
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The Book of Pineapple you are now reading is about the writing of Bite Your
Tongue. What I will present in these chapters is a story about a story that comes
from Queensland, Big Pineapple Country, an Australian state often referred to as
“the Deep North.” Already you know so much: how this story is set in the 1970s
when Queensland was ruled by a right-wing politician, whose government was
controversial and corrupt. How a ferocious and hysterical public debate erupted
to do with reading books and literature, a debate to do with morality and decency,
civil liberties versus community standards, pornography and censorship. How
Queensland’s Courier Mail was full of it—“a moral landslide,” “gutter trash,”
“suffocating filth.” You also know about a woman who plonked herself in the
middle of the furore as a proud “anti-smut campaigner.” Her target: the English
and American literature her daughter was reading in high school. “It could only
happen in Queensland,” people said. Pineapple Country.
What I can add is this: I too had a mother who was “anti-smut.” Like
MotherJoy, my mother was known for her agitation, and the books I read in high
school became her weapons for the battle she was fighting. Bite Your Tongue is this
life on the page, “lifeness,” as critic James Wood would insist on calling it, if asked:
“life brought to different life” by artistry (186).

+ + +
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Only in Queensland
As the daughter of an acclaimed, self-confessed morals campaigner, how do I
begin to write a story of this ilk? How do I transform flesh and blood into a
linguistic body; how do I transpose the invisible scars of a body into the conflux of
black squiggles on white paper? How do I “unbury” shame when I buried my
memory in shame in the first place?
When I first started writing this “books story” I pretended I wasn’t doing any
such thing. I explained it away to myself; I lied. I was writing, “in private” I told
myself, something I’d never have the desire to make public. It wasn’t a history to
feel proud of, and I felt implicated too (even without considering what the rest of
my family might think): if anyone were to read what I’d written, even as a fiction,
they would “read” me.
But a funny thing began to happen. An imaginative space took shape in which
my fictional narrator Glory Solider could tell her own story. I put aside thoughts
of what all this might mean and just kept going. With Glory as my imagined
interlocutor, I began thinking (and writing) about the possibility of making public
very private thoughts, about things that had once been made public, which should
have been private. Glory finds the words, the way in which to put things.
Pineapple Girl sets me free.

+ + +
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A funny thing
When I was small, on some Saturday nights when my family wasn’t entertaining
people from church with sausages on the barbecue and plates of cut-up pineapple,
we would beg to have a slide night. We would crowd into the lounge room—
sticky pineapple juice running down arms, sluicing across chins—we would close
the curtains, and ooh-and-aah at my father’s pictures of us, his family.
Susan Sontag wrote in 1977: “All photographs are memento mori. To take a
photograph is to participate in another person’s (or thing’s) mortality,
vulnerability, mutability” (On Photography 15).
This Book of Pineapple is threaded together with photographs, images, prints and
jpegs. Those I have chosen to include remind me of family slide nights because of
the washed-out colours, the familiar grainy textures; because they “take me back.”
They tell a story too, help to find “the book’s heart.” Looking at photographs is a
bit like reading books; they can invite such acute feeling, where you reveal
yourself in the most intimate of moments: cry and laugh. Whatever that feeling is,
they illicit desire. Here, the word illicit is spelt with an i, but is used as a verb—
because in my family desire was illicit, as was drinking alcohol, watching TV, and
dancing.
Like the desire that rises when reading this tag from my mother’s pale-blue
bedjacket, the one she wore when she lay dying: “Size 20 to fit bust 42 BRI Nylon.”
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Clothes tag from a Bri Nylon bedjacket belonging to my mother, worn at the Wesley Hospital,
Auchenflower, February 2006.

This is the bedjacket I seized upon as a keepsake, before anyone threw it out—
who would want that tardy old thing? In the same way, I grabbed my mother’s
hairbrush to keep, too, the bristles still full of her loose grey hair, the same brush
the nurses used to smooth down my mother’s head when they lay her out. You are
so morbid, Francesca—did you know that?
Her old bedjacket has been hanging in my wardrobe all the time that I have
been writing Bite Your Tongue and shaping the world of Glory Solider. The funny
thing is, it is only very recently that I have read what it says on the other side of the
tag because it has been stuck upside down, flat against one of my mother’s
crocheted coat hangers. When I turned it over, I discovered the words: Miss Gloria.
Oh, happy accident you might say. A catch in the throat. These things take you
directly to lost moments.
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This “Miss Gloria” jacket takes me back to the Wesley Hospital, back to my
mother’s room, to trying to make her body comfortable in those final days. To
helping her into this jacket one early morning when she wanted to spruce herself
up for a bite of breakfast, for mouthfuls of scrambled eggs—her favourite kind of
egg, she said. To when I adjusted the neckline and she pleaded: I must dress nicely
for my family. To when I clipped the sides of the BRI Nylon together with a safety
pin—Francesca cover me up will you, there’s a dear, make me decent. To when I turned
the blue frill, just so. There, I offer, how’s that? To a moment of softness, give.
Now I keep thinking how strange this all is, because the whole time I was
writing Glory Solider’s story, “Miss Gloria” was with me, present in more ways
than one, the tag lying snug, hugging the back of my mother’s neck, nestling into
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the skin of her body. “Miss Gloria” turns my feeling and thinking about the near
proximity of our bodies, lifts the ordinariness of a remembered gesture into poetic
evocation. Sparks the imagination. Collapses the border between different worlds
and different ways of being and telling stories. It crosses me over. Discovering
Miss Gloria is not only about making the familiar strange, where an ordinary
object stands out of the everyday; also it is about the aura that this “found” Bri
Nylon gives off—the breath, the breeze it embodies (according to the definition of
aura in the dictionary). The silver and black thread of the tag attaches any thinking
2

about my mother dying beside the Brisbane River to the fabric of words that I
have written here; attaches her body to the heft and weave of the novel. If you pay
enough attention to small things, I discover, there is a chance for connection, a
chance for moments of transformation and transfiguration to occur.
Writing about this gesture of “tag on skin” opens me up. It elevates this single
experience into Flanagan’s “beyond all experiences … beyond all identities” (74).
It crystallizes the magic in writing, the joy and power of reading and, something
that Inga Clendinnen suggests, has no parallel in the social world: “this uncarnal,
intense-to-incandescent yet always accessible intimacy” (Agamemnon’s Kiss 217). It
gets me close to Roland Barthes’ idea of bliss (this is the pleasure of the text, he
says), to hearing the grain of the voice, the articulation of the body, of the tongue:
“it granulates, it crackles, it caresses, it grates, it cuts, it comes” (Pleasure 67).

+ + +
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
All dictionary definitions in this Book of Pineapple come from The Australian Oxford Dictionary, first
edition, 1999, unless indicated otherwise.
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No parallel
Robert Dessaix talks about how writers put themselves in the way of something
else. How writing is a waiting experience: waiting until what is inside crosses with
outside, outside with in (“Eros” 23). Looking at photographs crosses me over, puts
me in the way of other people. Because what I am talking about, too, is Sontag’s
idea of photographs being “memento mori,” the idea of images making us
vulnerable or unprotected, open to attack (On Photography 15)—and of mutability
or change, not in a fickle or inconstant way but how books and writing can open
us up to the idea of “making different” (here, the word change means “the act or an
instance of making or becoming different”). All this is a bodily thing, a double
act—flesh-and-blood and linguistic. The words transmute on the page into
necessary fictions. The magic of fiction can make us weep, writes Clendinnen,
“weep for phantoms, because we taste their lives in our mouths” (Agamemnon’s
Kiss 218). Writing grows skin, grows bones—grows a beating heart. Uses lifeness to
“unbite” the tongue.
So what I am thinking is this—
At least if as a writer you submit yourself to the task, there’s a chance of tasting
these intimacies, the possibility of redemption even if only in the smallest of
ways—and I’m thinking of Ray Bradbury’s idea of how books stitch patches of the
universe together “into one garment for us” (90). You get close enough to touch—
perhaps, to love. Certainly, you can entertain desire (as in, “an unsatisfied longing
or craving”). Fiction, writes Wood, does not ask us to believe things (in any
philosophical or, dare I add, religious or theological sense of the word believe,
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given the context of this writing) but to imagine things (in an artistic sense) (178).
Imagine here from the Latin imaginari meaning “picture to oneself, fancy.”

4

Imagine then, this touch; picture a body-weight of love. Fancy desire.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In discussing the question of fiction’s “referentiality” to life, Wood refers to Brigid Lowe’s
proposal of replacing the term “realism” with the Greek rhetorical term hypotyposis, which means
to “bring it alive” (179). As I write, Wood’s new book How Fiction Works is hot off the press in
Australia, “a deep, practical anatomy of the novel,” says the The New York Review of Books on the
book’s blurb. It is heralded as an alternative history of the novel in the tradition of E. M. Forster
and Milan Kundera.

3

4

	
  

The meaning of imagine here comes from the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, fifth edition, 2002.
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Close enough to touch
Somewhere, perhaps tucked away in one of French writer Hélène Cixous’
notebooks, I once read: I ask of writing what I ask of desire. I can’t remember where I
read this, but her words have been copied down into my notebook for
safekeeping. (Not so careful that I wrote the reference down, it was early days.)
“I ask of writing what I ask of desire.”
Long, long before that final evening in the Pacific Ocean I describe in Bite Your
Tongue, and the story of Glory swimming in the spume with her sisters, before my
mother died too and I nearly shrivelled like a prune in the darkness of a Rothko
surf, she held me in her arms, watching me, adoringly. I have a photograph to
prove it. In this portrait, the one I refer to as “Green Velvet,” it looks like she loved
me. I reckon too, I loved her back—desire, by any other name. Desire: a word that
sits in my dictionary between the words desipience meaning “foolish or silly” on
the topside of the column and desist meaning, “refrain, abstain, discontinue” on
the bottom.

5

For me to do either—to write and/or to fancy desire—I have to show you this
photograph. Take you back to nearly the beginning, to when I was not yet one
year old. To before my mother migrated with her husband and young family to
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Australia to settle in a new home in Queensland to speak a different language. To
a green velvet curtain. A portrait of her and me.

My mother and me taken by my father, so the story goes, in front of the green velvet curtain in
the drawing room of Woofindin Avenue, Sheffield, circa Christmas 1961.

This portrait is a staged tableau, quite formal, even theatrical given the nap of
velvet and its hue of folded green. My mother in her best ballroom dress, she
always said, shot silver and ruby brocade, with a string of real pearls around her
neck. She is very beautiful, don’t you think, has the smoothest of skin? She must
be forty years old, if my calculations are right, younger than I am now, writing
this. Her hair is a thick brown, a short cut and full of lustre.
I imagine the snow falling outside because it was mid winter so the story goes,
in the north of England, and this photograph was taken only just before the ocean
liner took this family to Pineapple Country, to a place my father had never heard
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of and had to look up in the atlas when applying for his job at the University of
Queensland in Brisbane. And what a cold winter it was too, my mother always
6

said, No wonder your father and I decided to leave, everybody was always so very sick.
I love holding this photograph, to look at us here. Strange how, after death of
someone in them, photographs take on a new and different life, they hold
presence. In this case, this photograph holds the presence of my mother, her joy.
She hovers, ghostlike, but open-faced, attentive too. I look mesmerized, haunted.
“The dead haunt the living,” Michel de Certeau reminds us. “The past: it ‘re-bites’
[il re-mord] (it is a secret and repeated biting)” (3).

7

+ + +

A repeated biting
What I like here is the idea of a photograph being a reminder, a way not to
forget—Sontag’s idea of memento—her holding me against the green velvet, to
arrest death. A mother holds a daughter.
A memento is something that serves as a reminder of what is past or gone. It
comes from the Latin meminisse meaning “remember.” A “memento mori” is an
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
This story comes from one of the last books my father wrote, an auto/biographical work entitled
Green Eye of the Storm (200). In it, he examines the phenomenon of Creationism through the lives of
four men, including himself: Philip Henry Gosse, George John Romanes, my grandfather Arthur
Rendle Short, and himself, John Rendle-Short. My father was a founding member of the Creation
Science Foundation in Australia that began in Brisbane in the late 1970s.
6

The translator of de Certeau’s work, Brian Massumi, notes that the phrase il-remord is a play on
words; it means literally “it bites again.” He says it also suggests “il remort” (“it re-deads”: to
repeat death or bring back the dead) and “le remords” (“remorse”) (237).
7
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object specifically reminding us of death, like a skull in a Renaissance painting
would. It makes me wonder: does a photograph like this, as an object, remind me
of her death? The phrase memento mori means “remember you must die” (which
shifts the meaning a touch more, don’t you think, reaching out in second person to
the reader?). Or literally: “to die.” Memento mori sits in the dictionary between the
words membranous on the top side—an adjective from the Latin membrana, or the
skin that covers the body —and memoir on the bottom. Fitting, this push and pull
8

between the masculine word for memorial and the feminine for memory?
A now dead mother holds a dying daughter.
American writer Joyce Carol Oates describes the world we are living in right
now as “an age of memoir” (“Memoirs” 19). She says, it is inevitably “faux
memoir”—the creation of texts that are highly selective, or partial, that uses “real”
people with twists and turns. Closer to home, to paraphrase Drusilla Modjeska
9

writing in 2002 in an essay entitled “Memoir Australia,” there is a tug of war
between recording achievement and the transforming act of the imagination that
allows readers into the “felt experience” of a messy life (Timepieces 169). One of the
writers she refers to is Raimond Gaita and his book Romulus, My Father, who puts
the task quite simply: “make the feeling true” (179).

10

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
From the word membrane meaning any thin connecting layer, which allows substances in solution
to pass through it.

8

Oates is writing here in response to Annie Leibovitz’s massive compilation A Photographer's Life,
1990–2005, a book of photographs published on the death of Leibovitz’s partner Susan Sontag, and
put together as a memoir.

9

Modjeska’s quote from Gaita comes from the symposium ”Likeness: Portraiture and Biography”
that they both appeared at in May 2001, at the Sydney College of the Arts (Timepieces 228). Her
essay “Memoir Australia” is a chapter in her book Timepieces (159–200). Her discussion of Gaita’s
memoir Romulus My Father appears on pages 178 and 179.
10
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+ + +

Make feeling true
In my family we made our own entertainment. Unlike everybody else at school
and church, we didn’t have television. TV was a thing of the devil, like rock music,
like long hair. Instead, bunched up in green vinyl lounge chairs in the lounge
room, we watched slides and hummed along with the projector to exclamations
and sighs punctuated by the click-yer, click-yer of the forwards button, and my
father’s voice, saying: Next!
The set of Green Velvet photographs were a favourite grouping. Each time we
viewed our slides, no matter what order they were put into the box carousels, we
would laugh, at always the same ones, no matter what mood might have
possessed us. We would say things such as: Whatever happened to that dress? That
was the time you cried, such a sook. Ooh, will you look at the size of your head! Families
don’t flatter; families can be cruel. This one of my mother and me in Woofindin
Avenue always got a quick response. You don’t look real. You look like a China doll. It
never ceased to surprise. Made me blush. Even now, thinking about my family’s
reaction invites the same remembered feeling. I want to explain things away, tell
them what I was thinking back then when I was small, if I could—I was just being
me for goodness sake. I want to insist: by laughing at that slide you’re laughing at me.
I try to brush it off. Tell them they do not know me. Anything, to steer the focus
away from the personal.
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Still, I like the recall of warm skin from those Saturday nights, the feeling of
body against body, a re-membering of a “once-belonging.” The way we shunted in
close to each other, squeezed up along the sofa, and became connected without
any sense we might be encroaching, without any idea of private space. There is a
memory of stuffiness too because of the closed curtains, the way the air hung
heavy and smelly like old wallpaper, a tad morbid even. How we found a way to
toe the line. Because there was a smell of sweaty skin in the air, and mustiness
from our unwashed hair.
Looking at photographs of my mother, now that she is dead, elicits such
contradictory feelings deep within. I imagine her hands holding me, the smell of
her hair too, the artificial sweetness of hairspray, and the sometimes trill of her
still-wonderful laughter—I try to keep this lighter image of my mother
uppermost. But what I end up recalling is the scratch of her words across my
tongue. How she comes at me in writing, in verses from the Bible that she has
chosen especially as lessons for her wayward daughter. She has annotated my life
in her very distinctive handwriting. She wills me not to forget beyond the grave. A
friend asks: Do you keep thinking she is alive even though she is dead? Is she still
watching you?

+ + +
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Across my tongue
Do you know I have looked at this particular photograph of her and me in front of
the green velvet so many times, thousands of times probably because I’ve had it a
good number of years, without noticing what I notice now? Here, have another
look.

At first glance, it is such a “posed gesture,” isn’t it? Someone remarked once
how tentatively the baby touches the mother’s chin. Is her hand resting? Is she
pushing away? I wonder, has my father suggested the pose? A print from the slide
sits on a bookshelf, in the corridor between my bedroom and the bathroom; the
bookshelf that holds a set of “death list” books, as it happens. I’ve passed it, back
and forth, so many times without thinking, without really seeing what is here.
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How I came to possess it was that one day it turned up in the post in a recycled
Jiffy bag, if I remember right, a late birthday present. My mother had already
popped the print into a cheap Woolworths’ frame. She tucked a little note into the
bag on a handmade card she had designed with pinking shears. The message was
written out in my mother’s handwriting: God bless you. There was a red X too, for
a kiss (sometimes she sent hand-drawn kisses like this through the mail).
Sometimes, I have picked up this photograph from the bookshelf to look at it a
little more closely, to imagine that time long before I could talk, imagine being my
mother chuck-chucking my way, to imagine what she might have been feeling or
thinking as she squeezed me upright on her knees to the click-click of the shutter.

11

Look at my red hair—I always thought I was blonde—my chubby cheeks like
ping-pong balls. Look at the little kink in my left ear, how it looks like it is
listening out for what is going on. At my scary, starey eyes. And at my mouth—do
I look like I am about to say something?

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The story goes I didn’t talk properly until I was five years old. My mother worried that I would
never speak and, as I was starting school, took me to speech therapy to make sure I would blend in
properly.
11
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This picture is not perfect, in fact over time it has become a bit disappointing
because of the cheap frame it was put into, the kind of bulk special my mother
was rather fond of. The photographic paper has fused itself to the glass because
there was no mount board, so I will never be able to remove the picture without
tearing the image, even if I try to peel the two surfaces apart ever so carefully. The
paper has stuck fast, all sheen in places, with a rather unattractive grey blob now
splendid on my mother’s temple. Another person might have thrown this kind of
thing out as rubbish, long ago, and decided it was not worth keeping. I haven’t. I
can’t.
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This photograph is the first one I know that exists of us together, just her and
me. For a long time that was enough reason to hold onto it, even though it was
damaged. Now as I look again, I see something else I have never noticed before—
it is the thing that “pricks” or what Barthes might call punctum (the “sting, speck,
cut, little hole” (Camera 26, 27)). What I zoom in on is the connection between the
two bodies, a bridge between mother and child, to where the child’s left hand rests
on her mother’s face, fingers flat across her chin, fingers close to her mother’s open
mouth.
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As well, look at my mother’s thin top lip near my fingers, the flicker of a tooth
in the light, and the strength in her chin. (It was a chin my father always
marvelled at—I married your mother for that Jones’ chin.) As I pause to gaze, the
image comes to life so that I feel her warm skin under my skin, the movement of
her jaw against my hand as she coos and crows to keep me still. Suddenly, the
picture is animated. A rush of air; she doesn’t resist. Her face inclines my way, her
chin reaching towards me. Is there return longing? Can I read it as “return
desire”?
I fancy I feel her breath puffing across the space between us both to blow warm
on my skin. I do not retreat. I feel my hand steady in the projected arc. It is not a
pose so much as poise; it is being caught in the moment, caught here with the press
of the shutter. Look! At us!
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+ + +

The space between
Just as the Bri Nylon “Miss Gloria” takes me back to a remembered moment in the
Wesley Hospital and to my writing, so this series of Green Velvet close-ups opens
me up to an experience captured between these two figures. It helps “jump the
gap”: jump between the two bodies represented in this frame, and between back
then when I was small and now, and most importantly, jump between those “felt
experiences” and a life on the page. But it is even more than that. How does
Barthes put it in The Pleasure of the Text? “What pleasure wants is the site of a loss,
the seam, the cut, the deflation, the dissolve which seizes the subject in the midst of
bliss” (7). Because something is happening. Things collide and bump into each other,
rub against; held positions collapse and dissolve. This series is a way of reading my
way into the pores and chambers of another.
One-time Queensland resident Alison Bartlett writes about this idea of “reading
bodies” in an astonishing—and sexy—essay of the same name. She writes about
12

the power of the imagination to transgress, especially when reading in bed, when
imaginary bodies are resting on real bodies. To feel touched by another’s fingers.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Bartlett now lives in Western Australia. In “Reading Bodies” she writes: “Your body and mine
rest on each other’s, making and filling curves, creating humps and gorges to sink into and nestle
against” (90). Imagine having an afternoon tea of pineapple cake with her.
12
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All body. Heartbeat, a caress, laugh, sigh. Belly. Blood too. Hot. And tongues.

13

Bartlett is talking here about the materiality of books—best between sheets. She
asks us to imagine a real book of paper and cardboard covers (a perfect binding)
actually touching a body of flesh and blood. To imagine the scrape and rustle of
paper and words against bare skin, a whispering pair. How, when they touch,
“the constructed borders between text and body coalesce” (95). Reading lets things
pass through and across uninhibited, lets things live of their own accord. It invites
the possibility and curvature of breath and substance itself, the possibility of new
life.
I begin to imagine all sorts of things.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
This punctuated way of putting things recalls Cixous’ voice in “Sorties”: “Her tongue doesn’t
hold back but holds forth, doesn’t keep in but keeps on enabling … just like wanting to write: a
desire to live oneself within, wanting the belly, the tongue, the blood” (Newly Born 88, 90).

13
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3

All things pineapple
In Pineapple Country it is possible to imagine all sorts of things.
I grew up eating pineapples in everything; well, nearly everything (let’s not
exaggerate). They were a sweetener, made things juicy. Pineapple jam, pineapple
breadcrumbs stuffed in the chicken roast for Sunday lunch after church, pineapple
on the barbeque for the Christian folk my parents invited home, crushed
pineapple in the punch, pineapple in the boiled fruitcake, pineapple in
sandwiches as a treat through the summer holidays, and pineapple in the curried
rice salad on days when my mother felt adventurous. We ate from pineapples too.
Imagine then, refined white sugar being spooned out of a fancy pineapple canister
with its spiky pineapple top of a lid. Milk pouring out of a matching pineapple
jug. Salad out of large wooden bowls in the shape of pineapples cut in half
longways. And we ate off flat yellow pineapple dinner plates, helped ourselves to
butter cake and sponge rolls for tea on Sundays arranged on glass pineapple
platters. People thought us quirky and we laughed them off. In our family, this
attachment to the fruit of the land was our way of stitching ourselves in place,
saying we belonged. And in subtropical Queensland, the pointy state of Australia,
what a surfeit.
Which is why pineapples got under the skin. Why in Bite Your Tongue Little
Glory wore baskets of appliquéd pineapples on yellow and white checks when she
tried to cover up her body to hide Holden Caulfield’s tell-all words. Why, when
29
	
  

she was small and begging passersby to take notice of her in the streets of
Brisbane, she wished she were handing out wedges of cut-up pineapple instead of
Jesus-to-the-Communist-World pamphlets.
All this in the 1960s and 1970s before kitsch could possibly have been named as
“a thing” in Queensland; the Big Pineapple on the Bruce Highway north of
Brisbane was only beginning its life as a tourist icon (it was officially opened in
1971). Not that my mother would have been seen dead at the Big Pineapple;
14

cheap thrills were spongy, without Godly merit.

+ + +

Cheap thrills
When I was small, schoolmates would come to school after long weekends with
“Show and Tell” stories of visits to the Big Pineapple on the Sunshine Coast
(children from the sort of family who had holiday houses at Noosa and four-wheel
drives with which to visit Fraser Island, before “SUVs” were de rigueur). When I
first heard about the Big Pineapple I imagined it was truly giant sized, the way
they talked, an extraordinary engineering feat that dominated the skyline, where
you could hide on the inside, get lost in the moulded fibreglass.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
There is a photograph on PictureMaroochy, part of the Maroochy Heritage Library, of the spiky
fibreglass top being hoisted onto the fifty-foot-high Big Pineapple at the official opening of the
Sunshine Plantation in August 1971. See <
http://www.pictureaustralia.org/apps/pictureaustralia;
jsessionid=F4F7CD8AD91080818552DE9594106F45?action=PADisplay&mode=display&rs=resultse
t-271222&no=2>.
14
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Reg Mombassa’s Big Things, a new Australia Post stamp issue, June 2007, cut out from the pages of
a newspaper and pasted into the pages of “The Diary of the Writing of Bite Your Tongue,” Vol.
XXIII.

The Big Pineapple in Woombye near Nambour was one of the first “Big
Things” in Australia. It won a special tourism award in 1972 and, according to the
publicity, now attracts a five-star rating from visitors to the plantation which is a
guide to all things pineapple. It should not be confused with the other Big
Pineapple that sits on top of a disused Caltex petrol station in Gympie. A
15

pineapple pretender.
How was I to know, when I first began writing about pineapples as a trope to
plant me in the landscape (what I know now: writing this Book of Pineapple as a
companion volume), that my mother would die in the middle of the narrative, that
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
You can see the Caltex Big Pineapple online at <http://www.pictureaustralia.org/> (nla.pican11850641-5), a one-stop shop for Australian images courtesy of the National Library of Australia.
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I would help bury her next door to the Big Pineapple, a stone’s throw up the Bruce
Highway, near Bli Bli. Surprising things do happen. But I am jumping ahead.

+ + +

Pineapples under the skin
There is a story one of my big sisters tells about pineapples, a story about her
holiday work over summer at the Golden Circle cannery in Northgate on the
outskirts of Brisbane in 1969, the year a man landed on the moon. It was my
sister’s first job—“doing pineapples,” as she likes to put it now—before she
escaped south across the border to go to university. She sliced pineapples by hand,
sorted pineapples as they piled up in front of her on the conveyor belts. Pick up
your pineapple, the supervisor shouted. She came home sticky and stinky, with
excoriated arms, with stories about how you never knew from one day to the next
whether there was a place for you on the production line, how for some migrant
workers this was their only job, about canners with fingers missing.
Pineapple juice got everywhere.
I could smell pineapples on her, even though like all the “pineapple girls” in
the cannery my sister wore a plastic apron, plastic gloves, cover-all plastic shoes,
plastic shower-caps. Peak season was the worst time when the suburb of
Northgate rotted in the sun with trainloads of pineapples waiting to be processed
and, on the way home across town, she stank out the train. Sometimes, someone
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from the other end of the carriage would call out: There’s a smell of pineapple here
today. She tried to disappear. The sickly sweetness got stuck in her hair and deep
into the pores of her skin. After that, she swore she could never eat pineapple,
definitely not pineapple out of a tin, nor the pineapple juice our mother favoured
as a base for the iced punch, juice that my sister said was scraped off the floor after
every shift. That was when things changed, she said, beginning with pineapples;
they lost their innocence. It was this sister who gave me the word excoriate too
(excoriate as from corium or “hide”, meaning to strip or “peel off (skin),” to
censure). She dropped the word into my lap as I was writing this story, and it
leapt about like one of Bradbury’s roasted birds (124).

+ + +

The smell of Queensland
When I think of pineapples—when I see them, smell them—I think of Queensland
and remember my sister’s poor hands and arms, her excoriated skin. The way
being a child of Queensland has scraped back my skin, peeled my tongue. I feel
the abrasion still. Now, just thinking about it catches my breath. Makes me want
to hide; here, I am making the word corium work as a verb, a doing word as in “to
hide” or take cover. It makes me want to “not come out” (ex meaning “out of”).
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Makes me feel ashamed, too, where the root word shame comes from the modern
German word Scham, which refers to covering the face.

16

But I hear other voices too, voices that have grown up surrounded by the smell
of ripe pineapples, such as that of Liz Willis, a friend and an ex-Queenslander.

17

Does her tongue tingle like tinsel as mine does, after eating pineapples for
breakfast? In an opinion piece in the Sydney Morning Herald, just after Joh BjelkePetersen died in 2005, Willis wrote:
Joh Bjelke-Petersen united people in Brisbane in ways he could never
have imagined—in fact in ways he may have deemed immoral and
illegal … He made those of us who were on the other side of his
political fence work even harder unwittingly steeling and skilling up
his political opponents … Goodbye, Joh. You ruthlessly moulded
Queensland in your image and marked all of our lives forever (screen 1,
2).
18

In the beginning, when this politician first came to power, nobody knew
how to pronounce his name, a name that has, since then, come to define the
Sunshine

State:

Joh

“don’t-you-worry-about-that”

Bjelke-Petersen.

In

Queensland, you were either for him or against him. Everyone thought that
was all there was to it: simply recognising the battle line drawn in the
pavement to work out which side you were on, then sticking to it.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
16

According to the Chambers Dictionary of Etymology, 1988.

And boy, have the likes of Willis got some pineapple stories. Perhaps this is the thing with
Queenslanders, the thing that makes us part of the same family: we all know pineapples are not as
innocent as we once liked to think they were.
17

Willis told me that in writing this particular opinion piece she wanted to do something different
to what everyone else was doing when Joh died, she wanted to write about the agency and power
“Pineapple Children” exerted in their relationship with Joh—how a remarkable oppositional
culture manifested itself, how it was “unstoppable,” an “unintended legacy” (email to the author,
30 August 2005).
18
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IMAGE REMOVED FOR COPYRIGHT REASONS
From an obituary on the occasion of Joh’s death, Gold Coast Weekend Bulletin, 23–24 April 2005,
page 15.

But things came unstuck. There was protesting on the streets against Joh’s
autocratic style, against what social commentator and historian Humphrey
McQueen once referred to as “book-burning bible-bashers who want to castrate
poofs and shoot reds” (32). Demonstrations were organised. T-shirts were
screenprinted. Protesters were thrown into gaol. This history is well known, well
documented. What is less well known is the way in which this time of the BjelkePetersen era is thought of as “a tipping point,” as Brisbane academic and one-time
student activist Julianne Schultz might put it, a turning away from the dominant
culture characterised by repression, tightness, “inward-lookingness, that was quite
frightening” (“Reinvention” 3). This era did come to an end, eventually, with the
19

1987 Fitzgerald Inquiry into the corrupt Bjelke-Petersen government, but not

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Julianne Schultz was in conversation with Geraldine Doogue on ABC Radio National, a week
after the “Kevin–07” election was conducted, on Saturday 1 December 2007. Schultz said this in
response to the very-Queensland influence on the most recent federal election, when Queenslander
Kevin Rudd became Australia’s 26 prime minister (there has only ever been one other Australian
prime minister from Queensland, and that was in 1910).
19
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before many Queenslanders had already left, crossing the border to head south.

20

In fact, in a recent article entitled “Bad Old Days” in The Big Issue, I read about the
thousands who fled south as Queensland refugees. How does it feel, the author
was asked, to have been living two thousand kilometres away from your home
state for over twenty years? “Just lovely,” rock’n’roller Robert Lastdrager replied,
who left Brisbane after the illegal demolition of Cloudland Ballroom, “vowing
never to return,” with $400 in his pocket and a car full of drums. He left because
he hated the feeling of being trapped in a “humid, cultureless cage” (25). Anyone
21

who lived in Queensland during that time who possessed “social and political
antennae,” Schultz maintains, could sense there “was something rotten”
(“Disruptive Influences” 11).

+ + +

Crossing the border
When I left Queensland at the end of high school, I took everything with me. I
never thought for a minute I would return, certainly not to live. I had to leave the
place I had grown up in, and all it stood for, far behind. I had to escape my
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Many of the current leaders in Australia today grew up in Queensland and have been informed
by this time, including Kevin Rudd and treasurer Wayne Swan, and Australia’s first woman
governor general, Quentin Bryce. (It should be noted: some Queenslanders stayed behind.) This
shift in Australian politics and society, with Queensland playing a central role, have led some
political commentators to refer to a “pineapple coup” under Rudd’s leadership (Davis).
20

Lastdrager wonders out loud whether there might not be a celebration of the state’s coming of
age, now that there is a woman as premier in Queensland. He writes: “It’s getting harder to explain
the effect Bjelke-Petersen’s political and social agenda had on the population all those years ago.
Intimidation and oppression took their toll, particularly on the Indigenous communities, students,
union workers, bands and anyone else on the wrong side of the political fence” (25).
21
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mother’s sphere of influence. This was my chance to shuck off conservative black
and white thinking. Think for myself. When I left it was still the 1970s, the middle
years of Joh’s dark reign and his notorious brand of politics. In a recent book on
Queensland’s history, Raymond Evans is unequivocal; he calls this controversial
era in which Bjelke-Petersen won seven governments, a time of hubris: “We won
election after election, street march after street march,” declared Sir Joh with pride
(qtd. in Evans 219). Bjelke-Petersen had a particular style, and he did like to join
forces with those on “the right.” “The plain truth is,” Joh boasted, preaching to
more than 5000 people at a Festival of Light rally in the Festival Hall in Brisbane,
“sin loves company and is ever ready to pull down the unwary.”

22

Under the circumstances I must have realized, at some level, that I could never
strike a pose siding with those who stood against him. Politics was outside my
experience. Still, little did I know as I stuffed two huge suitcases full of everything
I owned, careful to leave nothing behind, that this was my first step in the art of
“crossing over.” If you sin once, I had learned by heart from the cradle, watch out,
you will sin again. Going south was an act of transgression, as reading would
become, and writing; the imagination was at work, instinctive. First sign of
danger, my mother would have exclaimed, if asked. Take everything to God in
prayer, I was instructed, ask His forgiveness.

+ + +

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Joh Bjelke-Petersen’s speech is reprinted in full in the pamphlet The Gentle Prophet Pays a Visit:
Malcolm Muggeridge in Australia, 1977.
22
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If you sin once
As a small girl I knew the difference between right and wrong; it was simple.
Being right put you in the arms of Jesus like a little lost lamb, and took you up the
narrow, dangerous, scraggy path to the top of the mountain. You were safe in His
arms because you knew you couldn’t get there on your own, you needed saving,
and the bright shiny light of heaven above was your reward. Everything glowed
glorious white.
Being right took you to church, holding hands. Being right dressed you in your
Sunday best to sing hymns and pray, and to shake the minister’s sweaty hand
after the blessing. Being right put you on the correct side of the Bible and the
anticommunist pamphlets and sermons written by Godly men. Memorised verses
glued hard to your tongue.
Being wrong—being wrong sent you to Hell along a road that was wide and
slippery like oil; you could be swept along without knowing. Being wrong meant
you would burn in Hell, be buried in an eternal fire to scream and writhe with
your tongue hanging out all thirsty, to yell for water that would never ever come
because that was the point: Hell was/is/always forever. In Hell, everything was
either pitch black or the deepest of blood reds: this small girl could never make up
her mind.
Being wrong meant you had to confess your sins, not just privately to Jesus at
Quiet Time every morning, but publicly as well. Sinners were stood up and were
counted; sinners were punished. Really bad sinners, serial sinners, were
excommunicated, and sent to Hell then and there. The word excommunicate comes
from the Latin excommúnicãtus to mean literally “put out of the community.” It sits
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in the dictionary between the words excogitate or “to think out,” to devise or
invent on the top side (from the Latin “found out by thinking”), and the word
excoriate on the bottom. In Golden Circle country you had to be on your best
behaviour. You made sure you stayed put and never crossed over lines, never
crossed anything. You had to watch your step or you would fall down between
the cracks in the pavement and disappear forever to a gnashing of tongues, it was
that dangerous. But what a lot of work it was to stay standing upright, to remain
aware of the unwary, to spurn temptation. So my mother made sure that all week
we were washed and rinsed in the blood of Jesus, and hung out to dry on
Sundays. She made sure everyone else in the world knew the difference between
right and wrong too; she was self-appointed moral guardian to the whole of
Queensland, and not averse to speaking her mind. Shame, shame she would call out
to packed public meetings. She would protest on radio and in the newspaper
about the books people were reading and giving to their children, books she
considered dirty and salacious. You know what these filthy books do to you; you know
what I am talking about.

+ + +

Shame, shame!
Under Joh’s reign, Queensland was a breeding ground for radical thinking. I am
not talking here about the usual kind of radical, the rock’n’roll type of radical or I-
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once-was-thrown-into-Boggo-Road-gaol-with-long-hair kind of radical. No, “Q is
for Queensland where the reaction is.”

23

IMAGE REMOVED FOR COPYRIFGHT REASONS

In the press, my mother and others like her were called crazy reactionaries,
“anti-professional,” irrational, ratbags (Gowers and Scott iii, v). She was laughed
at, sneered at, labelled and dismissed. And yet, by 1978, her two groups, STOP
and CARE, were successful in having two major and well-supported social
education courses, MACOS and SEMP, banned from Queensland schools. One of
24

the mottos of STOP and CARE’s “ministry” was: “The role of the Christian is to

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
From Australian Censorship: The XYZ of Love (Hall and Hall 96), the unfinished 1970’s guide to
sexual censorship in Australia: “unfinished because the censorship file fattens every week” (5). The
back-cover blurb talks about this book being about sex and the efforts of the authorities (moral and
legal) to limit the authors, and how terribly funny it all was: “It is hard not to be funny when
relating some of the censorial attitudes that have prevailed in Australia, and then you have to
laugh at some acts of censorship or you’ll cry.”

23

STOP began in 1971, the same year as the Springbok unrest took place in Brisbane when Joh
Bjelke-Petersen declared a State of Emergency. CARE was inaugurated a year later (STOP PRESS,
May 1987, 16:1). MACOS = Man: A Course of Study and SEMP = Social Education Materials
Project.
24
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rule.” People said: “It could only happen in Queensland.” It is well documented.
25

26

“A cautionary tale,” is the way the writer Inez Baranay put it to me one day—a
reminder that it could happen again.

27

Put simply, my mother thought the world was sick and going to Hell; she had
to put the world right. The fact was, in Queensland she garnered considerable
support for her public position. Have a read of some of the letters published in the
papers of the day. Here, about pollution:
Pollution is the word of the day … the most serious pollution of all, that
of the minds and bodies of our children.
28

To condone thus the spread of pornography as a “necessary risk” is
similar to expose babies, or weak, unprepared persons (and there are
millions of them) to malignant germs for which they either have no
antibodies, or have had not enough time or chance, to build the
necessary antibodies.
29

About Communism and Hell:
We should take a lead from Communism which is very quick to take
action by way of the “purge” and bloodshed when it thinks necessary
to eliminate political thinking with which its ideology does not agree …
What is happening to this country which we love?
30

Sanctimonious clichés are small comfort in the face of mounting
incidence of gang rape, V.D., illegitimacy and divorce … We badly need
tougher censorship. A recent church newsletter suggests the hottest
places of hell are reserved for those who peddle such refuse for a few
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STOP PRESS, November 1986, 15: 7.

See, for example, Peter Charlton’s State of Mind: Why Queensland is Different, Dean Wells’ The Deep
North, Rae Wear’s The Lord’s Premier, and Allan Patience’s The Bjelke-Petersen Premiership.
26

27

In conversation with Baranay, writer-in-residence at the University of Canberra, October 2004.

28

T. S. Steven (Principal) and others, Letter, Courier Mail 26 February 1972: 2.

29

F. Winifred Jewett, Letter, Courier Mail 15 February 1972: 2.

30

D. Martin, Letter, Courier Mail 29 February 1972: 2.
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measly dollars. I claim no such knowledge of Hades, but when I pass
some bookstores it seems I can almost smell the brimstone.
31

And about the need for a bath:
A friend sent me some excerpts from the books in question, I almost
wish she hadn’t. They inspired me with an urgent desire of a bath.
32

The arrival of The Little Red School Book started my mother’s protest, although
she had been building her moral muscles in preparation for a while before its
publication. Its release in Australia kick-started a ferocious and hysterical public
33

debate in Queensland. It was hysterical in both senses of the word—emotionally
disordered as well as extremely funny. Hysterical comes from the Greek hysterikós
to mean “suffering in the uterus,” which, when you think about this debate and
the desire to “save” children, is hysterical. It was a debate to do with morality and
decency, civil liberties versus community standards, pornography and censorship,
and all writ large in the daily newspapers. Queensland’s daily newspaper, the
Courier Mail, was full of it—“a moral landslide,” “gutter trash,” “suffocating filth.”
The Little Red School Book “can only upset moral standards in families when
children of 12 and 14 are allowed to read such material.” My mother was
34
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Ken Hood, Letter, Courier Mail 11 February 1972: 2.

Ken Hood, Letter, Courier Mail 26 January 1972: 2. Intriguingly, the relationship between “filthy
books” and the need for a bath wasn’t new. In 1901, there was a report of a certain Professor
Edward Ellis Morris, a member of the Professorial Board at Melbourne University, who reacted to
Balzac’s Droll Stories with these words: “I felt I defiled my mind reading them. I needed a bath after
it” (Hall and Hall 98).
32

Queensland was the first state to ban the book (The Herald, Melbourne, 15 April 1972: 3).
Federally, the Minister for Customs, Don Chipp, defended the introduction of the book into
Australia (Courier Mail, 15 April 1972: 1).
33

Said a certain Mr McLeay, a South Australian Liberal politician at the time (Courier Mail, 15 April
1972: 1).
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declared “anti-smut,” there was nothing private about her morals crusade; she let
rip. She made an art form out of writing letters to the editor:
35

Who are these so-called educators who are spooning this garbage to our
children? … How dare they take upon themselves to destroy the minds
and characters of our children. This is not education … It is exploitation
of the innocent. It is trafficking in the souls of men.
36

You can see why I had to get away, to put her squarely behind me. If you sin
once, you sin again. This state of “Queens Land” was different: everyone agreed.

37

+ + +

You can sin again
Imagine my delight then, tripping over something Cixous said in an interview in
Paris in 2002, where she told Ian Blyth and Susan Sellers: “And after you have

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
“Book Ban Denies a Right—Librarian,” Courier Mail, 29 April 1972: 7. I uncovered my mother and
her “anti-smut” label in a file on censorship from the Australian Press Cuttings Agency at the
National Library of Australia.
35

“Textbooks are Gutter Trash,” (Mrs.) Angel Rendle-Short, M.B., B.Ch., Letter, Courier Mail 6
February 1975: 2.
36

This Queensland-is-different line is oft quoted by way of introduction to the state (see for
example Peter Charlton’s State of Mind: Why Queensland is Different). In The Monthly, John Harms
writes: “Queensland. What is it? The answer seems so obvious: Queensland is a state of Australia
with nice weather and fabulous beaches. But it’s not obvious. Say the word again: ‘Queensland.’
Already it has taken you somewhere else.” And it’s true, who amongst us wouldn’t love to holiday
in the Sunshine State? “Queensland is a place … But it is also a mood a feeling, a spirit, a state of
mind. It is known for its political eccentricities, its down-on-the-farm conservatism, its parochial
uncomplicated people and its get-the-big-bulldozer economy.” He adds: “’That’s so Queensland,’
you hear people say. But what do they mean? You can’t analyse Queensland if you want to get
close to understanding it. You can only observe and participate in it” (30).
37
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sinned once, as you know, you never stop [laughs]” (“Cixous Live” 109). Just
38

listen to her laughter, will you? As you know!
In the transcript of this particular interview, I like the way the authors included
this interjection of hers in parenthesis, put it between square brackets, to allow the
reader hear the full complexion of Cixous’ meta-voice, her trill, and register.
Comic timing. It so happens she was talking about writing her mother, about how
one thing always leads to another, and how she found herself giving way “to the
flood of my mother” (108). She chose her words carefully (you can hear her
casting the line): sin, trespass, and transgression. Then she added, not as a caution
but with more of a victory note: “But you know, when you think in terms of
transgression, you’re on the way to transgressing, you’re already doing it” (108: my
italics).
Travelling south on the Greyhound bus I was “on my way,” at eighteen. From
39

then on, I did everything I could to disassociate myself from the place and from
what had gone on before. I had left Queensland, I decided, for good. I never
admitted to being my mother’s daughter. I switched subjects whenever she came
up in conversation. I got married, changed my name, and made things up. I tried
to reinvent myself. I wished I really could change my identity (Heather Wearne
introduces me to the idea of autobiography being “a wished for story of the self”
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
And I have to tell you, my heart leaps whenever I come across this three-letter word sin. I have
such a peculiar relationship to it. The word jumps out/off of the page, such an explosive word to
employ especially when it appears in a nonreligious context. Don’t these writers know the weight
of it (I can hear my mother demand), how they err when they mock (perhaps she wouldn’t say it
quite the same way as this), how they are a breath away from Hell?
38

I was the last in my family to leave home, as it happened. I discovered you could go to university
across the border, to a place that was quite happy to accept Queensland refugees. What a relief—
and in the nick of time too! Because at the time, I was dressed up in Wellington boots and KingGee overalls, enrolled in rural technology at Gatton Agriculture College, and ready to slosh about
in the garden bowl west of Brisbane.
39
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(95)). Actually, I never dared think that it was possible to become somebody else,
to make myself up. Before, my youth and sense of self had stretched between
home and school, across the border it stretched between home and university,
between the place where-I-grew-up and the place where-I-hoped-to-become-anadult, my skin like the skin of the drum my mother banged her protest on. I was
afraid to speak up. I did not possess the courage. I bit my tongue.
Then slowly, slowly, as I started to write, something strange and wonderful
began to emerge.
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4

On the way to transgressing
Sometimes, with some stories, you have to wait half a lifetime to get them down—
so I comfort myself. In any case, you write about them obliquely. It was this word
that novelist and fellow-Queenslander Janette Turner Hospital once used to
describe her voyage between parallel alien universes, a voyage not dissimilar to
mine (2, 3). Still, writing down these kinds of stories is an act of transgression
40

whatever the slant you take, whoever reads them. (Here, I am using the word
transgress as a verb—to “go beyond, violate, infringe, break.”) Because when first
41

I started writing this story, I wrote in the dark, I wrote in code, I deliberately lied. I
wrote without considering what I had just written; I kept on turning the page,
writing without looking back. I told myself I was getting this particular story out
of my system so I could get on with writing something “proper,” something of
more substance and greater importance. I told myself I was going through a
phase—I was troubled, I said—and that I would take it seriously (if ever I was to
take it seriously) once my mother was gone. I pretended I was simply taking notes
for later. I didn’t tell a soul what I was doing, I was that nervous; I barely admitted
it myself.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Mangoes drew me to her first. Alongside the publication of her story “The Mango Tree” is an
author’s note about the process of making her short story public. In it, she confesses that she came
from a fundamentalist, religious family albeit one in which books were valued: “luckily” (2).
40

41

	
  

According to The Macquarie Dictionary, third edition, 1997.
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But things began to happen: words begat words, strength begat strength. I just
kept going and a voice began to develop. Glory Solider, my emerging narrator and
protagonist became my imagined interlocutor, to borrow a term from Marina
Warner (where interlocutor comes from the Latin inter-loqui or inter-locut meaning
“interrupt to speak”) (Sage xvi). I imagined Little Glory entering the conversation
(and she was very little to begin with, a tiny voice to match), interrupting my
thoughts, giving her opinion, daring to contradict. These two words—imagined
interlocutor—helped put aside hesitation, helped me to grow wings. I
experimented with form and narration, expanding and contracting the narrative in
dialogue with this made-up “Glory Girl.”
Warner links the idea of interlocutor to the imagination, to fashioning and
refashioning the self as a way to discover the proportions, the shape of the subject
(Sage xvi). She wrote the introduction to Lorna Sage’s final book, Moments of
Truth, published posthumously, a book about the relationship between memoir
and invention, record and fabrication, in the works of twelve great women writers
of the twentieth century. You can argue, Warner writes, that in making art, the life
and work of the author are intertwined so that the two cannot exist without each
other. You can’t have “the work without the life,” or more pointedly, she says,
“the life without the work.” In other words, you can’t have “the grammar without
the glamour” (Sage xvi). This idea of grammar reminds me of something Sontag
wrote about in relation to photography and an “ethics of seeing,” how
photographs are a grammar, how they not only show us what to look at and how
to look, but in her words, they “alter and enlarge our notions of what is worth
looking at and what we have a right to observe” (On Photography 3; my italics).
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So I began to make a body by making narrative. I ordered the sentences of
Glory’s life for the page, gave her a grammar for speaking up, and made room for
her interruptions and interpolations—to show up what she had “a right to
observe.” As Sontag suggests further on: “only that which narrates can make us
understand” (On Photography 23). It was through writing Pineapple Girl that her
presence became real and solid. I imagined her taking shape in front of me. I
located her in time and space. I conjured up her whole being and, in return, she
called out to me—Look, I’m breathing. Glory found the words: one bite at a time,
body part by body part. This was better than life I wanted to remark.
Hustvedt says she is “more alive” when writing fiction, when making up
people and places. “Writing fiction,” Hustvedt argues, “is like remembering what
never happened. It mimics memory without being memory” (41). She sounds
convincing too when she suggests that the distinction between fiction and life
(what she calls “the world”) is not so clear, that the process of invention and the
process of memory “are linked in the mind” (41, 42). In her essay “Yonder” she
begins with a little “linguistic magic” about the word itself—how yonder is not
another word for there, rather “between here and there” (1). How this meaning
identifies a new space for being, a “middle region” that is neither here nor there.
What I am thinking about here is the way Glory and her Glory-story inhabit
Hustvedt’s “yonder,” they hover in a place between there and here; inhabit
Barthes’ “dissolve” (Pleasure 7).

+ + +
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One bite at a time
Pineapple Girl got me going. Pineapple Girl crosses my heart. She made me come
alive. Allowed me to inhabit yonder.

“Girl sitting in a crate of Queensland pineapples, 1924,” JOL neg: 60864, State Library of Queensland.

I found this Pineapple Girl at the National Library of Australia in Canberra at
the front desk, as a PictureAustralia postcard. I took her home. I enlarged the
42

postcard, stuck her to the wall, photocopied her onto transparency, and made her
into a screensaver. I thought—yes, this is what I am talking about. Pineapples
place me in a landscape. They give a picture (a flavour) of home. They say
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You can view this “Pineapple Girl” online at <http://www.pictureaustralia.org>.
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something, lots of things, about Queensland about where I grew up. They give me
a sense of time too, remind me about the era I am talking about, about kitsch.
Never mind if this 1924 photograph was an advertising set-up, never mind if,
because of the dates, it could be my mother when she was four. Never mind if it
looks more like my little sister, if the truth were told, than me. Never mind too
how prickly the sitting arrangement must be with the pineapple skins and
pineapple tops, with the straw; how Pineapple Girl’s skin must tickle and itch
afterwards. I do hope she was allowed to eat the slice of pineapple in her hands; it
looks like she has already taken a big bite out of one side. I imagine the sticky juice
dripping through her fingers and onto her neatly ironed cotton skirt, and the
make-up artists calling out, Don’t move, sit still. I imagine the pineapples smelling
sweetly and wonder how long this little girl had to sit there posing, how her
smiling cheeks must hurt.
I love her wry smile.

+ + +
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My own Pineapple Girl

Francesca in the garden in St Lucia in a photograph taken by her father, probably, circa 1964.

Now this is pineapple girl—my Pineapple Girl. I found her in the garden with the
smell of Queensland up her nose! And yes, this was probably one of our family’s
slides that we looked at on a Saturday night. It takes me back to feeling desire rise
up from within. The smell here is of warmth, vegetation, a smell of surfeit and
wetness, fecundity. It takes me back to laughing in the frangipani corner in the
backyard—the same frangipani that swung above the septic tank. Takes me back
to the family of poisoned dollies trussed up and swinging from grey felt branches.
To the telling of stories and the pleasure of shared secrets. To a feeling of bliss.
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She’s got the same smile as the original Pineapple Girl, hasn’t she, the same teeth?
A saucepan haircut my mother was rather fond of regimenting.
So suddenly I am away, flying, voyaging out as Virginia Woolf might put it.
Remembering and inventing too in the same gulp. Pineapple Girl takes me with
her.

+ + +

Pick up your pineapple
Writing this “return narrative” (to borrow an idea from William Hatherell) was a
way of thinking: about growing up, and about writing as “speaking up.” It was a
43

way of trying to make sense of a passage of Queensland’s history—my history, as
it happens—a history that had disappeared down cracks. Writing this “novel”—
and daring to make it public—peeled my tongue a second time, made me come
out of hiding, forced my hand (boy, it is really hard to breathe now.) And the
44

word excoriate leapt and danced off the page exfoliating my vision, like the set of

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The idea of naming this kind of writing as a “return narrative” comes from Hatherell’s book
about Brisbane’s literature and writing, The Third Metropolis. Hatherell suggests that a misplaced
nostalgia for the place left behind is one of the consequences of an exiled culture. If it is absence
that underpins the remembered landscape, then return, he suggests, “presents its own difficulties”
(214). Nonetheless, for exiled Brisbane writers, it is as though they have never left (236). As David
Malouf writes of his hometown in a celebrated essay in Southerly it is “the only place I know from
inside, from my body outwards” (“First Place” 3). Suddenly, this idea places what I have been
doing in a field of wild pineapples.
43

And see, I have slipped inverted commas around the word novel, like slipping on a pair of white
gloves to go to church, to suggest perhaps, my hesitation, or slippage and nervousness—the need
to keep up appearances of propriety.
44
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English books my mother wanted to ban all those years ago once did. Wings
ablaze like a roasted bird (Bradbury 124).
When she was young, so the story goes, the English novelist Jeanette Winterson
not only went to bed with books, she slept on books. She told this story on her first
visit to Australia at the 2004 Adelaide Writers Festival (she was afraid of flying).

45

She was giving a talk in one of the tents and told how she hid books under her bed
between the mattress and bedsprings. She calculated you could hide seventy
Penguin paperbacks that way, end-to-end in a grid for safekeeping (so my story of
her story goes, “trust me”). I wish a similar yarn could fall from my mouth. I wish
46

I had such a sexy story to sell. All I know for sure is that if my mother were living
her “anti-smut campaign” life today, Winterson’s books would be on her “death
list” for certain—Sexing the Cherry, The Passion and Written on the Body. No
47

question.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
I heard this story from a friend who went to the writers festival that year—literary Chinese
whispers at work. Four years later in a transcript from the Sydney Writers Festival, Winterson tells
the story again in conversation with Romona Koval. On this occasion the number is seventy-seven
(6).
45

The line—“I’m telling you stories, trust me”—comes from The Passion (7); but you don’t know
whether you should, or can. These two sentences are also the epigraph to Australian writer
Dessaix’s autobiographical work, A Mother’s Disgrace (he names its genre as such in Scarp 31
(“Eros” 22)). Here, the idea of trust becomes heightened even more, where any exchange of the
idea of story between “you” and “I” takes on greater proportions, it becomes juicy with the weight
of suggested truth. You want to know what it tastes like—what “the truth” is, what trust tastes like.
46

Beverley Wood gave me the first “death list” STOP and CARE wanted to ban. She showed me a
list originally compiled as supporting documentation for a delegation to government under the
title “Concerning the Moral Pollution of Children Through Literature.” This list was presented to
the Queensland Education Department in January 1972 by a deputation of six concerned Christian
parents. It complained that these “offending books were still being set or recommended, and
available in school libraries” (Wood). I have, since then, seen lists of these “controversial” books
reproduced in various ways for different purposes. For example, Semper Floreat, the University of
Queensland’s independent student newspaper, published a list under the title “Rona’s Death List:
Burn a Book a Day,” a parody of the activity of another Queensland morals campaigner, Rona
Joyner (15 March 1978, 7).
47
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When her first book Oranges are Not the Only Fruit came out in Australia in 1985,
I was too afraid to open its cover. A copy of the paperback sat on my windowsill
48

for another fifteen years or so before I dared read it, and then, with half an eye
closed. The same year Oranges was published (this bit is true, cross my heart) I
opened a blank notebook and began to fill pages with my own kind of lettering
and words. It was love at first sight really, as it was for Winston Smith in Nineteen
Eighty-Four and his own beautiful book, a book filled with smooth creamy paper
and the ever-present itch of shame and guilt—“even with nothing written in it, it
was a compromising possession” (Orwell 8–9). For me, writing a journal has
49

never been illegal, nor punishable by death as it might have been for poor Winston
in his Big Brother world, but whenever I went home to Queensland for a visit
(which wasn’t often, I can count these visits on two hands), I kept whatever
notebook I was writing in at the time firmly tucked under my arm during the day,
and slept on it under my pillow at night (I never slept very well). Even now I can
feel its hard rectangular surface pressing into my face through the pillow feathers,
the cardboard corners making dints in my cheeks, and the print of words pressing
their shape into my skin. I wondered, with increasing anxiety—what would
happen if my mother read what I wrote? Sometimes she caught me with my
journal and would ask: What’s that? You’re not writing, are you? Can I read it?
What possessed me to fly so close to danger? Why did I manoeuvre myself to
her side to feel her hot breath on my face, the heat of her argument pressing my
lungs? Why take the risk? What make-up of desire inhabited my body to will it
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Interestingly, in the introduction to the 1991 edition of Oranges are Not the Only Fruit, Winterson
asks herself the rhetorical question: Is Oranges an autobiographical novel? To which she answers:
“No not at all and yes of course” (xiv).
48

Nineteen Eighty-Four was one of those frequently censored books. It has been criticised for its
immorality and profanity, and for its “study of communism” (Karolides et. al. 122).
49
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this way? I knew from experience that there were always consequences to clashes
with my mother. Did I sense even then, intuitively, that I was preparing the
ground for what was to come? Was I rehearsing an act of defiance?
Early on while writing this book, I read a letter to the editor to the Courier Mail,
under the heading “Literature and Morals”:
One can only feel concern for the children of such imperceptive parents
[these morals campaigners], who it seems will “never never” have
much opportunity to develop their own set of values.
50

Well, this “never never girl” could never stop writing in her notebooks once she
started. Words poured out of her, to darken the page. Never Never Girl began to
be bold with it too—not that her heart stopped pounding; not that she stopped
sleeping on the book at night. She dared herself to eschew fear, and vomit her way
out of trouble (for that was the taste of after-burn), to dance and leap across the
page with penny bungers between her toes to see what it felt like. This Never
Never Girl could always bang the book shut, she comforted herself, she could
always lock it up in a cupboard. Perchance, never read it.

+ + +
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Mrs Beverley Greig, “Mother, Ex-teacher, and Student,” Letter, Courier Mail 29 January 1972: 2.
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Fly close to danger
There is an old photograph I treasure, in sepia tones, taken at Durham Street in St
Lucia. You can tell it was a Sunday because of the hat and gloves.

Going to church, circa 1964.

All very prim, very proper. Going to church. Francesca and Angel, mother and
daughter. And look, holding hands. We look like we are from the same family,
don’t we? No mistaking! With the same bone structure around the nose and
mouth?
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The two of us are standing at the top of the stairs just off the verandah when it
was boxed in, in its old state, before it was remodelled with an iron railing. My
father must have taken the photograph from a lower-down step because of the
angles of the view, with us standing tall. We look as though we’ve been planted to
grow out of the rockery. I remember there was a small frangipani off to one side. If
it were in the picture it would be poking out of the right-hand side of the frame, in
the same place where the orange-flame crucifix orchids would soon grow, the
ones Glory picked for the peanut paste jar to brighten her mother’s Sunday lunch
tray.
What frees me here, I fancy, is my mother’s hat, made of feathers, or is it tulle?
In any case, a crown of butterfly wings in white polyester, poised, ready to fly off.
In those days, everybody wore hats to church; women were not allowed to betray
their sex, their heads must be covered. Mind you, my mother continued to dress
up in hats well beyond the time when it was thought to be culturally and
religiously necessary, even for Queensland. She wore pretty hats into hospital,
even up to her last trip.
The fact is my mother loved her hats. She grew her own collection, made
different ones for different occasions. She wore a hat whenever she dressed up,
which was whenever she went out of the house. One of her favourites near the
time of her death was a straw hat with a wreath of pretend vine leaves around its
crown and bunches of purple faux grapes (perhaps this was the one the truckies
wore into the nursing home). When she went shopping astride her red duco
buggy with shoulders back, head high, full throttle, you could almost fancy those
grapes in a jet stream behind her as a trail of brilliant colour, the purple orbs
catching the light. Look at her go, the elderly residents chorused, surely it must be
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illegal to go that fast, they questioned. She’s going to knock someone over! Wouldn’t
feathers fly then?
Look at us again going to church.
What pricks here—Barthes’ punctum again (Camera 26)—is my cocked knee. See
how it softens my body, makes my whole body lean and curve towards her.

+ + +
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Leaning towards her
My mother’s handwriting is on the reverse side, her signature across the
yellowing paper, just the way she liked to put things.

I see my mother’s hand moving across this paper now, in a flourish. I smell blue
ink. See flicks fly off the nib as she shakes it down. I imagine I am so close to her
body that I feel her hand spelling out the words across my skin. Look at the
scratches and foxing too. On the four corners of the paper you can see four
spherical tears where the photograph must have been pulled from somewhere
else. I feel her pulling away from me now.
When my mother wrote, her hand moved in a slow dance. She perfected a
deliberate, almost queenly and gestural way of writing in which she knew where
to start, when to press in as one of the letters turned a sharp corner, when to lift
the nib off the paper, and how to stop. She knew when to allow the mark she was
making trail away, when to curl the letters so that they turned nicely, such as here,
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on the tail of the letter g in the first word Going. Contrast this to the strength of the
crossed t, bang in the middle—there was no mistaking her intentions. She took
pride in her handwriting; she knew exactly what she was doing. So that now it is
impossible not to feel the scrape and speed of the final stroke as a bottom line, to
conclude.

+ + +

Touch of her hand
It reminds me of a drawing I did of her when she was in intensive care at the
Chermside Hospital in Brisbane. What surprised was the close proximity of our
two bodies on that occasion: hers prone on the bed with only her torso showing
out of the covers; mine tucked into the bed. How so very little she was, lying there.
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My mother in ICU, a drawing cut out from the pages of a small Moleskine notebook, No. 50.

Art critic Gordon Bull writes about drawing, how it can be so simple, a line or a
mark or a trace on any surface. How it is fundamental to our understanding of art
because it is the result of “a touch, engaging the body of the artist” (Trouble).
Drawing is a way of thinking. It is a way of breathing too. Breathing and thinking
51

are involuntary; the consciousness of breathing opens us up to our own
vulnerability. Drawing in this way brings us close, subject to object—breathing
alongside, breathing with. Here in this notebook, these messy squiggles capture
my mother’s presence across a page. “To see someone touching,” New Zealand art
critic Justin Paton writes, “is to imagine doing so; and to imagine doing so is to
begin to wonder how it might feel to be that person, to inhabit the situation” (11).
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
I’d figured some of this out for myself but was chuffed to read an art essay by Briony Fer where
she talks about drawing and how like breathing it is, in discussing Gabriel Orozco’s “Breathing
Drawings” (1998–2002). She writes: “Drawing leads to more drawing. It just goes on, to infinity.
Drawing embodies a powerful sense of incompleteness” (Fer 14).
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Paton is commenting here on Ann Noble’s photography, particularly those
photographs she made of her father after he died. He talks of how photographs
help to remind us how “these worlds are measured by hand” (11).
What I am suggesting is that this drawing of my mother on the machines in the
Prince Charles Hospital ICU in Chermside shows us her body as a world. It gives
me permission me to venture in close.
Because look again at how my mother hangs here on the page suspended
between consciousness and unconsciousness, about to wake up as we know (that
is, if we are to believe what happened in Bite Your Tongue).

Yet how this drawing takes me back to that moment of not knowing, of being
suspended like her between presence and absence, still unaware of the outcome of
her heart operation but at least marking the spot with these dangling lines.
Because look, she could already be dead in this drawing. This could be all that is
left of her as she leaves this corporeal world: a shaky line, a trace. To the chorus of
the drip drip of fluid from the bags: four going in from the top, two going out
from the bottom.
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+ + +

To imagine doing so
I have always thought at some point in my writing life that I would write about
my mother, and turn to the “books story” of thirty years ago or so to fashion
something for the page. But that it would have to wait for the right moment.
“Now” was never the time, until this drawing. Perhaps I thought she might
actually die that June, because she simply wanted to die. So I asked myself: what if
I just fell onto the page with this thing called writing, without hesitation, as I did
with my pencil in this drawing? Perhaps I started to write because making a start
is easier than you think; it is more straightforward than it sounds: you simply
follow a line across the page. Like transgressing, once you’ve thought of the idea,
you are on your way; there is no going back.
The more I wrote the stronger I became; the more I wanted to know and
remember. I wanted to assert that something did happen, that I was there. Writing
is a way of bearing witness, saying: “it was like this and not like that” (Hawker
screen 2). Saying: it does hurt; I am not asleep. I have got heart.
In the beginning I thought I would take a two-pronged approach: one,
interrogate my memory writing down all that I could remember, then two, match
what I had written with “found information” gathered from newspapers, radio
archives and transcripts, the public and “official” memory found in archives and
libraries. What happened of course, was that as I began to slowly uncover this
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public material, I became increasingly alarmed at the strength of the “voices” I
was listening in to, how loud they were, and each new find in the archive made
my heart race—I’m not kidding—it took such courage to keep reading, to circle
the material with my writing as a way to discover a secret passage into the
experience. The process of writing on each new archival revelation took more
days, weeks, took thousands and thousands of words. Sometimes I needed to
pause to take in what I was doing and what I was discovering and how I was
being affected by these revelations—and write about this experience too—so that I
slowed almost to a stop.
So I took a cautious approach. I limited myself to just a few “finds.” In fact, not
long into the project, I decided NOT to look at the archive anymore. I wanted to
keep well away. It became enough to remember my mother and to write of these
experiences. This was not a history project, I reasoned; it was not a “document
study” with my mother as subject. I wanted to tell a story of a relationship, the
eddies and whirls, where memory played a part in its own potent and unbidden
way. I wanted to dream my way into the story and for this reason I adopted a
“dream-like” style of writing as a way to fashion these two books. The American
writer and creative writing teacher John Gardner believes this is what good fiction
does anyway—it creates a dream in the reader’s mind. To do this, he argues, the
dream needs to be “vivid and continuous” (31). In the moment of creating my
“dream” I was not so interested in staying true to the evidence or what was
recorded about what had happened as fact (that was for another time, perhaps
another writer). No, I was more interested in falling into this great mess of a story
at different touch points, to shape little nodes of memory and of recall as a catalyst
for further work, and invention. I wanted to experience what Philippa Hawker
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calls the “unwilled memories,” those memories that bubble up “unbidden,
convulsive,” where the meaning is hard to grasp, or, “all too uncomfortably clear”
(screen 2). This method developed its own “vivid and continuous” style and
pushed me forward, inexorably (vivid here as in striking and spectacular, fresh;
continuous meaning without pause). Because it confirmed my desire to write about
the private and not the public, in whispers not shouts, about secret things and not
things anybody else could find, about the hidden and not the exposed and
flaunted. It inspired the particular ilk of these annotations too, a style of writing
within these pineapple pages that had grown up “from the roots”—fresh, without
pause (Boulter 74). It was a model of practice where content and form fit together,
hand in glove.
More often than not I was conscious of the rigour and strange pleasure this
discipline of not knowing imposed on my practice, as opposed to knowing fully well.
It was an approach I welcomed, one I searched for in fact; a strategy to impose
order on the mostly wayward text that was emerging, the complex emotions. As I
pieced fragments together and developed threads to follow, and as I took leaps of
the imagination and rearranged the narrative with different structural possibilities
in order to negotiate difficult emotional terrain, I was deeply conscious of the need
to work at a snail’s pace in uncovering “the story.” It was essential to go slowly if I
was going to uncover anything at all. By not looking, not reading, not listening,
not digging—sometimes not remembering—I was able to develop a logic to my own
idea of this story then, by turns, construct a narrative to unfold to the reader. This
journey of remembering (re-membering) and discovery (un-covery/re-covery) and
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the writing that emerged as a result became the fabric of the novel and, as it turns
out, these evolving annotations.

52

What surprised me in “writing my mother” was the realisation of the
unconscious now being made visible. In other words, what happened over
months in between the covers of my journals, with hundreds and thousands of
words as witness, was the work of my unconscious. Incrementally, memories and
connections and threads began to appear on the page that made sense. I could
hold it up—hold my mother up—nudge, cajole, tease. Our story became a body
for the page, a body I could recognise, with skin and bones, hair and teeth. Yes, I
could say, you’ve got her. You’ve got me.

+ + +

Nudge, cajole: tease
I have no idea how many words I have written in the process. What I do know is
that the large volume of work that emerged is something like “a found journal.” In
it, I elaborated original thoughts, digressed, remembered what I didn’t think I
would remember, meditated on simple ideas, identified gaps, extemporised, and
improvised. Invented too, to locate “lifeness.”
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Speaking of memory, I am reminded of something I read from Rosslyn Prosser: “When memory
is passed onto you, onto me it becomes my memory of you telling me, not the event itself” (White
161). Prosser has an attraction to Queensland too. In her biographical note in this collection from
SALT, it reads: “On a recent trip to Queensland her memory was stimulated by the smell of
tropical air and the sight of mango trees” (White 245).
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What emerged was a multifarious collection of vignettes written from different
perspectives and in different voices about real and imagined worlds. The story
built up in layers, where each voice gave expression to a different way of
remembering the story, a contested view sometimes, not just about what might
have happened, but how to approach “what happened” with a present reckoning.

53

These voices scrambled the stories I had grown up with, and imploded the
accepted and more “official” family version. These variant views posed questions,
such as: What happened just before? What else was going on at the time? Where
did these ideas come from? Is that what it really felt like? What if things changed?
When first I started writing, my mother was not yet dead and she would go on
living for a few more years. Not that I knew this at Chermside when her dicky
heart was saved with surgery. Not that I knew she would die during the writing
of Bite Your Tongue either, or that the two hospital scenes would become bookends
to my developing in-between “yonder” narrative. Looking back, the episode at
Prince Charles became something of a reprieve, an anchor of reference to guide
me through what was to come. It showed me what could happen, what was
possible, how close I could get to my mother if I wanted to, how I could hover,
poised, suspended lengthways in a long body shadow over her body, as Glory did
in the early chapters of the novel. It gave me a smell for bones—even if I made it
up for the purposes of story telling. MotherJoy’s blessings of one hundred times
opened the door. They were a promise to make the end bearable.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
It was the feminist scholar and writer of detective novels Carolyn G. Heilbrun who famously said,
“Autobiography is not the story of a life; it is the recreation or the discovery of one … Simply put,
autobiography is a reckoning” (qtd. in Steiner and Yang 94). In other words, she’s suggesting, it is
through writing that we are able to create a pattern “we seem to have lived.”
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(To this day I wish I had found a way to keep Angel’s one hundred blessings
showered on me over the phone.)
In that room in intensive care, I could sketch my own passage between
“presence and the void” in the way Simone de Beauvoir puts it in A Very Easy
Death written after her mother died (85). I could make up what happened if I
54

wanted to because I was on my own, and nobody would be the wiser. I could tell
lies; or rather, skew the truth. Because the thing was, if my actual “found journal”
was anything to go by, what I subsequently wrote of that event in the novel was
not the same at all—well, not exactly. A record of life is a whole lot more messy
than a carefully crafted narrative. Here, judge for yourself:
June 13: Mum’s in ICU. I’m in the waiting room eating all the Mars
Bars. Can’t stand this. It’s so stuffy. Why did I come? Valium did the
trick yesterday and if I can do it for one day I can it for more. I don’t
think I like Dad; I don’t think I ever liked him.
June 14: All her clothes are in plastic bags, fresh new freezer bags.
White pants. Nighties (more like lounge suits, a casual cocktail affair).
He tells her: You sound disgustingly cheerful.
June 15: She’s getting stronger. She’s coming around. Others visit.
June 16: Has she had a change of heart? Does she remember how much
she hates me? She talks about her black-point suit and buttons. How
everybody looked at her. How dad fancied the cream buns. How very
happy they were. These 2 aren’t going to stop me.
June 17: She thinks she is God. The nurse asks: Is this normal at all? We
don’t know what to say.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
de Beauvoir is actually talking here about the post-death experience of the dead body, how when
her father died she needed to stay close to the body in order to “tame” the transition, until “he
became a mere thing for me”; whereas with her mother de Beauvoir left soon after, almost
immediately after a kiss goodbye (85).
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June 18: There’s a lot of hanging around. As if we’ve made a mistake.
Time to go.
55

The truth is, the plastic chairs in ICU were orange, as they are in Bite Your
Tongue, but I never sat on them. And I didn’t stay beside my mother while she was
unconscious. Once, I went in to look at her, but not to venture close or hang
around the bed waiting for something to do. I didn’t touch her, not even to hold
hands, and certainly not to kiss. The truth is I didn’t want her to notice me. I stuck
to lining the walls in the waiting room, to eating fruit and sweets, waiting for
mediated news. And now, the thing is, I can’t remember drawing her in pencil.
When did that happen? How was that possible? Did I imagine doing it? This
drawing now sits in my notebook as some kind of evidence, teasing me, like a
pattern of wishbones.

+ + +

In the waiting room
In fiction, you can push open the door and let in fresh air, even if you might not be
able to do this in real life. You can be bold, take a chance, and hover over a body,
smell nearness and affinity if that is what you want, what you desire. In fiction
you craft a response to life, write a narrative you could never act out in real life.
You thread pieces together so that the story you tell yourself makes sense, has
balance, so that it is “a dream” to give to others. Milan Kundera puts it this way:
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Taken from Moleskine notebook No. 50.
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“The art of the novel came into the world as the echo of God’s laughter … it is the
imaginary paradise … where no one possesses the truth … but where everyone
has the right to be understood” (160–61). You tell stories that appear far worse
than they really are in real life (sometimes the very telling of stories makes them
seem bad; but sometimes too, real stories really are far worse than the made-up
ones). You leave out difficult bits. You hold tight to the imaginary paradise. You
create a space in which you can impersonate someone else. You act at being a
different person, a less-afraid person, a person who can make mistakes and admit
to them—you hear the echo of laughter.
You begin to understand.
And then a peculiar thing happens: you realise you believe what you have
written down, that it really happened in the way in which you have stitched the
dream together. You believe and you grow in faith. It is a parallel version, if you
like, a version that might be possible. It might be a way of being different in the
world, or a way of inhabiting a different world. In any case, a chance for goingforwards. A passage you can trust. By writing a body on the page, a discovered
body, you reclaim your own.
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5

A discovered body
The word glory lies in the dictionary between a sticky mess and a messy text. You
can find it between gloomy/gloop/glop for a mangle of inedible food on the topside,
and gloss/glossal/glossary for a collection of glosses inserted into the margin of texts
on the bottom. At a glance, this arrangement of words looks like glory might
disappear, because it is squashed between these other words and their strength—
in the way they sound, and in their meanings suggestive of disruption and
disorder. The mess of inedible food on one side and the messiness of an annotated
text on the other might erase the lightness and natural splendour glory emits. It all
depends on how you look at things, the way you read.
”Heroism here lies in discovering a voice and speaking up,” Warner declares in
Moments of Truth (Sage xix). I like the ambiguity of these words, especially the
word lies and its relationship to the idea of hero, how you can read this word “lies”
in different ways, as a noun or as a verb, and how you can make up different
grammars. There is a transgressive quality to the meanings. In writing story, the
idea of heroes and lies brings together the establishment of character with the
notion of being free to restructure experiences “for the purposes of ‘saving’ them,”
if the narrative demands it (Livo and Rietz 5). Making choices as a writer is about
56

being able to entertain the possibility of being free to tell stories amounting to
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Norma Livo and Sandra Rietz write about the process and practice of “storying our lives” and the
value of doing such a thing because “our private lives become part of a greater collective
experience, and we make important personal discoveries” (5).
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“moments of truth” (Sage’s argument). Writing Bite Your Tongue attaches my hero
Glory Solider to the idea of “lies,” it allows her to “make story” out of a life, to be
troubled by story, and by her own “truth-moments.” The combination of hero and
lies entertains uncertainty and embraces irresolution, gives my hero a palette of
experiences, different ways of being and thinking.
These two manuscripts (Bite Your Tongue and A Book of Pineapple) are a kind of
experiment in “truth telling,” if you like, a testing out, even if “speaking up”
demands that my hero, Glory Solider, must tell lies in order to garner the courage
and chutzpah essential for disclosure. This kind of truth telling was an anathema
to the “teaching” I was brought up in, which was a God-centered theology
predicated on Absolute Truth and a literal interpretation of the Bible—and yes, I
reckon the word anathema is exactly right for, in my family, independent thinking
and imagining was something to be detested, loathed, even cursed. Translate that
life-story to the page, and the challenge for my hero was to be disobedient where
in her Solider world only obedience would do. She had to perfect the art of sinning
as a “form of natural protection,” in filmmaker Chris Marker’s words (qtd. in
Hawker screen 3). And so, to admit loss.

+ + +
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The art of sinning
Growing up I wanted to sin, badly. I tried very hard to be naughty because I
figured if I was disobedient then Jesus could save me and it would make “going
forwards” in church that much sweeter. It seemed logical. What’s more, I wanted
to know what it felt like to sin. How did it feel to entertain God’s wrath?
Once, I stole five cents from my mother’s dressing table and spent it on false
teeth, the soft pink-and-white variety. I wanted to see what the sweets felt like
against my teeth, how the taste of sin left the mouth afterwards. You could buy a
cent’s worth of lollies at the corner shop; false teeth were my favourite, followed
by yellow bananas. The shopkeeper dropped them with a wink into a white-paper
bag and made dog-ears out of the top corners. I bought five lolly bags with that
stolen coin, three full of white teeth, two of bananas.
I remember a fellow schoolgirl turning up at an interschool sports carnival once
in a black T-shirt with the word SIN emblazoned across her chest in red felting,
and her being expelled. You could hear a collective gasp go up in the stands; a big
choke of Fanta splattered everywhere. In the afterwhisper, nobody could decide
what was more startling—the brazenness of the act itself (wearing such a word,
and across her breasts to boot), or the public and humiliating hand of authority.
This girl’s family went to my church too and if she had done it there, she would
have been excommunicated on the spot. I remember, on an earlier occasion, this
same girl saying how she really wanted to bleed so she could quickly become a
woman, to then grow large with child. It was all a bit shocking put crudely like
that. I wonder if she did have children “out of wedlock,” the way my mother
would have put it. It reminds me again of Cixous and her spontaneous laughter
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over the idea of sin—you never stop (“Cixous Live” 109). Not that I could ever think
of transgression in such a loose way, even now; my mother made these kinds of
things very clear: the wages of sin is death. So I had to choose carefully, at least while
I was young, and stick to stolen lolly teeth. It was a secret kind of disobedience, sin
without laughing.
In the same book as Cixous’ Paris interview, Blyth and Sellers discuss Cixous’
notion of écriture feminine, in particular, the space “to desire” that lies at the heart
of Cixous’ philosophy of writing. Importantly, Cixous thinks of this space as a
“non-acquisitional space” (15). Here the self can explore and experience the
nonself or the “other” in “mutual respect, harmony and love” (15). This
exploration and experience of self must be, Cixous insists, a practice of writing. It
sounds so simple, doesn’t it? Might it be possible, I want to know? Could I
experience desire this way?
I had to find a way not to choke: to write, despite “a constricted heart.” It was a
dare to be disobedient on a larger scale, to undo repression and censorship
through writing (to come out of hiding), and to bring this story into the land of the
present, a story about repression and censorship, as it happens. A dare, Cixous
encouraged me, to desire. Écriture feminine. I believed her.
In thinking this, I tripped over another writer who faces the idea of repression
and censorship head on, who challenges “codes and social orders” with the power
of the imaginary. I began to read the writing of feminist theorist and critic Verena
Andermatt Conley who was writing in response to Cixous’ early work. She gives
agency to what she calls the “new” subject with “multiple signature,” agency to
“unbite” her tongue (the unbiting tongue bit is mine) (26). The imaginary becomes
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a weapon of choice; it is “always on the run.” Once we dare to let go, dare to be
disobedient and speak up in multiple, all sorts of possibilities can open up. This is
the thrill—to freefall into space.

+ + +

Be disobedient
To speak up, you have to find a way to disobey.
The term “disobedient subject” is something Brisbane academic Gillian
Whitlock floated my way (Autographs ix). Her book Autographs is one of a number
57

of

critical

or

“how-to”

texts

documenting

the

interest

in

producing

autobiographical works in Australia in more recent years. In it, Whitlock notes
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that there is a distinct pulse of anxiety over questions of boundaries and the
different ways of reading these “life-writing” offerings (more for critics perhaps
than for writers). She comments on Modjeska’s Poppy in particular, published in

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
And to think, when I first came across Whitlock’s book, it was her name that I was entranced by—
didn’t the Whitlocks live in St Lucia, in the house over the road, the one with the macadamia nut
tree we Little Girls loved to scavenge from?
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See for example Clendinnen’s Tiger’s Eye, Rosamund Dalziell’s Shameful Autobiographies, David
McCooey’s Artful Histories, Patti Miller’s Writing Your Life, Modjeska’s Timepieces, Schultz’s (ed.) A
Revealed Life: Australian Writers and their Journeys with Memoir, and the journals Life Writing (online),
Meanjin: On Biography, and Meanjin: Portraits of the Artist amongst others.
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1990, a book which, more than any other single text, “revitalised the reading and
writing of autobiography in Australia” (Autographs xiii).

59

Whitlock’s definition of disobedience needs to be understood, in the first
instance, as a refusal of the writer to be contained by the circle of convention,
where disobedience is an act of defiance, to not comply with what theorists call
the “autobiographical pact,” but to confound it (Autographs ix–x). It was Philippe
Lejeune who coined the term “le pacte autobiographique” in 1973, where the point of
reference in this kind of life-writing is that the “author” of the text speaks the truth
and not falsehood, indeed that the author is in fact who they say they are (Lejeune
ix). “The author, the narrator, and the protagonist must be identical” (Lejeune 5).
This equation is a neat taxonomy to decide who and what to include in this
unstable genre, who and what to exclude.
Whitlock goes further, widens the net if you like, to include in her 1996
Australian survey documented in Autographs, a number of contemporary works
that would never fit into the autobiographical world as described by Lejeune. For
instance, she includes Beverley Farmer’s A Body of Water even though Whitlock
admits Farmer calls what she has written fiction (Autographs x). She lists Dessaix’s
A Mother’s Disgrace despite Dessaix reminding us that we are reading lies and
confections (Autographs xii). Importantly, Whitlock includes Modjeska’s Poppy, the
work over which Modjeska herself felt compromised when she came to the point
of publication, wishing she were “brave enough” to call it fiction (Modjeska,
Timepieces 67). I wonder what a revised edition of “autographs” might look like
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Biographer Brenda Niall says Modjeska’s Poppy “rattled the filing cabinet” of traditional literary
genres (“Life and Its Writing” 9). She makes this comment in a review of Modjeska’s Timepieces, as
it happens.
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today. It would be fascinating, for instance, to discuss this idea of “disobedience”
or resistance, in relation to very recent works such as Helen Garner’s The Spare
Room and Nam Le’s short story “Love and Honour and Pity and Pride and
Compassion and Sacrifice” in his collection of short stories entitled The Boat. Both
these works name the narrator/protagonist the same as that of the author—Helen
in The Spare Room, Nam in “Love and Honour.” Yet both these works are labelled
fiction: Le says, categorically, that he is not the narrator “Nam,” and critics
wonder yet again what to make of what Garner is doing.
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The academic and poet David McCooey suggests that as a literary form
autobiography “has made a powerful claim for itself as a form of public speech”
(“Going Public” 3; my italics). He argues: “Autobiography has become more
visible in, and important to, our conception of a ‘public culture’.” So that it is
imperative, you can hear writers insist, that these works live on the edge of
speculation. And yet, readers still want to know who is saying what and on what
61

authority, while writers continue to do what they have always done—write
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Hear Peter Mares’ interview with Le on The Book Show on Radio National, 18 June 2008
(<http://www.abc.net.au/rn/bookshow/stories/2008/2273652.htm>), in particular his denial on
page 5. Ramona Koval conversed with Garner on The Book Show on 8 April 2008.
(http://www.abc.net.au/rn/bookshow/stories/2008/2214478.htm>). Garner herself says: “only a
fool reads a novel thinking it’s going to be the ‘unvarnished truth’” (Steger 24).
60

Mind you, writers can go too far. You’ve only got to glance at the story of Norma Kouri’s
Forbidden Love (Random House, 2003) and the more recent docu-drama about the scandal that
unfolded, a film entitled Forbidden Lies (directed by Anna Broinowski and released in Australia in
September 2007), to get even a small sense of the complexities of publishing and the “cult of
celebrity” in our modern world, how an author can sell thousands of books “as though the story is
truth” before they are “found out” and the book is pulped. Kouri’s story is particularly interesting
given its Queensland connection—Bribie Island in fact, where she was outed as a literary fraud, the
place where my family went on holidays (Overington 2). I’m thinking here about how place
connects so intimately with different cultures of being (what might be considered acceptable or not
in a community) and action (what any one individual is able to do, or not). Not that I am saying
there is anything wrong with choosing to live in Queensland, but I do wonder if there are some
places that allow for extreme behaviour more than others (at different times in their history). It’s a
question that arises when thinking of my mother’s behaviour: did living in Queensland contribute
to her agitation? Would she have acted in a similar way if my father had decided to migrate to
Canada or South Africa, as we almost did?
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imaginative works drawn from life. The best artists, Wood argues, try to “outwit”
convention (180).
At the heart of this genre is that idea again of “multiple”: multiple signature,
multiple selves, multiple readings. Autobiography is a kind of transaction, writes
McCooey, it is a “telling of others’ stories as much as one’s own” (“Going Public”
1). The private and personal is made public and relational. Not that anything goes
because context is everything; connection is the key. Autobiography can be an act
of “writing disobedience,” a kind of rupture, where borders collapse, where
finding answers does not matter as much as posing questions. This “new
memoir,” as Modjeska once described this sort of work, is marked not only by
recounting personal and/or family experience but also by “reflection, or
meditation, on that experience” (“Fictional Present” 6).

62

+ + +

A kind of rupture
Or might that be rapture too?
Because what about Cixous’ insistence on the practice of writing, that it is
writing that gives voice to the experience through the exploration of words—and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
This claim of the “new” is being updated constantly. Oates, for instance, writing in 2005, names
Alice Sebold’s hard-hitting and graphic memoir Lucky one of the “New Memoirs.” She argues this
kind of subgenre is characterised by such things as the age of the author (the relatively young), the
kind of material (“sharply-focused events, very often traumatic”), and narrative structure (from
trauma to coping to eventual recovery) (Uncensored 128).
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spaces—on the page? A voice is fashioned through sound and silence. “Writing
disobedience” ruptures membranes, excoriates skins, exclaims. Just listen to the
way Cixous encourages us to write: “as one throws a voice—forward, into the
void. She goes away, she goes forward, doesn’t turn back to look at her tracks.
Pays no attention to herself. Running breakneck” (Cixous and Clément 94).
In Bite Your Tongue, Glory Solider is the free faller extraordinaire. We watch her
fly “breakneck” into highly contested spaces that are both private and public. She
is a trapeze artist all right and Cixous pushes her off, yells instructions:
“Exclamation, cry, breathlessness, yell, cough, vomit, music” (Cixous and Clément
94). So alive are the words, the paper and ink describing this linguistic body, it is
possible to imagine real flesh and blood. Writing changes things, changes
everything. Where you really can taste saliva. Writing is a means of coming into
being (fashioning and refashioning the self (Sage xvi)). It makes skin and bones
and blood—a body with lungs.

+ + +

Skin and bones and blood
Glory Solider is a linguistic body, an imagined flesh and blood. She lives on the
page as the writing unfolds. She tells her story in third person because she finds
out it is possible to say all kinds of things if her words are not really her own
(Gibbs 48). She discovers through writing that you can dislodge the most shaming
of things (the most shameful) if it is not your tongue exactly disclosing the
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meaning, if given a little distance and personhood. Glory Solider was my
Pineapple Girl. Her mouth became my mouth—the shape of Pineapple-I. She was
what you might call “the undefended I” (Niall 9). Nonetheless she was written all
in proportion, as Woolf would insist, and executed “without spilling a drop”
(Writer’s Diary 205).

+ + +

Her pineapple mouth
This idea began simply enough, this Pineapple-I idea. I had to find a way to
separate us out, a way to distinguish the narrator (my hero Pineapple Girl) from
the narrated (me-as-Pineapple-Girl), especially given I was writing from inside her
body. You have to be vigilant, especially when writing about experience close to
your own heart. Because, the first-person pronoun plays such narcissistic and
suicidal tricks. “She” is good at self-sabotage.
63

To start with, this play with personas was as a bit of a joke. For much of the
process, I was writing in longhand in notebooks, and in first person. But more
often than not I lost the “I” pronoun in my messy longhand. So I underlined her
like this—I—in the same way an editor might underline a word that needs to be
italicised when marking up a manuscript for publication. I tried putting her into

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Clendinnen is tired of the “I.” She argues it has “absurd pretentions to agency,” and is a
“fabricated, chemically supported contingent thing” (Tiger’s Eye 286).
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italics like this—I—to make her stand out by slanting her away from the rest of the
words. Still, she made a habit of disappearing into all the other lettering.
So I called her what she was, “Italics–I,” and this helped a bit because suddenly
she was taking up more space on the page because of the extra letters, quotation
marks and an en-rule. The expression also took longer to type up as a name but
fitted nicely with what I call “my slow practice of writing.” Quickly, “Italics–I”
64

took on a character, a definitive personae. “Italics–I” switched from being a firstperson narrator to “third person”: technically speaking, a third-person subjective
and limited point of view. At this point, I liked the way my ideas slid close
together then morphed into new ways of thinking. The invention became
something on the page to look at and read. “Italics-I” looked real; she took on new
life. This process made me feel “more alive” too (Hustvedt 42).
It rapidly developed from “Italics–I” into “Apple-I” because I was typing up
this story into an Apple-Macintosh where the italics function employed the
“apple” key as a shortcut. Besides, the apple idea made it prettier, sweeter
smelling, I thought, and even more like a character than I had imagined. I was on
a roll and I could taste “Apple-I” in the mouth; she was beginning to make sense.
Ah-ha, you can now see what happened next, can’t you? Bang, presto! For there
was Pineapple-I, born onto a page in the wink of an eye, the lick of juice across a
tongue. What have apples got to do with it? Nothing much. What about
pineapples? Everything. One thing always leads to another in writing, if you open
yourself to enchantment.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In the way Isabel Allende refers to this practice. She writes in her memoir My Invented Country:
“In the slow practice of writing, I have fought with my demons and obsessions, I have explored the
corners of memory” (197).
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I went further. With Pineapple-I I gave myself permission to separate out I from
I in concrete terms. She helped me articulate what form this separation was to
take; she peeled away pretence and “secret knowledge,” the way skins can be
peeled off fruit. By “secret knowledge,” I mean she allowed any unspokenness to
be spoken of as unspokenness. She allowed for transparency, she gave permission
for the search for words about “what was not known” to become part of what was
known. Pineapple-I insisted Pineapple Girl stand tall, made her stand up for her
character and be proud for a change. Pineapple-I allowed Pineapple Girl to speak
her mind, to say what she was most afraid of, and to disclose uncomfortable
things. I was her author, and she gave me insight into the way a page transforms
into skin, how “it can feel you touching it” (Atwood, Murder 79). Then see what
happened next.

+ + +

What happened next?
There sounded a warning too, don’t you think? Write only if you dare.

65

Still: on paper and speaking words that were not really my own, I dived in, and
never mind if Glory Solider was making herself up as she went. Glory Solider—
this never-never-Glory-Girl, my Pineapple Girl and “disobedient subject”—was a
necessary fiction. She lived for a purpose: a voice that could utter inaudible things
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
“Touch the page at your peril,” Margaret Atwood warns, “it is you who are blank and innocent,
not the page” (Murder 79).
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when real bodies, pockmarked with shame, found it impossible to do so. With the
slip of a pen and the keys and a swap of pronouns, and with small adjustments
along the way, she crossed borders, sunk into pores, skidded under the skin, and
became something else. What an impersonation. What an elaborate ruse. What an
invention of gigantic proportions, and quite funny really, if it were not attached to
flesh and blood.
And so now she lives. She lodges herself in the body—colonises thought and
imagination—as her story gathers weight, holds water. Pineapple-Girl likes to
think she performs open-heart surgery. What a seduction.

+ + +

Open heart
Through a practice of writing—écriture feminine—I have found a story to tell
trapped inside my mouth, a story which now falls out of my body as a song, a
promise. As I write I exclaim/cough/vomit myself into existence. Perhaps I am
66

thinking (dare I admit this?), the story was meant to be trapped, in order to live
here on the page. In other words, you can’t have writing without trapping (a kind of
doubling that startles). In order to be free enough to tell this strange Queensland
story, I had to live through the pages of the “first story” in the first place. I had to
live in that curtailed and “frightening” world of God’s law and the enforcement of
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In Written on the Body Winterson translates a body into a book. It is her suggestion that there is “a
story trapped inside your mouth” (117).
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His commandments, and its commitment to shame. Or, to put it another way: I
67

had to intervene into history, I had to invent story to uncover story, in order not to
disappear. It makes any shape of freedom on the page and in the imagination that
much more piquant.
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In her “oblique” short story, “The Mango Tree,” Turner Hospital confesses to almost the same
kind of realisation, how it was a story that was hard to swallow. She writes: “I have been a
translator, a decoder of signs, an interpreter, a mediator of one world to another” (2).
67

Does this mean—could this mean—that we, the children of Queensland, have something to be
grateful for? That we could, for example, as Willis almost does in her “op ed” on farewelling Joh
Bjelke-Petersen, thank him for uniting us (1)?
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6

To not disappear
There is a particular Brisbane way of experiencing things. Queensland writer
David Malouf once referred to this place he grew up in as the “one familiar,
teasingly exotic place of the heart,” but a place he says, he has never got to the heart
of (“Style of Its Own” 5). Malouf is older than me, from a different generation. In
1972 when he was writing his semi-autobiographical work Johnno (published in
1975 by University of Queensland Press), I was beginning high school and in
mortal danger, my mother said, because of writers like Malouf who penned what
she termed “those lewd books.” Malouf reminds me how I feel about where I
grew up. He writes there is something “deeply interior” about Brisbane, a place
“whose dream spaces I have never left” (“Style of Its Own” 5). He puts my
experience into words. Reminds me too of the centrality of experience to what it is
that I am doing, to this thing I am writing: the importance of experience to the
body. How in Brisbane it is an experience that begins with topography (“First
Place” 3).
He helps me remember how very hilly Brisbane is. How your Achilles tendons
kill you walking around because of all the climbing up and down streets. Your
toes ache because they have to work so hard, and you are always out of breath. It’s
easier walking backwards up the hills. How there are corners and bends, divided
roads because of the slopes and shifting views, how it is “all gullies and sudden
vistas” (“First Place” 3). Because of the fecundity of the tropics, everything grows
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everywhere; roots break up footpaths, branches block views, shrubbery hides
houses. As Malouf says, “everything gets quickly out of control” (“First Place” 4).
It is only really on the river that you see any long, wide view.

Brisbane River along the West End and St Lucia reaches, taken by me circa 1975, looking up
towards Toowong, I think; or could it be the other way, a view towards the university?

Writer and photography curator Helen Ennis gave me the word for this kind of
photo, a snap from an amateur—the vernacular, from the Latin verna meaning
“home-born slave.” Vernacular is a good word too because it gives a measure of
69

the voice, the vernacular of Francesca at that time. This view of the river is about
speaking directly.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In conversation at the National Library of Australia conference “Love and Desire: Literature and
the Intimate” at which she and I gave papers in a Sunday morning session on 24 September 2006.
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+ + +

Speaking directly

The view up the hill from my place in Durham Street, taken by me in 1974, maybe 1975.

This is where I grew up in St Lucia. I can’t remember when I took this
photograph exactly, but I do remember owning a Pocket Instamatic. Let’s say I
took it the same year I was in grade ten, the same year my mother insisted I sit out
of English classes. You can imagine me aged fourteen or fifteen, coming home
from school in a trudge up the hill with this canopy as greeting. Skidding my port
across the lino kitchen floor, huff out of breath, thirsty and hungry for afternoon
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tea. The red umbrella of this Poinciana flower gets me close to imagining I am
there, places me under the tree next to the letterbox with a click of the shutter.

The corner of my house.

It was a big house too, an old “Queenslander.” See here: one of the four palm
trees that grew like sentinels at the four corners of the garden. How they sway
now in my imagination, give me a view. How the fruit bats talk away up there at
night, raucously so, choreographed with swinging yellow fruit. What a great
hullabaloo.
This is a view from my bedroom. An odd choice to share, you might say. It’s
very grainy and out of focus—“very vernacular.” You’re thinking: it’s too dark to
see properly really.
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Out the louvers.

What I like about this bedroom view is that it’s not just about looking outside—
to the sky and vegetation, which happens to be a dormant frangipani overhanging
the septic tank—it is about “crossing over,” going from one setting to the other
and mixing the two (which is what fiction does). The dark of the room and the
light outside are a doubling: you can’t have one without the other. The two make
sense of, and meaning out of each other. I reckon you can’t have shame without
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desire, desire without some shame. You can’t have intervention without invention,
invention without intervention. Doubling is everywhere in this story.

70

What happens of course is that now as I look through these louvres, I become
fourteen or fifteen years old, lying on my bed at the back of the house, gazing up
to the outside, to the Brisbane sky, beyond. Memories unspool in front of me.

71

Aberrant wishes leak everywhere. I figure I smell the coming of summer
frangipani and dream of a future.

+ + +

Leakages everywhere
Brisbane houses are unsealable, something Malouf reminds me of (“First Place” 7).
Of course, they need to be porous and up on stilts because of the weather and the
creepy-crawlies. These Queenslanders are full of wood and open windows and
louvres and breezeways and as many verandahs and porches as you can afford.
And there is always a set of wooden steps that run up the outside from downstairs
that shudder and thud especially after dark. Malouf reckons you can map the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
This doubling is not the same as dualism. It is not oppositional, an either/or, where the mind and
body are separated and compartmentalised, along the lines of René Descartes’s thinking that has
seized philosophical thought for centuries, where this Cartesian dualism establishes an
“unbridgeable gulf between mind and matter” (Grosz 7). Where, if you like, as demonstrated in
my family, our bodies were always cut off from our heads. Rather, I am talking here about a
doubling where the mind cannot exist without the body, where one doesn’t exist without the other;
as Cixous says: “Silence makes the sound and vice versa” (“Cixous Live” 101).
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I am taken here with the thinking of Hawker in a review of an exhibition on memory at ACMI in
Melbourne. In it, she likens cinema to memory and uses this word unspool to ask whether cinema is
like memory where images “unspool inside our heads” (screen 3).
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house in sound (“First Place” 6). You listen out for where exactly everyone is; you
72

“predict approaches.” His writing is so precise you can hear the floorboards creak
and sigh:
You learn in such houses to listen … You also learn what not to hear,
what is not-to-be-heard, because it is a condition of such houses that
everything can be heard. Strict conventions exist about what should be
listened to and these soon become habits of not-listening, not-hearing.
So too, habits grow up of not-seeing (“First Place” 6).
Underneath the house you get to the most secret place of all, the place where it
is dark and often damp, where spiders lurk. It is where I went to hide and cry as a
child and where I did secret wees after school when I was busting. Malouf calls it
“a sinister place and dangerous,” but a place too of liberation, where kittens are
born and dogs vomit; there can be few Brisbane children, he asserts, who do not
associate under-the-house as a “break-out” of themselves, guiltily he says, because
of their “first touch or taste of sex” (“First Place” 8). I reckon it is the place where
you face your own mortality—a place where I thought I would die, often, and not
just metaphorically.
The Queenslander I grew up in, in St Lucia, was a big rambling house on stilts
with lots of rooms to fit us all in. It had two bathrooms and a wide, open-plan
kitchen across the back.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
I want to acknowledge and thank Malouf for his thinking and writing about growing up in
Brisbane that helped shape my thoughts on my own “Brisbane way of experiencing things” (“First
Place” 9).
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“Durham Street” looking up the concrete steps to the porch and front door, taken by me circa Christmas
1978, on the occasion of my mother putting up her medical plate—she was onto the next “big thing.”

I still think of my mother sitting on this porch in bare feet in her favourite
housecoat buttoned up to the throat, with a big Bible open on her lap. She liked to
guard the world this way. I imagine her here, pixilated as though she were a
phantom, even though “Durham Street” does not exist like this anymore due to
rezoning, even though my mother is dead.
Durham Street had a big under-the-house to match the upstairs footprint. Down
underneath were extra rooms, and boats, cars, machinery and second-hand
furniture by the job lot. My mother would hang out the clothes there, when the
storms came in; do all the ironing on a great big wooden table; and fix the
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chainsaw and Black&Decker sanding machines. Things went on underneath. It
was also where she would go to pray.
In the far corner she had a special room behind a padlock and key, with red
velvet curtains inside, pulled across a wall of shelves running ceiling to floor full
of books. Private reading. Secret stuff. Everything to do with her agitation. To do
with all those “lewd” books (she collected words to describe what it was she was
referring to: salacious, pernicious, obscene, filthy, dirty, dreadful and smut).

From the bottom side, looking up.

Down underneath, the concrete floor muffled sounds, so too the sea-grass
matting and dirt walls on the topside (our house was buried into a rising hill). My
mother was never able to really air out the room even though sometimes she
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opened the bank of louvres so they lay flat on their backs, grinning. It was always
dank and musty in there. Always dark except where the light flared around her
when she read late into the night. I never dared go into her room without being
invited.
The thing is, until I started writing, I had forgotten all of this. I had perfected
that Brisbane habit of “not-hearing” and “not-seeing.” I didn’t want to investigate.
I had covered over all memory, buried it alive. The shame I felt about who she was
and what she was doing, and how she went about saving the world, lay deep in
the damp and dirt of the place. I had swallowed it whole. It was safely tucked
away from prying eyes.

+ + +

Buried alive
But as the final words of the novel began to take shape and fall onto the page, I
decided to start digging again. It was time to look at the public archive, to see
73

what I could find, and to investigate what residue was left of the time I was
writing about. I was ready to dive in. To put it bluntly: I wanted to discover my
mother in the archive. I wanted to experience her there, in this more public Stateof-Queensland “under-the-house.” I wanted to touch the pages she might have
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Turns out, the small number of “finds” I had made earlier in the official record when beginning to
write this story were a rehearsal for what was to come. These, along with some others of interest
that I discovered in the process, are documented in the appendices.
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handled as though I were touching her (Atwood, Murder 79). I wanted to write on
her skin not to hide, but to write as display. I wanted to be declaratory for once.
74

Malouf suggests under the house is a place to explore “the dimensions of your
own courage,” and courage is certainly what I had to muster in truckloads (“First
Place” 8). For what I found made my heart curdle: I forgot to eat, I didn’t sleep.
This is one of the places where I found her.

State Library of Queensland, South Bank, next door to GoMA, the Gallery of Modern Art, photographed
by me, 2007.

We are in the middle of Brisbane on the riverside bike path looking across to
the library in South Brisbane. It is a new prize-winning repository and houses a
stack of Queensland newspapers including all the Courier Mails ever published.
The papers from the 1970s are on mircofiche, so to find anything you have to
roll the film onto spools, click and clack backwards and forwards. It helps if you
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The scholar Janet Varner Gunn gave me the word display when thinking about the
autobiographical form (9).
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have a reference point, a date or a set of months when something might have been
going on. Otherwise, it is about reading everything—lead articles, editorials and
letters to the editors. It is dizzy, tiring work on the eyes and back, you feel as
though your skin is being pummeled by the sprockets, muscles squeezed through
the glass plates, but it is also indescribably exhilarating when you come across
something. When this happens to the writer Frank Moorhouse researching the
archives, he wants to call out to everyone in the library: “Come over here and have
a look at this, you won’t believe this! ” (Minion 5).
In a group of letters to the editor from February 1975, for instance, I find this
one where my mother asks: Who are these so-called educators? (She often had the
lead letter.)

IMAGE REMOVED FOR COPYRIGHT REASONS

From “Textbooks are Gutter Trash,” (Mrs.) Angel Rendle-Short, M.B., B.Ch., Letter, Courier Mail
6 February 1975: 2.

Sometimes I tripped over things, quite literally. I tell you, when I did, rockets
went off. One time, I was looking for something else when I found this image of
my mother in the Sunday Mail: large, bold, unmistakable. She jumped out of the
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newsprint. “Woman Among Women,” the caption cried out. I’d never seen it
before and couldn’t believe how extraordinary it was, to find my mother in this
manner by chance and that this photograph of her was indeed her: That’s my
mother, I exclaimed to the librarian.

IMAGE REMOVED FOR COPYRIGHT REASONS

“Women’s Air Talks are Untuned,” Sunday Mail, 9 November 1975: 16.

Angel Rendle-Short is concentrating hard, isn’t she? She has something to say.
The year was 1975. This story was about a campaign to stop a new women’s FM
radio station in Brisbane, 4BW. In one of the meetings of more than 900 women,
Angel managed to stop proceedings in ten minutes flat, so it was reported, and the
organisers had to abandon their meeting and reschedule it for another time and
place. With the aid of my mother, these public meetings descended into shouting
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matches where the details of the fracas were often recorded in the newspaper,
word for word, shout for shout:

75
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I remember the silver costume jewellery she is wearing and this off-lime
spotted suit—I rather liked her in this outfit. In church every Sunday, I liked to lay
my head across her lap so I could imagine the cream spots of her dress were like
cream-cake kisses pressing against my cheek. I remember smoothing my tears
across the twin ridge of her thighs because my mother made the love of Jesus so
enticing.
Then, in the same reel, I found her in the paper again. This time, my mother
was a critic of textbooks. “Rebel Ideas, says Mother” ran the headline.
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Sunday Mail, 9 November 1975: 16.
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It was her all right. She was dressed in the batik kaftan she was rather fond of
wearing in those days—it covers a multitude of sins, she liked to say. Again, with the
same favourite jewellery she was a “dab hand” at wrapping around her throat.
And her look—I remember this peering of hers, the crease of her cheeks on either
side of her nose, and the awkward slant of her mouth. Is she smiling or squinting?
Not sure. Can I read uncertainty in her eyes?
Then this, the first paragraph—

IMAGES REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS
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From “School Textbooks Slated: Rebel Ideas, says Mother,” Courier-Mail, 7 February 1975: 3.

99

And further on, to say Francesca was a “willing” accessory to Angel’s cause.
I look up the words—permissive rebel. Permissive meaning tolerant, liberal,
especially in sexual matters, from the Latin permissio as in “permit.” And rebel
meaning a person who fights or resists control and authority from the Latin rebellis
or bellum as in “war.” Permissive rebel. Permissio rebellis. Permit war. My mother
made notes about this war in her Daily Light, a devotional book of scripture from
which she read every day of every year as a way to keep on the straight path. She
77

kept her Daily Light beside her bed to the day she died. On one page I found the
words—“Francesca at war.” It was her copybook writing for sure, because I
recognised the way she curled the capital-F and the little-w for war. Close by, she
had inscribed the text: “For our God is a consuming fire.”
Sitting out of classes clearly hadn’t been enough to save me.
I like the way this newspaper “rebel” text is cut out, cut up. I like the way these
clippings look, inserted and pasted into the pages of this manuscript, how there
are smudges suggesting clouds of meaning. The dirty, rough feel. What pricks
here (what punctum) is the last letter e in the word permissive, how it separates
from the rest, the way it drops below an imaginary bottom line as if it is being set
free and riding away.
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My mother owned a number of Samuel Bagster’s Daily Lights. The last one she possessed was a
smallish, old-fashioned, leather-bound edition.
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A bit like the way the end of my name slides off too from the first letter.

IMAGES REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

There is something to be gained from seeing your name in writing, in print.
There is much to be said for retrospective research.

78

+ + +

Something to be said
One of the best finds from the Fryer Library at the University of Queensland,
another place where I found my mother, was a transcript of her appearance at a
Queensland parliamentary inquiry into education, commonly known as the Ahern
Inquiry. This inquiry was unprecedented; everyone who had anything to do with
79

education in Queensland in the 1970s had a say. It received over three thousand
written submissions from all sorts of organisations and people and from all
around the state. Over seventeen days it held public hearings and my mother was
invited to appear at one of these in Brisbane at Parliament House.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
By “retrospective research” I mean researching only after the novel has been written, and not the
other way around.
78

This inquiry was chaired by Mike Ahern, MLA, who became the premier of Queensland after Joh
Bjelke-Petersen resigned in 1987. Ahern went on to commit his government to the Fitzgerald
Inquiry into corruption in Queensland “lock, stock and barrel” (Evans 249).
79
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I found the transcript of her appearance in one of nine boxes in the Fryer.

80

There are six pages devoted to the examination on 5 September 1978, Day 14.
What follows is the first page:

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

She went on to talk about all sorts of things, such as here, about taking her own
children out of classes at school (795):

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

And here, where she critiqued J. D. Salinger’s book The Catcher in the Rye (800):
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Select Committee of Inquiry—Education, “Transactions of Public Hearings,” Box 9 (81/12),
UQFL81, Fryer Library, University of Queensland: 795–800.
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Then this—about how young people at school were not educated (799). (Note:
in 1978, when my mother made this declaration, I was eighteen years old and in
senior, my final year of high school.)

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

Reading this paragraph was the point where the personal kicked in. I read her
words again—I say this of my own children. I hope nobody is listening or is going to take
this down in writing … Suddenly I saw her fragility, her naivety, her lack of
understanding about the most basic concepts: what an inquiry was, how public it
was, how governments kept records of everything, and how this inquiry was
being recorded for prosperity. I felt a strange transposition of emotion; I wanted to
protect her. Surely she could hear the clack-clack-clack of the Hansard
stenographers belting out every word she spoke during the hearing onto paper,
and the shuffle in and out of the room as a shift ended and another began. As well,
there was a group of primary schoolchildren from Newmarket State School sitting
in the gallery that day, watching proceedings. The Chair, Mike Ahern, had
welcomed them earlier at the beginning of the session: “I remind them,” he said,
“it is on their behalf that we have been discussing many of these issues over a
period” (795). I wondered what they made of what they heard that day.

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS
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I imagined hearing a catch in my mother’s throat as she finished her sentence.
Her hesitation and dash for cover. All of a sudden I saw that she might have been
afraid.

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

Did she feel guilty about what she was saying? I say this of my own children. Or
was she smitten by grief, perhaps? I hope nobody is going to take this down in writing.
Did she hesitate in order to protect her own children? Did she sense she was to
blame, that she was abrogating her responsibilities as a parent, as half suggested
by one of the questioners (800)? I wondered too, could she be saying these things
out of a kind of love?

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

There I was, some thirty years later in the quiet of the University of
Queensland’s sandstone tower, listening to her voice and her particular way of
putting things, the register and tone, her parenthetical syntax. It was my mother
for sure—talk about speaking directly! I recognised her voice as though I were
present in parliament with her, in the flesh. This was as close as I could get to
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“hearing voice” on paper. I imagined her centre stage, with everybody watching
her, including the small schoolchildren hanging over the wooden gallery railings
trying not to giggle. I wondered what she was wearing that day to make an
impression. Another kaftan? Her favourite jewellery? She would be concentrating
hard to recall what it was she was determined to say. Did she have notes? Or had
she memorised her lines by heart the night before? Did she rehearse underneath
the house? And was her heart thumping in her chest like mine, thumping fit to
burst?

+ + +

Lines by heart
All along, the biggest challenge in writing about my mother, both in the novel and
in this “counter-archive,” has been to find softness and warmth. With this
discovery of her appearance in parliament, suddenly, I feel close to her, protective,
and strangely on side. I wish there was a way to say something to her about this.
I first came across the expression “counter-archive” in McCooey’s Australian
Book Review essay on Australian autobiography, “Going Public” (7). In it, he talks
about the impact the Bringing Them Home report had on public discourse around
autobiography
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testimony,

how
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this

“black

testimony”

triggered

unprecedented public interest. McCooey suggests Indigenous memoirs written
81

after this report was released have changed in nature because of what this report
did, because it underscored the legitimacy and power of putting private
testimony, whether oral or written, into the public sphere; so too white memoir
(“Going Public” 6). The weight has shifted, he argues, and Australia is being
82

affected by a state of crisis. Attempts to write about this, and the inevitable
anxieties it provokes, bring to that sense of crisis “both the authority of personal
experience and the authority of history” (“Going Public” 6). He quotes Michelle
Grossman:
The textual account each writer provides of her search functions as a
kind of counter-archive to the histories stored, circulated and
maintained within the archives of both the family and the state
(Grossman 2).
83

Grossman describes the counter-archive as a journey circumscribed not by earth
but by paper, a “house of paper” she suggests, in which the author finds or fails to
find the “truth.” These paper clippings and filings—photographs, newspaper
reports, letters—sit beside those stories “spoken, sung and often silenced”
(Grossman 1).
I imagine trying to sing a song to my mother: a counter-archive.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The 1997 Bringing Them Home report was the inquiry into the separation of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander children from their families. A number of publications since this report has added to
the debate, including the Bringing Them Home Oral History Project managed by the National
Library of Australia, and the book and CD-ROM that was produced from the interviews, edited by
Doreen Mellor and Anna Haebich, entitled Many Voices: Reflections on Experiences of Indigenous Child
Separation.
81

He quotes here an observation made by Whitlock in “Strategic Remembering.” She writes: “black
testimony is triggering white memoir” (162).

82

In her Australian Humanities Review article, Grossman reviews the books A Little Bird Told Me by
Lynette Russell and Finding Ullagundahi Island by Fabienne Bayet-Charlton as a way to explore the
politics and ethics of secrets and lies when negotiating public histories and private fictions.
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The prefix counter means “against or in opposition—barking against.” You can
make compound verbs with it, such as counterpoint, counterargue, counterwork:
“with the opposite effect, to rival or frustrate, in.” You can make nouns too—here
counter means “contrary, opposed (in direction of effect)”—such as counter-attack,
counter-current, counter-revolution. But there might be another word for what I am
doing. Think about the prefix anti, as in “anti-archive.” This prefix comes from the
Greek meaning “opposite, against, in exchange, instead, rivaling.” It can also be
used in the sense of “preventing,” such as in the words anticlimax and antibody. Or
as it is in anti-hero and antinovel: “the reverse of” or “unlike the conventional.”
Together then, “counter-archive” is the idea of presenting something that is the
reverse of what is already present in the public domain, about giving another view
unlike the conventional archival view. It also suggests the idea of preventing or
resisting a dominant way of reading history—in this case, as presented in this Book
of Pineapple and the novel Bite Your Tongue; it suggests resisting the more usual
and pretty embarrassing and laughable reading of this period of Queensland’s
history, one that is easy to toss aside, dismiss as crazy. In other words, to swim
against the current. For me, too, a counter-archive resists the prevailing family
view, that of “biting the tongue,” and discloses a different way of reading the self.
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McCooey argues that this kind of writing is a dramatic way of bringing
together the private and personal. He suggests it is a form of “prose elegy” where,
in writing about crisis and loss you write about the crisis and loss of selfhood (for
me, writing shame) and about the loss of others (writing death) (“Going Public”
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Think here of Janet Varner Gunn’s manner of describing the reading of autobiography in
Autobiography: Towards a Poetics of Experience: the “cultural act of a self reading” (8). She writes:
“The self who reads, whether it be the autobiographer or the reader of autobiography, is the
displayed self, not the hidden self” (9).
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7). Similarly, Oates once said, “All memoirs are finally about loss” (Uncensored
100). What I am thinking is that if you can locate softness, lean into whisper, you
might be able to find forgiveness and rest.

+ + +

Find whisper
One of the last discoveries I made, on my final research trip to Queensland and its
archives, was a “Christmas letter.” It was late in the afternoon and I was tired and
hungry, but I wanted to tick off the list the “Letters to the Editor to the end of
1971,” so that I could leave the library with a sense of achievement. But in doing
this I remember being tempted to go only until Christmas because everything
shuts down after that. I had to push myself to complete a set and finish on New
Year’s Eve, determined to be thorough and systematic.
Bingo! Here was Angel writing on 28 December 1971. It turns out to be rather a
nicely worded letter, whatever you think of its politics.

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS
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Listen to this part where she quotes another writer: Literature has been described
as the “very breath of society; a body of creative imaginings, the collective intellect of
humanity and the wisdom of our ancestors, handed down from one generation to the next.”
I wonder who said this? Who was my mother reading that day? I felt a moment of
whisper and tenderness, admiration even, as I read her words, and I looked at her
a little differently. Think on it—she admitted to thinking literature was the “very
breath” of who we are.
Then, after returning home to Canberra, I received a call out of the blue from a
librarian at the National Archives of Australia in Barton. By an accidental
coincidence, they had found an “Angel file” dated 1972, not something I had
specifically requested, and would I like to have a look at it?

85

I couldn’t contain my excitement; of course I’d like to see it!
It turned out that the file consisted of correspondence between my mother and
Sir Paul Hasluck, the governor general of Australia at the time. Everything was
there to identify her: her name, her letters after her name, our address, and her
distinctive signature. You will be able, now, to recognise her handwriting:

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

And this is the masthead to one of the “self explanatory” pieces of literature she
circulated.
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Individuals—Requests and Complaints, National Archives of Australia: A2880/1, 2/1/3913.
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She signed these manifestos in her distinctive hand, with our home address on
the bottom. These pages are fantastic to read—she feels so close now. Listen to this
passage describing her “laborious path of literary research,” and on reading
Vladimir Nabakov’s book Lolita:

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

Burning destroys everything, including evidence. She would never have
tolerated Lolita staying in our house. Still, I could imagine her reading the book
downstairs in her study by the light of her lamp while the family slept upstairs.
She would have taken her time to compose a response: Because one sin leads to
another, the book ends in murder. But look again, there’s no mistaking, she really did
think Lolita was good writing: There is no pornography in this book, moreover it is
beautifully written. I love the way she put the words beautifully and rotten in
bold. Do you think when writing this it brought her pleasure? Did she take
writing lessons from Nabakov? Did she satisfy her inquisitiveness? Indeed, was
she aroused? Might she have fancied a little welcome bliss as she crossed her t’s
and dotted her i’s?
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+ + +

A little welcome bliss
I never thought I would derive such pleasure from reading something my mother
wrote. How does Barthes put it again? “What pleasure wants is the site of a loss,
the seam, the cut, the deflation, the dissolve which seizes the subject in the midst of
bliss” (Pleasure 7). I was touched by her voice, how she put things, by the scrape
and rustle of these old letters and pamphlets written by her hand. How
extraordinary to see and feel the paper and ink and signature against the tips of
fingers, the curl of her lettering and grammar. To be moved by her yearning and
her honesty. Affected by the “uncarnal,” an intimacy when reading, this “intenseto-incandescent” to borrow Clendinnen’s words (Agamemnon’s Kiss 217). With
these documents I found some sort of “edge.” Barthes adds: “Culture thus recurs
as an edge: in no matter what form” (Pleasure 7). How prejudices collapse on
reading. It is an experience that is surprisingly physical. “The body who touches
me and against whom I rest my page,” writes Bartlett in “Reading Bodies,” “has
now become a part of my text” (96).
I have changed through this writing, I admit. Dorothy Hewett says this is
bound to happen when it comes to writing, there is no point resisting. She puts it
bluntly: “I’m even changing myself, even as I write I am changing. When I sit
down to write the last word of my autobiography, I’ll be a very different person
from the writer who struggled with the first paragraph” (17). I have discovered
my mother through writing MotherJoy. In this Book of Pineapple, I am writing my
mother with my mother’s writing. I have opened myself up to the whole-body
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experience. And it appears I am not alone. At the end of an essay entitled “Writing
Poppy” Modjeska confesses: “Sometimes I say I had to write that whole book to
find out what I wrote on that last day. Discovery and invention can lie very close
to each other” (Timepieces 94). I doubt I would have discovered my mother in the
archive, had I not written MotherJoy’s life of fiction first onto the page. Now,
having invented the Solider world, I can imagine my mother closer to me. It feels
safe. Or at least, I know what it feels like to miss her because I can put that feeling
into the writing too. I can transpose the thoughts and wishes and pleasures
belonging to Pineapple-I to the real-I, Francesca. I can admit desire.
Sometimes, I fancy a conversation or two. I find the beginning of sentences
forming on my tongue, half sentences with which to engage my mother if she
were alive today—to sing that little song. Invention and the real rub up against
each other so that there is a “redistribution” of language and meaning (to borrow
again from Barthes (Pleasure 6)), and a chance for metamorphosis. “These two
edges, the compromise they bring about,” Barthes insists, “are necessary” (Pleasure 7).
This Queensland story and its making bring Angel and Francesca close to
compromise, so very close.

86

+ + +

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
It is the writer and academic Patricia Duncker who suggests that, given growing-up novels
always end up with the death of the mother (and I suppose this is one way to describe Bite Your
Tongue), death can be a solution as well as an ending? (Duncker was the keynote speaker at the
Australian Association of Writing Programs conference in Canberra in November 2007.)
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Writing as compromise
In her essay “I,” Garner compares the experience of writing a new piece of work to
that of “stumbling and fumbling” into darkness, into a darkness that suits the
material (151). Writing my twin-book “compromise,” in the way that I have, lets
me jimmy open the door enough to illuminate the muddle, then to squeeze myself
through to inhabit these borderland rooms, the gloaming. Invention gives me a
chance as a daughter (in a paradoxical and metaphorical way), to say goodbye in
my own way. To create “an illusion” of truthfulness, as Hewett might suggest
(18).
Still, if the truth were known, as I came near the edge and smell of death in
writing the life of the Soliders, I steered the narrative more purposefully towards
what really happened with my own mother in those last days beside the Brisbane
River. I wanted the narrative to sit uncomfortably staged “as it really happened.”
There was more resistance this way, if you like; I found traction. I can still feel the
resistance today: the challenge “redistribution” demands.

(Which is why “Miss Gloria” makes me smile, wryly.)
Big Glory showed me the way, she allowed me to strip back fear and lean
towards a mother. She showed me how to do it physically as well as mentally.
Through the process of writing and reading back later, Francesca found a way to
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muscle in towards Angel; she got close enough for their bodies to connect, to
touch.
Just pause for a moment and think about this word touch, not as a noun but as a
verb, a doing word. It can mean “come or bring into or be in contact” with “no
space between.” It can also mean “strike lightly, injure slightly, play” to suggest a
sense of attack and affront; it certainly doesn’t guarantee comfort. Or—“reach as
far as or attain to or be a match for.” These definitions come from The Pocket Oxford
Dictionary I cut up for an artwork made of red jelly. It is the same edition of the
dictionary I used at school to look up words, when I first started looking up
words. Have a look yourself:
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This wobbly red jelly is one of a series of works I made during the process of
writing Bite Your Tongue for an exhibition called “A Book of Breathing.” It is a
detail of a work entitled “Touch,” one of four jelly plates made for eating.

87

As I was preparing this particular plate for exhibition, made from the finest
grade Swiss gelatine I might add, it smashed on the floor, jelly going everywhere.
I ate some of it too to see what it tasted like—of course. Because, have a look at the
bottom of the definition, at what else this word means: touch from the Latin tûch as
in “make a difference to, stir sympathy or other emotion in, allow to enter one’s
mouth” (my italics). Whether literal or implied this is more than skin-to-skin. This
is a chemical reaction of saliva with gelatin—allow to enter one’s mouth—this is also
Chemistry, speaking metaphorically. It is a collapse of one thing into the other—
real tûch.
In the final chapters of the novel, after Little Glory and the early story of books
go up in smoke in the backyard, Big Glory’s story comes more into focus as she
takes centre stage, “stirs sympathy or other emotion” (my italics). The narrative
structure I’ve constructed with its contrapuntal, fugal form established in the
opening chapters gives strength to the direction of play in these final pages. A
88

narrative, whatever its shape, tries to make sense of a messy life, helps us
understand (Sontag, “On Photography” 23). Narrative imposes order and rhythm.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
“A Book of Breathing” was exhibited in the Kulturatelier at Schloss Haldenstein, Switzerland, in
February 2007, as a result of a joint three-month artist’s residency. “A Book of Breathing” is a series
of drawings made with paper, pencil, pastels, water, found rocks, snow, gelatine, and warm air.
Details of the exhibition can be found online at
<http://www.horacek.com.au/moreskizzenFRScat.html>.
87

The word fugue is a musical term from the Latin fuga or flight. It also has a psychological meaning
of “loss of awareness of one’s identity,” where the loss is often coupled with the idea of flight from
one’s normal environment. What a twist, when thinking about Glory’s journey through these
pages.
88
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Narrative peels flesh close to the psychological truth of experience; gives us
permission to narrow the focus of the chosen subject matter, helps us to rein in
aberrant detail and fickle figurative language. Making good stories is not just
about what to put in but obviously it is about what to leave out. Understanding
comes from not accepting the world as it “looks” and, as Sontag suggests, from
being able to say no (“On Photography” 23). In Bite Your Tongue the links and
knots tighten as the narrative draws to a close and Big Glory opens herself up to
her mother’s passing; she insists on making herself part of the experience
unfolding in front of her. She dares herself in that deathbed kiss to get rid of God
and “throw up love.” To taste the embroidery of this surf in her mouth, warm
89

and salty.

+ + +

In the surf of her mouth
What “body work” was involved in this writing? Each new word put down in
squiggles on the page allowed my skin and bones and organs to go forwards.
Sentences made a line and shape to follow. I could move across the page from top
to bottom, left to right, and read my way into existence. How finely tuned the
body was in this dance across the paper, with breath allowing me to think and
sleep and eat and imagine. And dream. Wonder. With this movement I submitted
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
This is a promise Cixous offers in the final pages of her novel Angst, a novel about death and love,
as it happens, Cixous’ first full work to be translated into English (219).
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myself to the process and allowed the body to recognise itself: exclaiming, yes, this
is right. This is how it was. Yet the rhythm and pace allowed for experiments,
gave the imagination room to speculate and layer the work so that, with each new
expansion and shrinkage, there was a testing and shaping of ideas—put in, take
out, put in. How the imagination was quick to take root so that the process could
be repeated. This practice gave me the chance to say things I never thought would
be possible when I first started writing. Each step freed me up to slice closer to the
marrow and dared me to imagine impossibilities.
The finished Bite Your Tongue fiction is a double, a ghost twin. Pineapple Girl
rescued me from the grief of being unreconciled, or at least she made it not as
blunt and ungiving and awful. She gave me words of resurrection. Utterance,
whatever the cost.
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Counting the cost
Any writer who takes her own life and that of her family’s as her subject matter is
on dangerous territory. Let’s face it: to let something like this live on the page, you
have to be prepared to die a small death. What will the family think of what you
have written? Will they still talk to you after they have read these words? To write
anything, a writer must disrupt the comfort and safety that being in a family
affords; she must break ranks. How writers strip off (striptease), how they bare the
private in public. To write anything, I think, a writer must betray something.
90

91

To “betray oneself,” The Macquarie Dictionary suggests, is to reveal one’s real
character. Here the word betray comes from the Latin tradere meaning “give over”:
exhibit, reveal or disclose, unconsciously or consciously, and disappoint. The
juxtaposition of real with character makes me think of other contested couplings:
truth coupled with invention, facts and fabrication, record or document alongside
storytelling and fiction, “free invention” against “getting it right” (Colmer 8). An
inevitable tension exists.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
It is the academic and critic John Colmer who says autobiography is a form of literary striptease
as much as it is “an archeology of the self” (7). Similarly, the writer Katherine Paterson (author of
Bridge to Terabithia) talks about how writers seem contradictory, how they “run around naked in
public” even though they are very private people (Rushby 12).
90

All good writing, Belfast writer Louise Dean concurs, is “an act of betrayal.” And she would
know, confronted by a particular sort of betrayal when writing about The Troubles in Northern
Ireland. “The job of a writer is to betray his country with words” (Sibree 12).
91
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+ + +

Stripping off
There is a photograph my father took of me kidding around in a pool in the
backyard in St Lucia, in a Clark Rubber special. I can hear the shouts and carry-on,
feel the splash of water. I found this photograph at the back of the cupboard one
day, just a little while ago, while moving house, in an old red, black and white
Kodak slide box that I always thought was a chocolate box.

The box is falling apart and was once held together with sticky tape, now with a
thick rubber band. Across the lid you can read the words “Royal Tour” in my
mother’s handwriting (I always thought it said “family treasure”). I’m sure it’s her
writing, but a younger hand, perhaps. It’s certainly not my father’s writing, and he
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was the keeper of the slides. But I don’t know what royalty has to do with our
family, nor any kind of tour.
It must be me surely, the hair colour is right, even though it is wet. I don’t
remember the rubber ring, but there is something about how the little girl holds
her head that I recognise intuitively. A familiar pose. If only we could see her face:
I wonder what she was looking at?

How I loved to play in the pool with my little sister all afternoon, all through
summer until the soles of our feet and palms of our hands wrinkled up like
walnuts.
In these early years, it was always my father who took the snaps. He held the
camera; he framed and sized up his children. I can see him now getting a measure
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of the light with the metre, how he made adjustments, how he stretched his
extended arm up to the sun, and paused, considered. Now then, he would say,
clearing his throat to begin. The funny thing is, I can’t remember him giving
directions; I can’t remember him ever telling us what to look at, when to turn, who
he wanted and not wanted in the frame. He did like to cough to clear his throat,
though—herch-haugh, herch-humm. He would punctuate our lives with other small
conjunctive phrases too, such as: What’s the score? What’s the plan? Let’s press on,
shall we?
In Brisbane, kids were always stripping off and swimming to keep cool. Look at
how clear the water was too. See the outline of her body beneath the surface, how
she was positioned in the water, toes pressing into the blue plastic floor to stay
stable, how she held her body up to keep her head afloat. Look at the angles she
made with her body, the shape we see now in the water. How her right leg was
cocked sidewards like a memory. It is a picture of what a memory might look like,
perhaps—the trace and shadow of a known body, somatic recognition.

+ + +

Keep her head afloat
In their book entitled Autobiography, Barbara Steiner and Jun Yang argue that
inherent in the process of creating any autobiography you have to see yourself “as
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someone else,” you have to create a persona, invent a character/narrator (16). You
92

betray who you really are, in other words; you are not yourself. You-the-subject
becomes you-the-object—someone else—with transference or “carry across” of
flesh-and-blood body into linguistic body.
In musical terms it might be called transposition, or “across place”: to transform
or transmute. Here, swimming in this backyard pool, a little girl and her rubber
ring make music in the water with a leg cocked sidewards, a face angled
skywards. Together, she and I become more than simply a portrait of what once
was. In any case, it is a consecutive process as it gets going, then a concurrent
doubling all at once as the two run together (subject and object, narrator and
narrated) with only a slit of indiscernible daylight between—depending on the
slant, the hold. This is the first big lie, if you like (as Clive James famously said:
autobiography is a lying art).

93

This all-at-once interpretation, as-it-is-happening, is a parallel process Steiner
and Yang argue, where the writing itself becomes the means of fashioning identity;
not what is written. The process, in other words, is the thing, not the finished
product. Identity is expressed out of that process rather than as a fixed document
or a final statement of self (15–16). This “parallel process” is the work you have to
do to make story; why, for instance, I like to call this Queensland project
“autobiographical work,” where the word work is a doing word and not a naming

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The book Autobiography is an exhibition of art works “in a book” that explores how artists use art
“to puzzle out the complicated ways in which we create our stories about ourselves” (Steiner and
Yang, cover blurb).
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John Colmer quotes James saying this in a Michael Parkinson interview (6). In his own Unreliable
Memoirs, James writes: “This autobiography is a disguised novel … the whole affair is a figment
got up to sound like truth” (9).
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word in the sense of “a finished work.” How this “working” takes on a life of its
94

own. How it gets me by the throat too, in figurative as well as literal terms. Like
living itself, you are in a state of flux.

95

So how does this “doing” actually happen?
First, a split in two onto the page—the becoming-someone-else bit. Margaret
Atwood argues in Negotiating with the Dead that creative artists who are writers are
“doubles twice times over,” for the very act of writing “splits the self in two,”
splits a life for the page (32). If you are going to write anything, you must “use”
your own life to do the writing. Add to this the tricky matter of subject matter as it
relates to the self and you have a third kind of trading or “giving over.” If you
then add to that the uncovering of family story in writing the self, you embark on
a very singular kind of “using” or betrayal: you step outside the family ring, and
reveal insider information. Will your family object to your portrayal and to the
way in which you treat them in this story? Does your “illusion” or way of putting
things match up with their view (how will they see you now)? Will they accept
your portrait as one of many possibilities, a version of “the family story”? Will they
feel betrayed on your mother’s behalf? Will you be thrown out of the family,
disowned by them (literally and/or figuratively)? Would the family object to the
doing of this no matter what was said? There are so many unanswerable

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
I have borrowed this idea of “work” from Dessaix, as it is his way of describing the
autobiographical work he did for his book, A Mother’s Disgrace, “the autobiography with lies”
(Write On 6). “Some would say it’s a novel posing as autobiography but I think of it as
autobiographical work” (“Eros” 22).
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To use Hewett’s word for it in “Autobiographically Speaking”: “everything is fluid and
everything is flux” (18).
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questions. In any case, this is risky writing. It is transgressive. Brian Castro calls it
“dangerous dancing.”

96

It is Castro too who first introduced me to the idea of writing your own
disinheritance when writing autobiography, confirming what I already knew by
heart. Writing matters of belief and shame not only risks putting oneself outside
97

the family door, but it risks disinheritance or “a disowning of yourself” (“Dangerous
Dancing” screen 7). Castro thinks of it as “this continuous voice, which runs riot,
straight into the pit of hell.” You open yourself up to attack on all fronts.

+ + +

Dangerous dancing
Sometimes my little sister and I stayed in the pool all afternoon if we were
allowed. We were called the Little Girls, and we liked to play a game called
“doing the whirlpool.” We dragged the blue water around the perimeter of the
pool with our bodies to make currents. We would begin on opposite sides from
each other and then around and around we would go while holding onto the top
metal edge with our hands as a way to pull us along, with our feet running and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The idea of dancing comes from Castro’s essay by the same name written before his book
Shanghai Dancing was out in the world—written in the embryonic stages of that writing, I imagine,
when he was testing the waters with ideas (“Dangerous Dancing”). In another place Castro argues
autobiography, as a genre, is the most direct form of transgression: it “declares itself against
authority. Places itself at the very juncture of risk” (“Auto/biography” 32).
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Castro suggests that writing has consequences (“as I write, I am already being disinherited”), and
there is a causal link between writing and the act of disinheritance (“I am being disinherited because
I write”) (“Dangerous Dancing” screen 1, 2).
97
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cavorting and dragging around the rim along the bottom where the edge of the
blue plastic sloped upwards. Let’s do the whirlpool, we squealed, as if calling a bush
dance. The current caught us up in its arm to do-se-do.
How hard we worked too: toes holding on to get a grip before letting go like
rubber bands, like jumping jacks, like penny bunger rockets. Faster and faster we
went with the water, around and around, with what speed. How we laughed and
guffawed with the swing of the water, the whirl of our bodies, and with the slap
and slide and clap of our voices. How we bumped and skidded and thumped the
metal sides. Sometimes the current was so fast we had to let go of the sides and
the bottom and just let the water take us. We glided and floated. You can hear us
now, years later, hear the pitch and register of our voices: unaffected, innocent,
and joyous. Spinning skywards in girly compositions. Aglow in the watery
outdoors, it was the only thing that mattered to the Little Girls, the only meaning
that existed. The sound of their laughter and pleasure was so pineapple sweet it
was infectious.
I wonder if my sister remembers this dance in the same way? Did I just make
up this whirlpool game? Because we did everything together, we were never
apart. My father could never take a photograph of one Little Girl without the other
being present.
For instance, here we are altogether on the step of Durham Street, “Going to
church”:
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This is the real picture my father took of his young family, one Sunday morning
in the early sixties. It is a copy of the original before I cropped it. You see the
picture is now complete, with my mother holding both the hands of her Little
Girls: Francesca on one side, Hephzibah on the other. And look at the sky, how it
glows, and the clap of the palm tree fronds: we were happy that day. You will
notice too, that if you compare this photograph for shape and size to the one
where my mother wrote the words Going to church on the reverse side (see page
55), it is a perfect fit. Whereas if you look at the version I cut up for the purposes of
writing this story (see page 52), the two do not match in size; I have been making
things up.
And here we are together in the garden in the frangipani corner. Just look at us
with the smell of Queensland up our noses.
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I like the way we looked directly at the camera this time (watching my father
watching us); I look cheeky, don’t I? Hephzibah is not so sure. We were probably
in the middle of playing some game. Interrupted. I loved getting lost in the garden
so nobody could find us, hiding in the vegetation like this. And always with her in
tow, you can be sure. I figure if you look closely you can see the shadow of the
98

septic tank hidden behind.
But to write the Bite Your Tongue novel “the little sister” had to be cut out
mostly, literally and metaphorically. Mind you, in the Solider world I constructed,
Gracie is more present than others in the family, especially in the opening chapters
playing “dollies” on the septic tank and around the kitchen table as part of the

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The story of these two Little Girls growing up like symbiotic twins, my father always said, is
another story, a story that could fill a whole book on its own.
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anatomy lessons. She quickly drops away and disappears once Glory hops on the
train to go west to high school. Does this matter, I ask?
You’ve cut me out! I hear Hephzibah exclaim, accusingly.
I had to, I reply, a bit defensively, I couldn’t write about you, it wouldn’t be right.
It makes sense as I say this. She’s got her own story to tell, I argue to myself,
and in her own way too. She would be furious if I told her story out of turn,
insulted.
But it’s as if I am not there, I was never there, that I don’t exist.
But what would you rather?
I’m clutching at straws, aren’t I? Either way, it’s not quite fair. In our world we
were always together, always pushing and pulling against each other, always
testing the existence and closeness of the other, the existence and integrity of
ourselves. In short: she was always in view and part of the picture. You can’t have
one without the other. Her presence was a way of making me exist. I always
reckoned if she weren’t there, I would disappear. Just as Garner claims: “We are
intertwined! It’s impossible to write intimately about your own life without
revealing something of the people who are close to you” (“I” 152).
I do exist, Hephzibah keeps insisting. You can’t get rid of me so easily. I’ve always
been there on the other side of Mum’s body. I am here.
I know.
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I also know that, in the process of writing these two books, there are things that
I have kept hidden from myself that I can’t even begin to acknowledge or disclose.
There are parts of other stories intersecting mine that I don’t speak of here. I have
kept secret that I can’t actually write about these things and have taken refuge in
the statement: “this is not my story.” It is as though I have cut myself up into little
bits.

+ + +

You’ve cut me up
In Body Parts, the English biographer and essayist Hermione Lee suggests
biography is “a process of making up, or making over” (28). She brings together
the ideas of putting together and concocting or inventing (the “making up” bit),
with the idea of transformation and remodelling (“making over”). I want to add to
this, the idea of “cutting out” or “cutting up”—cutting something—how a writer
fashions or sculpts a narrative to reveal what it is she wants to reveal (from the
Latin sculptere or carve, “to cut away”). Add how a writer is always making
deliberate choices (the act of intervention), and always “straddling awkward
chasms” (invention). Always cutting the story up to rearrange and realign the
99

narrative trajectory, acutely aware of the tension and tautness between “getting
the story right” and “giving the life story a bit of shape.”
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The “straddling awkward” is Dessaix’s way of putting things: “It’s straddling awkward chasms
and gaps that excites and produces new words. It’s part of the desire to befriend unknown parts of
yourself”(“Eros” 24).
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If this is a way to think about biography, as Lee might suggest, just pause to
consider the strain in writing a fiction drawn from life? In shaping the world of
Bite Your Tongue, I knew I had to dissect the family body for my own artistic
purposes.

+ + +

Dissecting the family body
Here we are, her and me, cut out roughly as if with a pair of dressmaking pinking
shears (I’m making this bit up), the sort of cutting Little Glory might have
performed to paste us into her little daybook afloat with the lilies on the chenille
bedspread.
How close we are too: Francesca and Angel perched side by side, their bodies
touching, most probably. We really do have the same smile, don’t we, the same
eyes? You should be able to recognise us by now.
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I remember this suit too—brown and off-white and slippery to feel when I laid
my head on my mother’s lap through the sermon. Polyester probably. It makes me
sweat now to think about it; Brisbane summers can be so hot. It takes me back to
sitting with her in church in Inala. How I loved to trace heat on other people’s
bodies in the congregation by the sweat marks on their clothes. I would watch
patterns take shape in dark patches and lines down the centre of backs and in
concentric circles under arms. Sometimes I would see two half moons emerge
from under some women’s breasts if their dresses were hug-fitting, sometimes
patches around the crotch of the pale-coloured shorts some men wore tightly, in
the 1970s style. How very hot days enlivened my attention. “The child looks and
recognises before it can speak,” John Berger says. “Seeing comes before words”
(7).
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I can remember the roughness of my mother’s strong hand today, when in
church she idly stroked hair off my face. How I managed to lay my head on her
lap and keep very still, so she would not stop. How I liked the comfort of her palm
pressed against my cheek and temple, the way she developed a rhythm across my
head and back, and how she sometimes trailed her fingers through the length of
my hair. And how jealous I was when my sister Hephzibah got to my mother’s lap
first.
I remember how fluffed out my hair was for this photograph, how my mother
loved to tease it so it bounced she said, to give it body. She instructed me to tip my
head upside down so the shock of hair fell out like rain from a cloud—I thought I
was flying, in heaven. And I remember my wool dress, how the sleeves and
neckline puffed up around trims of lace (a bit scratchy, I admit), how I tried to find
adjectives to describe the colour of this adorable dress—baby-bottom, dove-pink,
pink-peppercorn-tongue. And how the next time I wanted to wear it, I cried and
cried with my face beneath my pillow because it had shrunk in the wash: how
mouldy it was, and green in places—what a stink too.
Consider the stillness and poise of this portrait, a pose so different to the
buoyancy and energy or flux of, say, the one of her and me going to church with my
knee cocked her way. Or the one of my mother in the newspaper in her batik
kaftan when she told the reporter how willing I was to “sit out” my grade ten
English classes. You won’t find this Queen Street studio photograph in a
newspaper or in any “house of paper” (Grossman 1). Rather it is a staged portrait
destined for private display on a mantelpiece in a lounge room.
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How hot it was in the Queen Street studio, too. I remember how worldly the
photographer was, how camp (not that I knew the word then), how he threw his
arms about to gee us up. How he made us smile with his worldly jokes. And how
we had to shuffle in, Sunday best bumped next to Sunday best. We were standing
so close to each other, I could smell cheap hairspray stiffening my mother’s bun
and dollops of 4711 in a cloud around her throat. And I remember the discomfort
of the others, for there were indeed others; how the rest of the family pressed in,
like heat.
Looking back, I hear giggles. Guffaws. Exclamations.

+ + +

The family pressed in
There is no neutral ground here. In making a choice to write and “publish” a story
about my mother, a person who insisted herself on a very public profile—“up for
grabs,” so to speak—I am landing myself in the mud of my family. There will
always be accusations of misrepresentation or wronging people, as Richard King
puts it in an aptly titled article “On Lifting Lives” (2). It is impossible not to be
100

aware of my family’s presence and truth of belonging—the “relational turn” —
101

and how their presence in my life continues to inform who I am, and vice versa.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In this article, King reviews Moorhouse’s memoir Martini (“five parts fact to one part fiction or
five parts fiction to one part fact” (2)). It is in response to the very public ruckus that ensued from
Moorhouse’s ex-wife because he quoted from her letters without her permission.
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McCooey’s expression when describing this kind of “life writing” (“Going Public” 1).
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How our lives go on intersecting and how the story of “who are we” will grow
beyond this point. How our sharing of the same mother forms a set of
relationships that can be pictured as a complex Venn diagram of many
intersecting sets. And how everybody else’s version will never match mine: think
about it, what if they’re right and I am wrong? “Writers should be a little more
careful with the lives of those who don’t share their ambition,” King warns (2).
Just pause for a moment and consider how a family might be mapped in terms
of relationships, in mathematical terms. Consider for example, the combinations
and permutations for a family of eight members—a multiplication of 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x
5 x 6 x 7 x 8. In other words, in our family while my mother was still alive, there
were 40,320 different ways of relating to each other. Now, without her, it has been
reduced to 5,040.
Look, this is how we were:
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By “Anthony Caton” of Brisbane, Queen Street Studio, 1969.

This Queen Street photograph of us all, taken the same year a man landed on
the moon, was until recently the only one of its kind, ever. And I confess, how
strange it feels here to embody my family like this with this portrait—the facts of
the matter, as it were. It took four decades for us all to be in the same room again
for another photo opportunity, the very last. Then, a week after the click of that
shutter, my mother was dead.
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8

Risky writing
When I left Queensland I never intended to return. This was it, I thought, I was
out of here, I never wanted to see Queensland again. I didn’t know anything other
than this life I had led except that I knew I wanted to taste a new world, a world
without Bjelke-Petersen, without my family and, in particular, without my
mother. Somebody had told me about the rest of the world, they said I could do
tertiary study elsewhere. It was a thump-in-the-chest moment because I had
thought all Queensland children had to stay in the Sunshine State if they wanted
to go to university—in fact, it was what we had learned by rote: south of the border
is bad and all bad things lurk there, “commies, poofters and those Canberra
bastards”(Cooper screen 3). I wanted to smell this place of difference for myself
and here was my chance. It was a smell my mother warned me about: Don’t do it,
it’s a mistake, you’ll regret it.
When I stepped away to go to university in New South Wales at the Greyhound
bus stop in South Brisbane, she pressed her cold hand against my arm to hold me,
and said, firmly: Whatever you do, don’t do English literature, do something else,
anything else. I can tell you this, cross my heart, that those were her exact words
too. Whatever you do. They were arranged in that order and in that tone. They stuck
out of the ordinary like beacons, like stars in the night sky to guide the way.
Obviously my mother thought literature was dangerous. That she had to warn me
at this point too, after everything else she had already said. She must have known
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that the imagination was already at work, instinctual. No wonder she was afraid.
She gave me a gift that day, a way of arranging my first thoughts, a shift of axes.
This act of self-determination in leaving her would shape my identity. Her words
settled under my skin like seeds—not that I knew this at the time—getting ready
to grow.

+ + +

A shift of axes
Bodies and books and literature, and reading, turn up everywhere in this pineapple
story: intertwined and entangled. Now I can read a book comfortably, and in bed
too. Now I love to curl up with all kinds of new and favourite books, to let this
private “uncarnal” intimacy take hold (Clendinnen, Agamemnon’s Kiss 217). But it
hasn’t always been so. Remember, in Bite Your Tongue Glory Solider cut up books
the way you cut up pineapples, but not for pleasure, not to hand around. Despite
the degree of bravery I might appear to possess within the pages of this
manuscript, I confess I have been afraid of what I might read between covers,
afraid of the shame I once felt when looking upon anything so worldly, and now
afraid of the shame in talking (and writing) about this. And I can’t believe I am
admitting to it here.
It is a very particular Queensland intaglio I am talking about. You could print
this Golden Circle skin to see for yourself, see its transference of scratches and
scars, incisions and scrapings into the flesh. Excoriations. Because the thing about
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shame is that it colonises your body, it inhabits you, so that you feel ashamed not
just about the shame of origin (like original sin), you feel ashamed about revealing
the shame. You want to bury it alive, bury it for good. You want to hide. Yet here I
am on paper shouting out loud.
“Shame requires an audience,” declares Jacqueline Rose, critic and novelist (1).

102

“To care intensely about what you are writing places the body within the ambit
of the shameful,” writes Sydney academic Elspeth Probyn (131).
Shame sticks; shame multiplies.
Etymologically the words shame and sham are related but what a difference the
letter e makes. Probyn says the crucial element turning sham into shame—and not
only the mere curl of the letter e—is the level of interest and/or desire: “There is
no shame in being a sham if you don’t care what others think or if you don’t care
what you think” (131). The presence of shame tells us something. It shows that
103

we have interest; that we care very much. So welcome it, I persuade myself, as a
mark of attachment. In my case, shame places my body squarely back in
Queensland, and not covering my face as I once did, but making a declaration
with this counter-archive. Thinking about shame is a way to think about ourselves
(Probyn 45). And the minute I realised this while writing, shame became an idea
of revelation, not a reason to retract. A thing to welcome.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In the opening line of her book on psychoanalysis and the modern world, On Not Being Able to
Sleep, Rose adds, a few lines later: “Shame may require an audience, but at the same time it is secret
and hidden, not something which as a rule people are in a hurry to share … Shame is very
precious, but, in a strange tautology, it also seems to be ashamed of itself” (1).
102

I confess I ate this book when I found it. Have you had that experience? Where you read a new
book so fast, so furiously and all in one go, it is as though you have swallowed the book whole?
You can’t believe that this book exists—and all for you!
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+ + +

How we think about ourselves
With fiction, I was discovering, there is permission to think differently. Certainly
there is a chance to play with different possibilities. E. M. Forster knew this was
instinctive: “How can I tell what I think until I see what I say?” (108). When
writing fiction, you pay attention to the spaces between. You find thought. You
gather potential for this new dynamic. You imagine what hesitation is like, how it
sounds, what the taste of silence is, in the mouth. You write about what you know
and write about what you don’t know about what you know. Any truth, if there is
any truth to be found (brief moments of truth, more likely), comes from
storytelling—how the story is arranged, the pick of view, register or key,
syntactical choices, the preferred vocabulary or choice of figurative language, and
the timing and juxtaposition of ideas placed in a narrative so as to show the funny
side of the story while not losing sight of its seriousness. Your mouth becomes a
room of refuge, where you harbour newly formed words free from attack. In
“doing the whirlpool,” you discover the “weather” of sentences across the
tongue. Desire. And poetry.
104

Invention is a way to tell the truth.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
A figuration suggested in Kevin Brophy’s essay, “The Sentence in Time,” in A Writer’s Reader,
edited by Brenda Walker. Brophy writes: “The sentences we write reveal the weather in our souls”
(34).
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In a way, you have no choice with any of this, especially with this thing called
desire. Desire comes before words. Desire for something begins to form,
something you have not seen before, something you have never heard of until you
start. Composition, you call it. Wearing spells, actually. And it is the collision and
collapse with sparks between, the bit that excites and produces as you straddle
and strain, that pushes you forward, that helps with “making it up” despite the
awkwardness. You write yourself into a made-up shape that you have created to
do just this—a space characterised by imaginary bodies resting on real bodies
(Bartlett’s idea of snuggling into humps and gorges (90)). The challenge is to
search for good definition. To connect together what you trip over and chance
upon in words—I see what I say. To discover fresh angles and different slants of the
sun, and strength in shadows—you are no longer afraid of the dark. You recreate
experience by creating a new grammar. A ruddy lexicon. What was it the poet
John Keats once said? I am certain of nothing but the holiness of the heart’s affections
and the truth of the imagination—what the imagination seizes as beauty must be truth—
whether it existed before or not.

105

+ + +

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
A Canberra friend quoted this line from Keats in a corridor one day after a talk I gave on my
pineapple project. She couldn’t recall where she had read it; she just knew it by heart, almost word
for word. Hold onto the “truth of the imagination,” she said. That’s all that matters. Later, I found
Keats’ lines online at <http://www.famousquotes.com/>.
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Seize as beauty
One cannot help but appreciate the poetry of this approach as well, such sweet
irony: Fight fire with fire, my mother always said. Because, as a writer, the idea of
responding “in kind” to my mother’s anti-smut campaign, a campaign against
“lewd” books, was an idea that sustained me. To fight against her objection to all
this great fiction with another fiction scraped bones, and dissected hearts.

IMAGE REMOVED FOR CIOPYRIGHT REASONS

“Matt” cartoon, Semper Floreat, 15 March 1978, page 7.

Not that my fiction let her off the hook. Rather, by putting the experience of the
body at the centre, it allowed me to inhabit the body of my narrator/protagonist
as if my mother and I were one. It created a place for contemplation and for
feeling, a place to linger. It gave me a chance to explore what Dessaix describes as
“the techniques of irresolution” (“Eros” 24; my italics)—a word in the dictionary
between irresistible and irresolvable.
I am talking here about the desire to subvert, the desire of the body to exist, to
be. Because, if I think about the theological tradition I was brought up in, the body,
to put it bluntly, equalled sin; only Jesus had a good body and he was divine. He
was “word made flesh” (he inhabited a man’s body too). To be more precise, my
body was not just a vehicle for sin: my little girl’s body WAS sin. Fit only to be
punished. Permissio rebellis.
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+ + +

Permissive rebel
In my family we were lucky; we had baths at either end of the house, one for the
boys and one for the girls (in Brisbane you had to wash every day). When I think
of baths, I think of my mother. She liked to have a bath in the pink one at the back
of the house because it was shallower and wider and neater; she could make more
noise that way. Because there was nothing private about my mother’s baths, she
had no shame, unlike us. It was the same pink bath that appears in Bite Your
Tongue, and the one I soaked in with Physohex to cure me of childhood boils (not
that this story gets a mention). Water poured in fast, poured in loud, a waterfall
thundering from the tap. I could hear my mother sloshing about. It was such a
tremendous noise I imagined the whole bathroom was full of water and her head
ceiling-high, exclaiming. Baths made her triumphant. She sang hymns in fountains
out of her mouth.
She didn’t have long baths; my mother never indulged. This was more a
snappy ritual: focused, controlled, determined—How Great Thou Art! Then, in a
flash, the plug was pulled, the water gurgled down the drain, and she reached out
for saintliness on earth. Always believing, believing she really could rid this world
of sin, that it was within her power to save souls, that she was God’s “right-hand
man” on earth. Together she and her Saviour were on a mission; she was making a
mark. Which is why in my family we were baptised in white at the City
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Tabernacle in Wickham Terrace—at least this is how I dreamed it should have
happened. It was baptism by full immersion in a pool at the front of the church
behind the altar. I remember it was all rather beautiful, the white of the dresses
against the green of the art deco tiles. We were dunked deep into this bath of
churchly proportions, pushed way below the surface (we had to hold our breaths),
but safely held in the muscle arms of Jesus (not just the arms of the minister, my
mother always said, we knew better). We were puffed up and purified.
Everything dripped and sagged afterwards on the other side, our hair flat against
skulls, water still up the nose, and our dresses clung tightly white and see through
to our bodies; naked-looking if you dared to think about it. Baptism was a way to
show up the shape and contour of our souls.

+ + +

See through our bodies
In her book Volatile Bodies, the feminist scholar and theorist Elizabeth Grosz takes
the mathematical metaphor of the Möbius strip—an inverted three-dimensional
figure eight—as a way to explore the relations between the body and mind, how
through a kind of twisting or inversion, one becomes another. The Möbius strip
106

traces a journey from inside to outside and back again without leaving any point
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
The Möbius strip is a strange geometric shape. If you draw a line down the middle of the strip
and keep on drawing until you get back to your starting point, you will find that you have drawn
on both sides of the paper. Bernadette Wegenstein led me to Grosz and her feminist approach to
the body, a “fluid body” concept (Wegenstein 22).
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of its surface. Grosz argues that this model is a useful way of thinking about the
107

inside and outside of the subject: “the torsion of the one into the other, the
passage, vector, or uncontrollable drift of the inside into the outside and the
outside into the inside” (xii). I fancy in writing this pineapple story, it is possible
to take this figure of eight (like an infinity sign) as a way to illuminate the
connection between different bodies: my lived body, for instance, and the
imagined, fictional body of my hero, Glory Girl; the sensory and perceiving
subject as body, and the linguistic body visible on the page in words; or the
corporeal body, that of material and matter, and the whole body with intellectual,
psychological and spiritual dimensions. Or, flesh itself, and the variety of
configurations and reconfigurations you can make with blood and bones in
language. When I caught a glimpse of my mother’s naked body coming out of
108

our old pink bath, I saw her round belly and her tired breasts that had fed us all, a
vision that now reminds me of a first “viewing,” when I would have seen her
body on the inside, while in utero. There we were, conjoined in literal and
figurative ways by the torsion of the umbilical chord. What a fancy figure eight we
made from the beginning.

+ + +

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Grosz argues these linkages and interactions of relations occurring on the skin and in various
body parts are not merely superficial for “they generate, they produce, all the effects of a physical
interior, an underlying depth” (116).
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The French feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray writes about the debt “flesh” owes to maternity.
She says: “If there is no cutting of the cord and of osmotic exchanges with the maternal world and
its substitutes, how could sublimation of the flesh take place?” (from Irigaray, Ethnique de la
Difference Sexuelle 1984: 168; translation qtd. in Grosz 107).
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Fancy a figure eight
As an eight year old, I already knew how to swim; all Queensland children
learned how to swim in primary school. During holidays, my mother sometimes
dropped us at Centenary Pool on the hill above the city. The Big Girls looked after
the Little Girls. The pool was up the road from where my father worked in
Herston, and you can see his hospital buildings towering in the background in the
following photograph. The nurses’ quarters perched on top of the hill on angles
look like pieces of Lego, visible from a long way off in all directions.
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This Little Girl has got the same smile as Pineapple Girl, hasn’t she? That same
favourite haircut. But she looks a little tentative, doesn’t she? A little vulnerable.
She holds her hands tightly across her chest, in a clasp across her favourite togs.
Do you like the bold blue stripes across her tummy, how they run with the
contours of her body? Her little sister runs away; weren’t they funny?
What I remember as I gaze at this photograph is the feel of these togs, how they
hugged my body with a kind of roughness, how sometimes they made my skin
red with scratchy lines.

How they were impossible to slide off when wet, and they pinched the skin and
made rude sucking noises, and how it was easier to strip off under the water in the
pool, if the truth be told—not that I would ever be caught doing that.
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I remember how the back of them perished across the stretch of my bottom
where they had weathered away so much little holes began to appear in the elastic
weave, little holes big enough to poke through with little fingers. Little fingers can
be very rude, can’t they?

+ + +

Little holes big enough
When I left Queensland it took me two weeks to decide to change faculties from
science to arts, swapping biology and mathematics for music and English
literature. In my first year at university I studied Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, Forster’s
Passage to India, James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, D. H.
Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover, and watched two extraordinary rehearsed
readings of Edward Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? and Samuel Beckett’s
Waiting for Godot. I found holes in my mother’s argument. The world changed
shape.
What seduced me was the way these writers created vast rooms in their
imaginative works, where they invited the reader to imagine, invent, and invest:
to swell with their own reckoning. Magic, is the way Jill Ker Conway puts it; the
magic of entering another life in order to think about our own (18). Which was
why, when I came to write, I kept going back to this Queensland story—because it
hitched my breath, opened me up. I tracked a narrative line born out of desire that
ran close to the body, that scraped skin, transformed experience. I created shades
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of grey for the embroidery to speak for itself, without being judgmental. It took
me to the edge (made me feel terribly uncomfortable), sounded my heart as
cymbals in my chest. It forced me to stand accused. Opened me up to the shape of
a swollen mouth, the hurt of a bitten tongue.
I did this because of the risk, as Castro would say (“Dangerous Dancing” screen
1), and as a way to get close to “indistinctness,” John Carey might add.

109

+ + +

In the shape of a mouth
This writing was either very brave or very stupid—which brings me back in a
figure eight to the beginning, to pineapples. Because imagine now it is
midsummer and there is a terrible stench of overripe pineapples rotting in the sun
outside, waiting to be processed. We are skinning pineapples together and very
nearly getting our fingers chopped off as we stand at the conveyor belt in
Northgate Brisbane covered in plastic from head to toe. The terrible, sickly sweet
smell excoriates the lining of our nasal passages (excoriate, by the way, I haven’t
told you yet, sits between excommunicate and excrement—what a balancing act this
writing turns out to be).
A friend once gave me a T-shirt as a joke. She said, it’s from your era Francesca,
the one you are writing about, the 1970s; and yes, it turned out this friend was
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Carey introduced me to this word in his chapter on literature in What Good are the Arts? (213–48).
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from Queensland too. Her first job was at the Golden Circle cannery in Northgate,
but she only lasted there an hour. The T-shirt she gave me was red, a Bond’s
raglan sleeve. It read “Fuck Art Let’s Dance” across the chest in white felt
lettering, as bald as that. Bawdy kitsch. She dropped her gift into my lap, quite
literally, a bit like the word excoriate dropped there earlier (dancing like one of
Bradbury’s roasted birds, as I said), with a splash of white, a rain of felt lettering.
She dared me to wear it, “not that your mother would approve,” she said. In fact,
the only place I felt comfortable wearing it was to bed. It slipped over my chest,
cotton soft and snug tight—this was true, believe me. Which all seems strangely
apt given this friend’s penchant for theory. She called herself a theory tart, and
was the one who introduced me to Cixous. She said she only read Cixous in bed
(and I often wonder what Hélène might say, if she heard). Not that I am not
selfconscious about wearing this T-shirt, even to bed, in private. I am careful who
sees me in it; who reads the felt lettering across my chest. Especially if they read it
out loud.
Still, wearing this retro “Fuck Art” T-shirt, I am heartened by something Turner
Hospital once said about the “quirky thing” she learned when writing the short
story “The Mango Tree,” a story that took her some 35 years to execute: that if you
write autobiography people accuse you of “making it up”; if you write fiction,
people insist it is really autobiography (4).
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One of the ways Turner Hospital managed the risk was to have the story published in the Yale
Review away from Australia, and across the Pacific Ocean. The other was to have her story
published in a more obscure publication here in Australia, once she had decided to bring it home.
She writes: “I thought it over: though no one in the church read much of anything but the Bible,
someone was bound to see a piece in the Australian and tell my parents. But who would ever read a
small-press anthology? Only the reviewers, right? Safe, then” (3).
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This pineapple material can never be tested objectively. You will never know
whether I have made it up or not. And I will never know how readers who do not
know me will react to what I have written. Nonetheless, writers and readers,
whoever they are, test the veracity of story over and over; they test the limits of
what is plausible, and what is not—how far the genre will bend. As “a story of
self” this kind of autobiography-as-fiction has its own way of crystallising the
truth by making a world that, in Sontag’s words, “enlarges our sympathy”
(“Educating the Heart” 78). Readers can nestle into the skin of story in their own
way, jostle and nudge and sink deep into imaginary linguistic bodies put on
display. Perhaps this is what Sontag was getting at when she said it is through art,
and fiction in particular, that we receive “an education of the heart” (79). Or,
speaking of heart, maybe I am writing here something that runs along the lines of
Tom Cho’s blog. “There is more heart because there is more hurt.” Cho reckons
satisfaction equals “sweat marks and exertion and vulnerability.” I choose these
111

three factors too, especially the last. For me, satisfaction = taking your chances.
What attracted me to writing this story was that once you submitted yourself to
the process, to this caring very much, and to Grosz’s “uncontrollable drift” as a
method to shape and cajole and sculpt material, it enabled an experience of
unfolding (xii). The emotional, physical and psychological elements of the
landscape you created opened you up to finding “more heart.” The work in toto, of
the making and the made, became a living, breathing, exclaiming, sometimes
whispering, heaving body.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
See <http://www.tomcho.com>. Cho, writer and author of the award winning show “Hello
Kitty,” blogs about himself and likes to write new fiction. He has a new book coming out soon, “a
book about me,” which is perhaps another good working definition for autobiography. See
<http://www.tom
cho.com/?p=85> for the page “There is more heart because there is more hurt” (screen 3).
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9

Taking your chances
When my mother died we found piles of X-rays in large envelopes underneath her
bed. You could put her body back together again with those X-rays; there were
scans for her head, her chest, her mouth and nasal passages, her pelvis, her hands,
her knees, and her feet. Hephzibah and I could not bear to throw them away, so
we divided them up between the two of us.
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Hephzibah Rendle-Short’s exhibition of paintings at The Leper Chapel in Cambridge, United
Kingdom, in March 2007 was built, in part, from the X-rays she rescued. You can see a selection of
works from this show entitled “(Do Not) Touch” at <http://www.leper-chapel.24to24hosting.co.uk/hephzibah.html>.
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These are my mother’s hands; they look angelic, don’t they? Supplicating? Are
they dancing? I wonder what she discussed with her doctor; I wonder what was
wrong with her that day.

This is a chest X-ray of my mother’s heart taken in July 2004, two years after she
had her quadruple heart operation and twenty months before it stopped beating. I
reckon you can see her heart in the bulge and shadow of the chest on the right.
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And if you look very closely under good lights, you can see on the left the
perfection of white ellipses floating upwards along the sternum like smoke rings.
Hear her heart beat in response to each signal—thrump, thrump, thrum.

Simply looking at this tag of her X-ray from Queensland Diagnostic Imaging
with her name and date of birth on it, cut out and pasted here into this
manuscript, a bit blurred, makes my heart go fast.

+ + +

Thrum, thrum
Michel Foucault once asked, to tease, do you know why we write? To which he
answered: “To be loved” (Eribon 276). Cixous says “everything begins with love”:
writing is “an unflagging, intoxicating, unappeasable search” for love (Writing
Differences 147; “Laugh of the Medusa” 893). And love turns up too in Atwood’s
list of reasons why writers write in Negotiating with the Dead (xxi). Writing these
companion works wasn’t for love; at least not on the face of it, not if you’d asked
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me at the start. It is funny how quickly things change though, if you let them
grow. I could say it was perhaps “a wish story” because if I had wished for
anything in the beginning (really wished for it, that is), it was for that which was
impossible, a hope against all hope.
Maybe it doesn’t matter where you begin; the important thing is to keep going,
to keep singing. The process of writing is much like the process of loving, the way
it rolls on with all its associated uncertainties and irresolution—doubt and
contingency. And joy too; play. A writer forever changing is, in the end, a different
person to the one who first began, and that is exactly the thing to take a chance on,
to embrace. Malouf talks about this being an “exercise of the elastic self” that is
both “a tonic and enlarging” (he says that this is what fiction allows). He writes:
“It is also fun” (“Great Escape” 6). And do you know, it was only on finding my
mother’s X-rays in this final stage of writing, that I had an epiphany? A strange
joy, if I were to name the emotion. I was rummaging about in my cupboard,
looking for scans to take to the radiologist as I was undergoing some
investigations of my own, and there they were, staring back at me, pictures
showing up the inside of her body. Plain to see, there was a room for her heart.
Whatever I thought of what she did or didn’t do, she had heart.

+ + +
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A room for heart
“Be with the body. Here you find the tongue.” This is the way poet and novelist
Merlinda Bobis put it to me one day. She said this after she heard my mother had
died.

113

So to finish, let’s jump back into water, not to wash a dirty body clean, but to
play again that whirlpool dance. (My mother always said the water was a good
way to keep us quiet!) Because I want to show you another photograph in the
series my father took of us kidding around in the Clark Rubber special down the
backyard in St Lucia.
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Recognise the togs? “What is most true is poetic,” writes Cixous. “What is most
true is naked life” (Rootprints 3). The little girl’s head is quite cut off: there’s no
ready facial recognition. But will you look at her body.
How this little girl loved chiacking like this all day, squealing and carrying-on,
even when she was dunked under water and had to hold her breath. There’d be a
great spluttering everywhere as she shot to the surface in bursts of air.
This photograph is a bit different to the earlier one I showed you, the one with
the little girl’s back to the lens and her body submerged beneath the water. Here,
she’s “face on,” so to speak, astride a black inner tube that she loved to ride like
the octopus at the Brisbane Ekka.
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Look—at her legs, those thighs full of shine, her water-glowing muscles. See the
shadows in wings under her arms, her ribcage like the spread of a butterfly. Her
nipples show like watchful eyes. The little girl’s togs fall off her shoulders; you
want to hoist up the straps. But it doesn’t matter, does it, because look at the
anatomy of pleasure, her pumping chest, strong shoulders, and imagine those
arms, how they fly about with glee?
It reminds me of being in a fictional body of water somewhere else, swimming
in the Pacific Ocean the day Glory’s mother died. How these two “swimmings”
now collapse together in my imagination, how the two bodies (Francesca’s and
Glory’s) dissolve and grow together into one fantastic body all fizzy pop in the
waves. And how pleasing it is to feel the splash of water everywhere, how it
washes and soothes, and I want to remain in the middle of the tumble and whirl
for just a little while longer, and not go in, not just yet.
I don’t want to “call it a day.”
In A Room of One’s Own, Woolf writes how fiction is like a spider’s web,
“attached ever so lightly perhaps, but still attached to life at all four corners” (43).

114

I fancy my fiction—this autobiographical work “unbiting” the tongue—is attached
in this instance, not to the corners of any house or book, but to the body you saw
here dancing a jig in the water forty years ago. Once a body of flesh and blood,
now a linguistic body too. Trading something like heat, trading blood, trading
story. Choreography: to write her body into existence. Where her bones and
muscles make shapes like sounds, like words, like writing.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In the same essay, Woolf also says fiction is “likely to contain more truth than fact … Lies will
flow from my lips, but there may perhaps be some truth mixed up with them” (4). I like to think I
would have Woolf’s blessing on this work.
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Appendix

These appendices document a selection of what was uncovered in the public
archive that contributed to the crafting of these two volumes. The documents are
listed in chronological order.
1. “114 Arrested: Students in Clashes with Police.” Courier Mail [Brisbane] 9 Sept.
1967: 1.
2. Queensland Parliament. Queensland Legislative Assembly Debates, Hansard.
Matters of Public Interest. Address in Reply by Mr Hanson, Member for Port
Curtis. 7 Sept. 1971: 404–06.
3. Wilson, R. B. J. “Are You Concerned About Your Children’s Moral Welfare.”
Queensland League for National Welfare and Decency. A Public Meeting. 7
Oct. 1971. Ms, F. D. O. Fielding Collection, papers 1969–1991. UQFL126, Box
11. Fryer Library, University of Queensland.
4. “Pornography or Book Burning.” Editorial. Courier Mail [Brisbane] 9 Oct. 1971:
2.
5. Rendle-Short, Dr Angel. “Literary ‘Charlatans’.” Letter. Courier Mail [Brisbane]
28 Dec. 1971: 2.
6. “Book Ban Denies a Right—Librarian.” Courier Mail [Brisbane] 29 Apr. 1972: 7.
I obtained this cutting from the “Censorship File” of the Australian Press
Cuttings Agency in the Newspaper Room, National Library of Australia.
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7. Rendle-Short, Dr Angel. Letter to The Rt. Hon. Sir Paul Hasluck, Governor
General of Australia. 7 Aug. 1971 and 1 June 1972. A2880/1, 2/1/3913. From
“Individuals—Requests and Complaints Received From People Within
Australia—Dr A Rendle-Short.” National Archives of Australia.
8. Rendle-Short, Dr Angel. “Moral Pollution: Diagnosis and Remedy.” Ms. June
1972. A2880/1, 2/1/3913. From “Individuals—Requests and Complaints
Received From People Within Australia—Dr A Rendle-Short.” National
Archives of Australia.
9. Rendle-Short, Dr Angel. “Moral Pollution of Children Through Literature:
Information for Christian Parents.” Ms. June 1972. A2880/1, 2/1/3913. From
“Individuals—Requests and Complaints Received From People Within
Australia—Dr A Rendle-Short.” National Archives of Australia.
10. Rendle-Short, Dr Angel. “Textbooks are Gutter Trash.” Letter. Courier Mail
[Brisbane] 6 Feb. 1975: 2.
11. Rendle-Short, Dr Angel. “School Textbooks Slated: Rebel Ideas, says Mother.”
Courier-Mail [Brisbane] 7 Feb. 1975: 3. This cutting comes from my mother’s
scrapbook, incorrectly dated at the top of the page in her handwriting, Nov.
1975.
12. Clark, Ross. “Very Like a Whale: Choosing English Texts for Secondary School
Students.” Semper Floreat [Brisbane] 6 Mar. 1975: 4.
13. “Women’s Air Talks are Untuned.” Sunday Mail [Brisbane] 9 Nov. 1975: 16.
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14. Queensland Parliament. Queensland Legislative Assembly. Transcripts of
Public Hearings to the Select Committee of Inquiry—Education (Chairman,
Mike Ahern). Day 14, 5 Sept. 1978, 11.31am: 795-800. Records [ca. 1978]
[manuscript]. UQFL81, Box 9 (81/12). Fryer Library, University of Queensland.
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